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Preface
This book argues that the beating heart of Gilles Deleuze’s philosophy is an ontology
of individual and irreducible entities. It is perhaps the first of its kind, as supporters
and critics alike take Deleuze to dissolve entities into more fluid fields, forces, or
events. This ruling consensus holds that Deleuze regards entities such as rocks,
volcanoes, planets, people, horses, festivals, thoughts, and dreams as mere aspects of
processes which exceed them. Deleuze’s main concepts are therefore seen as tools to
help us grasp this reduction of entities to flux.
Yet Deleuze is in fact a thinker of irreducibility and withdrawal. His crucial
insight is that entities are never a mere aspect, representation, effect, moment,
agent, or sign of anything else. No entity can ever be reduced to another substance,
subject, world, structure, movement, plan, description, perception, content, context,
future, past, or any combination those. Nothing can stand in for anything else, and
not even an entire ‘virtual dimension’ can account for all things simultaneously.
Starting from this thesis, Deleuze designs and refines an ontology to account for
the absolute singularity of entities. This one thesis also motivates his resistance
to representation in Difference and repetition, to ‘false’ depth and height in The logic
of sense, to transcendence in Anti-Oedipus, to so-called ‘arborescent’ thinking in A
thousand plateaus, and to communication in What is philosophy?.
This book aims to show how Deleuze’s major concepts are all part of a coherent
system which charts the nature and interactions of entities. Instead of positing
a separate movement or process to account for change, it demonstrates that
entities themselves are always-already excessive over their relations, constituting
a surplus which suffices to ground change and novelty. All of Deleuze’s famous
neologisms will thus be shown to strengthen rather than weaken the irreducibility
of entities.
This is not an attempt to be contrarian for the sake of being contrarian. It is the
necessary outcome of reconstructing Deleuze’s philosophy from its central insights.
In no particular order, these include that (1) everything is a machine, rhizome, or
assemblage; (2) Being is univocal; (3) relations are external to terms; (4) a body is first
a body without organs; (5) a body is not defined by its predicates, but by its powers;
(6) nothing is a representation of anything else; (7) difference is first and foremost
internal difference; and (8) machines never touch directly, but only encounter others
as partial objects and flows. These theses are part of a systematic ontology in which
a tune hummed by a philosophy student on his way home is just as real as the Waal
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river, an electron, Frank Herbert’s Dune, the city of Nijmegen, a meteor, the Wu-Tang
Clan, or a bicycle.
The aim of this book is not just to offer a new reading of Deleuze. It also seeks
to oppose a certain idea which haunts our times, namely the thesis that things
are internal to their relations. It is the idea that the reality of things lies in their
relations with something else. Reality is then said to have one or several layers to
which everything leads, from which everything can be explained, and to which
everything, if we are wise, should be made to conform. It does not matter what
this ultimate layer is. It can be God, mathematics, language, genes, or subatomic
particles, because the result is always the reduction of everything to a derivative
of a mere something. Being the source of endless misunderstandings, this idea is
precisely what Deleuze denounces as the ‘image of thought’ in Difference and repetition
and as ‘paralogistic thinking’ in Anti-Oedipus. Deleuze’s philosophy is the eternal
enemy of all such reductionism and relationism. This, I believe, is what guarantees
the enduring relevance and urgency of his work.

Note on translations
References are to English editions when possible. Translations are sometimes
modified to correct errors and inconsistencies. One example of error is that the
English edition of Kafka consistently translates transcendante as ‘transcendental’
instead of ‘transcendent’. An example of inconsistency is that the English edition
of Anti-Oedipus alternately translates flux as ‘flux’ or ‘flow’, without good reasons
to do so. In the main text, references to non-English sources carry a footnote with
the original text. Within footnotes themselves, references to non-English sources
remain untranslated.
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The machine thesis
1. Entities are machines
Consider the following list. A song, novel, bird’s nest, fictional character, hallucination, rock, sound, organ, tick, country, celestial body, black hole, memory, sentence,
perception, pastry, orchid, wound, brain, battle, chemical, painting, love, sickness,
toy, movie, person, crowd, house, play, and river. What is it philosophers do when
confronted with such diversity? We organize it. We proclaim that some entities,
laws, agents, perspectives, structures, rules, or domains are more real, important, or
fundamental than others. We turn some things into the backbone, source, truth, or
rule for all others. Famous candidates for these coveted positions include primordial
matter, eternal forms, God, substance, Spirit, subject, vital impetus, consciousness,
power relations, discourses, ideology, evolution, culture, human nature, Nature,
‘nature and nurture’, neurons, and subatomic particles. Whatever the selection, the
inevitable result is dualism. One side will contain one or some of the contestants just
listed, and it will cause, determine, and act. The other side will consequently contain
only appearances, effects, moments, representations, points, or derivatives of that
first side. This reductionist tendency is among our most deeply ingrained habits.
Deleuze’s greatness is to reject this habit. He renounces all dualism and accords all
entities equal reality. To emphasize this he calls each entity a ‘machine’. “Everything
is a machine” (ao 12) and “everywhere it is machines – real ones, not figurative
ones: machines driving other machines, machines being driven by other machines,
with all the necessary couplings and connections” (ao 11). We will call this the
‘machine thesis’. It implies a “hyper-realism” (k 70), because it places volcanoes on
the same plane as fleeting thoughts, Genghis Kahn, neutrons, and office chairs.
The core of Deleuze’s philosophy is a systematic defense and elaboration of this
“universal machinism” (atp 256).1 He has perhaps created the first univocal ontology
of individual entities without any recourse to some ‘machine of all machines,’
however conceived. To start grasping the full scope of the machine thesis, let us first
exclude some possible misinterpretations.

1

A synonym for machinism is “meta-mechanics” (bsp 122).
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First, “we are not using a metaphor […] when we speak of machines” (bsp 118; cf.
ao 12, 50, 56; atp 69; bsp 131; dr 190; k 22). Deleuze does not claim that everything
is like lawnmowers or chainsaws. Machines “have nothing to do with gadgets, or
little homemade inventions” (bsp 117). They are “neither imaginary projections in
the form of phantasies, nor real projections in the form of tools” (bsp 119). Instead of
the weak thesis that everything is like machines, Deleuze advocates the strong thesis
that everything is machines. No serious understanding can be attained by watering
down the machine thesis in advance and pretending that we are merely speaking ‘as
if ’.
Second, machinic being is not a state. Someone could think that entities are
sometimes machines and sometimes something else. After all, does Deleuze not
also write that everything is a rhizome, an assemblage, and a multiplicity? Yet
an entity is never a machine now and a rhizome tomorrow. These concepts are
synonyms, not modalities. Deleuze writes that “‘rhizome’ is the best term to
designate multiplicities” (trm 362), that all multiplicities are assemblages (d 69,
132), that assemblages are machines (d 71), that a rhizome “is a multiplicity and
an assemblage” (k 37), and that a machine is a multiplicity and an assemblage
(atp 34). By writing that the assemblage is “the minimum real unit” (d 51), or
that “multiplicities are reality itself ” (trm 310, cf. 305), Deleuze simply repeats the
machine thesis. The varying terminology emphasizes various aspects of machines
which will be explained later. The same holds for concepts such as “social machine,”
“technical machine,” and “desiring-machine”.2 These are but different aspects of
how all machines function: “[…] they are the same machines, but it is not the same regime”
(bsp 130).
Third, “everything is a machine” does not designate a privileged group of beings.
Socrates may deny that eternal forms exist for “worthless things” like mud, hair, and
dirt (Plato, 1997: 364 / 130d), but Deleuze affirms that even the sunbeams hallucinated
by the schizophrenic Judge Schreber are machines (ao 12).3 Consider also the variety of
what Deleuze calls machines, assemblages, rhizomes, and multiplicities. It includes
ships, knife rests, hotels, circuses, books, castles, courts, music, hallucinations,
writers, plants, animals, orchids, wasps, rocks, rivers, societies, Glenn Gould’s music,
packs of rats, couch grass, bureaucracies, brains, clocks, ants, Amsterdam, potatoes,
children, and toys.4 It also includes clerks and office equipment (labor machine),
2
3
4

A thorough explanation of what Deleuze means by ‘desire’ will have to wait until the third chapter.
So of course he also affirms that even “hair is a thing in its own right” (ao 211).
These are all from Anti-Oedipus and A thousand plateaus.
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mounted archers (man-horse-bow machine), phalanxes (hoplites-lances-shields
machine), and dancing (dance-floor-dancer machine) (bsp 118). Deleuze even grants “a
day,” “a spring,” and “a five o’ clock” the irreducibility of machines (scs 150277). Note
that these are entities from many domains, including biology, chemistry, fantasy,
geology, politics, language, astronomy, and myth. Deleuze is not constructing a
bizarre Borgesian taxonomy for obscure poetic reasons. He is simply asserting time
and again that everything is a machine, whether “real, contrived, or imaginary”
(trm 17). Should someone still not be convinced, we could also consider Deleuze’s
explicit refusals to limit machinic being. He insists that machines are neither the
set of objects emerging from the hands of a maker (bsp 118), nor the set of objects
used as extensions by organisms (ao 324). Multiplicities do not merely concern the
unconscious, or nature, or our bodies (trm 310). The machinic is neither a mechanical
domain opposed to a non-mechanical one, nor an organic domain opposed to a nonorganic one (d 104). Where machines are concerned, “Nature = Industry, Nature
= History” (atp 37), which refuses all distinctions between the artificial and the
natural or a primitive past and an evolved present (atp 69). The machine thesis is
univocal, and hence “there is no biosphere or noosphere, but everywhere the same
Mechanosphere” (atp 69).
Given the scope of the machine thesis, two sets of questions emerge. First, what
does it mean to define entities as machines? What are their features? How do they
work? Second, what is the necessity of defining entities as machines? To which
problem does the machine thesis respond? This introduction outlines some of the
answers, thus previewing the more detailed analyses of subsequent chapters. We
start with the necessity of the machine thesis. First, because it reveals a principle
from which Deleuze’s machinic system can be progressively deduced. Second, because
that same principle immediately forces a break with most Deleuze scholarship.
The principle is that relations are external to terms (es 66). This will be called
the ‘externality thesis,’ and it is central to Deleuze’s thought. Not unlike the Cogito
for Descartes, it is “a thunderclap in philosophy” for Deleuze.5 No element in his
philosophy is so important yet simultaneously so often overlooked.6 Yet it is the
externality thesis which launches Deleuze into the creation of one of the great
systematic philosophies of the twentieth century. The entire first chapter of this
5
6

“[…] cette proposition est absolument pour moi comme un coup de tonnerre dans la philosophie!
[…] Les relations sont extérieures à leurs termes” (sc 141282).
And when its centrality is noted, it is met with wonder rather than elaboration (Baugh, 1992:
135–137, 143).
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book is dedicated to the externality thesis, but its main features can be previewed
here. A term can be anything: a tornado, a truck, a game of tennis, a pang of fear, or
a tomato. It does not need to be human or even alive. Relations include but are not
limited to touching, seeing, colliding, pulling, having, knowing, crushing, seducing,
rubbing, placing, containing, destroying, and creating. Externality implies that an
entity in itself is never present in its relations. There is a difference in kind between an
entity itself and its manifestations, and direct contact between entities is impossible.
Each entity has properties constituting an excess over and above its current, past,
future, and even possible relations. This is the case even if it exists for a mere second
during which it is at the complete mercy of other forces. Even in the most smoothrunning machine imaginable, all parts will thus remain ontologically irreducible
to that machine as well as to each other (k 37). There are such machines all the way
to infinity: “each segment is a machine or a piece of the machine, but the machine
cannot be dismantled without each of its contiguous pieces forming a machine in
turn, taking up more and more place” (k 56; cf. flb 8). In short, externality means
that nothing is reducible to anything else, even if ‘anything else’ is everything else.7
It follows that relations, lying at the surface of things, are not reducible to their
machines either (ls 19, 132). Nevertheless, entities are not self-caused or uncreated. As
we will see, externality also does not result in an old-fashioned dualism which neatly
separates reality into ‘relational stuff ’ and ‘term stuff ’. Externality merely states that
entities are not exhausted by their relations, whether we take an atom in a molecule
or a note in a symphony. Every entity is always a force to be reckoned with. This
view of entities as forces is what Deleuze means by his notion of “non-organic” or
“anorganic” life (cf. atp 503):
From this point of view natural substances and artificial creations, candelabras
and trees, turbine and sun are no longer any different. A wall which is alive is
dreadful; but utensils, furniture, houses and their roofs also lean, crowd around,
lie in wait, or pounce (c51).
But what is a reality in which externality holds? Most importantly it cannot have an
ultimate ground or even privileged points. Everything must happen between entities
themselves. After all, a universal ground by definition concerns direct relations with

7

Note that Deleuze calls himself an empiricist and a pluralist, defining both as studying multiplicities in their irreducibility (d vii, trm 304).
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the interior of entities. Yet nothing will be reducible or essentially related to a specific
God, Spirit, substance, material, part, whole, or pattern. Not a single emotion is
reducible to a brain or to a combination of a brain, a genome, and a culture. Not a
single rock is reducible to its atoms and the events that shape it. All internalism, no
matter how subtle, will be forbidden by externality:
[R]elations are external to terms. Such a thesis can be understood only in opposition
to the tireless efforts by rationalist philosophers to resolve the paradox of
relations: either a means is found to make the relation internal to the term,
or a more profound and inclusive term is discovered to which the relation is
already internal (di 163).
Externality is the main problem for Deleuze: how can reality be what it is if direct
contact is impossible? The pursuit of this question culminates in an ontology “where
terms exist like veritable atoms, and relations like veritable external bridges, […]
a Harlequin world of colored patterns and non-totalizable fragments, where one
communicates via external relations” (di 163; cf. d 55). Hence we must reconstruct
this ontology of individual, irreducible entities and their external bridges. This will
reveal machines to be fourfolds, meaning each assemblage has four basic features.
One accounts for its existence, one for its singularity, one for its manifestations, and
one for the qualities of those manifestations. In addition to the fourfold structure,
we must also reconstruct Deleuze’s theory of indirect relations between machines.
This involves three syntheses which account for the genesis, endurance, alteration,
and termination of entities. Yet most of Deleuze’s commentators would not see
merit in our approach, as they would raise at least one of the following objections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Deleuzism should be used, not reconstructed.
Deleuzism is not an ontology at all.
Deleuzism is an ontology in which entities perish.
Deleuzism is an ontology retaining entities, but these are not fourfolds.

Regarding the first point, some think Deleuzism is unsuitable for systematic
reconstruction, which would suit neither the spirit of the works nor the intentions
of their author. This is sometimes asserted with reference to Deleuze’s remark that a
theory is “exactly like a tool box. […] A theory has to be used, it has to work” (di 208). A
popular approach to Deleuze’s work has thus become to treat concepts as individual
aphorisms rather than as pieces of a larger puzzle. Fredric Jameson even writes that
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it is “misguided to search for a system or a central idea in Deleuze: in fact, there are
many of those” (1997: 393). We can also recall how Elizabeth Grosz insists she does
not want to be “in any way ‘faithful’ to the Deleuzian oeuvre but, […] keeping with
its spirit, to use it, to make it work, to develop and experiment with it […]” (1994: 166).
Likewise, Isabelle Stengers writes that “I used [Deleuze’s] concepts only when they
had become tools for my own hand, when I would not explain them but be able to
take them on. I felt that this was what those books asked” (Stengers, unpublished).
At the limit, this culminates in claims that “for Deleuze, the style is the philosopher”
(Duzer, 2007: 245). Or take Michel Foucault, writing in his preface to Anti-Oedipus
that “one must not look for ‘philosophy’ amid the extraordinary profusion of new
notions and surprise concepts […]. I think that Anti-Oedipus can best be read as an
‘art’ […]” (2013: xii).8
Here it is enough to simply express disagreement. Any philosophy worth its
salt merits systematic study on its own terms. The other three objections, however,
will be discussed at some length here. It lengthens this introduction, but it is a
prize worth paying to ensure that later chapters can focus exclusively on Deleuze.
As getting stuck in endless comparisons with the many books and articles about
Deleuze is undesirable, we only discuss exemplary cases of the three remaining
objections. Readers uninterested in skirmishes with the Deleuze literature can skip
to section four.

2. Philosophy as ontology
The existence of Deleuze’s ontology is frequently ignored or denied. Take the example
of Anti-Oedipus. Even though its first two chapters contain a programmatic write-up
of Deleuze’s machinic ontology and the intricacies of machinic being, commentaries
on Anti-Oedipus barely retain a hint of this metaphysics. It is read either as a sociopolitical critique of family life, capitalism, and psychoanalysis (Sibertin-Blanc, 2010:
6, 27), or as a method to revolutionize psychiatry and realize individual and social
liberation (De Gandillac 2005: 147). According to its English translator, Anti-Oedipus
is meant to “break the holds of power and institute […] a revolutionary healing
of mankind” (ao 7). For Ian Buchanan, its principal thesis “is that revolution is
8

Note that Foucault severely disliked Anti-Oedipus (cf. Dosse, 2010: 316). Foucault is more honest
and accurate when calling Difference and repetition an ontology, and The logic of sense a metaphysical
treatise in his earlier ‘Theatrum Philosophicum’ (Foucault, 1970: 91, 79).
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not primarily or even necessarily a matter of taking power,” and he suggests that
Deleuzian machines are only ever human organizations and practices (2008: 21).9
Eugene Holland takes Anti-Oedipus to combine Marx and Freud via Nietzsche, thus
integrating Marxism and psychoanalysis (2001: 7–8).10 Though these authors skillfully
reconstruct significant social and political aspects of Deleuzism, they ignore the
ontology in which those aspects are grounded. This is a most peculiar approach
to a book which opens by asserting that ‘everything is a machine’, by identifying
a motley crew of hallucinations, knife rests, stones, and societies as examples of
such machines, and by disputing all distinctions between natural, cultural, mental,
and physical entities.11 Nevertheless, one can of course simply not be particularly
interested in Deleuze’s metaphysics. Things, however, are more complicated when
we encounter explicit claims that Deleuze’s philosophy is not ontological at all.
First, there are interpretations of Deleuzism as phenomenology. Joe Hughes
declares it impossible that Deleuze’s work contains an ontology (let alone a realist
one), because this would shackle Deleuze to “the false alternative – mind or matter –
that French philosophy had just overcome” (2011: 184). Unperturbed by Deleuze’s
insistence that machinic being precisely overcomes such false oppositions, Hughes
insists Deleuze is instead a phenomenologist who reinterprets Husserl and MerleauPonty (Hughes, 2008).12 Despite everything previously cited on the non-modal,
non-metaphorical, non-local scope of machinic being, Hughes claims that machines
exist only for us: “In Anti-Oedipus we find the central problem to be that of the
production of representation and of a Husserlian subject – a subject, that is, which is
nothing more than its constant genesis” (2008: 52). Similarly, he holds the syntheses
not to describe encounters between any two machines, but only between machines
and humans: “synthesis makes no sense if it takes place outside a passive and
transcendental ego” (2011: 183).
9

Moreover, Buchanan holds that whereas relations are machines (such as the relation between a
breast and a mouth), the terms of such machines are not (2008: 57). This reinstalls precisely the
kind of dualism Deleuze aims to overcome.
10 Contra Deleuze’s insistence that “we prefer not to participate in any effort consistent with a
Freudo-Marxist perspective” (di 276, emphasis added).
11 Also note that Deleuze considered his presentation of machinic philosophy to be as straightforward
as possible: “We weren’t able to make it [Anti-Oedipus, ak] clearer and more direct. However, I’ll
just point out that the first chapter, which many favorable readers have said is too difficult, does
not require any prior knowledge” (di 220).
12 Another example of a phenomenological reading is Levi Bryant’s Difference and givenness, in which
Deleuze’s transcendental empiricism becomes a “phenomenology of the encounter” (2008: 13).
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Even though large parts of Deleuze’s work do concern representation and
subjectivity, it is nonetheless impossible to reduce his philosophy to phenomenology.
First, there are Deleuze’s dismissals of phenomenology as mere opinion (wp 149),
mere common sense (dr 137), as mistakenly focusing on effects instead of causes
(dr 52), and as ‘psychoanalytic’ (ao 37). Second, it demands the dismissal of countless
passages in which entities among themselves are at stake (see the previous section)
as poetic hyperbole. Third and more seriously, one would have to deny that
Deleuze theorizes relations between entities themselves, reading “multiplicities for
themselves” (trm 309) as ‘multiplicities for themselves for consciousness.’ Externality
would then be overruled by a single defining exception, as everything would happen
for and within the genesis of subjectivity and representation. This is simply not
the case. Deleuze explicitly denies that machinic being ‘points’ to a subject: “It may
be said that the machine […] points to the unity of a machine operator. But this is
wrong: the machine operator is present in the machine […]” (d 104). Machines operate
in relation to one another and not to-one-another-for-us. Deleuze insists on this “[…]
great principle: things do not have to wait for me in order to have their signification.
[…] There is this large round sun, this uphill street, this tiredness in the small of the
back. As for myself, I had nothing to do with it” (2002: 17; cf. ls 48).13 The point of
machinic being is that the sun warms the uphill street regardless of my existence.
Likewise, the roots of a tree relate to the soil even if no subject potentially relates to
their relation. Machines flow, crash, and bump into each other, and Deleuze seeks to
theorize this, as affirmed in a 1972 round-table discussion:
Maurice Nadeau: Indeed, in your first chapter [of Anti-Oedipus, ak], there is this
notion of a ‘desiring-machine’, which is obscure to the layman and needs to be
defined. Especially since it answers everything, suffices for everything …
Gilles Deleuze: Yes, we’ve given the notion of machine its maximum extension: in
relation to flows. We define the machine as any system that interrupts flows.
[…] Again, it is any system that interrupts flows, and it goes beyond both the
mechanism of technology and the organization of the living being, whether in
nature, society, or human beings (di 219).14

13 Cf. “Les objets sont hors de nous, ne nous doivent rien, sont leur propres significations” (lat 293).
14 Or in the jargon of Difference and repetition: the notion of difference in itself is intended to
conceptualize how systems relate to systems (dr 277, cf. 255–256).
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Deleuze insists his philosophy concerns “electrons in person” and “veritable
black holes” (atp 69). The autonomy of entities is taken to such extremes that one
could sooner call Deleuze a panpsychist than a phenomenologist: “even when they
are nonliving, or rather inorganic, things have a lived experience because they are
perceptions and affections” (wp 154; cf. c1 50–51). His machine philosophy theorizes
the “spider-fly relation” as well as the “leaf-water relation” (atp 314). We even find
Deleuze writing that “every body, every thing, thinks and is a thought to the extent
that […] it expresses an idea the actualization of which it determines” (dr 254). And
when asked if this ‘drama’ of machines among machines is essentially oriented
towards us, Deleuze replies:
And you would like to know what is the scope of this dramatization. Is it
exclusively psychological or anthropological? I don’t see it as privileging mankind
in any way. […] All kinds of repetitions and resonances intervene among physical,
biological, and psychic systems (di 114).
The very reason Deleuze uses ‘machine’ and not ‘object’ is that the latter suggest
entities as experienced in space and time by an observer, and hence as images
experienced by something else (b 41).15 He denies that entities are mere objects
for subjects, even for potential subjects whose genesis is still incomplete. He rejects
this “slight-of-hand” (ls 97) in which “to every object ‘that truly is’ there intrinsically
corresponds […] the idea of a possible consciousness in which the object itself can
be grasped in a primordial and also perfectly adequate way” (ls 343n3). But note
that Deleuze would not just reject the idea of a perfect grasp of objects. Even an
imperfectly grasped object is still defined as grasped by a subject, not as external to
it. The predicate ‘imperfect’ changes nothing, just like an unemployed philosopher
is still a philosopher. Contra Hughes, machines first and foremost concern “the
non-human” (bsp 123), should not be conceived “in relation to a human biological
organism” (bsp 131), and constitute “the Real in itself ” in its irreducibility to structure
or persons (ao 69). Machines are not in our heads or our imagination (bsp 129) and
we are neither “the cerebral fathers nor the disciplined sons of the machine” (ibid.).
Second, some interpret Deleuzism as a hermeneutics. They take Deleuze to declare
the impossibility of attaining metaphysical truths and to turn philosophy into a

15 This is also the reason to not use ‘thing’: “thingness is the property of the sensible, perceived,
formed things, for example the plate or the sun or the wheel” (scs 270279).
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meditation on this impossibility. Philosophy then becomes a means to cope with
a certain unavoidable tension.16 For example, John Caputo claims that “Deleuze’s
more radical intentions […] fall under the influence of what I call here a radical
hermeneutics” (1987: 301n24):17
Radical hermeneutics is a lesson in humility. […] It takes the constructs of
metaphysics to be temporary cloud formations which, from a distance, create
the appearance of shape and substance but which pass through our fingers upon
contact. Eidos, ousia, esse, res cogitans and the rest are so many meteorological
illusions, inducing our belief in their permanence and brilliant form yet given
to constant dissipation and reformation. […] Now it is not the function of radical
hermeneutics to put an end to these games […]. Its function is to keep the games
in play, to awaken us to the play, to keep us on the alert that we draw forms in
the sand, we read clouds in the sky, but we do not capture deep essences or find
the arché (Caputo, 1987: 258).
Jean-Luc Nancy advocates a similar reading and thinks that Deleuze participates in
“what Heidegger calls the end of philosophy.”18 Nancy then forces Deleuze down
fairly standard hermeneutical paths. First, he insists Deleuzism is not a theory about
reality, but a philosophy seeking a “philosophical real,” or a philosophy about the
(im)possibility of philosophy.19 Second, philosophy in general and Deleuzism in
particular are defined as “another poetry.”20 Third, this poetry primarily communes
with the various other poetries of faith, religion, and ideology (Nancy, 1998: 123).

16 I take the hermeneutical approach to Deleuze to also include ‘libertine’ interpretations of Deleuzism
as a philosophy encouraging us to abandon hard facts, truths, rules, and systems in favor of
an escapism seeking moments of reconciliation with ‘our desire’ and ‘our becomings’. The
libertine reading is the transgressive (though rather stupid) double of more serious hermeneutical
interpretations.
17 Some passages in Deleuze certainly seem hermeneutical: “The imperatives and questions with
which we are infused do not emanate from the I: it is not even there to hear them. The imperatives
are those of being, while every question is ontological and distributes ‘that which is’ among
problems” (dr 199). Yet even here he is writing about the being of individual entities, which will
become evident when we arrive at Deleuze’s definition of ‘problems’.
18 “Dans ma tradition, Heidegger nomme cela ‘fin de la philosophie’ ” (1998: 117).
19 “[Deleuze] effectue un réel philosophique. L’activité philosophique est cette effectuation” (1998:
118).
20 “Elle se comporte tout naturellement comme une autre poésie […]” (1998: 120).
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Some take this interpretation to its logical conclusion and realize that it renders
‘explaining a philosophy’ an absurd notion. After all, to explain a poem is always to
diminish it. Hence François Zourabichvili writes that “nobody knows nor claims
to say what ‘the’ philosophy of Deleuze is; we feel affected by Deleuze, we who are
its explorers, inasmuch as we try to do philosophy today” (2012: 41). Zourabichvili
thereby puts himself in the unenviable situation where he has to end a book about
Deleuze’s philosophy with an apology for writing it. He concludes with his “only
fear being that I might have slightly diminished or ossified, or rendered confused
by a will to clarify, a work nevertheless so ‘distinct-obscure’ ” (2012: 135).
Yet Deleuzism is fundamentally no hermeneutics. Where hermeneutics insists
on attentiveness to language and meaning in approaching the world, Deleuze rejects
philosophies which foreground matters of epistemology or linguistics (wp 10). The
gesture of twisting philosophy into itself is treated with equal scorn:
To say that the greatness of philosophy lies precisely in its not having any use is
a frivolous answer that not even young people find amusing any more. In any
case, the death of metaphysics or the overcoming of philosophy has never been
a problem for us: it is just tiresome, idle chatter. Today it is said that systems
are bankrupt, but it is only the concept of system that has changed (wp 9; cf.
wg 115).
Elsewhere, Deleuze again insists that “questions that address ‘the death of philosophy’ or ‘going beyond philosophy’ have never inspired me. I consider myself a
classic philosopher” (trm 361, cf. 214; n 88). He calls the very idea of the death of
philosophy imbecilic and idiotic.21 He dismisses hermeneutics for obsessing over
“original sense, forgotten sense, erased sense, veiled sense, reemployed sense, etc.
All the old mirages are just rebaptized under the category of sense; Essence is being
revived, with all its sacred and religious values” (di 137).22 Any philosophy premised
on our incomplete grasp of things, inability to grasp essences, or awareness of a
certain residue, outside, Other, or undecidability is still centered on our relation

21 L’Abécédaire, “histoire” and “résistance.”
22 Cf. “[S]ense is presented as Principle, Reservoir, Reserve, Origin. As heavenly Principle, it is said to
be fundamentally forgotten and veiled or, as subterranean principle, it is said to be deeply erased,
diverted, and alienated. But beneath the erasure and the veil, we are summoned to rediscover and
to restore meaning, in either a God which was not well enough understood” (ls 71–72).
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to the world.23 This is why Deleuze refuses to align himself with Heidegger: he
thinks the latter still subordinates that which exists (l’étant) to its relation to us
(dr 66). As with the phenomenological reading, the hermeneutical interpretation
violates the externality thesis by migrating everything into a single relation between
human beings and their world. Conversely, Deleuze’s philosophy accounts for how
irreducible entities arise from amongst themselves, without any need for a world
understood as background for a human observer. This, as we will see, is what Deleuze
means by thinking “transcendence within the immanent” (atp 47).
Third and finally, there are claims that Deleuzism is a tool to obliterate ontology.
Again Zourabichvili provides a strong formulation of such a position:
[T]here is no ‘ontology of Deleuze.’ Neither in the vulgar sense of a metaphysical
discourse which could inform us, in the last instance, what there is of reality […]
nor in the deeper sense of a primacy of being over knowledge […]. If there is an
orientation of the philosophy of Deleuze, this is it: the extinction of the term ‘being’
and therefore of ontology (2012: 36).
Wherever Deleuze discusses concrete entities, Zourabichvili thinks that something
else is in fact at stake. He holds that for Deleuze an ‘object’ is not an object at all,
but “a sign through which the force of a way of living and thinking affirms itself ”
(2012: 9). All entities are thus reduced to representations of our own possibilities. On
this point, the timid and apologetic explorer Zourabichvili cannot resist resorting to
mockery:
The introduction of A thousand plateaus ends with these words: ‘establish a logic
of the and, overthrow ontology.’ Contemporary philosophy – Foucault, Derrida,
to say nothing of the Anglo-Saxons – has abandoned or overcome ontology; what
fun, naïve or perfidious, to want by all means to rediscover one in Deleuze! (2012:
37).

23 See Deleuze’s rejection of “a subjective emptiness which is then attributed to Being” (dr 196).
Deleuze would dismiss both hermeneutics and phenomenology for being overly anthropological.
He writes that “if Hyppolite’s thesis ‘philosophy is ontology’ means one thing above all, it is that
philosophy is not anthropology. Anthropology aspires to be a discourse on humanity” (di 16). In
the same essay he writes that “philosophy, if it means anything, can only be ontology and an
ontology of sense” (di 18).
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Yet he ignores the second half of that phrase from A thousand plateaus: “[…]
establish a logic of the and, overthrow ontology, do away with foundations, nullify
endings and beginnings” (atp 25). This, as we will see, makes all the difference.
But since Zourabichvili is far from alone in thinking that Deleuze is ontology’s
assassin, we must first ask why one would proclaim Deleuze a herald of ontology’s
doom. It cannot be the fear that Deleuze would otherwise be taken for a naive realist
who takes science to uncover metaphysical truth. Deleuze mocks the “morons”
who think that science has evolved to the point where it can replace metaphysics.24
Instead, it comes from assuming (1) that any ontology is either an ontotheology, or a
metaphysics of presence, or both, (2) that such philosophies are inherently flawed,
and (3) that all philosophers worthy of the name know this and abide by it. For
pragmatic reasons, we here define ontotheology as any philosophy claiming to know
that there is something (however conceived) on which everything else relies. We
define a metaphysics of presence as any philosophy claiming direct access to things
(regardless of the comprehension or extension of “things” one prefers).
Now, Deleuze does abolish the distinction between essence and appearance and
between truth and falsity (di 74). The abolition of essence can be read as rejecting all
ontotheology, whereas the abolition of truths can be read as a rejection of presence.
Such a reading seems warranted, as Deleuze’s work brims with rejections of God,
substance, stable essences, eternal forms, knowing subjects, and so on. But at the same
time, Deleuze writes that “we have the means to penetrate the sub-representational”
(di 115), that we can “place thought in an immediate relation with the outside”
and grapple “with exterior forces instead of being gathered up in an interior form”
(atp 377, 378). And when asked “are you a non-metaphysical philosopher?” Deleuze
replies: “No, I feel I am a pure metaphysician” (2007: 42; cf. lat 78). He is far from
being inconsistent here. Instead, as Henry Somers-Hall notes, Deleuze “does not
reject Heidegger’s analysis of onto-theology, but rather Heidegger’s equation of
metaphysics with onto-theology” (2012: 344).25

24 “Aujourd’hui il y a une série de crétins qui ont pensé, parce que la science avait évolué, elle pouvait
se passer de métaphysique” (sl 100387; cf. atp 22, wg 115). Though Deleuze is always careful
to avoid claiming scientific status for philosophy or vice versa, he sees ontology and science as
complementary ways of investigating reality. Hence his remark that “[…] modern science has not
found its metaphysics, the metaphysics it needs. It is that metaphysics that interests me” (Deleuze,
2007: 41; cf. di 23; lat 78). Deleuze thinks science is the domain of relations between entities (cf.
‘functives’ in What is philosophy?), and philosophy the domain of entities in their irreducibility.
25 This option of adhering to an ‘other kind of metaphysics’ is also acknowledged by Véronique
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Deleuze proposes an ontology of entities among each other, without any recourse to
foundations, endings, beginnings, second worlds, or eternal substances, and without
direct access to anything. This is almost unique in twentieth century continental
philosophy: an ontology which is neither an ontotheology nor a metaphysics of
presence. Deleuze aims to show that the externality thesis necessarily holds, and
the aspects of any entity whatsoever can be deduced from it. Such an ontology can
neither tell us what exists, nor what any specific existing thing is or means. Hence
Deleuze explicitly jettisons the question “what is ‘x’?” from his philosophy.26
The question what is this? biases the results of the inquiry, it presupposes the
answer as the simplicity of an essence, even if the essence is properly multiple
[…]. This is just abstract movement, and we will never be able to reconnect with
real movement, that which traverses a multiplicity as such (di 113, cf. 94; ao 132,
209; dr 94).
Deleuze’s ontology respects “a frontier between the thing such as it is […] and
the expressed, which does not exist outside of the proposition” (ls 132). Instead
of determining what something is or what must exist, Deleuze outlines how entities
exist, relate, endure, and emerge. It is what A.W. Moore calls a “non-propositional
metaphysics” (2012: 583). Such an ontology never makes objects fully present to
subjects, never posits a constitutive subject, and never pretends language is a
transparent medium which can access internal realities. Deleuze’s thus avoids
“the three figures of […] objectality of contemplation, subject of reflection, and
intersubjectivity of communication” (wp 92). His ontology is not one of infinite
understanding or absolute knowledge. Instead, it rigorously respects human finitude
(di 16, wg 167–173). This is why Deleuze insists that proposing a systematic
ontology does not amount to proclaiming oneself a philosopher-king with privileged
knowledge of Being and the authority to justify everything (ao 257; wg 130,
167).
Let us avoid further confusion by distinguishing between metaphysics and
ontology.27 A metaphysics will be any philosophy which claims knowledge of a final
Bergen (2006: 7, 15–16), François Lyotard (1997: 12), Antonio Negri (1995: 97), Paul Patton (dr xi), and
Nathan Widder (2012:10), among others.
26 This also opposes Deleuze to most analytic metaphysics, which tend to isolate a correct (scientific,
logical, physical, linguistic) image of things to then uphold as the being of things.
27 Deleuze also suggests this: “Beyond […] metaphysical repetition, an ontological repetition?” (dr 293).
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instance or direct access to things. Such is the “old metaphysics” of Essences and
divine Being (ls 105). It is any philosophy which internalizes terms to relations:
It is correct to define metaphysics by reference to Platonism […]. The primary
distinction Plato rigorously establishes is the one between the model and the
copy. The copy […] stands in an internal […] relation with the Idea or model.
[…] Moreover, because the resemblance is internal, the copy must itself have an
internal relation to being and the true which is analogous to that of the model
(dr 264).
On the other hand, we will define ontology as any philosophy which accounts for
the being of entities while respecting the externality thesis. In Deleuze’s case such
an ontology retains the notion of essences for entities, but these will be unknowable,
malleable, and free from shackles to anything transcending them.28 Hence also the
“powerlessness at the heart of thought” (c2 166). Ontology cannot say what specific
things are, what generates them in this or that case, what affects them here and
there, or what destroys them sooner or later.29 Its outline of entities and relations
remains completely formal.
The machine and externality theses imply a philosophy which is systematic,
ontological, and centered on individual entities. The many moments where Deleuze
affirms this cannot be dismissed as mere “ambiguous formulations.”30 One must
affirm Deleuze’s non-metaphysical ontology, in which the existence and genesis of
entities comes only from machines themselves:

28 As Arnaud Villani writes: “[Deleuze] gives philosophy the definition of a concrete metaphysics, free
from the universal and all vestiges of transcendence […]” (2006: 229). Villani’s ‘Deleuze et l’anomalie
métaphysique’ (1998: 43–55) is a crucial text, as it describes (1) the problem with taking a mere part
of Deleuze’s philosophy to be the whole (making everything turn around ‘events’ or ‘singularities’),
(2) the ontological status of the syntheses, (3) the error of thinking that univocal, immanent
philosophy excludes individual machines, (4) a major innovation by Deleuze, namely accounting
for novelty without transcendent explanations.
29 At one point, Deleuze rejects realism for sticking to “the requirements of simple representation”
(dr 104), but this is merely a rejection of any realism positing something as “ultimate or original”
(dr 104). Conversely, Deleuze’s own ontology is a realism in which we know something about
everything, but nothing about anything.
30 “[M]algré quelques rares formulations ambiguës, cette philosophie […] soit irréductible à une
ontologie” (David-Ménard, 2005: 115).
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I believe in philosophy as system. The notion of system which I find unpleasant is
one whose coordinates are the Identical, the Similar, and the Analogous. Leibniz
was the first, I think, to identify system and philosophy. In the sense he gives the
term, I am all in favor of it. […] For me, the system must not only be in perpetual
heterogeneity, it must also be a heterogenesis, which as far as I can tell, has never
been tried (trm 361).31
This system aims “to return to the things themselves, to account for them without
reducing them to something other than what they are, to grasp them in their being
[…]” (di 32). Such an ontology is “a logic of multiplicities” (n 147) in which “all
we know are assemblages” (atp 22–23).32 It is a “philosophical theory of systems”
(di 107) seeking “the categories of every system in general” (di 98), with anything
counting as a system or machine.33 Instead of an empiricist philosophy which
equates beings with being experienced, Deleuze proposes a “transcendental” or
“superior” empiricism premised on “the superior type of everything that is” (ls 107),
this type being its ontological status as machine. It also follows that the syntheses
between machines are the “general laws of reality” (dr 108). As Deleuze writes of
Henri Bergson, such a philosophy takes “the leap into ontology” and arrives at “the
variable essence of things, providing the theme of a complex ontology” (b 57, 34).
Deleuze calls this equal ontological status for machines “univocity” and “the only
realized ontology” (dr 303):34
Philosophy merges with ontology, but ontology merges with the univocity of
Being […]. The univocity of Being does not mean that there is one and the same

31 Cf. “It’s become a commonplace these days to talk about the breakdown of systems […]. Systems
have in fact lost absolutely none of their power” (n 31).
32 Deleuze’s allies are thus thinkers like Alfred North Whitehead and Bruno Latour, who also grant full
reality to molecules, stones, plants, animals, and human beings (1968: 86; 1993: 185). Nevertheless,
Whitehead defends a God or “eternal objects” from which things derive (1985: 31), and Latour posits
a “plasma,” a cosmic reservoir to account for the emergence of new entities (2007: 244–245). Deleuze
would reproach both thinkers for accounting for entities with something that is not fully such an
entity itself.
33 “[…] mechanical, physical, biological, psychic, social, aesthetic, or philosophical, etc. [Even though]
each type of system undoubtedly has its own particular conditions […]” (dr 117–118, cf. 184–184, 187,
190).
34 See dr 107, 278; di 100 for affirmation of the ontological setting of Deleuze’s main concepts in
Difference and repetition.
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Being; on the contrary, beings are multiple and different […]. The univocity of
Being signifies […] that it is said in one and the same “sense” of everything about
which it is said. That of which it is said is not at all the same, but Being is the
same for everything about which it is said (ls 179).

3. Into entities themselves
Yet even those who affirm Deleuzism has its ontology do not think it concerns
irreducible entities.35 They hold that to return to the things themselves and to truly
account for them must proceed by dissolving them into something else. According
to such interpretations the discreteness of machines again at best exists only for us.
This notion is then supplemented by a claim to knowledge of what truly constitutes
reality ‘behind’ the ultimately epiphenomenal contents of our experience. That
reality is called either a process, a realm, or a force.
Concerning process, Bergen holds that Deleuze posits individual differences
(the ‘thisness’ of entities) which entertain intrinsic relations with other individual
entities. Each thing is then nothing but a knot of relations with others (2001: 11,
675).36 This abolishes all separation between thinking and the world, and presumably
between non-thinking elements in that world as well (2006: 15). This resonates with
James Williams writing that for Deleuze “to be is not to be a thing with recognizable
limits – on the contrary, it is to be a pure movement or variation in relation to welldefined things” (2003: 64). Another way to dissolve entities into processes is invoking
their relation with what they have not yet become as an essential tendency. Patton
writes that Deleuze “presents a world of interconnected machinic assemblages,
the innermost tendency of which is towards the ‘deterritorialization’ of existing
assemblages and their ‘reterritorialization’ in new forms” (2007: 42). In all these
cases, entities are mere intersections in a wider ocean of events. Their apparent

35 A near exception is The democracy of objects (Bryant, 2011), which juxtaposes a dissolutive and
an individualist reading. In the end Bryant nonetheless concludes Deleuze does not uphold
the individuality of entities (2011: 98, 109). This results from the former’s interpretation of ‘the
virtual’ as a domain to which entities can be reduced (2011: 98, 104), which is not Deleuze’s own
thought.
36 Bergen stages this as a Hegelian dialectic voided of negativity, seeing “secret affinities between
Hegel and Deleuze.” (2002: 664). Deleuze is also read as a closet Hegelian by Jameson (1998: 385) and
Žižek (2004: 69).
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discreteness is no different from sharp twists and folds in a tablecloth: there seem
to be discrete ‘things’ here and there, but in reality it is tablecloth all the way
down.
The process interpretation tends to slide into positing an entire realm behind our
experiences of concrete entities.37 This is the well-known interpretation of Manuel
DeLanda. DeLanda insists that Deleuze is not a realist about essences, “so in his
philosophy something else is needed to explain what gives objects their identity and
what preserves this identity through time. Briefly, this something else is dynamical
processes” (2002: 3). These processes turn out to be a single dimension resembling an
agitated version of a pre-Socratic substance:
Unlike essences […], multiplicities are concrete universals. [And] unlike essences,
which as abstract general entities coexist side by side sharply distinguished
from one another, concrete universals must be thought as meshed together into
a continuum. This further blurs the identity of multiplicities, creating zones
of indiscernibility where they blend into each other, forming a continuous
immanent space […] (2002: 22).
To account for how continuous space comprises individual entities, DeLanda insists
it is “continuous yet heterogeneous,” an oxymoron which is left unexplained (2002:
29). We are simply asked to accept that individuals simultaneously do and do not
exist. Yet when push comes to shove, they are really nothing but positions in a
meshwork which dissolves them into a wider field or process. Position, after all, is
relational. Hence James Williams suggests that for Deleuze discrete entities are mere
intersections in a seamless web called a “virtual realm” populated by “Ideas” (2003:
197, 198):38
[A]ll things are individuals or incomplete parts of individuals defined as reciprocal
relations between Ideas, intensities, sensations and actual identities. Any individual is an expression of all Ideas, though more or less clearly and obscurely. […]

37 Which is why Peter Hallward can call the virtual a process, but also an energy, a force, a plane, a
field, a movement, a space, and a dimension (2006: 16). Also see “the virtual is a realm” and “the
virtual as a whole is a domain […]” in Widder (2012: 39).
38 The precise status of this realm varies according to different authors. For Žižek, this “transcendental
infinitely richer than reality – it is the infinite potential field of virtualities out of which reality is
actualized” (2004: 4), and identical to “the field of consciousness” (2004: 5).
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Through the Ideas it expresses and the intensities that envelop it, an individual’s
actual side is connected to all other things (2003: 191).
Also following the process or realm interpretation, Alain Badiou claims that Deleuze
is “a pre-Socratic” who thinks “on the basis of an ontological precomprehension
of Being as One” (2000: 101, 19). Since this One, process, or realm must account
for emergence and change, it must also be an active force. Hence Peter Hallward
concludes that for Deleuze “all existing individuals actualize varying degrees of a
single virtual force or differing, a single abstract animal or machine” (2006: 19).39
This force is not mere shorthand for activities of entities among themselves, but
truly a separate dimension: “At the limit, we’ll see that purely creative processes can
only take place in a wholly virtual dimension and must operate at a literally infinite
speed” (ibid. 3). This virtual dimension is seen as a primordial totality unaffected by
its own division into concrete things (ibid. 16).40
Such interpretations all rely on the same maneuver. They first seemingly accept
the externality of entities. For example, Hallward affirms that “just like Leibnizian
monads, each essence subsists in its radical isolation, in its self-sufficiency […]”
(ibid. 123–124). Yet if everything is isolated, accounting for causation and change
becomes difficult. Their solution is to posit a self-differentiating realm beneath
or across things, and then call entities isolated yet simultaneously intermeshed.
Individual entities then immediately lose all relevance, as they have no weight of
their own to throw around. No matter how unique or original, every individual only
ever is a manifestation of a single creative force (ibid. 5). Such interpretations must
agree with Slavoj Žižek that for Deleuze there is only “pure becoming without being
[…]. This pure becoming is not a particular becoming of some corporeal entity […],
but a becoming-it-itself, thoroughly extracted from its corporeal base” (2004: 9).
Entities are thus reduced to our incomplete, flawed representations of something
which is not an entity at all. An example by Williams clarifies how ephemeral
machines then become. Using “field of sense” as synonym for ‘virtual realm’, he
asserts that when barricades are raised during a protest, “the urgency for authorities

39 Hallward refers to the single abstract animal or machine mentioned in A thousand plateaus (atp 45),
a passage which not at all refers to a unified force. Deleuze merely mentions “a specific unity of
composition” (ibid.) for entities, which refers to the fourfold, not to a an élan vital.
40 A subspecies of this reading is that Deleuze is ‘essentially’ a Bergsonian, which equates the single
virtual force to élan vital (see Quentin Meillassoux cited in Harman, 2011a: 171). Meillassoux, however,
admits that his reading of Deleuze is extremely partial (2007: 65).
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to make sure that the first barricade is rapidly overcome […] does not lie in the
actual crushing, but in the danger the first raising presents through its effect on
sense and through the way that sense can be expressed anew in a second, third
and any subsequent uprising. […] [T]here is an effect linking two barricades beyond
their spatio-temporal location. They may become materially isolated, but from
the point of view of sense, they communicate” (2008: 35–36). Williams calls this
“ethereal communication” with “a distant and disembodied destiny that different
events intermittently connect to, feed off and alter for all other events” (2008: 36).
Here, again we see that what Deleuze insists is irreducible becomes reduced, and
that what he posits as being radically isolated becomes a set of relations within
a field. Barricades, banners, crowds, and police charges become but moments,
appearances, regions, or derivatives of perturbations in a universal Whole (however
excessive, non-totalizable, creative, and active this Whole may be). Badiou is right
to call this reading of Deleuze a “refined Bergsonism” (2000: 96).41 Badiou also
identifies the move at the heart of this reading: to externalize relations between
terms but simultaneously internalize all their relations into this Whole: “if one had
to define the whole, it would be defined by Relation. Relation is not a property, it
is always external to terms. Hence, it is inseparable from the open, and displays
a spiritual or mental existence. Relations do not belong to objects, but to the
whole, on condition that this is not confused with a closed set of objects” (2000:
122).
Given that externality does raise the problem of accounting for relations between
non-communicating fragments, such solutions are understandable. Nevertheless,
they are not Deleuze’s own. Consider his opposition to “the undifferenciated abyss,
the black nothingness, the indeterminate animal in which everything dissolved”
(dr 28). Recall that his thought contains “no hint […] of a chaotic white night
or an undifferentiated black night” (atp 70). He rejects a stable, eternal element
underlying things as much as he rejects a more chaotic, excessive, creative element.
Making multiplicities part of a universal process, force, or realm is what Deleuze
denounces as the dream of “unity of the world – wherein each individual system
comes undone to the benefit of a universe in which one is always an element in
someone else’s dream” (ls 79). Even if the final element is a creative force or an
inexhaustible realm, we do not escape a simple pre-Socratism. It makes no difference

41 Two interesting and detailed ‘Bergsonian Deleuzian ontologies’ are (Hardt, 2003) and (Meillassoux,
2007).
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“[…] if the formless ground or the undifferentiated abyss is made to speak, with its
full voice of intoxication and anger […]” (ls 107).
The reason to reject such a “Heraclitean world” (ls 132) is that it violates both the
machine and the externality thesis.42 According to such a view of reality, everything
is not a machine, because (1) everything is a mere representation of something else,
and (2) this something else is decidedly non-machinic. Furthermore, it can only
accept that relations are external to terms in a very limited sense. It holds that in the
end, things are really just loci of connections, parts of processes, or folds of larger
spaces. In each case externality is accepted only as relying on a more basic internality.
If what we experience as individual entities are but mirror-images of a larger process,
then entities are mere representations. Moreover, externality is violated regarding
this process or space itself. If relations are external, then moments of Being cannot
be continuous (not even ‘continuous yet heterogeneous’). If a virtual force or process
connects all assemblages, it must be a site of internalization. Someone could object
that this virtual is different in kind from actual entities, so that it is always excessive
over them. But that only means the virtual cannot be reduced to a representation of
entities. Any two entities can then still be entirely reduced to the same virtual force
or space, because the latter is what they truly are. Actual entities are still reducible to
a virtual source even if the latter is irreducible to the former. Yet Deleuze could not
be clearer that “the machine stands apart from all representation” (bsp 121, emphasis
added).
If this interpretation is flawed, then why is it so common? As a first reason,
Deleuze himself lent it some support in Difference and repetition. He there entertains
the idea of a limited externality in which entities are paradoxically unable to interact
directly as entities, while nonetheless being directly connected as mere moments of a
universal ‘depth’ of ‘intensities’ and perpetual differentiation. He refers to this single,
universal force or space as “the realm of the in itself,” “the entire transcendental
realm,” “the realm of the Idea,” and “the chaotic realm of individuation” (dr 88, 166,
171, 258). Yet crucially, right after publishing Difference and repetition Deleuze realized
that a virtual realm is irreconcilable with what we have called ontology without
metaphysics:
Difference and repetition still aspired […] toward a sort of classical height and even
toward an archaic depth. The theory of intensity which I was drafting was marked

42 We here remain agnostic regarding the correctness of Deleuze’s interpretation of Heraclitus.
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by depth, false or true; intensity was presented as stemming from the depths
[…]. In Logic of Sense, the novelty for me lay in the act of learning something
about surfaces. The concepts remained the same: ‘multiplicities,’ ‘singularities,’
‘intensities,’ ‘events,’ […] but reorganized according to this dimension (trm 65).
As we will see, these surfaces introduced in The logic of sense permanently foreclose
the possibility of entities relating directly behind the scenes.
A second reason is that several popular Deleuzian concepts are frequently misread.
Each misreading leads to relationism and reductionism. ‘Immanence’ is taken to
mean everything is connected. In fact, it means (1) that the being of every entity
resides fully in that entity, and (2) that everything can be accounted for by entities
themselves. Notions such as ‘pluralism = monism’, ‘single animal’, and ‘single
abstract machine’ are taken to mean that everything is one despite seeming many. In
fact, they mean that each entity has the same ontological blueprint. ‘Pre-individual’
is taken to mean that entities emerge from a supra-individual process which is not
an entity. In fact, it means each entity has its own malleable essence which differs in
kind from how it manifests as an object in relations. Things being ‘social before they
are individual’ is taken to mean that single entities are derivatives of something
larger. In fact, it means that each entity requires at least two other entities to generate
and sustain it. This is because of the externality thesis: if nothing is reducible to
anything, then everything must be produced by at least two entities.43 We went
too fast by suggesting that Deleuze opposes all transcendence, because his solution
to the problem of causation and change will precisely be the introduction of local
transcendence. In any case, irreducibility is the reason that everything requires at
least two others. Hence any agent is “all the more collective because an individual
is locked into it in his or her solitude […]” (k 18, cf. 71). So each time our correction
consist of the reminder that Deleuze works within things, not beyond them:
If philosophy has a positive and direct relation to things, it is only insofar as
philosophy claims to grasp the thing in itself, according to what it is, in its
difference from everything it is not, in other words, in its internal difference […] –
in a word, difference is not exterior or superior to the thing (di 32–33).44

43 Cf. “A system must be constituted on the basis of two or more series […]” (dr 117).
44 Cf. how “the sublime principle of the differend” must be regarded as coming “from the heart of
things” (dr 230, second emphasis added).
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4. Fourfold and synthesis
Machines neither exist just for us, nor can they be reduced to another realm or
process. They are not blank slates, derivatives, representations, moments, regions,
elements, points, or effects. We cannot reduce anything to discourse, power relations,
ideology, subjectivity, language, consciousness, neurons, elemental particles, or
biological drives. Machines are as real as it gets, and each machine is a fourfold.
Deleuze’s concepts do not weaken entities, but strengthen them by carefully calling
attention to their four features.45 In Difference and repetition, Deleuze already states
that every object has two halves, each of which is again split in two. Each half can
always undergo change, though in different ways. Hence one is described in terms
of “differentiation” and the other in terms of “differenciation:”
Every object is double without it being the case that the two halves resemble
one another, one being a virtual image and the other an actual image. They are
unequal odd halves. Differentiation itself already has two aspects of its own […].
However, differenciation in turn has two aspects […] (dr 209–210).
Or later:
[I]t is as though everything has two odd, dissymmetrical and dissimilar ‘halves’,
[…] each dividing itself in two: an ideal half submerged in the virtual and
constituted on the one hand by differential relations and on the other by
corresponding singularities; an actual half constituted on the one hand by the
qualities actualizing those relations and on the other by the parts actualizing
those singularities (dr 279–280).
And elsewhere:
[E]ach thing has two ‘halves’ – uneven, dissimilar, and unsymmetrical – each of
which is itself divided into two: an ideal half , which reaches into the virtual and
45 Perhaps distancing himself from his earlier positing of a universal virtual dimension, Manuel
DeLanda more recently employs a Deleuze-inspired fourfold model of assemblages in his recent A
new philosophy of society. Yet DeLanda also maintains that groups of similar entities exist within
“body-plans” or “topological spaces,” which define their possibilities and which are not fourfold
entities themselves (2006: 28–31).
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is constituted both by differential relations and by concomitant singularities;
and an actual half , constituted both by the qualities that incarnate those relations
and by the parts that incarnate those singularities (di 100).
The last quote is from The method of dramatization, a 1967 presentation for the Société
Française de Philosophie. After Deleuze’s presentation, Jean Wahl immediately thanked
him for outlining “a world understood perhaps as fourfold” (di 103), a striking remark
which subsequent scholarship has completely ignored. Yet Wahl was right. Deleuze
holds that each entity has a twofold virtual depth and a twofold actual surface.
This distinction is “in every respect, primary in relation to the distinctions natureconvention, nature-custom, or nature-artifice” (ls 187). This fourfold carries many
names.46 Sometimes the actual is a “physical” or “corporeal” surface, and the virtual
“a second screen” which is “entirely different; it is metaphysical or transcendental”
(ls 207, 218).47 In The logic of sense, the virtual aspect of entities is split into ‘body’ and
‘singularities’, and the actual into ‘sense’ and experienced qualities from which sense
is “inferred indirectly” (ls 20). In Anti-Oedipus, every machine has a ‘body without
organs’ full of ‘desire’, and manifests in relations with other machines as a ‘partial
object’ onto which ‘flow’ is grafted. All this will be explained, but the point is that
a fourfold template is everywhere the form of all things or “the unique cast for all
throws” (ls 180).48 Even though the aspects of the fourfold carry different names in
different works, this “tetravalence of the assemblage” is constant (atp 89).49 This
46 Here Badiou is right to note that “Deleuze arrives at conceptual productions that I would
unhesitatingly qualify as monotonous, composing a very particular regime of emphasis or almost
infinite repetition of a limited repertoire of concepts, as well as a virtuosic variation of names,
under which what is thought remains essentially identical” (2000: 14). DeLanda (2002: 157–180) and
Hughes (2008: 156) also note that most terms in Deleuze’s work are synonyms for a limited set of
concepts. Yet as shown, neither author arrives at the model outlined here.
47 Note that “the transcendental is above all not transcendent” (sk 210378). Deleuze emphasizes
this to mark that the transcendental is individual and malleable, unlike the many things called
transcendent in the history of philosophy. Yet this also implies Deleuze criticizes transcendental
philosophies such as Kantianism, in which the transcendental is neither individual nor alterable.
48 Some English readers of Deleuze may think that the transcendental aspect of Deleuze’s philosophy
disappears in the Guattari collaborations. One reason may be that the English edition of Kafka
mistranslates transcendante (transcendent) as ‘transcendental.’ This suggests that Deleuze criticizes
something “transcendental” in favor of something “immanent” (k 73), whereas the actual target of
the critique is transcendence Also recall that Anti-Oedipus refers to the ‘unconscious’ of machines
as their transcendental aspect, and that schizoanalysis is also called ‘transcendental analysis’.
49 Deleuze is of course aware of Heidegger’s Geviert, but only mentions it in an essay which claims
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universal structure is what Deleuze means by the univocity of Being. His The fold
even includes a picture of this fourfold entity (flb 146):
one

multiple

one

multiple

As Deleuze writes, there is “always a unity of the multiple, in the objective sense;
the one must also have a multiplicity ‘of ’ one and a unity ‘of ’ the multiple, but
now in a subjective sense. Whence the existence of a cycle, ‘Omnis in unum,’ such
that the relations of one-to-multiple and multiple-to-one are completed by a oneto-one and a multiple-to-multiple […]” (flb 145). In other words, the objective,
virtual, irreducible aspect of each entity must be one and multiple at the same time.
One to be this, but multiple to distinguish this from that, as Deleuze learns from
Leibniz.50 The same is needed on the subjective, relational, actual side. One to be
this encounter, event, or experience which is related to, but multiple in the sense
of having qualities distinguishing this from that. As we will see, Deleuze learns this
from Husserl. The fourfold will account for stable being as well as for becoming,
resulting in an ontology of production as well as products, as Anti-Oedipus would put
it. And unlike for classical systems, Deleuzian essences are entirely (though never
randomly or without effort) malleable, so that each machine is meta-stable at best
(di 86).
It is important to note that the “heterogeneous elements” constituting machines
are simply more machines (bsp 118). The resulting reality in which production and
alteration can only be grounded in individual entities is what Deleuze confusingly
calls ‘process’:

Alfred Jarry’s pataphysics already proposed a fourfold, and a better one than Heidegger’s at that
(ecc 96). According to Deleuze, Heidegger’s fourfold pictures the world as a whole as having “four
paths,” whereas Jarry’s concerns things, so that for the latter any entity as a machine “forms a
cross with itself in each quarter of every one of its revolutions” (ibid.).
50 “Je dirais que la matière à plusieurs caractéristiques internes, comprenez que ça va être très
important pour nous, pour l’avenir: plusieurs! Toute chose à plusieurs caractéristiques internes, il
n’y a pas de chose qui n’ait qu’un seul réquisit” (sl 170387).
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There is no such thing as either man or nature now, only a process that […] couples
the machines together. Producing-machines or desiring-machines everywhere,
the schizophrenic machines, all of generic life: self and non-self, exterior and
interior no longer have any meaning whatsoever (ao 12, translation modified).
Process has three senses. Firstly, that there “is no such thing as relatively independent
spheres or circuits,” so that no transcendent factor causes or connects machines
behind the scenes (ao 14). Secondly, that there is “no distinction between man and
nature,” (ao 15) so that nothing is posited ‘for us’. In these two senses, ‘process’
simply means that machinic being happens everywhere. Yet thirdly and most
importantly, process “must not be viewed as a goal or an end in itself, nor must
it be confused with an infinite perpetuation of itself ” (ao 15). It is not some
continuous, universal, or underlying event existing in addition to machines. Instead,
externality necessitates that reality is riddled with breaks and cuts (ao 26), and
this breaking and cutting among machines is what Deleuze calls ‘process’. There is
only a schizophrenic pandemonium of interlocking yet irreducible machines, each
ignoring, transforming, recruiting, excluding, absorbing, consuming, producing,
recording, targeting, fleeing, trapping, or displacing others. It is what Deleuze calls
“the metaphysical production of the demoniacal within nature” (ao 64).
Nevertheless, Deleuze must account for production, generation, change, permanence, emergence, and so on. Without a universal medium or background, entities
will have to produce, mediate, uphold, transport, and annihilate each other. Enter
Deleuze’s notion of passive syntheses. These feature prominently in Difference and repetition, The logic of sense, and Anti-Oedipus, and capture the indirect nature of relations
between machines. Difference and repetition calls them ‘passive syntheses of time’.
In The logic of sense they are simply called connective, disjunctive, and conjunctive
syntheses (ls 174). In Anti-Oedipus they are syntheses of “production, registration,
and consumption”, or three “syntheses of the unconscious” (ao 86).51 Yet these are
the same syntheses in each case. They describe how one entity relates to another
(connection), how it manages to do so while remaining irreducible (disjunction), and
how media between entities as well as new entities are created (conjunction).52 They
51 We will later show that ‘unconscious’ has the exact same meaning as ‘virtual’.
52 The name ‘syntheses of time’ is admittedly confusing. It leads to “paradoxical characteristics of a
non-chronological time”, as we will see (c2 99). As Knox Peden writes, the syntheses as presented
by Deleuze seem to “sap” time of its temporal quality (2014: 225). This is because the syntheses are
only temporal in the sense of accounting for retaining something old and producing something
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are ‘temporal’ because they account for how things happen; ‘passive’ because they
are independent of memory, understanding, will, recognition, and consciousness;
‘productive’ because they account for the forging of relations; ‘registrative’ because
they account for the alteration of individual essences; and ‘consumptive’ because
they account for the birth and death of entities. These syntheses are not successive,
but always “overlap” (ao 24). They are ‘beneath’ instead of ‘after’ each other (cf. di 24,
29), and they are as universal as the fourfold. A human spotting a friend is a case of
the three syntheses, but so is a meteor striking the Moon, or my finger striking my
keyboard.

5. Method and structure
This is a book on Deleuze qua Deleuze.53 Its aim is not to trace his concepts and
arguments to their roots in other philosophies, scientific theories, or works of art.54
It seeks to explicate Deleuze’s system, but not to write the philosophical history of
its components. It therefore reconstructs Deleuze’s ontology without focusing too
much on his sources, except in some sections of the first chapter.55 Someone may
object that Deleuze writes that “philosophy cannot be undertaken independently of
science or art” (dr xvi). This, however, refers to the construction of a philosophy.
Once finished, it can be reconstructed without paying too much attention to the
scaffolding used in its assembly. This book also offers little in terms of the nonontological aspects of Deleuze’s thought. Our understanding of his politics, ethics,
and esthetics may nevertheless be improved by studying the theory of reality in
which they are rooted.
new. Deleuze’s theory of time in the usual sense will be discussed in chapter four.
53 We thus try to follow the method of Martial Gueroult. As Deleuze writes, Gueroult’s “general
method” (di 146–155) is to reconstruct the philosophical reality of a body of thought by adhering
strictly to its own problem, structure, and order of reasons, and above all without taking recourse
to historicism and subjectivism.
54 Smith (2012) and Somers-Hall (2013) are excellent sources for such comparisons.
55 As an aside, by his own admission Deleuze takes a lot of creative license with his sources (dr 334).
For example, despite Deleuze’s claims, there is no Stoic theory of time opposing Aion to Chronos
(Sellars, 2007: 178, 194). And as Moore (2012: 372) notes, Deleuze’s reading of Nietzsche in terms of
active and reactive force is based on a single unpublished note by the latter. And then there is
Deleuze’s comment that his book on Leibniz is in fact not at all a book on Leibniz … (L’Abécédaire,
“résistance”).
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Second, given the size of Deleuze’s work, we must avoid straying from the core
of his thought. We therefore focus on Difference and repetition, The logic of sense, and
Anti-Oedipus, which contain the most explicit elaborations of the fourfold and the
syntheses. These works use different vocabularies to express the same ontology, so
in the interest of clarity we will give a slight preference to the terminology of AntiOedipus. Other works use jargon weighed down by decades or centuries of accrued
meaning, but the machinic terminology is barely burdened by such distractions.56
Deleuze even specifically chose this terminology to avoid associations with other
philosophies (di 220), so it is only reasonable to follow suit. A focus on those three
central works also solves the problem of ‘who is talking here?’ in Deleuze’s books
about others. For example, it is difficult to determine if Bergsonism offers readers an
account of Bergson, Deleuze, or a Bergson-Deleuze hybrid. We circumvent this issue
by referring to such works only where they repeat and clarify theses and arguments
from the core works just mentioned. Even with these measures in place, many
neologisms and obscure formulations remain to be dealt with. Quotations will at
times contain terms which cannot be explained until later chapters (‘desire’ is one of
those). This book may also contain more citations than readers are used to, but the
excess of reference only emphasizes the minimalism of the model which consistently
underlies Deleuze’s writings.
Third, we will everywhere respect Deleuze’s mentioned abandonment of an
‘archaic depth’ of intensities.57 We already outlined Deleuze’s reasons for rejecting
it, and we will focus on the continuity between Difference and repetition and other
works rather than the differences. Deleuze explicitly indicates that such a reading
is warranted: “Difference and repetition was the first book in which I tried to ‘do
philosophy’. All that I have done since is connected to this book, including what

56 Deleuze partially borrows it from Michel Carrouges’ Les machines célibataires (1976). Incidentally,
foregrounding the terminology of Anti-Oedipus perhaps allows us to honor Deleuze’s wish that
the book would be rediscovered after its many misreadings (L’ Abécédaire, “desire”).
57 This same abandonment is also why he abandoned the notion of ‘simulacrum,’ which suggests that
something non-simulated underlies simulacra, and why the notion of ‘depth’ slowly disappears in
favor of the ‘singularities’ and ‘desire’ of ‘bodies’ (di 261). Such changes progressively emphasize
rather than modify the fourfold. As we saw in the first section, even when assemblages are said to
“replace” desiring-machines (trm 177), this is because Deleuze finds a term to adequately express
a certain aspect of his system in which he is interested at a certain point. It is not a change in that
system itself. Even the astonishing conceptual flurries of A thousand plateaus are still “plain old
philosophy” about “multiplicities for themselves” (trm 176, 362).
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I wrote with Guattari […]” (dr xv).58 Also note that the concept of the machine is
already present in works pre-dating Anti-Oedipus (dr 78; ls 72), that the theory of
sense from The logic of sense is found in Difference and repetition in condensed form
(dr 153–167), and that Being is already called delirious and schizophrenic before the
publication of Anti-Oedipus (dr 58, 227; ls 84).
Fourth, reconstructing Deleuze’s ontology necessitates that we reverse engineer
and strip his texts. As his readers know, Deleuze rarely writes about one thing at
a time. To extract his ontology, many other things must go. This includes many
phenomenological, psychological, ethical, and political moments. We do so to bring
into clear view the pluralist ontology which motivates Deleuze’s resistance against
representation, reduction, and relationism in precisely those other domains.59 We
are questing for nothing less than his ‘cry’: “When a philosopher is great, although he
writes very abstract pages, these are abstract only because you did not know how to
locate the moment in which he cries. There is a cry underneath, a cry that is horrible”
(sl 060580). Finding this cry necessitates our eliminative method. As Deleuze says
of a philosopher’s central problem: “sometimes the philosopher states it explicitly,
sometimes he does not state it” (sl 060580), and Deleuze falls squarely in the latter
category. He calls Difference and repetition a book “like a soup” where everything good
was located at the bottom, being the part which is hardest to discern.60 Uncovering
a central problem and organizing a philosophy’s concepts around it is also exactly
what Deleuze proposes as a method to read philosophers:
[I]t’s not a matter of asking oneself what a concept represents. It’s necessary to
ask oneself what its place is in a set of other concepts. In the majority of great
philosophers, the concepts they create are inseparable, and are taken in veritable
sequences. And if you don’t understand the sequence of which a concept is part,
you cannot understand the concept (ss 251180).

58 See also that it “serves to introduce subsequent books up to and including the research undertaken
with Guattari […]” (dr xvii; cf. trm 308).
59 Even if Deleuze’s work has no main gate but only “side-entrances,” it is hardly the case that each
would lead to “an alternative staging of his thinking” (Romein, Schuilenburg, and Van Tuinen,
2009: 13). Rather, all side-entrances lead to the same central chamber.
60 “Ah ma thèse, c’est une soupe où tout nage (le meilleur doit être dans le fond, mais c’est ce qui se
voit moins)” (letter to François Châtelet, lat 28).
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Fifth, there is Félix Guattari. In the interest of fairness, this book refers to their
collaborative works with ‘Deleuze’, not ‘Deleuze and Guattari.’ As Deleuze insisted,
their collaborations can be read as entirely Deleuzian and as entirely Guattarian,
as long one does not designate entire works ‘exclusively Deleuze’ or ‘exclusively
Guattari.’61 We can read their work as ‘by Deleuze’, ‘by Guattari’, or ‘by Deleuze and
Guattari’, and we must here follow the first path. This is because Deleuze’s ontology
is not necessarily Guattari’s. As Deleuze says in L’Abécédaire, they did not interpret
their collaborative work in the same way. For example, their correspondence shows
that Guattari coins the notion ‘machine’, but Deleuze determines what this concept
will mean and how it will be positioned in a system: each machine being involved
in three separate syntheses of production, registration, and consummation (lat 40–
41). According to Deleuze, a more Guattarian philosophy of machines would not
rely on irreducibility, but on “structure, signifiers, the phallus, and so on” (n 14).
It is therefore perhaps unsurprising that Guattari did not recognize himself in the
system elaborated in Anti-Oedipus:
I still have no control over this other world of systematic academic work. […]
Keep my penmanship, my style. But I don’t really recognize myself in the a.o.
I need to stop running behind the image of Gilles and the polishedness, the
perfection that he brought to the most unlikely book (2006: 404)
We must therefore emphasize that we investigate Deleuze’s ontology, postponing the
analysis of possible differences with Guattari’s viewpoints and how these differences
manifest in their collaborations to future projects.
Finally, there is the structure of the book. Chapter one describes the centrality,
necessity, and initial scope of the externality thesis. Its first section demonstrates
how externality is a key notion in both Deleuze’s own systematic works and in
his exegetic work on others. The next section reconstructs Deleuze’s arguments for
defending externality. Three of these arguments are drawn from everyday experience,
whereas another three rely on more purely conceptual concerns. As contrast often
increases clarity, two more sections then outline how externality forces Deleuze
61 In a letter he writes: “[V]ous faites abstraction de Félix. Votre point de vue reste juste, et l’on peut
parler de moi sans Félix. Reste que L’ Anti-Oedipe et Mille plateaux sont entièrement de lui comme
entièrement de moi, suivant deux points de vue possible. D’où la nécessité, si vous voulez bien, de
marquer que si vous vous en tenez à moi, c’ est en vertu de votre enterprise même, et non pas du
tout d’un caractère secondaire ou ‘occasionnel’ de Félix” (letter to Arnaud Villani, lat 82).
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to reject several other modes of thinking. In each of those cases full comparisons
would require a separate monograph, but we have sufficient space to show how
Deleuze takes his opponents to violate externality. This always revolves around
demonstrating that a certain mode of thinking cannot accommodate the internal
difference in kind between an entity’s relational presence and its withdrawn proper
being which the externality thesis forces him to posit. The final section explains why
Deleuze takes the various styles of thinking to which he opposes himself to belong
to the same ‘image of thought’. As we will see, this image of thought is characterized
by ‘common sense’ or the idea that an entity can be identified with one or several of
its relational manifestations, as well as by ‘good sense’ or the idea that an entity can
be reduced to and fully explained from a previous state or point of origin.
Chapter two starts the deduction of the features entities must possess if externality
holds. It starts by explicating the first aspect of fourfold machines: its ‘body’ in its
withdrawal from all possible relations. The body of a machine is its unity outside of all
its engagements. The second section of the chapter explains how such non-relational
bodies lead Deleuze to define reality as being fundamentally ‘schizophrenic’ or
‘problematic’. Here, the central idea is that if each entity has a non-relational
body, then no entity can ever be fully integrated in any of its engagements. Hence
contingent work and effort are always required to make things function, to keep
them where they are, or to remove them from their current situations. Yet this
raises the question of what machines relate to if not the non-relational bodies of
others. As the next three sections of the chapter explain, these are the two actual,
relational aspects of machines: extension and qualities. We will see how the first,
connective synthesis accounts for this contact between a withdrawn entity and the
actual, relational manifestation of another machine.
Chapter three elaborates how machines manage such asymmetrical connections.
Such relations cannot be accounted for by the actual aspect of machines, as such
twofold are precisely what must be grounded. Moreover, the body without organs
in and of itself can also not account for the diversity of relations, let alone for their
content. The body is the bare fact of non-relational unity for a machine, and as all
machines are strictly equal in this regard, the differences between them cannot be
explained through bodies alone. Hence Deleuze must posit a second aspect to the
virtual side of machines. This is what he calls its ‘powers’, ‘desire’, ‘Idea’, ‘puissance’,
‘code’, or ‘singularities’. As such desire is that which characterizes a machine while
simultaneously being non-relational and unextended, Deleuze also refers to this as
a machine’s ‘intensive matter’. We will see that the two virtual aspects of body and
singularities constitute the essence of a machine, though one without permanence
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or simplicity. A machine’s desire constitutes what it can do. A machine only ever
encounters other entities in terms of its own desire. Hence desire is the ground
for its relations. In the third section of the third chapter, this brings us to the
notion of disjunctive synthesis. Each connection is forged based on a disjunction,
which is to say grounded in a machine’s desire, the latter differing in kind from its
actual manifestations. The upshot of this is that a machine’s desire is always-already
excessive over its relations, making disjunctions inclusive rather than exclusive.
Simultaneously, desire is that which a machine’s relations ‘inscribe’, ‘register’, or
‘record’ in a machine’s virtuality. This is what Deleuze calls ‘becoming’. Hence each
relation is forged based on the traces left by other relations, the result not resembling
its production due to the difference in kind between virtuality and actuality. Such
becoming is neither constant nor always even significant, as it depends purely on the
contingent content and intensity encounters characterizing a machine’s existence.
Chapter four elaborates how new machines can be made, and how machines
themselves function as the medium through which two or more other machines can
interact. It does so by explicating the third, conjunctive synthesis. As Deleuze argues,
each newly forged relation is itself immediately an irreducible machine, which
incidentally allows him to avoid relapsing into a dualism between relations and
machines. To refer to this immediate irreducibility of machines from the moment
of their inception, Deleuze uses the term ‘celibate machines’. The third and final
synthesis completes our overview of Deleuze’s ontology. The four remaining sections
of the chapter explore some of machinism’s implication. First, we describe the general
view of reality resulting from machinism by elaborating on Deleuze’s concept of
‘rhizomes’. The next section defines several standard philosophical notions (such as
self, time, space, and world) from the perspective of machinism. This is followed by
a section on what Deleuze in Kantian vein calls the ‘paralogisms’ of thought. These
errors of thinking explain why we do not ‘naturally’ think according to machinism,
but instead tend towards internalist thinking. The last section of the chapter provides
an account of what Deleuze calls ‘transcendental empiricism’, which can be regarded
as a general method for philosophy based on machinism’s central insights.
The Conclusion summarizes our findings and tentatively outlines some of
machinism’s implications in other domains.
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The externality thesis
Everything is a machine. ‘Machine’ means being a fourfold entity synthesized with
yet irreducible to others. Machinic being requires relations, but never amounts to it.
This machine thesis is grounded in a more fundamental thesis which proclaims the
externality of entities. Externality is the point of departure from which the fourfold
is deduced as the necessary structure of all machines. This chapter exhibits Deleuze’s
affirmations of externality and clarifies its necessity and scope. To emphasize the
uniqueness of an externalist, it also illustrates how externality opposes Deleuze to
several other modes of thinking. First, those premised on ‘maledictory’ concepts of
difference and repetition. Second, internalist philosophies based on ‘false depth’ and
‘false height’. Finally, the general ‘image of thought’, our everyday yet flawed ideas
about the nature of thinking.

6. Affirmations of externality
The realization that relations are external to terms is the “thunderclap in philosophy”
for Deleuze (sc 141282). A term can be anything: a person, riot, festival, planet, storm,
thought, or subatomic particle. Relations, for their part, include touching, pointing,
consuming, recruiting, forcing, destroying, and so on. Every feature of an entity
that can be registered, experienced, or measured by anything else is relational. If
relations are external to terms, entities must therefore have a private, internal reality.
It follows that an entity, the entities which are in it, and the entities in which it is,
never fully touch. A beaver dam cannot exhaust its wooden parts, but neither could
the trees whence those came. Externality is thus the condition of the possibility to
encounter, remove, transform, or destroy something. If the being of wood would
be its residing in trees, then beaver dams could never become. Hence relations never
signify an essential belonging or final destination. Instead, they are alliances, gifts,
hijacks, shelters, tools, and constructs. As Deleuze writes, all machines function
“amid hiatuses and ruptures, breakdowns and failures, stalling and short circuits,
within a sum that never succeeds in bringing its various parts together so as to
form a whole” (ao 56). A passage from Dialogues further surveys this externalist
world:
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Relations are external to their terms. […] relation is neither internal to one of the
terms which would consequently be the subject, nor to two together. Moreover, a
relation may change without the terms changing. […] If one takes this exteriority
of relations as a conducting wire or as a line, one sees a very strange world unfold,
fragment by fragment: a Harlequin’s jacket or patchwork, made up of solid parts
and voids, blocs and ruptures, attractions and divisions, nuances and bluntnesses,
conjunctions and separations, alternations and interweavings, additions which
never reach a total and subtractions whose remainder is never fixed (d55).1
Externality and irreducibility are the heart of Deleuze’s philosophy. Hence his “hatred
of interiority” (n6). ‘Interiority’ marks any philosophy which denies entities a private
reality. Interiority reduces entities to representations of something else, thereby
internalizing their being to their relation with something beyond themselves.2 ‘No
surplus’ is the mantra of internalism.
Externalist philosophies support the exact opposite. Deleuze first encounters the
externalist intuition in David Hume’s empiricism (es 108). For Hume, the content of
direct experience is not an object such as a glass or a table. Direct experience merely
contains simple impressions (‘hot’, ‘painful’, ‘red’) which are then objectified (‘fire’)
via habituation, which is a principle of human nature. Deleuze calls this externality
of objects to direct experience the “point common to all empiricisms” (es 99; cf.
lat 124, 130, 140). More importantly, he radicalizes this externalist intuition. It comes
to define a “superior” empiricism in which entities are withdrawn from all relations,
not just from our perceptions (dr 143). Conversely, “non-empiricist” is any theory
“according to which, in one way or another, relations are derived from the nature of
things” (e 109). It is any theory according to which at least one relation is internal to
the being of beings (‘tornadoes are the will of God’, ‘love is hormonal activity’, ‘all
things are subatomic particles’). In short, externality is an ontological axiom: “the
truly fundamental proposition is that relations are external to terms” (es 98, cf. x,
66, 98, 99, 101, 105, 107, 123; di 163, 166; sc 211282, 010383; trm 365).
It is often remarked that Deleuze’s work on other philosophers does not faithfully
repeat their theories, but rather transforms them according to his own needs
1

2

The same page also calls externality “a vital protest against principles”. If externality holds, even
that which relates to something ‘in principle’ (the laws of nature, the weight of history, the spirit
of the age, the human subject, economy and biology) cannot equate the being of this something.
One can intensify this procedure until, at the limit, everything is internalized into a single blob,
blur, flash, or movement.
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(Smith, 2012: xii). Yet perhaps it has not been noticed that the externality thesis
is always the key to this transformation. For example, in reading Bergson Deleuze
consistently tries to downplay Bergson’s idea that there exists a single creative
and all-pervading force (the élan vital or universal duration).3 He instead presents
Bergson as proposing a pluralism of parts which remain external to each other
(b 104). Likewise, after dismissing Leibniz as an internalist thinker in Difference and
repetition, Deleuze later recasts him as a thinker of externality. In this later reading,
individual monads express the entirety of the world, but they themselves remain
external to all such expressions (ls 110).4 Leibniz is taken to realize that monads
are substances with essential attributes, but that these attributes are irreducible
to relations.5 In a third example, it is externality which forces Deleuze to break
with his philosophical hero Spinoza. For Spinoza, relations are internal to one
term, as individual modes are reducible to substance. Spinoza consequently cannot
account for the full individuality of things, which is precisely what Deleuze aims to
accomplish.6
Yet as indicated, the externality thesis is not merely a principle by which to read
others. The very project of Difference and repetition is to develop an “internal difference
[referring] only to an external relation with extensity […]” (dr 231). If relations are
external to entities, entities contain an internal difference between their inner selves
and their manifestations in relations. The reference to extensity emphasizes spatial
externality, asserting that entities are irreducible to one another even if they are

3
4

5

6

See chapter four in Bergsonism.
Also see “Ce que j’exprime clairement c’est, dans le monde, ce qui a rapport à mon corps. […]
Mais ce qui arrive dans mon corps, mon corps lui-même, je ne l’exprime pas clairement du tout”
(sl 120587). In this reading, monads will express events (also called predicates or events), but never
their private attributes. See “la relation c’est le prédicat. […] un prédicat c’est un verbe [et] le verbe,
c’est l’indice d’événement” (sl 200187); “ce qu’il appelle prédicat, c’est la relation” (sl 100387);
“un prédicat c’est toujours un rapport” (sl 120587). Deleuze takes Whitehead to think the same:
“[C’est] le cri de Whitehead. Cri qui retentit dans toute son œuvre: non, le prédicat est irréductible
à tout attribut” (sl 100387; cf. d 15).
“[Leibniz] est le premier à savoir que les mathématiques et la logique sont des systèmes de
relations irréductibles à des attributs”; “Une substance est inséparable de son attribut essentiel et
inversement la substance est définie par l’ attribut essentiel” (sl 200187).
Spinoza “[…] pense finalement que les relations ne peuvent pas être pensées toutes seules, que, il
faut bien un être plus pur, plus profond que la relation, il faut bien que la relation soit finalement
intérieure à quelque chose. Il ne veut pas penser à des relations qui seraient de pures extériorités”
(ss 170381).
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conjoined. The logic of sense also asserts externality temporally in stating that “the
paradoxical situation of the beginning […] is that it is itself a result, and that it
remains external to that which it causes to begin” (ls 218). Finally, Anti-Oedipus
asserts externality mereologically. Consider:
We believe only in totalities that are peripheral. And if we discover such a
totality alongside various separate parts, it is a whole of these particular parts
but does not totalize them; it is a unity of all these particular parts but does
not unify them; rather; it is added to them as a new part fabricated separately
(ao 57).7
Moreover, the very opening page of A thousand plateaus warns readers not to overlook
that matters and the relations between them are exterior to each other (atp 3).
The book later again asserts the “essential irreducibility of assemblages” (atp 256).
Deleuze writes that an assemblage “has only itself, in connection with other
assemblages and in relation to other bodies without organs” (atp 4). A book has
many connections to other entities (its author, cover, ink, words, index, readers,
publisher, language …), but none of those are its being. Despite its relations, it has
only itself as demanded by externality.
This theme of solitude returns in Deleuze’s books in cinema, and even structures
them.8 Again Deleuze affirms that “relation is not a property of objects, it is always
external to its terms” (c1 10).9 The first book then explores the “movement-image,”
which is Deleuze’s name for images of the movements common to several “vehicles
or moving bodies” (c1 23). Movement-images are thoroughly relational and include
actions, perceptions, and affections (c1 ix). They can hint at externality, but never
embrace it fully. The first book ends with a consideration of Hitchcock, who according
to Deleuze realizes that relations are external to terms, but “constantly refuses” the
full implication of that thesis (c1 x, 215). Hence the second volume on “time-images,”

7
8

9

See Deleuze’s affirmation of a universal “irreducible exteriority of conquests” in the same book
(ao 240).
I agree with Jacques Rancière that Deleuze’s cinema books in fact constitute a theory about the
world and not just cinema, even though they use cinematographic vocabulary (Rancière, 2006:
109).
Cf. sc 141282, 211282. The cinema books call what remains external in entities as the ‘out-offield’ (hors-champ). The out-of-field is neither seen nor understood (i.e. absent from relations), but
nevertheless perfectly present (c1 16).
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which move beyond movement-images as paradoxical perspectives on “an outside
more distant than any exterior, and that of an inside deeper than any interior […]”
(c2 261).
Deleuze’s reflections on literature are animated by similar concerns. He famously
proclaims the ‘superiority’ of Anglo-American literature in Dialogues, and again
externality is the reason behind it.10 Deleuze detects “a principle dear to English
philosophers, to which the Americans would give a new meaning […]: relations are
external to their terms” (ecc 58). He takes most literature to obsess over internality
(where do I belong?, where is my home?, how to fall in love?, what have we lost?, my
place in my family?), but American writers do the exact opposite by focusing on the
solitude and non-inclusion of human as well as non-human things. Deleuze writes
that T.E. Lawrence’s genius is to reject a world of images, as images are always images
of something, and therefore relational. Lawrence instead “moves from images to
entities” (ecc 120). Deleuze takes Lawrence not to write about shame and glory as
images or effects (the shame after battle, the glory of the army), but as entities in
their own right.
Finally, even Deleuze’s appreciation of the baroque in The fold revolves around
externality. Deleuze interprets the baroque as an attempt to aesthetically separate
all entities from their relations with others, as exemplified in baroque architecture:
This is baroque layout par excellence. A chamber with neither a door nor a window!
Such a chamber literally realizes the formula: ‘an interior’, at the limit an interior
without exterior. What is the correlate of this interior without a door or a
window? The correlate of this interior is an exterior which includes doors and
windows, but, and this here is precisely the baroque paradox, that no longer
corresponds to an interior. What is that? It is the façade! The façade is pierced
by doors and windows, only the façade no longer expresses the interior. The
façade becomes independent while simultaneously the interior has conquered
its autonomy (sl 200187; cf. flb 31–32).11

10 As Rockwell Clancy demonstrates in detail, the superiority Deleuze discerns in American writers
primarily concerns what the former calls their “metaphysical commitments” (2015, passim).
11 “[C]’est l’aménagement baroque par excellence. Une pièce sans porte ni fenêtre! […] C’ est la pièce
qui réalise à la lettre, littéralement, la formule: ‘un intérieur’, à la limite un intérieur sans extérieur.
[…] Quel est le corrélat de cet intérieur sans porte ni fenêtre? Le corrélat de cet intérieur, c’ est un
extérieur qui lui comporte des portes et des fenêtres, mais, justement et c’est cela le paradoxe
baroque, il ne correspond plus à un intérieur. Qu’est-ce que c’est? C’est la façade! La façade est
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Again we see the thesis that an entity has a private reality on the one hand, and
a completely different manifestation in relations on the other. It is should now be
clear that (1) Deleuze encounters externality in Hume’s empiricism, and aims to
radicalize it into a ‘superior empiricism’, (2) externality is a central notion in Difference
and repetition, The logic of sense, Anti-Oedipus, and A thousand plateaus, (3) Deleuze’s
readings of other philosophers and of the arts are also centered on externality. Having
determined that externality is central, we must now know why this is the case, and
then outline some immediate implications.

7. Reasons and scope
Deleuze often defends externality a contrario by highlighting shortcomings in
internalist philosophies. Yet he also presents at least six more general arguments, which fall into two groups. The first contains three arguments drawn from
lived experience, the second contains three more speculative, ontological arguments.
In the first group, the first argument concerns our interactions with objects.
For example: I see a cube, but I cannot see more than three of its sides at any given
moment. I cannot integrate it fully into a relation with me. Nonetheless, I can remove
the cube from where it resides, a stack series of cubes perhaps, and manipulate it.
From this Deleuze concludes that entities are “totally objective,” by which he means
irreducible to their relations with us or with other things.12 By removing an entity
from its previous engagements, we detach it “from a ground constituted by an
ensemble of other objects.”13 This ground is its existential ground. It is the situation
in which it was involved a mere moment ago. Since objects can move through
different grounds of this type, Deleuze reasons that the cube must have a private,
internal ground in and of itself. There must be something by virtue of which it
remains this cube throughout different settings.14 Its being can neither be in the

percée de portes et de fenêtres; seulement la façade n’exprime plus l’intérieur. […] la façade prend
de l’indépendance en même temps que l’ intérieur a conquis son autonomie.”
12 “Or ce n’est nullement le signe d’une dépendance de l’objet, au contraire c’est la manifestation de
son objectivité totale” (lat 293).
13 “Il est bien connu l’ objet contemplé se détache sur un fond, constitué par l’ ensemble des autres
objets” (lat 293).
14 “Mais précisément l’objet ne pourrait pas entrenir avec les autres un rapport quelconque, si ce
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relations it had before entering the stack of cubes, nor in its recent relations within
the stack, nor in its current relations with me. And since there is no reason to assume
that human relations with a random object are different from relations with nonhuman entities, Deleuze concludes that entities must have a private ground or
internal reality which has nothing to do with us.15
The formula ‘everything is a machine’ expresses this idea in the original
French tout fait machine. ‘Tout fait’ refers to Duchamp’s readymade artworks,
such as the famous urinal and the bottle drying rack.16 Given the references
to Dadaist art in Anti-Oedipus, Deleuze is certainly aware of this. Does not each
readymade confront us with the fact that entities can be detached from their
relations?17 They are always objects migrated from one context to the next. More
importantly, they force us to see that what we usually call the essence of the
object is a mere relational function. The urinal turned artwork is no longer a
sanitation fixture, but before Duchamp’s intervention the urinal was not yet an
aesthetic sensation. Both ‘essences’ are mere functions depending on contextual
relations. It is nonetheless the same urinal in both situations, so there must
be something external to relations which constitutes the urinal’s ‘thisness’, to
borrow a term from Duns Scotus. This readymade lesson must be generalized.18
Everything is a readymade, and is irreducible to our perceiving, labeling, or using it.
Anything is equally irreducible to its surroundings. The urinal belongs neither
to a dump, nor to a museum, nor to a restroom. Duchamp’s readymades also
suggest that entities cannot even be reduced to their parts. Fountain does not
need its “R. Mutt” signature in order to exist, nor does l.h.o.o.q. need the
moustache added to Mona Lisa. The parts of an entity are always somewhat
redundant, a complex notion to which we will return later. For now, observe how

15

16
17

18

rapport lui restait extérieur: pour que tel objet se détache comme forme sur le fond des autres
objets, il faut qu’il soit déjà à lui-même son propre fond” (lat 293).
“Ce phénomène renvoie à l’objet lui-même, et pas du tout à celui qui le perçoit” (lat 293). In a
recent book, Maurizio Ferraris proposes the term ‘unamendability’ for this resilience of objects
which has nothing to do with our senses and which points to their private reality (Ferraris, 2014).
Hence the Marcel Duchamp studies journal is called Tout-Fait.
According to Stephen Zepke, it is that anyone can be an artist and anything can be art (2008: 35–
36). Yet for that to be true, something more fundamental must first be the case: entities must be
able to be detached from old contexts and attached to new ones. Otherwise you could not move
into being an artist, and your work not into art.
And precisely because this must be done, anything can be a readymade. Hence Duchamp saying
that “the choice of readymades is always based on visual indifference […]” (Cabanne, 1971: 48).
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readymades reveal that objects have no natural place, function or meaning. There
is nothing external constituting their essence. Each is simply a force unleashed in
the world.
All this is a necessary consequence of the irreducibility of entities. If an entity
would be reducible to x, then x would after all be its natural origin, place, movement,
function, destination, or meaning. Duchamp’s readymades mock this idea. As
Michael North notes, Duchamp adopted ‘tout fait’ from Bergson, the latter using
it pejoratively to designate everything mechanical and rigid (North, 2009: 97–99).
Bergson’s ‘tout fait’ is what humor exposes and ridicules, as when we laugh at seeing
someone stumble. In stumbling we suddenly encounter our legs as foreign, reluctant
objects. Bergson thinks such moments are unnatural exceptions to an “inner
suppleness of life” (1914: 44, passim). Duchamp inverts this model and shows that
harmony is not naturally given, but rather an exception, an artificial construction,
a temporary situation which requires effort to be maintained. A readymade is
indifferent to where it is and to how it is experienced. It teaches us that entities
are obstinate and withdrawn from their relations. Smooth totalities only exist if
sufficient forces cooperate to make entities act in harmony. An entity is an irreducible
machine which only functions smoothly with others if effort is spent in putting it to
work. Moreover, such efforts necessarily involve shattering some relations the entity
used to entertain. As Deleuze writes: “the artist is the master of objects; he puts
before us shattered, burned, broken-down objects, converting them to the regime
of desiring-machines, breaking down is part of the very functioning of desiringmachines […]” (ao 45). No entity is automatically reducible to or aligned with
anything else, and resistance and rigidity are primordial facts instead of unnatural
exceptions. A readymade does not tell us that entities await a practical or aesthetic
function, it tells us that they resist it.
Yet irreducibility is not autarchy. As we will see, there is no entity without
connections to other entities serving as its parts, allies, enemies, and ecology. This
is precisely why Deleuze uses ‘assemblage’ as a synonym for ‘machine’, the former
being a system emerging from relations between heterogeneous parts. Note that
if entities would be autarchic, they would not be irreducible, but self-identical and
thereby reducible to themselves. As indicated earlier, collectivity and solitude go
hand in hand (k 18), as Deleuze’s main thesis paradoxically implies that any entity
whatsoever is irreducible to all relations, but that it always needs other entities to
pull that off.
The second observation from lived experience concerns learning. Deleuze characterizes learning as familiarizing oneself with something which remains hidden.
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When we learn to swim or to speak a language, the object (water, Japanese) never
fully reveals itself. We merely experience “signs” of the object (dr 22). ‘Sign’ should
be broadly understood. The water perceived is a sign, but so is swimming in it.
A Japanese textbook is a sign of Japanese, but so is a Japanese conversation. Signs
signify “two orders of size or disparate realities between which the sign flashes,”
and envelop “another ‘object’” (ibid.). On the one hand, the sign is the object in its
manifestation in a relation. On the other hand, the object in itself remains enveloped
in its signs and withdrawn from direct contact. Learning suggests this because one
can, in principle, always learn new things about the same entity. Moreover, to learn
is to vary the relations an entity entertains in order to familiarize ourselves with
it? (As an aside, is this not the central notion of scientific experiment?) If a shift
in relations would correspond to an equal shift in entities, the notion of learning
about this entity would be nonsensical. It is precisely because we only ever encounter
translated signs of objects, and not objects themselves, that we can increase our
familiarity with swimming, the Japanese language, a lover, an institution, or a
memory.
The third argument from experience concerns novelty. Our first great love, the
First World War, the French Revolution, the invention of the internet, the first
jazz recordings, all these things derive part of their significance from having truly
been new. Yet this cannot really be the case if things have an internal relation
to some ground (however conceived). If all things are mere representations or
derivatives of something permanent and stable which does not change, then novelty
is merely an illusion. Even the end of the world will then be reducible to the same
old ground (whether God, history, substance, matter, or natural law) of which
telephones, yesterday evening, tennis shoes, and burlesque theater were also mere
effects. As Deleuze writes: “[…] if the ground lets that which grounds subsist, we
can wonder what purpose it serves. Conversely, if grounding changes something,
then we see the point. Does not every ground lead to an unexpected surprise? Does
the ground not lead to something we did not expect?” (wg 41). Experience suggests
that reality holds genuine surprise, which implies that there is no universal ground,
but rather a change in what gets to ground as soon as something new has been
grounded.
This first group of reasons is tentative but not decisive. One could object that
Deleuze merely makes externality plausible in a phenomenological or epistemological sense. Yet the first three arguments merely pave the way for the second group,
whose arguments rely on speculative, conceptual considerations. Deleuze first insists
that if relations were internal to terms, the current state of affairs could not pass. In
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Bergsonism he asks: “how would a new present come about if the old present did not
pass at the same time that it is present? How would any present whatsoever pass, if
it were not past at the same time as present?” (b 58). This resurfaces in Difference and
repetition:
If a new present were required for the past to be constituted as past, then the
former present would never pass and the new one would never arrive. No present
would ever pass were it not past ‘at the same time’ as it is present; no past would
ever be constituted unless it were constituted ‘at the same time’ as it was present
(dr 82).
Crucially, Deleuze is not referring to our usual notion of time here. As he writes,
“the past and the future do not designate instants distinct from a supposed present
instant, but rather the dimensions of the present itself in so far as it is a contraction
of instants” (dr 71). ‘Present’ refers to entities in their relations, and ‘past’ refers
to the dimension of entities which remains external to all previous, current, and
future relations. It is a “past which never was present, since it was not formed ‘after’”
(dr 82). It is “posed as already-there” and “in itself, conserving itself in itself ” (ibid.).
If the being of entities would be purely present and relational, each entity would be
exhausted in its current affairs. No entity would have the non-relational surplus
required to ditch old and forge new relations. Each entity must have an internal
reality during each moment of its existence, an ‘always-already past’ with which
relations are forged.
Second and similarly, if internalism were true and entities would be their
relations, the universe would have reached a “final state” (np 47). Suppose that
the non-relational aspect of entities is merely what they will become at a later point
in time: it then becomes very hard to understand why change or becoming has
then not yet ceased. If being is fully relational, one would expect reality to be in
full equilibrium, because everything would already be exhaustively deployed.19 As
Deleuze writes:
But why would equilibrium, the terminal state, have to have been attained if
it were possible? By virtue of what Nietzsche calls the infinity of past time. The

19 Unless, of course, one endorses a philosophical variant of the End of Days, so that becoming would
not yet have ceased because the designated time has not yet arrived.
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infinity of past time means that becoming cannot have started to become, that
it is not something that has become. But, not being something that has become
it cannot be a becoming something. Not having become, it would already be
what it is becoming – if it were becoming something. That is to say, past time
being infinite, becoming would have attained its final state if it had one. And,
indeed, saying that becoming would have attained its final state if it had one
is the same as saying that it would not have left its initial state if it had one
(np 47).
Changing into something implies having been something. Therefore, if everything
is to become reducible to something, then everything must have equally been
something. At the very least, it must have formally been that which becomes reduced
to something at the end. Yet if that were the case, it becomes inexplicable why
everything is not reducible to that something between the beginning and the end.
The externality of entities to terms concerns absolute irreducibility and cannot be a
mere moment within a larger process of interiorization (di 163). If that were true,
we would end up with a frozen reality in which everything is utterly stuck in its
relational present, and not even illusory change would be possible. This is why
Deleuze remarks that even if there is a God who creates our world, “his calculations
never work out exactly, and this inexactitude or injustice in the result, this irreducible
inequality, forms the condition of the world. [If] the calculation were exact, there
would be no world” (dr 222).
Third, “Nature would never repeat […] would it be reducible to the superficiality
of matter” (dr 290). This again concerns the necessity of externality. If all entities plus
their relations and alterations are reducible to a single material stratum, then this
stratum entertains an internal relation with all entities and relations. After all, being
something would be being a representation or permutation of this layer. Several
things would then be unintelligible. To start, why this single material layer broke up
into fragments in the first place (or alternatively: why its human section experiences
the illusion of diversity). Next, why there is this in this case and that in that case. If
everything is reducible to the same natural substance, law, or principle, the existence
different actual entities becomes a mystery. Finally, what the reality of this material
stratum would be. If materialism is true, then to be something is to be reducible to
a final matter. Being would ultimately be to consist of substance. Yet a final material
layer cannot contain itself, because in order to be final it cannot be constituted by
anything, not even itself. This is the contradiction in materialism of an “infinitely
repeated element” which Deleuze denounces (dr 271). As he writes, any “bare and
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material model is, properly speaking, unthinkable” (dr 286).20 Within materialism,
we would once again expect everything to be wholly actual and homogeneous, so
that no future events would be possible. This is why Deleuze writes that nothing
would ‘repeat’. Note that this is not just a problem for materialism, but also for
idealism (c56, ao 35). For example, as the post-Kantians already saw, similar problems
arise when Kantian transcendental subjectivity must account for the phenomena
of experience. First, how to account for diversity if the same conditions are to fully
account for every minute detail of experience? Second, how to account for the same
conditions producing this here yet that there? Third, how to account for the genesis
of the transcendental subject and the various faculties, how to account for that
which accounts for everything?21 Deleuze denounces not just materialism, but any
philosophy which internalizes entities and their relations to a substance, agent,
principle, movement, or an exceptional and overarching relation (such as the one
between human and world).22
But why be so strict? Why must there always be full externality of relations to
terms?23 Why must each entity have an interiority which is absolutely separate from
others by an “external envelope” (dr 24)? Why must there be relations and terms at
all? It is because ontology is a zero sum game. First, reality cannot solely consist of
20 Cf. “extension has no sufficiency” (sl 060680).
21 Kant conveniently defers to God: “… if we wanted to make a judgment about the origin of [the]
faculties (although such an investigation lies completely beyond the limits of human reason), we
can provide no further ground than our divine creator […]” (Maimon, 2010: appendix ii, 234, Letter
from Kant to Herz).
22 Deleuze would also reject objections that the issue of internalism versus externalism is a ‘pseudoproblem,’ which someone could raise based on the intentionality thesis. The latter says that all
consciousness is consciousness of something which is not itself this consciousness. Hence we
seemingly obtain externality (something irreducible to consciousness) and internality (something
in consciousness) at the same time and without contradictions. Yet the irreducible part of the
object in consciousness cannot be produced by or accounted for by consciousness itself. If that
were the case, both aspects of the object (its presence and its otherness) would be reducible to
consciousness, and the problems arising for all internalism return. So the object’s withdrawn
otherness must belong to it. The same goes for relations between entities. If consciousness would
fully account for them, the result would be a pre-Socratism in which a unified physis is shaken
and fragmented by nous, so that we are again confronted with the same problems which hamper
materialism.
23 “[L]a relation, c’ est forcément en trois puisqu’ elle est extérieure à ces termes, dont on a au moins
deux termes et la relation n’est réductible à aucun de deux ni à la totalité de deux. Donc la relation
est toujours un tiers” (sc 010383, emphasis added).
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relations. It is a model which Deleuze briefly entertains and then dismisses.24 As we
saw, a fully relational reality cannot account for change. Hence each relation must
be accompanied by something else: the private reality of its entity, which constitutes
a surplus to account for change.25 Moreover, if only relations existed, it would be
unintelligible what relations relate to. There would be “infinite representation”
(dr 56), so that a house would be nothing but the infinity of possible and current
relations of others to it. Yet a relation to something is never a relation with another
relation to something. My view on the house is neither an experience of your view
of the house, nor my experience of all possible views of the house.26 I experience
the house, though accounting for this will not be as simple as this sounds. Or take
another example. Color and position are relational qualities: color requires a source
of light and position is always relative. Now, an entity’s color is not the color of its
spatial coordinates or even its extension. ‘Two meters of green’ simply does not exist.
Relational qualities can converge, but only ever on the same non-relational entity.
It is equally impossible that relations are somewhat, sometimes, or possibly
internal to terms. Someone may posit that relations are merely somewhat external
to terms, if only to introduce some modesty into the principled division Deleuze
proposes. However, one then merely posits a ‘big’ extra-relational aspect for entities
and donates part of it to their relations. A ‘small’ extra-relational aspect still remains,
and it will still be the private reality of entities. Likewise, relations cannot sometimes
24 “[P]eut être qu’à la limite, il n’y a pas de terme, il n’y a que des parquets de relations, ce que vous
appelez un terme, c’est un paquet de relations, voilà” (sc 141282); “[J]e crois que qu’on peut pas
penser les relations indépendamment d’un devenir au moins virtuel, quelle qu’elle soit la relation,
et que ça à mon avis, les théoriciens de la relation, pourtant si forts qu’ils soient, ils l’ont pas
vu, mais je voudrais insister beaucoup plus sur ce point” (sc 141282). Of course, if everything is a
machine, then so are relations. As the book progresses, we will establish how entities themselves
are the bridges between entities, so that each relation is, at the limit, always a third term in and of
itself. The point is that such an entity still has a non-relational surplus or becoming of its own,
irreducible to any other terms.
25 “Si la philosophie a échoué dans … ou a rencontré tant de difficulté dans un effort pour penser la
relation, […] c’est parce qu’on a pas assez vu ou pas assez dit que la relation impliquait, enveloppait
strictement le changement” (sc 211282).
26 Foucault is right about The logic of sense (and by extension Deleuzism as such) being “the most
alien book imaginable from The phenomenology of perception” (1970: 79). This is because MerleauPonty precisely defends the claim that “[…] the house itself is not the house seen from nowhere,
but the house seen from everywhere. The completed object is translucent, being shot through
from all sides by an infinite number of present scrutinies which intersect in its depths leaving
nothing hidden” (2005: 79, emphasis added).
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be external and sometimes not. Someone could hold this to easily explain how
everything seems to hang together. We would have an accidental play of external
relations safely residing on the solid backbone of a few privileged internal relations.
However, even if entities would have just one internal relation with something
else, all problems previously mentioned return. We would once again be left with
entities lacking a surplus beyond their present actuality. Their being would be fully
exhausted in a single current relation. Nor can the being of something reside in a
possible relation, because possibility always requires other entities. Suppose that,
for example, a festival would be its possible appreciation by a reviewer after it takes
place. This leads to the absurdity that if the reviewer dies prematurely, thereby
eliminating the possibility, the festival will not have been! Nothing is solved by
saying that festivals are all their possible relations. After all, even if the universe ends
just after the festival, it will still be the case that it happened. Evasive strategies such
as these are “common to metaphysics and transcendental philosophy,” because of
“this alternative which they both impose on us: either an undifferentiated ground,
a groundlessness, formless nonbeing, or an abyss without differences and without
properties, or a supremely individuated Being and an intensely personalized Form.
Without this Being or this Form, you will have only chaos” (ls 105–106, cf. 103;
wp 51). Internalist philosophies assume that reality would be absolute chaos if it
were not curtailed by a substance, God, or a cosmos (metaphysics); by a Kantian
subject (transcendental philosophy); or by a relation between humans and world.
Whatever the strategy, there are two general ways to oppose externality: “either
a means is found to make the relation internal to the terms, or a more profound and
inclusive term is discovered to which the relation is already internal” (di 163). In
both cases, we replace entities and their real interactions by “an abstract relation
which is supposed to express them all […]” (np 74). The result is always a dualism.
If relations are internal to terms, something must be posited beyond entities and
their interactions to account for change. If relations and terms are all internal to a
more profound relation, there is dualism between that in which everything stands
and everything which stands within it. In both cases, the multiple is embraced by
a One. Deleuze instead defends a pluralism which is at the same time a type of
monism. Pluralism, because each entity has a private and irreducible reality making
it a force of its own. Monism, because each entity will, in a formal sense, have this
same interior:
There is only one form of thought, it’s the same thing: one can only think in a
monistic or pluralistic manner. They only enemy is two. Monism and pluralism:
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it’s the same thing […]. This is because the source of dualism is precisely the
opposition between something that can be affirmed as one, and something that
can be affirmed as multiple […] (scs 260373; cf. dr 56).
It will not be easy to “see things from the middle, rather than looking down on them
from above or up at them from below” (atp 23). We can “no longer expect salvation
from the depths of the earth or from autochthony, any more than [to] expect it
from heaven or from the Idea” (ls 129), because “there is no longer depth and height” so
understood (ls 130). Instead, we need to consider entities in and of themselves, and
systematically doing so is what Deleuze modestly calls his “own little contribution”
to philosophy.27
Before we move on, let us note some implications of the externality thesis. First,
as already said, every single entity will be absolutely irreducible, whether pores, scars,
breasts, bees, soccer players, Tuaregs, wolves, or jackals. Moreover, it does not matter
if they are physical, hallucinated, or poetic: real is real (atp 30; cf. flb 10). A world of
externality is one in which “no two grains of dust are absolutely identical, no two
hands have the same distinctive points, no two typewriters have the same strike, no
two revolvers score their bullets in the same manner” (dr 26). Second, the absolute
refusal of internality means that “the principal frontier is displaced. It no longer
passes, in terms of height, between the universal and the particular; nor, in terms
of depth, does it pass between substance and accident” (ls 132).28 Instead, we must
install a difference in kind between the “metaphysical surface” and the “physical
surface” of each entity (ls 125), so that entities are irreducible spatially, temporally,
and mereologically. Both aspects must have an element of permanence as well as
change. Otherwise either identity or alteration is referred to one side of their being,
this side will consequently be indistinguishable from that same aspect in other
entities, which would fuse all those sides into one, thus reestablishing dualism.
Third, all primary and secondary qualities; parts; wholes; functions; and predicates
belong to the relational aspect of entities. To refer an entity to its color, weight, size,
mathematical structure, components, memberships, age, origin, smell, public, users,
location, or to the time between its birth and death is always relational. It always
involves other entities as well. Deleuze will have to account for the private reality
of entities without referring to any of these relational aspects. Fourth, this account
27 “[…] mon seul petit apport […]” (sc 141282).
28 As we will see, relational aspects of entities are not ‘accidental’ because they can alter an entity’s
essence.
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cannot be an epistemological realism. Deleuze has barred himself from answering
the ‘what is …?’ question for any specific entity, precisely because answering it would
imply that the being of an entity can become present in a relation with a human
being. Hence the following:
It is not certain that the question what is this? is a good question for discovering
the essence or the Idea. It may be that questions such as who? how much? how?
where? when? are better – as much for discovering the essence as for determining
something more important about the Idea (trm 94).
If things “endure in their own way”, withdrawn from direct access, then still
“ontology should, of necessity, be possible” (b 49). Yet it must be purely formal.
An ontology can outline the general structure of any entity whatsoever, but it cannot
tell us exactly what the private reality, essence, or Idea of any specific entity is.
Such discoveries are made in other human activities, but even there, externality
demands that ‘what is …?’ can never receive a final answer. To learn about a machine
or assemblage is to grow acquainted with its manifestations in various relations,
with its descriptions, with its parts, with its uses, and so on, but never to know it in
itself.

8. Difference and repetition
Each machine or multiplicity (a single thought, a dashing party, a massive mountain)
has a difference between its internal reality and its interactions with others. It has a
difference in itself (dr 55). It is an ontological difference between two aspects of a
machine rather than a difference between it and something else. In turn, repetition
must be “the production of the ‘absolutely different’; making it so that repetition
is, for itself, difference in itself ” (dr 95). Repetition is the eternal return of this
difference in kind between all actual relations and all interior realities of all entities.
This internal repetition repeats the same ontological difference in all existential
cases.29 As every entity is irreducible to anything else, it is also a repetition of a
different difference, this time existentially. Existentially, the repeated difference
29 In what follows, we regularly distinguish the ‘ontological’ from the ‘existential’. By ‘ontological’
we mean entities in so far as they are all equal in being irreducible fourfolds involved in threefold
syntheses. By ‘existential’ we mean entities in their concrete existence, which is to say in their
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between a mountain in its externality and in its relations is not the same as the
difference between those two aspects of a flower. And since a mountain enters
into different types of relations, it is not even the same repeated difference for the
mountain itself!30 We can now understand Deleuze’s critique of difference and
repetition in their “maledictory state” (dr 29). These are concepts of difference and
repetition which suggest that the being of machines is something exterior to them,
something shared with others, something below, above, or beyond them. This can
be an entity, process, force, consciousness, history, and so on. In each case we see a
“primacy of identity” rather than an internal difference, demoting difference to a
representation of something else rather than a difference within something itself
(dr xix).
Repetition in its usual sense requires that several entities, events, or forces relate
to something which equates them.31 Take the cruel example of several beatings.
They are only ‘repeated beatings’ if there is at least someone who repeatedly beats,
or someone repeatedly being beaten, or a location where beatings occur, or a police
officer investigating several beatings, or a description of beatings. The same is true
for repetitions of festivals, seasons, birthdays, sounds, lessons, weather patterns,
stylistic elements, explanations, mistakes, and many other things. Such repetition
is not understood as an internal repetition of a difference. It is an external repetition
of an identity: one thing repeats in different cases. This becomes problematic once
we think that external repetition does not just associate entities existentially, but
also explains them ontologically. An entity is then the common element discerned
in it and others.32 Deleuze presents several ways in which we can come to think
this.

uniqueness. Existentially, there are extreme differences between a volcano, a book, a thought,
and an electron. Ontologically, they are equal. As we will see, that an entity has a specific, private
character is ontologically necessary, just like it is necessary that it entertains relations with other
entities. Yet which private character and which relations an entity has is contingent. It concerns its
concrete existence, which is to say that which happens to it.
30 Moreover, chapter three will show that the internal reality of a machine alters during its
existence. Hence ontological difference is a difference in itself between a differing internal reality
(which Deleuze will refer to as differentiation) and a differing relational reality (which he calls
differenciation).
31 “Two things repeat one another when they are different even while they have exactly the same
concept” (dr xv).
32 Though Deleuze does not mention it, this includes abstract repetitions such as, for example,
‘counting as one.’
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First, there are laws, which determine “the resemblance of the subjects ruled
by it, along with their equivalence to terms which it designates” (dr 2). Someone
may think that everything is fully accounted for by transcendent natural, religious,
or cosmic laws. All terms are then internal to their relation with those laws. Being
would be being a representation of laws, and nothing besides. Every storm, rock, or
thought would be a determination by general, self-identical laws, without internal
reality in and of itself. Second, there is scientific experiment which defines things
“in terms of a small number of chosen factors” (dr 3). Someone could think that
some measurable properties of entities must be essential. It would follow that the
being of an entity can become present in a relation under the right conditions.
By repeatedly and reliably showing an entity to display such a property, one could
grow convinced that this property is its real being (‘the dog is a barker’, ‘water is
h2o’). Third, someone may think that an entity can fully be grasped via its concept.
Since a concept’s comprehension (its specificity) and its extension (the objects to
which it applies) are inversely proportional, a concept for a single entity would
require infinite comprehension. Yet this does not work. The comprehension of a
concept can only be increased by adding predicates: we specify ‘dog’ by adding ‘grey’,
‘aggressive’, ‘thirty pounds’, and so on. But as already established, predicates are
always relational. Rather than grasping an entity in itself, infinite comprehension
merely “allows the greatest space possible for the apprehension of resemblances” and
remains “applicable by right to an infinity of things” (dr 12). Infinite comprehension
merely lists all relations an entity (possibly) entertains. It lists the memberships of a
thing, but it disregards its external being. This makes for an extreme case of external
repetition, because a being is equated with an infinity of other possible beings to
which the same predicates apply.33
Such ontologies premised on external repetition and internal relations display
what Deleuze refers to as “generality” (dr 1), “mechanism” (ao 59), or “functionalism” (ao 210). It “expresses a point of view according to which one term may be
exchanged or substituted for another” (dr 1). It equates entities to how something
makes them manifest and function in a certain relation. Both the change and the
permanence of rivers, beliefs, societies, and monuments are then mere illustrations
33 Deleuze also refers to Kant’s argument that if the only created thing were a human hand, its
concept would not be able to determine whether it is a right or a left hand. Such determination
must include the thumb being ‘left’ or ‘right’ and the palm being ‘inside’ or ‘outside,’ predicates
which refer to more than just the hand. The point would be that a concept cannot avoid reference
and therefore relation to something beyond its object (cf. dr 13; Kant 1968: 42–43, cf. sl 200580).
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of demands issued from something beyond them (dr 2). For instance, a functionalist
theory would hold that organic tissue and silicon surrogates are strict equals if they
perform the same function for their host. The price to pay is that, at the limit, the
very notions ‘organic tissue’ and ‘silicon surrogates’ become senseless. The words
suggest a difference where their functions reveal no such thing. Functionalism and
mechanism are blind to this entity which at some point started to function. They
are hampered by a “fundamental inability to account for [a machine’s] formations”
(ao 323).34 By focusing only on the surface performance of things, they overlook the
inner regions of the things themselves.35
Repetition in its ‘maledictory state’ ignores that external repetition is logically
preceded by an internal repetition which “affirms itself against the law, which works
underneath laws, perhaps superior to laws” (dr 2). They forget the “condition or
constitutive element” of external repetition, which is “the interiority of repetition par
excellence” (dr xvi). If everything is merely its function or manifestation, everything
is internal to terms. The present would not pass, the universe would be finished,
nothing would be able to happen. We require a “positive principle” of internal
repetition (dr 19), which is the absolute difference between how a machine functions
and what resides within it. We need to account for the internal repetition beneath
by the bare, external repetitions which obscure it (dr 25).
Deleuze similarly rejects philosophies in which the most fundamental difference
is a difference between an entity and something else. Such a “difference which falls
back into exteriority,” however conceived, presupposes an identity (dr 24). As with
repetition, the point is not that difference between entities would not exist, but that
it tends to obscure a more fundamental internal difference. This leads Deleuze to
reject all philosophies premised on identity, resemblance, opposition, and analogy
(dr xv). He calls these “the four shackles” (dr 29) which “betray the nature of Being”
(dr 269), and a cross on which “difference is crucified” (dr 138). If the very being of
an entity is to be identical to something, to resemble something, to stand opposed to
something, or to be analogous to something, then this being is relational. To be would
be to represent one’s relation with this other or to dissolve into a movement beyond
oneself. This turns each difference into a moment of a more profound identity.
If two horses are different, they must first both be horses (identity). If a mental
34 Cf. “[…] jamais la fonction ou jamais l’usage de quelque chose n’ explique la production de cette
chose […]” (scs 18071).
35 See the remarks on how “molar functionalism” does not reach deep enough (ao 210) and how
mechanism is insufficient to give us machinic being (flb 8).
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asylum is like a prison, their differences become secondary to their shared features
(resemblance). Hot differs from cold, but both concern temperature (opposition).
If I am to this text what a badger is to its burrow, we are both first and foremost
builders (analogy). Whenever such differences are taken to be fundamental, “we do
not think difference in itself ” (dr xv).
These considerations lead Deleuze to reject the philosophies of Aristotle, Hegel,
and Leibniz in Difference and repetition.36 Starting with the first, Aristotelianism
is an exemplary case of what Deleuze calls “organic representation” (dr xv, 35).37
The term denotes any philosophy which defines entities in terms of some ‘bigger
thing’ to which they belong. A non-philosophical example would be taking the
(incidentally false) statement ‘opposable thumbs are only found in primates’ to
mean that there is something essentially ‘primatish’ about opposable thumbs. Now,
for Aristotle the greatest possible difference is contrariety, as for example in rational
versus non-rational animals. This is because “opposites alone cannot be present
together” (Aristotle, 1991a: 1055b 33–34). Contrariety indicates a specific difference
which relies on a higher identity, here the genus ‘animal’. Hence “two terms differ
when they are other, not in themselves, but in something else; thus when they
also agree in something else” (dr 30, cf. 31–32). This violates externality in four
ways. First, individual things have a defining, internal relation to their genus,
as genera concern that which is common to the essence of their species. Second,
primary substances (‘an individual man’) as defined in the Categories are numerically
one and self-identical, meaning they lack the internal difference necessitated by
the externality thesis (Aristotle, 1991a: 4a 10). Third, genera “remain the same in
themselves while becoming other in the differences which divide them” (dr 31).
Only through specific difference does ‘animal’ become something else in humans
than in horses (dr 12), but the genus itself has no internal difference. Fourth, the
categories or highest genera must be defined analogically, as Being cannot be the

36 Deleuze’s Aristotle is actually a mixture of Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, and Porphyry (Smith, 2012:
38–40; Somers-Hall, 2013: 23–30). His Hegel is read through Jean Hyppolite and against Alexandre
Kojève (Smith, 2012: 59). Plus, Deleuze has two opposing readings of Leibniz. According Difference
and repetition, Leibniz holds that each monad is a representation or expression of the world,
but according to later works, monads express the world yet are themselves not included in this
expression.
37 Exemplary because all four shackles are present: categories are defined by analogy, specific difference
within a genus as identity in a concept, opposition in predicates, and resemblance in perception
for the infima species.
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highest genus (dr 33–34). This is because specific differences cannot contain their
genera. If they did, a human being would be a ‘rational animal animal,’ which is
absurd. If being were a genus, its division into categories would thus require a
specific difference without being, which is impossible because a specific difference
which is not cannot be operative. The result is definition by analogy, which is utterly
relational.
Next, Deleuze presents Leibniz and Hegel as examples of “orgiastic representation” (dr xv, 42). This stands for philosophies which, instead of subordinating
discrete entities to discrete ‘bigger things’, assimilate all things into a whole of
which they are expressions or onto which they converge (dr 42). They absorb entities into a “womb in which finite determination never ceases to be born and to
disappear, to be enveloped and deployed within orgiastic representation. [Representation] no longer refers to the limitation of a form, but to the convergence towards
a ground” (dr 43). There are two methods to do so. First, by absorbing everything
into the “infinitely large”, as exemplified by Hegel (dr 45). An entity or finite thing
is not subordinated to a finite thing, but incorporated into infinity itself. Consider
Hegel:
We have before us the alternating determination of the finite and the infinite; the
finite is finite only with reference to the ought or the infinite, and the infinite
is only infinite with reference to the finite. The two are inseparable and at the
same time absolutely other with respect to each other; each has in it the other of
itself; each is thus the unity of itself and its other, and, in its determinateness –
not to be what itself and what its other is – it is existence (Hegel, 2010, 112–113,
21.129).
According to Hegel it is senseless to consider that which is finite in and of itself.
The finite is inseparable from what it is not: the infinite. He regards every finite
thing as a mere temporary limitation of the infinite, a mere moment in a larger
and circular movement of the finite into the infinite and back again, so that each
limit is something to be sublated or transcended. The most fundamental notion
of difference is then that between the finite and the infinite, and such difference
concerns a perpetual process of vanishing or negation. In this “infinite movement
of evanescence as such” (dr 43), “the thing differs from itself because it differs first
from everything it is not” (dr 42, cf. 49). Yet externality forces Deleuze to posit that
“the thing differs from itself first, immediately” (di 42). Deleuze rejects Hegelianism
because it does not allow entities their private reality outside of their relations. For
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Hegel, “behind the curtain, there is nothing to see” (sl 200580), whereas for Deleuze
reality is riddled with curtains, and all of them are hiding something.38
The second method, discerned in Leibniz, takes the opposite route and “introduces the infinite into the finite […] in the form of the infinitely small” (dr 45). For
Leibniz, the basic elements of the world are monads or simple substances. They have
no extension, no shape, and cannot be divided (Leibniz, 1989: §3). They are utterly
impervious and have “no windows,” so that “neither substance nor accident can
come into a monad from outside” (ibid. §7). This seems promising for an externalist
reader, until Leibniz accounts for interactions and relations between monads. To
explain diversity and change despite their absolute isolation, Leibniz posits that
monads always-already have “relational properties that express all the others, so
that each monad is a perpetual living mirror of the universe” (ibid. § 56). Absolute
isolation is combined with total relationism, so that each monad’s being comprises
expressing the totality of the world, with the difference between monads being that
each expresses only part of this world clearly (dr 47).39 As each individual expresses
everything that exists and happens, and most clearly expresses that which is nearest
to it, crossing the Rubicon thus essentially pertains to Caesar (his concept, strictly
speaking), as does every other thing that ever happened to Caesar. This is infinitely
small representation, in which “the essence contains the inessential in essence”
(dr 47). Even though the notion of monads clearly inspires Deleuze, the fact that
each monad entertains an internal relation with the entirety of the world leads him
to reject Leibniz. The difference between monads is only a difference in perspective
on the same world, an external difference premised on an identity: “the world, as
that which is expressed in common by all monads, pre-exists its expressions” (dr 47).
Despite its difference from finite representation, infinite representation still
defines entities relationally. Where finite representation links entities to something
discrete, infinite representation links them to a totality (dr 49, 263). Infinite, orgiastic
representation defines each entity in its coextension with a larger whole, one which
“maintains a unique center which gathers and represents all the others, like the
unity of a series which governs or organizes its terms and relations once and for all”
(dr 56). Like finite representation, infinite representation disregards the internal
38 Hence in the following, it is clear that Deleuze reads ‘thesis’ as ‘entities’: “One can always mediate,
pass over into the antithesis, combine the syntheses, but the thesis does not follow: it subsists in
its immediacy, in its difference which itself constitutes the true movement. Difference is the true
content of the thesis, the persistence of the thesis” (dr 52).
39 See also L’Abécédaire, “histoire”.
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difference and non-relational surplus which externality demands from each entity.
In Deleuze’s words, “what is missing is the original, intensive depth which is the […]
first affirmation of difference” (dr 50). Philosophies of representation merely give us
entities in terms of something else, not in and of themselves. In those cases, “the net
is so loose that the largest fish pass through” (dr 86). It always misses the machines
themselves, for the simple reason that a thing is never equal to its representation.
Instead, any given machine and every picture, drawing, description, or theorization
is an irreducible entity with a private reality. In terminology to which we return
later, being a machine is to be uncoupled and deterritorialized, both simply meaning
‘extra-relational’:
[T]he machine is not a represented object any more than the drawing of it is
a representation […]. The induced machine is always other than the one that
appears to be represented. It will be seen that the machine proceeds by means
of an ‘uncoupling’ of this nature, and ensures the deterritorialization that is
characteristic of machines […] (bsp 121).40

9. Depth and height
After Difference and repetition Deleuze never reiterates his extensive critiques of
‘maledictory’ uses of the concepts in the book’s title. Yet the externality thesis keeps
motivating new criticisms. These can be organized around the notions of ‘false
height’ and ‘false depth’ as introduced in The logic of sense (ls 127–134). The critique
runs parallel to that of difference and repetition, but reconstructing it here helps
emphasize that Deleuze is criticizing fundamental ontological presuppositions and
not just individual concepts.
The paradigmatic philosophers of depth are the pre-Socratics who try to discover
the “secret of water and fire” (ls 128, cf. 10, 72, 129). They posit fundamental elements
or the more abstract Apeiron as the ultimate reality from which entities derive. In
their deepest, final depth, everything is one. Diversity is at best an illusion of the
senses or a temporary state of injustice. The manifold of existing things is ultimately
one in “the infernal below, unfathomable for us, of an Ocean of dissemblance”
40 We again hasten to add that words like ‘uncoupled’, ‘deterritorialized’, ‘irreducible’, and ‘internal
reality’ do not mean that a machine lacks relations, that it does not need relations to exist, that it
cannot be changed by relations, and so on.
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(dr 262, translation modified). We may think that discrete tables, cats, jet fighters,
and moons exist, but in truth these are mere compressions and relaxations of one
or several primal elements. Yet if everything is one, objections with which we are
now familiar resurface. Why and how would such elements fragment into discrete
parts? Why this fragment here yet that fragment there? How to explain emergent
properties? How to account for alteration if everything is solidly one? Again the
problem is that all things are thought to entertain an internal relation to a single
‘deep’ term, so that the present should not be able to pass and the universe should be
frozen. As Deleuze puts it this time, such an original world would simultaneously
be a “radical beginning and absolute end” (c 124). Such problems never disappear by
simply multiplying the number of ‘deep things,’ which Deleuze clarifies by referring
to Empedocles:
Indifference has two aspects: the undifferenciated abyss, the black nothingness,
the indeterminate animal in which everything is dissolved – but also the
white nothingness, the once more calm surface upon which float unconnected
determinations like scattered members: a head without a neck, an arm without
a shoulder, eyes without brows (dr 28).
The black nothingness refers to run-of-the-mill pre-Socratism, the white nothingness to Empedocles. Part of the latter’s thought is that multiple archai exist,
namely the four elements plus love and hate (Empedocles, 2001: 64/57). He also holds
that parts of bodies used to be separate from one another because of the malign
influence of hate. The problem is that Empedocles’ separated objects are alwaysalready heads and necks. Their being is already defined relationally in terms of future
functions within a body. They start out ‘unconnected’ and ‘scattered,’ but always
as unconnected determinations and scattered members. As Aristotle already saw, the
separate basic elements and discrete things in Empedocles already presuppose a
unity (1991: 301a19). This presupposition turns change into an illusion, because the
generation of things is a mere process of extracting from a body what was in it all
along (ibid. 305b1–5). So as with the rest of the pre-Socratics, Empedocles internalizes
relations and terms. As Deleuze politely puts it, “all the parts converge in an immense
rubbish-dump or swamp, and all the impulses in a great death-impulse” (c1 124).
Why is it important to repeat Deleuze’s wholesale rejection of such universal
depths and original elements? First, because it lends support to our earlier rejection
of the popular image of Deleuze as a thinker of a heterogeneous yet continuous
‘virtual realm’ from which discrete objects derive. Deleuze insists that “contrary
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to what the pre-Socratics thought, there is no immanent measure […] capable of
fixing the order and the progression of a mixture in the depths of Nature (Physis)”
(ls 131). A single final material layer cannot explain the generation and existence of
compounded things. Therefore, such is not the point of Deleuze’s famous insistence
on immanence. If it were, he would not have dedicated The logic of sense to the Stoics,
but to the pre-Socratic Anaxagoras. For Anaxagoras everything exists in a single mass
in indistinguishable yet differentiable ways. All things have in a sense always existed
as infinitesimally small units of themselves, mixed together in endless numbers
and spread throughout reality. Hence each entity is ‘homoiomerous’, meaning
that everything already contains all the wholes of which it can become a part and
everything into which it can change. This is hardly different from reducing entities
to a virtual realm in which excessive intensities swarm and produce the myriad
things of experience. A second reason is that, contra the reading of Badiou mentioned
earlier, it is important to see that Deleuze is not a Bergsonian. Bergson is a vitalist
positing that each living thing stands in a universal, organic continuity of Life itself,
which Deleuze must reject for being another reductionist case of false depth. Third
and perhaps most importantly, ontologies of false depth are surprisingly popular in
our time. Deleuzism is thus not just an alternative to ancient philosophical positions,
but also to various reductionisms centered on elementary subatomic particles, waves,
forces, fields, or even neurons, which are contemporary versions of the same flawed
pre-Socratism.
The prime example of a philosophy of heights is of course Platonism (ls 127).
Philosophies of depth evoke the image of everything resting on or emerging from a
single common base ‘beneath’ or ‘within’. Conversely, philosophies of height bring
to mind the image of being tied to a cosmic puppeteer. They always try to penetrate
the puppeteer’s heaven and discern the truths and principles of all things (ls 127).
In Platonism, eternal forms or Ideas which determine what entities are essentially.
As Deleuze reminds us, “the Idea responds only to the call of certain questions.
Platonism has determined the Idea’s form of question as what is x? This noble question
is supposed to concern the essence and is opposed to vulgar questions which point
merely to the example or the accident” (di 95). The eternal forms ground entities
while remaining entirely exterior to them, as nothing which happens to an entity
can alter an Idea. This gives thought a “geography before having a history” (ls 127).
Since the essence of everything that happens (history) is derived from that which
determines it from up high (geography), thought merely has to survey the heights
to acquire insight into things. ‘What is x?’ can be answered by taking recourse to
“voice from on high” which yields a truthful, essential relation into a thing (ao 238).
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Hence entities themselves come only in second place, after that which determines
their essence (dr 62).
Deleuze calls philosophies of height “philosophical diseases” (ls 127), as everything is again premised on internality. The being of entities depends on an internal
relation with Ideas which are beyond them. They lack a private reality which externality demands is secluded from all else that is, because their essence is completely
determined by the eternal forms. And this is not just the case in Platonism. Deleuze
also identifies metaphysics premised on God (ls 71–72), the natural laws of naïve
scientism (ls 127), and idealism and dialectics (ls 128) as philosophies of height.
Moreover, Kant also ranks as a thinker of heights (dr 58; ls 71, 105–106). Kantian
phenomena are utterly conditioned by transcendental subjectivity. Even the laws of
nature derive from pure understanding which, through the categories, unifies and
structures all that appears (Kant, 1996: a 128). Hence for Kant, “relations depend on
the nature of things in the sense that, as phenomena, things presuppose a synthesis
whose source is the same as the source of relations” (es 111). One could object that
Kantian things in themselves remain withdrawn from experience, but that is not
the point. Kantianism is an internalism because all entities and relations in human
experience can be reduced to their universal relation with the transcendental subject
and its categories.41
To qualify as a philosophy of heights, it does not matter if the height is
constituted by Ideas, God, or a subject. What matters is that everything ‘under’
this height entertains an internal relation with it and is held to be understandable
and possible only through it. In this sense, the heights of Kantian idealism are
no different from medieval occasionalism. Hence another type of thought is also
denounced in Anti-Oedipus. It is what Deleuze calls “culturalism” or “symbolism,”
defined as any philosophy which defines things in terms of an overlying structure
(ao 202–203). In Anti-Oedipus, Deleuze’s critique is aimed at any psychoanalyst holding
that our lives and experiences are fully determined by the Oedipus complex. Yet
we can think of other examples. Anyone who holds that entities, events, and our
experiences are (over)determined by language, history, ideology, or similar edifices
is a philosopher of the heights. It merely requires holding that structures are
not just operative on things, but also “present in things” (ao 201). And in fact,
41 Even if one reads Kant’s critical project ‘backwards’, starting with the third Critique, nothing
changes. It allows one to posit a “free accord” or “free harmony” between the faculties which
would precede their more rigidly defined relations as found in the two earlier Critiques (kcp 50, 55).
Nevertheless, each accord is still reached only between the faculties.
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one does not even have to hold that entities are linguistic or historical through
and through. As with Kant, the problem already starts when the relation between
two entities is taken to be fully determined by language or ideology. Such a
relation would then be a mere representation of another overarching thing. It
would render its two terms utterly inoperative, reducing them to something
like ‘ideal poles’ of the overarching entity which would be the real cause or
agent.
Finally, false height and false depth can be combined within a single theory.
This is done by not only positing that an ultimate ground or puppeteer exist, but
also that it is fully intelligible.42 It is “the scientific image according to which the
philosopher’s heaven is an intelligible one” (ls 127). This is the idea behind Deleuze’s
pun that “God is a Lobster, or a double pincer, a double bind,” because it nullifies
entities twice over (atp 40). Naïve scientific realism is an excellent example. On the
one hand, it holds that all entities can be reduced to a final layer of ultimate elements
(false depth). On the other hand, it simultaneously holds that these elements conform
precisely to our models of it (false height). In a strange combination of pre-Socratism
and Kantianism, entities are reduced to smaller elements, but these elements and
our experiences or descriptions of them harmoniously coincide. We see this, for
example, in Wilfrid Sellars’ famous idea that in addition of a manifest (quotidian)
image of objects, we can also attain a scientific image which reveals them as they are
in themselves (Sellars, 1962: passim). Like a Protagoras in a lab coat, Sellars concludes
that “science is the measure of all things, of what is that it is, and of what is not that
it is not” (1991: 173). Deleuze sums it up as follows:
It in effect operates with two ‘universals,’ the Whole as the final ground of being
or all-encompassing horizon, and the Subject as the principle that converts being
into being-for-us. […] Between the two, all of the varieties of the real and the
true find their place in a striated mental space, from the double point of view of
Being and the Subject, under the direction of a ‘universal method’ (atp 279).
In a more vulgar example, think of a cynic who insists that love can be reduced
to more basic biological determinants, yet also believes that corporations and
advertisements can accurately manipulate those (ao 333). The thing itself, love,

42 As an aside, Platonism does not rank among such theories. The aporetic dialogues demonstrate
time and again that no ultimately satisfying grasp of an Idea can be attained.
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is thereby reduced to a representation of a biological base clashing with a cultural
operation, to a mute result of hormones and Valentine’s Day commercials.
Deleuze’s repeated critique of false difference, repetition, height, and depth is
that such notion violate the externality thesis. Externality demands we do away
with them, such that “there is no longer depth or height” (ls 130). Yet this only refers to
the abolition of universal depths and heights, not to local ones. After all, externality
demands a difference between the ‘deep’ reality of individual bodies or machines
and the ‘high’ surfaces of their relations. As Deleuze writes, “if bodies […] assume
all the characteristics of substance and cause, conversely, the characteristics of the
Idea are relegated to the other side […] on the surface of things: the ideational or the
incorporeal can no longer be anything other than an ‘effect’” (ls 132). Under externality, each
entity will have a private body or corpus which differs in kind from its consequently
incorporeal manifestations in relations.

10. Image of thought
Finally, Deleuze detects a common root to all internalist, reductionist, and relational
thought. As the private reality of machines is never given in a relation, we tend
to overlook it and identify machines with one of their relational manifestations,
signs, images, or representations. As Deleuze writes, “to refer a sign to the object that
emits it, to attribute to the object the benefit of the sign, is first of all the natural
direction of perception or of representation” (ps 29). An entity is thereby equated
to one or several of its appearances, making its “internal character depend upon
the simple external criterion” (dr 179). Deleuze calls this “objectivism,” because
we then think “that the ‘object’ itself has the secrets of the signs it emits” (ps 28).
Yet uncritically equating the manifestations and relations of things to their being
creates trouble: not all relational aspects or signs of things can be assigned to a single
entity (ps 100–101). In ‘Peter is taller than Paul’, ‘being taller than’ can never refer to
only one of the two subjects. Moreover, our world is filled with frivolous, unreliable
signs (ps 23). The same entities have contrary qualities at different moments, or even
simultaneously for different observers.
Now, we easily accept that some qualities are inessential. Cobblestones do not
need to be part of a picturesque street in a quaint little village, nor does every sponge
cake have to trigger a memory. We nonetheless often think that signs (entities
as related to by other entities) come in two varieties: obvious yet fickle ones and
essential ones which are slightly harder to detect. Deleuze calls this response to the
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disappointments of naïve objectivism “subjective compensation” or the attempt “to
become personally sensitive to less profound signs that are yet more appropriate
[…]” (ps 35). It turns us into rigorous phenomenologists in search of the eidos or
most intimate self-being hiding beneath the immediate features of individuals
(Husserl, 1982: 7). Yet for Deleuze, “nothing can prevent the disappointment” (ps 35).
“The moment in compensation remains in itself inadequate and does not provide
a definitive revelation” (ps 35, 36). This is because equating an entity to an image,
representation, or quality is always reductionist, internalist, and relational.
Subjective compensation characterizes what Deleuze calls the ‘image of thought,’
a natural yet misguided way of thinking about our thoughts. This image is grounded
in three ideas (np 103). First, that thought naturally thinks the truth and accurately
grasps the in itself of things. This also implies that the in itself of things is stable and
simple, that it corresponds neatly to its manifestations in relations, and that it merely
differs in degree from being experienced. Second, that we can be ‘diverted’ from truth
by passions and accidents. This is the idea just mentioned that representations come
in two kinds: fickle ones and reliable ones. Third, that there exists a method to
discern which is which. This implies that all human practices can be ranked on
a scale of truthfulness. In Difference and repetition, Deleuze describes this image of
thought by highlighting its two main features: common sense and good sense.43
Common sense signifies the identification of something via features of our
experience of it. It is a principle of recognition. I can recognize a friend in different
places, moods, and outfits because something about her remains identical and
common throughout the variations. Likewise, I can recognize something as a house,
a cat, or a mystery because of shared features with houses, cats, and mysteries I
already experienced. Existentially, there is nothing wrong with commonsensical
acts: “it is apparent that acts of recognition exist and occupy a large part of our daily
life: this is a table, this is an apple, this is the piece of wax, Good morning Theaetetus.
But who can believe that the destiny of thought is at stake in these acts, and that
when we recognize, we are thinking?” (dr 135). Things become problematic when
common sense is thought to give us the truth of things. This is where subjective
compensation starts. Common sense becomes the idea that among the relations
something entertains, one concerns its heart, being, and truth. Moreover, it will
be a relation between an object and its observer. The observer selects one of its

43 Our common and good sense result in several paralogisms (transcendental illusions) which Deleuze
describes in Anti-Oedipus. We describe them in chapter 4.
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many possible and actual representations, and proclaims it identical to (1) the
thing itself, and (2) a true thought of the thing itself. The thing becomes its image
and since the image is thought, thing and thought become perfectly aligned. An
ontological use of common sense thus selects at least one representation as the
exception to ‘relations are external to terms’. This selected image is ‘common’ in
two senses. First, as it comprises the being of an entity, it will be common to all
its manifestations. Second, as this being is being thought, anyone can recognize it
in principle. This is because common sense assumes that (1) everybody can really
think, and (2) that really thinking is to think the thought which comprises the
being of entities.44 Common sense has then become “the most general form of
representation” (dr 131), because it legitimizes the equation of a thing to how
it is experienced and reduces the being of entities to their being for us. Note
that the precise nature of that which is common is irrelevant, because the real
problem is simply that one relational property is elevated above all others. Hence
it matters little whether common sense recognizes the will of God, mathematical
structures, power relations, or signifiers as the common aspect of things. Even
formal definitions of objects as being at least potentially perceivable by subjects
are commonsensical.45 In all cases everything becomes organized around a single
relation which “brings diversity in general to bear upon the form of the Same”
(ls 78). And “whatever the complexity of this process, whatever differences between
the procedures of this or that author – the fact remains that all this is still too
simple” (dr 129), because it violates externality by letting thought access the heart of
things. Externality demands that entities have absolutely no ontological community
whatsoever. Whatever pertains to recognition and identification can be physical,
epistemological, existential, pragmatic, contingent, subjective, or produced; but it
cannot be ontological. Even formally, things have nothing to do with us.
As Descartes famously writes, good sense signifies the “power of judging well
and of distinguishing the true from the false,” a power “naturally equal in all
men” (1994: 111). Deleuze does not object to good sense in its quotidian use (ls 76),
but to its ontological deployment. Good sense then becomes the thesis that all

44 Hence common sense as defined by Deleuze overlaps with both the Aristotelian koinè aisthesis (a
common faculty for the reliable unification of various sensations) and the Kantian gemeinschaftlichen
Sinnes (a common faculty of judgment allowing human beings to move beyond their own private
conditions (kcp 21; Kant, 2007: 69, § 21).
45 Cf. dr 131, 134. One also sees how at the limit, common sense equates things to what a subject can
remember of them.
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products retain what produced them. It reduces an entity to its relations with a
source: effects to causes, wholes to parts, and presents to previous states. Good sense
therefore imparts everything (mereologically, spatially, and above all temporally)
with a single direction “which goes from the most differenciated to the least
differenciated” (ls 75, cf. 1). Most features of entities will be mere decoration, and
good sense will be the faculty allowing us to discern that of which a whole is a
construct, an effect is a result, and a present is an outcome. Hence its internalism
and reductionism. Good sense is a principle of prediction (dr 226), because it holds
that the future is reducible to the present. Put differently, it considers everything
to ‘belong’ somewhere, which is why Deleuze playfully suggests that agricultural
pastures, middle class values, private property, and class divisions count among its
consequences (ls 76).
The combined illegitimate uses of good and common sense suggest that (1)
thought can backtrack to the source, principle, being, and truth of things; and that
(2) this truth or being can be recognized and predicted, meaning that thought and
being entertain an internal relation. The image of thought is therefore no less than
the reduction of things to things in thought, to things related to us. It is the idea
that there is one exception to externality, to difference in itself, and to repetition for
itself, and this exception will be thought itself. It is the idea that Being is thoroughly
relational, and that attaining truth is in each case merely an exercise in avoiding error
(dr 167). Hence good and common sense, like false depth and height and maledictory
difference and repetition, ignore that the image of thought “presupposes another
distribution” (ls 76).
It is worth nothing that this general image of thought, and not just psychoanalysis,
is the ‘Oedipus’ assaulted in Anti-Oedipus. Deleuze is not just attacking the “familial
Oedipus,” but also the “philosophical Oedipus” (scs 260373). The latter is defined as
follows:
It is the image or the representation slipped into the machine […]. It is the
compromise, but the compromise distorts both parties alike, namely, the nature
of the reactionary repressor and the nature of revolutionary desire. In the
compromise, the two parties have gone over to the same side, as opposed to
desire, which remains on the other side, beyond compromise (bsp 122).
To think Oedipally is to think according to the image of thought. It is thinking that
entities and their relations can be reduced to their relations with us … or at least to
their relations with something which has a relation to us. In both cases, everything
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is reduced to a mere representation.46 Why does this ‘compromise’ distort both
parties? As will be explained in more detail later, the ‘reactionary repressor’ is simply
anything relating to an entity. This is because externality demands that the in itself
of a machine is repressed in all possible relations. The second party, ‘revolutionary
desire,’ is Deleuze’s name for an entity’s malleable, produced, yet entirely private
and irreducible reality. Oedipal thinking distorts both sides, because it holds that
only some instead of all relations are repressors, and also that the truth or ‘desire’ of
entities is found within one instead of no relation. Hence an entity’s manifestations
and essence are both turned relational, such that their private reality is entirely
ignored. Instead of agreeing to such a misleading compromise, we must insist on
our irreducible machines. After all, “we still have not accomplished anything so long
as we have not reached elements that are not associable, or so long as we have not
grasped the elements in a form in which they are no longer associable” (bsp 125).
Externalism demands an ontology in which we find everything “mineral,
vegetable, animal, juvenile, social each time shattering the ridiculous figures of
Oedipus […]” (bsp 123). Quoting Serge Leclaire, Deleuze envisions this project as “the
conception of a system whose elements are bound together precisely by the absence
of any […] natural, logical, or significant tie” (bsp 125; cf. Leclaire 1996: 148). Leclaire
may refer to psychoanalysis, but Deleuze refers to philosophy itself. We need a system
in which specific relations are never ontological, but always fully existential and
therefore actually important. This requires reaching the “nomadic distribution” and
“crowned anarchy” which “precedes all good sense and all commons sense” (dr 224,
ls 79). It implies more than merely affirming the existence of a plurality of things
(atp 6). It requires that thought operates by what Deleuze frequently calls “n-1”
(atp 377, 22, 24, 177; dr 1, 8, 68, 140, 141, 155). It is to allow every machine a reality for
itself, detaching it from each ‘1’ which would reduce its being to a representation,
image, or moment. Only this gives philosophy a “true beginning” (dr 132). Each
machine or multiplicity must be seen as being ‘more’ than it is in any given present.
Not in the sense of having other possible relations, but as having a surplus over
all actual as well as possible relations. It is the more of this “unrecognized and
unrecognizable terra incognita” which we must chart in order to arrive at a “pluralist
topology” (dr 136, np 105).

46 Hence there is Oedipus when “the whole of desiring-production is crushed, subjected to the
requirements of representation, and to the dreary games of what is representative and represented
in representation” (ao 70).
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Conclusions
We have reconstructed Deleuze’s defense of the externality of relations to terms.
An entity’s being cannot be present as such in relations with others or even with
itself. Conversely, nothing relational can be the being of an entity. We have first
shown that the externality thesis is a recurring and often central notion in Deleuze’s
writings, including texts which detail his own philosophy as well as texts on other
thinkers and artists. We then identified experiential as well as purely conceptual
reasons for adhering to this thesis. For example, if entities would not have a nonrelational surplus, change and the passing of time would not be possible. If all things
would be fully deployed in their current relations, nothing could alter. It follows
that entities have a non-relational, ‘external’ aspect in addition to their engagements
in relations. This insight was shown to motivate Deleuze’s extensive writings on
difference, repetition, heights, and depths. First, the differences and repetitions
experienced between entities must be but signs of a more fundamental difference
and repetition internal to entities. There is a difference in kind between the private,
virtual, internal, non-relational being of entities on the one hand, and their public,
actual, exterior manifestations in relations on the other hand. This difference is
repeated in all entities and in all their relations. Second, the externality thesis leaves
no room for cosmic depths or heights. There is no universal or local thing, agent,
event, process, force, field, or structure to which the being of entities entertains an
internal relation. In the final section of the chapter, we showed how the externality
thesis runs counter to what Deleuze calls common sense (the identification of an
entity with one of its relational manifestations) and good sense (the reduction of
an entity to its presumed source). With the externality thesis and the consequent
necessity of an internal difference in kind within entities in place, we move to the
second chapter, which begins our reconstruction of the various aspects of machines
according to externalist ontology.
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Bodies and connections
Externalist philosophy starts outside. Our expedition into the machinic terra incognita
starts at what is never given. Within the fourfold structure of multiplicities, it is what
relates to other machines without becoming present in relations itself. Deleuze calls
this first aspect of the virtual twofold of assemblages the ‘body,’ or more specifically
‘the body without organs.’ This chapter starts by detailing what this non-relational
and external body is. It then explores what machine encounter in relations, given
that the externality thesis forbids this from being a body itself. This will bring us
to the first of three syntheses which account for contact, assembly, alteration, and
disintegration among entities, and to Deleuze’s concept of ‘sense.’ We will learn
that no relation is ever a relation with a simple unit. What machines encounter in
relations is an actual twofold of what Deleuze calls ‘flow’ or ‘qualities’ on the one
hand, and ‘partial object’ or ‘extension’ on the other. By the end of the chapter we will
thus have explicated three of the four aspects of machines: their non-relational body
plus the two aspects pertaining to how they are experienced by other assemblages.

11. The virtual body
The term ‘actual’ indicates assemblages as experienced by other multiplicities.
Conversely, ‘virtual’ denotes the extra-relational reality of machines. Recall from the
introductory chapter that the virtual and actual side of machines are both twofolds.
Entities need to be one as well as multiple in both their aspects. One in order to
be something rather than nothing or everything, and multiple in order to be this
rather than that. One, because neither relational nor internal properties can ever be
properties of properties (the absurdity of ‘an inch of red’). Properties only ever belong
to machines. Multiple and qualified, because otherwise multiplicities would not
differ. Of these four, we are first interested in the non-relational unity of a machine,
which Deleuze calls ‘the body.’
The body is that which remains external to relations between machines. As
everything is a machine, so everything is a body.1 A body can be an animal, a sound, a
1

Deleuze may write that: “the body without organs reproduces itself, puts forth shoots, and branches
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mind, an idea, a language, a society, a group of people, and so on (spp 127; cf. ao 372).
Being an aspect of machines, bodies are not restricted to either nature or artifice
(di 103): “bodies may be physical, biological, psychic, social, verbal: they are always
bodies or corpora” (d 52). Significant parts of Deleuze’s books focus on the bodies of
human beings, human societies, and economic systems, but they nonetheless also
mention the bodies of tables, fictional characters, deserts, knights, weapons, tools,
factories, metals, armies, parties, rain, wind, hail, and pestilential air.2 Everything is
a machine with its own body, which is why a “climate, wind, season, [and] hour are
not of another nature than the things, animals, or people that populate them […]”
(atp 263).
Given the externality thesis, a Deleuzian body has nothing to do with bodies
understood as certain volumes of materials. Physical, biological, psychic, social, and
verbal machines have bodies, but those bodies themselves cannot be qualified as
such. Externality demands that all entities are formally identical in having a body.
The body is a transcendental unity, irreducible to relational dimensions such as
history, possibilities, composition, empirical qualities, users, and functions. For any
given machine, the body is “what remains when you take everything away,” which is
why Deleuze calls it “the body without organs” (atp 151). When he states that “there
is not a single body without organs, there are as many as you like” (scs 260373), it
does not mean that bodies without organs are human ascriptions. It means that
even those ascriptions are machines with bodies without organs. This “glorious”
or “schizophrenic body,” this “organism without parts” (ls 90, 88) is that which
guarantees that no machine can ever become fully integrated in any relation. It is
why, as Deleuze writes, “each organ is a possible protest” (ao 243–244). Even if gills
are only found in fish, there is still nothing essentially ‘fishy’ about the being of gills,
so that many machines will have to be at work in order to keep gills functioning
for fish. Irreconcilable differences notwithstanding, the body without organs thus
clearly has a distant cousin in the Platonic and Aristotelian ineffable individual. It is
the unifying aspect of the virtual, non-relational twofold of the machinic fourfold,
as Deleuze’s various accounts of it will consistently confirm.3

2
3

out to the farthest corners of the universe” (ao 22, emphasis added), but there he is describing the
infectious behavior of a specific body without organs: capitalism. There is never just a single body
without organs, except in the sense that one can be the protagonist of a case.
For some examples, see atp 261, n 26, trm 310.
We must reject the facile reading according to which Deleuze intentionally designed ‘body without
organs’ as an inconsistent concept, wreathing it in polysemic definitions to amplify its ambiguity.
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To start, “a body is not defined by the form that determines it nor as a determinate
substance or subject nor by the organs it possesses or the functions it fulfills”
(atp 260). It is neither spatially extended in something nor temporally present to
something (c2 189).4 In a mereological, temporal, as well as spatial sense, the body
without organs is therefore neither that which a machine is in nor that which
is in a machine. It is that aspect of each machine which enters into nothing and
into which nothing enters. It is one half of a machine’s internal difference between
privacy and actuality. Deleuze’s appreciation for Antonin Artaud’s concept of the
body further emphasizes this withdrawn nature of the body. As the former cites the
latter: “the body is the body / it is all by itself / and has no need of organs / the body
is never an organism / organisms are the enemy of the body” (ao 20; cf. fb 44).5
The body is “deprived of organs: eyes shut, nostrils plugged, anus blocked, stomach
rotten, throat ripped out” (trm 19). Ontologically and qua body, it is neither in
the being of a machine to have this as parts or organs, nor to be a part or organ
of that. Though I depend on my organs existentially, I cannot be reduced to them
ontologically. This is the point of Deleuze’s mantra “No mouth. No tongue. No teeth.
No larynx. No esophagus. No anus” (ao 19). We are always quick to functionally
define entities in terms of internal components or relations with an environment.
Yet the body without organs remains outside all such relations and thereby contests
our commonsensical perspectives on organizations and organisms (atp 30).
If everything is a machine and each machine has a body, then Deleuze is not
just critiquing our organic perspective on organisms, but organic perspectives
on anything. Rocks, pieces of cheese, a tune stuck in your head, a car, a battle, a
piece of art, a slice of bread: every entity has a body without organs. This simply
means that nothing can handle anything without exercising force. As the body
is never integrated into another machine, it can only be handled and never be
had. Ontological externality implies the existential necessity of forcing, pressing,

4
5

In a postmodern interpretation, such anti-concepts would somehow force readers to ‘really think’
(cf. Colombat, 1991: 14). Not only is this demonstrably false, it also signals the bizarre Orwellian
consequences of taking a certain hermeneutics of suspicion too far. Wherever that happens,
philosophy implicitly or explicitly becomes organized around slogans such as clarity = deceit;
confusion = truth; explanation = oppression; and so on.
“[…] le corps, ce n’est pas de l’étendue […]” (sl 120587).
The notion of a ‘body without organs’ goes back to the psychiatrist Jules Cotard, who describes
patients denying the existence of a portion or even the entirety of their bodies. Cotard called this
pathology ‘delirium of negations’, which is currently known as ‘Cotard delusion’.
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dragging, seducing, moving, avoiding, transforming, and aligning things. Hence
Deleuze’s appreciation for Nietzsche’s Untimely, as the body has no determinate
‘when’ (dr 130); for Samuel Butler’s Erewhon, because it has no determinate ‘where’
(dr 285); and for Herman Melville’s Bartleby or the “man without references,” as
the body has no determinate function or activity (ecc 71–74).6 Machines are always
engaged with other machines in certain times, places, and relations, but they are
simultaneously never reducible to such things. And only because each entity has a
body without organs does it make sense to claim that after subtracting everything,
everything will nonetheless be left.7 Each machine has a body which comes into view
only after abstracting from all relationality: power, language, experiences, histories,
structures, components, texts, dialogues, materials and so on. Only then do we find
“the simple thing” or simply “the entity” (atp 151).8
Deleuze makes the same argument in his book on Francis Bacon, in which the
body without organs is synonymous to “the Figure” (fb 15, 20, 45). The Figure is
never a “spatializing material structure” (fb 20). Attaining it requires solemn acts of
isolation, and Deleuze interprets Bacon as carefully disassociating his subjects from
their environments, gestures, and biological components (fb 1, 63, 83). The point
of such subtractions is to avoid the identification of the body without organs with
anything “figurative, illustrative, and narrative” (fb 14). As Rancière notes, isolating
the Figure prevents it from becoming an element in a story, the resemblance of
something else, or a even part of a network with other Figures (1998: 528). In short, it
prevents internalizing a machine into a relation with something of which it would
be a representation.
To insist on the bodily withdrawal of computer programs, zebras, apples,
conversations, keys, emotions, and meteors, Deleuze calls the body “indivisible”
6

7
8

Deleuze’s reading of Melville centers on the metaphysical implications of the formulas “I would
prefer not to” and “I am not particular” (Rancière, 2004: 147). Note that Deleuze also reads the Law
in Kafka as a body without organs: “[…] no one knows the law’s interior. No one knows what the law
is […]” (k 43). The law “cannot be a domain of knowledge” yet is not hidden by any transcendence
(k 45).
“Vous commencez par soustraire, retrancher […]” (su 103); “Mais qu’est-ce qui reste? Il reste tout,
mais sous une nouvelle lumière […].” (su 104).
Also see Deleuze’s strange proposal to supplement Charles Sanders Peirce’s three categories of
firstness, secondness, and thirdness with a “zeroness before firstness” (c2 31). Peirce’s three categories
all concern signs, in other words aspects of experience (cf. Peirce, 1868). They are utterly relational,
and Deleuze proposes to supplement them with a non-relational zero perspective, which is of
course the body without organs.
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and “nondecomposable” (ao 106). He associates it with “anti-production” and calls it
“the unproductive, the sterile, the unengendered, the unconsumable” (ao 19, cf. 26).
Deleuze uses such terminology to distinguish this transcendental body without
organs from our usual associations with the term ‘body’. Consider also the following:
The body without organs is not the proof of an original nothingness, nor is it
what remains of a lost totality. Above all, it is not a projection; it has nothing
whatsoever to do with the body itself, or with an image of the body. It is the body
without an image. This imageless, organless body, the non-productive, exists
right there where it is produced (ao 19).
That the body is not a relational image or projection, but a part of a machine’s
internal reality. Recalling Sellars, the body is thus neither the manifest nor the
scientific image of things. That it does not refer to a totality stresses that bodies
belong to individual entities. The denial of an emergence from nothingness asserts
that a body without organs is not causa sui or autarchic. That machines have a reality
beyond relations does not imply that they need no relations to exist. On the contrary,
a body is no remnant of a totality, so it must be constructed from other discrete
assemblages. It may be ‘unengendered,’ but it cannot be unproduced, as that would
make it testify to an original nothingness. It would then not be ‘unproductive,’ as it
would have produced itself. The correct interpretation of ‘unengendered’ is precisely
‘not belonging to a species or genus,’ which simply again points to the irreducibility
of multiplicities.
Deleuze indeed confirms that the body without organs “is a thing to produce or
fabricate. A body without organs does not preexist” (scs 260373). Whenever and
wherever an entity comes into existence, it immediately has its body without
organs as the guarantee of its irreducibility. Whenever machines combine their
forces to produce a water molecule, a marriage, a perception, a house, or a red
panda, a body without organs emerges. Each of those machines is irreducible to its
origins, components, and context, even if they depend on them existentially. This is
precisely why the full destiny of entities comes from the relations, transformations,
becomings, desires, vectors, events, and encounters which they inherit, create, resist,
accept, or modify during their existence. What many of his commentators fail
to realize is that Deleuze only emphasizes the events, operations, processes, and
encounters between entities because no relations are presupposed for anything. All
specific connections and organizations matter existentially because none of them
exist ontologically:
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Desiring-machines make us an organism; but at the very heart of this production,
within the very production of this production, the body suffers from being
organized in this way, from not having some other sort of organization, or no
organization at all. An incomprehensible, absolute rigid stasis in the very midst of
process, as a third stage […]. The automata stop dead and set free the unorganized
mass they once served to articulate (ao 19, cf. 18, 90).
As soon as something new is articulated, there is a new machine with its own body.
Without the irreducibility of its body, no machine would ever be able to leave the
site of its inception. This body is the ‘third stage’ which interrupts two types of
relations: those concerning that which generates a machine and those concerning
that which a machine generates. And of course, its generators and generations will
in turn be nothing but machines, each with their own interruptive body. Deleuze
already theorized this “third” in the 1950s: “[…] is it third because it arrives third?
Certainly not. It is even the first. […] It is primary. What there is at the beginning,
well that would be the third” (wg 23, cf. 43). Yet it is not until Anti-Oedipus that ‘the
third’ or ‘the body’ takes central stage:
Every coupling of machines, every production of a machine, every sound of a
machine running, becomes unbearable to the body without organs. […] Merely
so many nails piercing the flesh, so many forms of torture. In order to resist
organ-machines, the body without organs presents its smooth, slippery, opaque,
taut surface as a barrier (ao 20).
The body without organs is why everything takes effort. It is why nothing is
permanently stuck in its relations. It is why you cannot get a tune out of your
head by willing it to disappear. It is why the revolution can turn sour. It is why
people survive an organ transplants. It is why hydrogen and oxygen can become
water instead of a small pile of oxygen and hydrogen. It is why you can fall in love.
It is why your love is irreducible to hormones and trends. It is why everything drifts
apart unless it is kept together. It is why we can create what has not yet been forged.
It is why all relations, organs, and functions strictly speaking have mere “temporary
and provisional presence” (fb 48). It does not mean that relations are epiphenomenal.
To say that bread is irreducible to its baker or that electricity is irreducible to its
generator is not to say that such generators are not existentially necessary. And note
that we already accept this way of thinking in many cases. We all understand that
students, citizens, and words can respectively enter and leave universities, societies,
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and languages without any of the latter becoming entirely new entities whenever
one of their relations changes. Understanding the first aspect of the fourfold is only
a matter of also extending the same courtesy to all other entities.
Deleuze also describes machinic irreducibility in terms of a “primal repression,
as exerted by the body without organs at the moment of repulsion” (ao 386). This
repression is not brought about from the outside, but progresses from the very
nature of the body without organs. Each machine ‘does’ primal repression all by
itself (ao 144; cf. ls 244). As per usual, Deleuze is careful to clarify that he is not
theorizing a mere mental operation: “we are of the opinion that what is ordinarily
referred to as ‘primary repression’ […] is not a ‘counter-cathexis,’ but rather this
repulsion of desiring-machines by the body without organs” (ao 20). In countercathexis, the psyche blocks something by covering it up with another image. Yet
primary repression has a much wider scope for Deleuze. It concerns the fact that
no body without organs ever manifests directly in relations. It is always enveloped,
covered up, or ‘repressed’ by its own actual manifestations from which it differs in
kind.
Yet does Deleuze not at times deviate from this course? Is not the entire sixth
chapter of A thousand plateaus called ‘How do you make yourself a body without
organs?’ Does that same chapter not call the body without organs a practice? Does it
not state that masochism, drug addiction, and hypochondria may bring about your
body without organs? And does Deleuze not write elsewhere that “life provides many
ambiguous approaches to the body without organs (alcohol, drugs, schizophrenia,
masochism, and so on)” (fb 47)? That all suggests that the body without organs can
be experienced “when organization breaks down or is revealed to be arbitrary or
culturally determined” (Sutton and Martin-Jones, 2008: 142).
Nevertheless, Deleuze is not contradicting his own principles. The opening
paragraph of the sixth Plateau explicitly states that “you can never reach the body
without organs, you can’t reach it, you are forever attaining it, it is a limit” (atp 150).
It cannot be given as such, it can only be inferred indirectly (cf. bsp 132). Precisely
because of this, we are forced to resort to indirect and exceptional experiences to
illustrate its nature. This is not unlike how black holes are registered, which cannot
be perceived directly so that their existence must be inferred by their effects on
nearby matter. In Deleuze’s case, the hypochondriac body asserts that its organs
are being destroyed. The paranoid body cannot trust its organs or its environment.
The schizophrenic body is locked in a struggle with its own organs. The drugged
body experiences radical shifts in how organs function. Finally, the masochist body
seals off ‘normal’ organic functions (atp 150). In each case, a body distances itself
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or finds itself distanced from its organs. Its relations with internal components
and external factors are interrupted, yet the body continues to exist, if only for a
while. In none of these cases does the body without organs become tangible or
otherwise directly given. Deleuze uses them as examples of lived experiences which
testify to the irreducibility of bodies. When he writes that a schizophrenic “puts
us in contact with the ‘demoniacal’ element in nature […]” (ao 49), Deleuze means
that schizophrenia and other cases can inform us about the real structure of what
exists, a structure which is not at all self-evident and often eludes. This method is
comparable to Freud’s crystal principle as described in his New introductory lectures on
psychoanalysis. Freud holds that our pathologies and perversions are not opposed to a
psychic and sexual normality. Instead, they are exaggerated versions of characteristics
which define all psyches and sexualities. He compares this with how crystal never
breaks randomly, but always according to fault lines which characterized its inner
structure when it was not yet broken.9 Deleuze similarly thinks that wherever bodies
are radically distanced from relations normally deemed essential to them, we can
learn something about the inner structure of all things. Such learning opportunities
can be as simple as observing a child:
It has been noted that for children an organ has ‘a thousand vicissitudes,’ that
it is ‘difficult to localize, difficult to identify, it is in turn a bone, an engine,
excrement, the baby, a hand, daddy’s heart …’ This is […] because the organ is
exactly what its elements make it according to their relation of movement and
rest, and the way in which this relation combines with or splits off from that of
neighboring elements. (atp 256).
All experience is organic, which is to say relational and thereby comprised of what
several machines have in common.10 There is no way to make a body without
organs as such present in experience, which is why approaches to it are “ambiguous”

9

“Wenn wir einen Kristall zu Boden werfen, zerbricht er, aber nicht willkürlich, er zerfällt dabei
nach seinen Spaltrichtungen in Stücke, deren Abgrenzung, obwohl unsichtbar, doch durch die
Struktur des Kristalls vorher bestimmt war. Solche rissige und gesprungene Strukturen sind auch
die Geisteskranken” (Freud, 1961: 64).
10 Cf. “We know that things and people are always forced to conceal themselves, have to conceal
themselves when they begin. What else could they do? They come into being within a set which
no longer includes them and, in order not to be rejected, have to project the characteristics which
they retain in common with the set” (c1 3).
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(fb 47). This is again clear from Deleuze’s book on Bacon, subtitled The logic of
sensation. What Deleuze admires in Bacon is that his paintings allow us to realize the
existence of something which can never be present. The whole point of Deleuze’s
analyses of Bacon’s paintings is the conclusion that sensation is ultimately rooted
in the unproductive, unattainable, indivisible, sterile body without organs, which
is precisely not qualitative or qualified (fb 45). And we must be strict: even the
most vague, ambiguous, unconscious, material, tentative, or bodily awareness of
something is a qualified relation. The logic of sensation does not posit some kind of
primordial link with the body without organs as an implicit Seiendensverstehen. This
also clarifies what Deleuze means by his frequent references to ‘direct’, ‘immediate’,
or ‘intensive’ sensations of the Figure. He is of course not claiming that Bacon pulls
off the stupendous feat of creating an ontological rupture by painting a handful of
objects which would somehow magically allow their observers unmediated access
to bodies without organs. Even Bacon is not that good. It means instead that each
relation always-already concerns something non-qualified, non-represented, nonextensive, and non-relational. As Deleuze writes, “when sensation is linked to the
body in this way, it ceases to be representative and becomes real” (fb 45). So to paint
directly or immediately is to paint in the awareness of the reality of bodies without
organs. Hence Deleuze’s appreciation for Bacon’s paintings, in which bodies always
find their environments and organs twisting and slipping away from them. The
heart of the matter is always the withdrawal of bodies from direct contact (ls 191, 192,
236), and this withdrawal is precisely why “clarity endlessly plunges into obscurity”
(flb 36).
Think of machinic entities, then, as having a virtual, private, and internal body
enveloped by a lifetime of manifest relations. Some relations will be necessary for a
machine’s survival. Others will be fleeting and irrelevant. Some will change what
the machine can do completely, whereas others will merely strengthen or weaken its
existing capacities. A football, for example, has relations with its leather components,
with air on its inside and outside, with hands and feet, and with crowds of spectators,
but its body without organs never coincides with these relations. Another way to
understand this is Deleuze’s notion of “the baroque house,” conceived as an entity
consisting of one “common room” and one “closed private room” (flb 4). Like
Leibniz’ monad, the private room is compared to a dark chamber without windows,
resonating with what happens on in the common room yet remaining “closed, as a
pure inside without an outside, a weightless, closed interiority […]” (flb 32). Each
entity, whether a word spoken or a bullet fired, has two such rooms or floors: “the
need for a second floor is everywhere affirmed to be strictly metaphysical” (flb 14).
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As Deleuze writes in his book on Proust, each entity is therefore a sealed or closed
vessel (ps 117, 125, 127, 162, 174). These closed vessels comprise a “galactic structure”
(ps 117) which forces us to see reality as become “crumbs and chaos” (ps 111). This does
not mean that vast, cumbersome, and intimidating entities such as bureaucracies,
galaxies, world wars, tectonic plates, family reunions, and Jupiter have to cede their
reality to subatomic particles, genes, and amoebas. It only means that no entity can
ever be integrated into its relations. Yet this is also to say that in a very basic sense,
reality is deeply problematic.

12. Everything is problematic
Relations are external to terms, a term is any entity whatsoever, every entity is
a machine, each machine is a fourfold assemblage, each fourfold comprises two
twofolds, one twofold is actual and relational, one twofold is virtual and withdrawn,
the first aspect of the virtual twofold is the body without organs, this body is
the virtual unity of a multiplicity, and this virtual unity resists all assimilation,
reduction, or integration into relations. With only one of the four machinic aspects
laid out before us, we are already confronted with a terrifying picture of reality. If
everything is irreducible to relations, then nothing is naturally located anywhere or
doing anything. Everything we love and rely on can be undone, as random forces
or devious agents can pervert all we hold sacred. Likewise, everything we detest can
be destroyed, and unexpected events or stubborn persistence may lead to improved
circumstances. Yet in all cases, everything requires work and effort.
Even a painting by Vermeer “is not valid as a Whole because of the patch
of yellow wall planted there as a fragment of still another world” (ps 114). The
patch of yellow can simply be removed from the Vermeer and put to different use. All entities, even the elements of great symphonies, are “violently stuck
together despite their unmatching edges” (ps 123). The body without organs, the
closed vessel or the Figure, guarantees that “everything is compartmentalized
[…]. There is communication, but it is always between non-communicating vases.
There are openings but they always take place between closed boxes” (trm 39; cf.
ps 117). There is no contradiction in writing that “one body penetrates another
and coexists with it in all of its parts, like a drop of wine in the ocean, or fire
in iron. One body withdraws from another, like liquid from a vase” (ls 5–6).
The point is precisely that even the drop withdraws from the ocean like liquid from the vase. Even in his last book, Deleuze theorizes bodies as “sepa-
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rated, unconnected systems” (wp 123). The notion of a universe of closed vessels returns in the section on mereology in Anti-Oedipus (“The whole and its
parts”):
[W]e are struck by the fact that all the parts are produced as asymmetrical
sections, paths that suddenly come to an end, hermetically sealed boxes,
noncommunicating vessels, watertight compartments, in which there are gaps
even between things that are contiguous, gaps that are affirmations […] (ao 57).
It follows that everything is irrevocably problematic. If nothing is ontologically
integrated into anything else, no machine ever does anything by itself. Other
machines will always be required to make it do anything. This is not because a
machine by itself is inert matter. After all, since all machines must be produced by
other machines, activity and force are omnipresent. In a machinic ontology, rest is a
minimum of movement instead of its absence, and peace is a minimum of tension.
Instead, irreducibility itself is again the reason. In this sense “the problematic is […] a
perfectly objective kind of being” (ls 54). Deleuze writes that “problematic structure
is part of objects themselves,” that Being “is the being of the problematic” (dr 64,
cf. 168). This is because “the instance-problem and the instance-solution differ in
nature” (ls 54). In our current context, a solution to a problem is simply the creation
of a relation. It is to put a machine somewhere and make it do something. Putting a
painting in a museum is a solution to its problem, but so are divorcing a spouse,
a rock plunging into a river, a predator taking its place as leader of the pack, and
a hammer smashing a blasphemous statue. Solving a problem is therefore never
permanent, in the sense that no relation can ever become the being of a machine. A
solution is merely a spatio-temporal actualization. This is why “it is an error to see
problems as indicative of a provisional and subjective state […]. The ‘problematic’ is a
state of the world, a dimension of the system, and even its horizon or its home: it
designates precisely the […] reality of the virtual” (dr 280).
As a problem, each entity has three aspects: “its difference in kind from solutions;
its transcendence in relation to the solutions that it engenders on the basis of its
own determinant conditions; and its immanence in the solutions which cover it”
(dr 179). This is to say that a virtual body is never given in actual relations, that
it cannot be integrated into its manifestations in relations, and that it is always
enveloped by its relations. That last feature stresses that even though bodies are
irreducible to relational manifestations, these are nevertheless their manifestations.
Despite being a closed vessel, the virtual twofold is not immune to the events of
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the world, a point to which we will return. For now, note that the body without
organs is why we never accurately know what something is, and why “the things
and beings which are distinguished in the different suffer a […] radical destruction
of their identity” (dr 66). It is because “the problematic element, with its extrapropositional character, does not fall within representation” (dr 178). If the body
is truly extra-relational, then all ways of relating to another machine are at best
perfectly reliable descriptions of it or tried and tested ways of handling it. Yet
none of that makes the body present. It is in this sense that the problematic body
can only be presented in problematic form (dr 169). As a machine qua machine
“is an object which can be neither given nor known, but must be represented
without being able to be directly determined” (dr 169), we have also found the likely
reason for Deleuze’s many shifts in terminology throughout his writings. If no
privileged symbols or significations exist to describe machines, then it makes sense
to tailor one’s vocabulary to the linguistic, interpersonal, or economic machines
one is describing. This is “the problem of writing: in order to designate something
exactly, anexact expressions are utterly unavoidable” (atp 20; cf. ao 357; dr 11).
What Deleuze writes of Pierre Klossowski is therefore equally true for his own
philosophy:
With respect to that which can only be seen and heard, which is never confirmed
by another organ and is the object of Forgetting in memory, of an Unimaginable
in imagination, and of an Unthinkable in thought – what else can one do, other
than speak of it? (ls 284).
Klossowski reciprocates by noting that what Deleuze brings to philosophy is precisely
“the introduction of the unteachable into teaching.”11 The externality of entities
and the irreducible, non-relational body without organs opposes itself to all forms
of what Klossowski calls “laboratory conformism” (un conformisme laborantin). That is
the idea that scientists, psychiatrists, philosophers, or artists could set up conditions
under which a machine qua machine becomes present. Conversely, externality forces
us to hold that even a perfect mathematical description of an object is not different
in kind from a casual glance at it. The mathematical formula will be infinitely
more reliable, accurate, useful, parsimonious, objective, rigorous, communicable,
and valuable, but it never ceases being just as relational as the glance. Both concern

11 “[…] introduire dans l’enseignement l’ inenseignable” (2005: 43).
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relations with the object, and neither of them can ever stand in for the machine
related to.
The problematic status of the body without organs explains Deleuze’s aversion
to the question ‘what is …?’ and to the verb ‘being’. To be is to be something, but
in all cases except tautologies this quickly leads us to identify an entity with its
qualities, parts, functions, or class. We use ‘being’ to designate relations, not machines
themselves. As the virtual aspect of machines must nonetheless be accorded full
reality, and we must find ways to talk about their being without necessarily referring
to their being in:
Being is also non-being, but non-being is not the being of the negative; rather it is
the being of the problematic, the being of problem and question. Difference is
not the negative; on the contrary, non-being is Difference: heteron, not enantion.
For this reason non-being should rather be written (non)-being or, better still,
?-being (dr 64, cf. 63, 202; ls 123).
The awkward formulas of (non)-being and ?-being correspond to the problematic
yet real aspect of entities (di 25). They do not oppose a thing to what it is not,
but rather oppose its non-relational side to its relational side. Another lexical trick
Deleuze uses to stress this point is a frequent use of the fourth person singular or
the indefinite article: “the [body without organs] is never yours or mine. It is always
a body” (atp 164, cf. 256; ls 103, 141; trm 351). Like the terms ‘(non)-being’ and ‘?being’, his use of ‘a’ and ‘it’ aim to steer clear of how our usual descriptions and
names for machines designate their entanglements rather than their beings.
The problematic body without organs guarantees that all parts of all machines
remain really distinct even if they operate in combination (bsp 125, 127). This
withdrawn aspect of machines is the condition for the possibility of all emancipation. If
multiplicities were fully relational, politics could only be the stewardship of old
relations (conservatism), the management of current relations (Realpolitik), or the
extension of the present into future relations (historical determinism). Consider
any mode of existence which contests the “average adult-white-heterosexual-male”
societal standard (atp 105, 176). If assemblages were their relations and nothing else,
then the very being of non-standard modes of existence would include their relation
to this standard. After all, a contestation is a relation. No matter how fiercely one
would reject or deconstruct the standard, all roads would keep leading to Rome,
because rejections and deconstructions are relations as well. This is precisely what
Deleuze denounces as ‘familialism’ in Anti-Oedipus and ‘arborescent thought’ in A
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thousand plateaus. If being is relational, then any mode of existence essentially is a
child of a parent, a branch of a trunk, and the deviation from a norm. It would be
fundamentally impossible to ever get away from anything. Conversely, externality
and the body without organs guarantee that a multiplicity can never be reduced to
the circumstances in which it arises or to the standards it opposes.
Deleuze’s famous concepts of ‘lines of flight’ and ‘deterritorialization’ also express
this. To start with the latter, Deleuze remarks that the English equivalent to the
French deterritorialization is “the outlandish.”12 To belong somewhere, to be found
somewhere, to do something, to have a home, to be oppressed by this or liberated by
that are existential situations but never ontological givens. Instead, “multiplicities
are defined by the outside: the line of flight or deterritorialization according to which
they change in nature and connect with other multiplicities” (atp 9). No relation is
metaphysically implied, which is precisely why existential relations constantly define
and redefine the nature of a multiplicity. There is, for example, no flower implied in
a seed. A specific machine only develops into a flower if specific interactions with
sunlight, insects, and nutrients in the soil are realized. Nothing ‘goes wrong’ if
the seed is simply eaten and digested. Likewise, there is no heterosexual identity
implied in human nature, no beaver dam implied in a piece of wood, and so on. It is
because all multiplicities are ontologically “asignifying and asubjective” that their
actual engagements fundamentally matter. As the body is always a feature of each
machine, such engagements never cease to be vital. A flower can wither, a sexuality
can change, and a dam can break. The irreducible nature of the machine’s body
without organs remains primary in all cases: “in fact, what is primary is an absolute
deterritorialization, an absolute line of flight, however complex or multiple – that
of the plane of consistency or body without organs” (atp 56, cf. 270). ‘Plane of
consistency’ here means that the many relations by which a machine undergoes
the events of its existence always concern it, that it will be the depository of the
traces they leave.13 ‘Line of flight’ indicates that the body is a sufficient reason for
the possibility of breaking with current relations. Even if it would kill me, my heart
can nevertheless be removed from my chest. Even if a machine d is produced if and
only if machines a and b are made to interact in a specific way caused by machine c,
then subsequent machines will nevertheless have to deal with machine d, and not
12 “‘Outlandish,’ c’est exactement le deterritorialisé, mot à mot” (L’ Abécédaire, “animal”).
13 Hence the plane of consistency also being called the “immanent field of desire” (scs 140573). Being
a body without organs, a plane of consistency, too, must always be produced: “Jamais un plan de
composition ou de consistance ne préexiste” (scs 150277).
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necessarily with a, b, or C. Deleuze gives the example of a mechanic working in the
boiler room of ship (k 81), writing that “the mechanic is a part of the machine, not
only as a mechanic but also when he ceases to be one” (k 81). The mechanic has been
thoroughly shaped by decades of work in the boiler room. The milieu of the boiler
room has altered how he walks, talks, and thinks. It has strengthened his arms,
wrecked his back, and ruined his lungs. Even when the mechanic goes on shore leave,
he carries these traces with him. Nevertheless, the mechanic remains outlandish,
remains unintegrated into the boiler room, simply because he can leave.14 Once
again, ‘irreducible’ is not a synonym for ‘immune.’
Yet perhaps ‘problematic’ and ‘outlandish’ are alarming terms.15 They remind
us of jealous lovers, volatile chemicals, unruly children, unforeseen consequences,
hostile climates, the betrayals of solemn oaths, and hairstyles from the eighties. Yet
there is another way of picturing machinic being, which is to call each machine
a nomad. This refers to “a nomos very different from the ‘law’” (atp 361, cf. 408).
‘Nomad’ has a double etymology referring to dividing, distributing, and allotting
lands, but also to roaming, roving, and wondering. As a nomad, each machine is
constantly engaged in both types of activities. On the one hand, there are its relations,
but on the other hand, there always remains this unintegrated aspect to them. A
machine’s nomadism lies not in its movements, but precisely in its fundamental
excess over all relations, movements, and locations.16 The nomad is “he who does not
move […], one who does not depart, does not want to depart” (atp 381; cf. d38–38).
To be a nomad is to never truly settle in any relation.17 Each machine or nomad
is a “local absolute, an absolute that is manifested locally” (atp 382, cf. 494). Ab solus
means not being relative to anything else. It means being irreducible and external.
To borrow two examples from Bergson, a town is absolute in the sense that not
even all possible photographs of it can stand in for it, and a poem is absolute in
the sense that none of its translations and descriptions can replace it. The absolute
expresses that the object is never its representations (Bergson, 1999: 22). This absolute,
nomadic, problematic character of bodies without organs of machines also motivates

14 The same point is in writing that “an island doesn’t stop being deserted simply because it is
inhabited” (di 10).
15 To make matters worse, Deleuze later replaces ‘problem’ by ‘war machine’: “the problemata are the
war machine itself ” (atp 362).
16 “The nomos [designates] first of all an occupied space, but one without precise limits […] – whence,
too, the theme of the ‘nomad’” (dr 309n6; cf. ls 60).
17 See also how “the true acrobat is one who is consigned to immobility” (fb 41).
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the distinction Deleuze likes to draw between chess and go (atp 352–353). In chess,
each piece is irrevocably defined by its functions. Yet in go, pieces “have only an
anonymous, collective, or third-person function: ‘it’ makes a move. ‘It’ could be
a man, a woman, a louse, an element. Go pieces are elements of a […] machine
assemblage with no intrinsic properties, only situational ones” (atp 353). In chess,
pieces are defined according to a “milieu of interiority” or internal relations, whereas
“a go piece only has a milieu of exteriority, or extrinsic relations […]” (atp 353).
Deleuze’s best known term for such a nomadic reality is ‘schizophrenia’. If
externality holds, then reality is “a schizoid universe of closed vessels” (ps 175).
Schizophrenia is a universal condition, such that “there is no specifically schizophrenic
phenomenon or entity; schizophrenia is the universe of productive and reproductive
desiring-machines […]” (ao 25, cf. 13, 162; c2 172). To think schizophrenically has
absolutely nothing to do with glorifying a pathology. At best, it is to see that certain
schizophrenic experiences accord with how all of reality works (ao 13). It is to see in
reality only “the continual whirr of machines” (ao 12). It is to posit no false depths
and heights. It is to posit a body or “a soul for rocks, metals, water, and plants”
(ao 12). It is not to posit that the constants, patterns, laws, and ratios discovered
by the sciences do not exist. The schizo position is merely that machines have a
private reality over and above their many relations, making them “alone even in the
company of others” (atp 34):
We cannot […] say that the schizophrenic machine is comprised of the parts and
elements of various pre-existing machines. Essentially, the schizophrenic is a
functional machine making use of left-over elements that no longer function in
any context, and that will enter into relation with each other precisely by having
no relation […] (trm 18).
The peculiar character of schizophrenic machines derives from their putting
elements in play that are totally disparate and foreign to one another. Schizophrenic machines are aggregates. And yet they work (trm 18).
These two fragments state the same point. Every machine is generated by other
machines, regardless of its scale. In this respect the utterance of a word is not
different from the birth of a solar system. No machine coincides with its generators
or components, which makes it disparate and foreign to other machines. This is
perfectly expressed in the description of a table which Deleuze borrows from the
Belgian artist Henri Michaux, which deserves to be quoted at length:
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Once noticed, it continued to occupy one’s mind. It even persisted, as it were,
in going about its own business … The striking thing was that it was neither
simple nor really complex, initially or intentionally complex, or constructed
according to a complicated plan. Instead, it had been desimplified in the course
of its carpentering … As it stood, it was a table of additions, much like certain
schizophrenics’ drawings, described as ‘overstuffed,’ and if finished it was only in
so far as there was no way of adding anything more to it, the table having become
more and more an accumulation, less and less a table … It was not intended for
any specific purpose, for anything one expects of a table. Heavy, cumbersome,
it was virtually immovable. One didn’t know how to handle it (mentally or
physically). Its top surface, the useful part of the table, having been gradually
reduced, was disappearing, with so little relation to the clumsy framework that
the thing did not strike one as a table, but as some freak piece of furniture,
an unfamiliar instrument … for which there was no purpose. A dehumanized
table, nothing cozy about it, nothing ‘middle-class,’ nothing rustic, nothing
countrified, not a kitchen table or a work table. A table which lent itself to
no function, self-protective, denying itself to service and communication alike.
There was something stunned about it, something petrified. Perhaps it suggested
a stalled engine (ao 17; cf. ls 366–367: n21; cited from Michaux, 1974: 125–127).
The table is irreducible to its creator’s intentions or to its functions. Its components
and relations are additions, not its being. Other entities experiencing the table do
not experience its private reality, but something else (‘less and less a table’). The table
qua table is immovable and cannot be handled physically or mentally: it remains
external to relations. Yet we only realize this by moving beyond its surface, which
is to say our normal ways of encountering it. We will then be left with the body
without organs, a freakish and unfamiliar instrument which resists all assimilation.

13. The connective synthesis
Nevertheless, relations must exist. First, because we determined that machines are
produced by other machines. Second, because an internal difference in kind between
a non-relational virtuality and actual manifestations implies that actuality is always
relational. The question becomes how machines relate despite the (non)-being of
their bodies. Moreover, because everything is a machine, we must account for all types
of relations. This includes someone spotting a friend, a mouth meeting a flow of
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milk, a meteor striking the moon, rain landing in a puddle, a bullet piercing a skull,
a hand receiving a signal from a nervous system, a crumb being part of a cake, a virus
infiltrating software, and a wasp landing on an orchid. Deleuze needs to account for
all forms of having, pushing, landing, spotting, touching, suspecting, destroying,
recruiting, generating, qualifying, quantifying, and so on. This implies the necessity
of syntheses, a synthesis being an operation by which two distinct entities are drawn
together:
It is true that one might […] wonder how these conditions of dispersion, of real
distinction, and of the absence of a link permit any machinic régime to exist […].
The answer lies in the passive nature of the syntheses, or – what amounts to
the same thing – in the indirect nature of the interactions under consideration
(ao 370).
In an externalist reality, synthesis is presupposed wherever entities meet (es 100).
Synthesis must give us a form of indirect interactions, because externality forbids two
bodies from ever relating directly. Deleuze posits three such syntheses. The first
accounts for the basic fact of relating. The second concerns that on which relations
are based, and the third concerns that which makes relations hold.
Difference and repetition calls these ‘syntheses of time:’ a connective synthesis of
the present, a disjunctive synthesis of the past, and a conjunctive synthesis of the
future. Yet they have little to do with temporality as usually understood. This is
why The logic of sense, simply calls them the connective, disjunctive, and conjunctive
synthesis (ls 43–47), and why Anti-Oedipus calls them the synthesis of production,
registration, and consummation. And already in Difference and repetition, Deleuze is
careful to describe what exactly he means by ‘synthesis of time’:
The past and the future do not designate instants distinct from a supposed
present instant, but rather the dimensions of the present itself in so far as it is a
contraction of instants. The present does not have to go outside itself in order to
pass from past to future. […] In any case, this synthesis must be given a name:
passive synthesis (dr 71).
The syntheses concern three dimensions of each relation. They are temporal only in
the sense of being the formal structure of whatever happens. The connective ‘present’
refers to the relation as such, the disjunctive ‘past’ refers to that which grounds the
relation and must therefore exist during its presence, and the conjunctive ‘future’
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refers to how each disjunctive connection creates a new machine. That last point
is perhaps the most complex aspect of Deleuze’s ontology, and it will have to wait
until the fourth chapter. For now, we simply note that if relations are external to
terms, then there must always be something which prevents two machines from
becoming permanently absorbed in a single relation. A connection between two
multiplicities must therefore immediately generate something which exceeds them.
Despite its obviousness, another thing to note is that the syntheses neither concern
our perceptions of objects nor human experience more generally. Even though
Deleuze frequently uses perception as an example, “perceptual syntheses refer back
to organic syntheses which are like the sensibility of the senses; they refer back to a
primary sensibility that we are” (dr 73). And we, of course, are but particular cases of
fourfolds, so that the same syntheses also concern rocks, wood, nitrogen, sulphates,
and other assemblages (dr 75). This is why the syntheses are ‘passive.’ Synthesis
is not something someone decides to do. Synthesis is what everything does in all
cases, and it is the condition for ‘active’ synthetic activity such as remembering and
understanding (dr 71).
To start with the first synthesis of connection and the bare fact of relation, we
must first ask ourselves what relates to a machine. Recall a remark cited earlier, that
“the third” or the body is primary (wg 23). It is where relation starts. What relates
is the body itself, the third thing standing between the components generating a
machine and the machines it alters or generates itself. I walk through the museum.
Granted, I need legs, feet, lungs, and arteries to do it. Also required are the museum
itself, the street in front of it, the floors inside of it, and so on. Agency is quite
obviously distributed, as I could not walk in a vacuum. Nevertheless, I walk through
the museum, not my shoelaces or my left kidney. Likewise, I perceive a river. I do
so thanks to many other assemblages or rhizomes coupled to me, but those cannot
stand in for me. This is identical to how the eu has its citizens, even though it
needs countless politicians, laws, office buildings, and other entities to have them.
It is the body which relates, not one of its components. Also note that the actual
aspect of a machine cannot be what relates to other multiplicities. The actual is what
is manifest in relations. It is that which is experienced, and an experience cannot
directly experience experiences for the same reason that a quality is never directly
a quality of a quality. It would be absurd to hold that when we look at each other,
that which perceives you is your perception of me.
On one side of every relation we find a body without organs. As Deleuze writes,
“from Leibniz, we have already learned that there are no points of view on things,
but that things, beings, are themselves points of view” (ls 173; cf. dr 69; flb 20–
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21; ps 161). To be a body without organs, a Figure, or a problem is being a point of
view on other machines.18 In the context of machinic ontology, this is neither a
phenomenological nor an epistemological thesis. It is a necessary corollary of the
externality thesis. If nothing is reducible to anything else, then there are no general
perspectives to which things would be internal. Everything has its own perspective
on the world, but ‘perspective’ refers to relations of whatever kind, not just visual
ones. When Deleuze writes that “each composing representation must be distorted,
diverted and torn from its centre. Each point of view must itself be the object, or the
object must belong to the point of view” (dr 56), we must be careful not to confuse
epistemology and ontology. Deleuze’s machines are highly similar to Leibnizian
monads in this regard: “at the basis of each individual notion, it will indeed be necessary
for there to be a point of view that defines the individual notion. If you prefer, the
subject is second in relation to the point of view” (sl 150480; cf. sl 161286).
None of this violates externality. Externality would be violated if a virtual
component of a machine, at this point its body, would manifest as such. Yet to relate to
something is not at all the same thing as being related to. To look at someone does not
imply being looked at. Even if the other person would reciprocate, she or he would not
experience a body without organs, but an actual, manifest entity. This is why passive
synthesis “is essentially asymmetrical: it goes from the past to the future in the
present” (dr 71, cf. 81); why “everything goes from high to low, and by that movement
affirms the lowest: asymmetrical synthesis” (dr 234); and why “everything ties
together in an asymmetrical block of becoming, an instantaneous zigzag” (dr 278).
The carpentry of beings is forged one unilateral relation at a time, and each relation
exclusively runs from a virtual body (the ‘past’ or private ‘depth’ underneath the
present relation) to the actual and manifest aspect of one or several other machines
(their local ‘height’ in a present relation).19 This constitutes what is the case and
therefore that upon which machines will act (bringing about a future). Unilaterality
and asymmetry are necessitated by the fact that direct body-body relations between
machines are impossible, as there is always an ontological “indifference toward
the act of producing and toward the product” (ao 18) by which the body remains

18 “… nous sentons qu’avoir un corps et avoir un point de vue, ce ne sont pas des choses indifférentes
l’une à l’autre. […] les deux choses sont liées” (sl 120587).
19 Cf. “[…] it is always the case that one series has the role of signifier, and the other the role of
signified, even if these roles are interchanged as we change point of view” (ls 38). Also see Deleuze’s
interpretation of Nietzsche, according to which any relation between any two forces whatsoever
will always see one dominating and one being dominated (np 8).
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withdrawn from any machine experiencing it. Being experienced therefore implies a
‘rupture’ between a machine’s virtual body and its actual manifestation:
Doubtless each organ-machine interprets the entire world from the perspective
of its own flow […]: the eye interprets everything – speaking, understanding,
shitting, fucking – in terms of seeing. But a connection with another machine
is always established, along a transverse path, so that one machine interrupts
the current of the other or ‘sees’ its own current interrupted (ao 16, translation
modified).
The body is a point of view. Each machine can only have relations according to its
own capacities. A machine’s relations are therefore contractions of other machine
into actualizations according to what that first machine can do, even if its relations
are forced upon it. Each entity is a “contracting machine” (dr 73), each relation is
fundamentally a contraction (ls 225). Having a relation with another machine is
to contract “a multitude of divergent series in the successive appearance of a single
one” (ls 175). An eye sees everything in terms of seeing, and by that simple act unites
a multitude of mutually irreducible machines into a single experience. Since this is
true for all entities, the first synthesis reveals the glue of reality: entities are combined
in the experience of other entities. They are brought into a single present: “the passive
synthesis of habit [constitutes] time as a contraction of instants with respect to a
present” (dr 81, cf. 70–71). The connective synthesis is a synthesis of ‘habit’ for two
reasons. First, all entities are in the habit of contracting others. It is simply what
happens whenever a relation is forged or entertained. Second, for sentient beings
it is the condition for the possibility of recognition and anticipation. To act from
habit, after all, is to meet the future based on something retained from the past,
the latter having come to ‘style’ one’s point of view. Yet despite this terminology,
contraction is not just a visual phenomenon. It refers to how experience is never
experience of a machine qua machine, but instead a case of bringing machines into
actuality based on a specific point of view. As other machines are brought into that
same point of view, their disparate realities become unified to the extent that the
relation can manage to hold:
A contractile power: like a sensitive plate, it retains one case when the other
appears. It contracts cases, elements, agitations or homogeneous instants and
grounds these in an internal qualitative impression endowed with a certain
weight (dr 70).
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Relation is contraction. Even a relation with a single machine expresses its
untimely and unextended virtual body in a qualified actual relation. Ontologically, all relations are contemplations or contractions, even in existential cases of
relaxation (dr 75). It is irrelevant if a specific relation is strong or weak, enduring or momentary, physical or social. To synthesize, to contemplate, and to contract is to pull other entities into an experience. All relations are indirect contact
with a contracted expression of a machine rather than with its body. From that
point on, nothing stands in the way of machines shaping other machines: everything, even that which a machine can contract, results from what a machine
contracts:
We are made of contracted water, earth, light and air – not merely prior to the
recognition or representation of these, but prior to their being sensed. Every
organism, in its receptive and perceptual elements, but also in its viscera, is a
sum of contractions, of retentions and expectations (dr 73).
Habit is creative. The plant contemplates water, earth, nitrogen, carbon, chlorides, and sulphates, and it contracts them in order to acquire its own concept
and fill itself (enjoyment). […] We are all contemplations, and therefore habits
(wp 105).
These quotes stress the ontological importance of the synthesis of contraction. It
is impossible to properly grasp Deleuze’s philosophy without understanding that
the ‘machining’ which each assemblage does is first and foremost the contraction of
otherwise withdrawn machines into actual manifestations which thereby come to
shape what something becomes. Consider the following passage from Difference and
repetition:
What we call wheat is a contraction of the earth and humidity, and this contraction is both a contemplation and the auto-satisfaction of that contemplation.
[…] What organism is not made of elements and cases of repetition, of contemplated and contracted water, nitrogen, carbon, chlorides and sulphates, thereby
intertwining all the habits of which it is composed? […] Perhaps it is irony to say
that everything is contemplation, even rocks and woods, animals and men, even
Actaeon and the stag, Narcissus and the flower, even our actions and our needs.
But irony in turn is still a contemplation, nothing but a contemplation (dr 75;
cf. sl 170387).
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Our introduction asserted that Deleuze is closer to being a pansychist than a
phenomenologist. We now see that a more accurate name would be ‘polypsychist,’ as
he endows each entity with a private stance on reality. That each entity has a body
from which it encounters other beings in the form of contractions according to its
own characteristic style of being is what Deleuze seeks to express when writing that
each machine has a ‘soul’ or ‘larval self ’:
A soul must be attributed to the heart, to the muscles, nerves and cells, but
a contemplative soul whose entire function is to contract a habit. This is no
mystical or barbarous hypothesis. On the contrary, habit here manifests its
full generality: it concerns not only the sensory-motor habits that we have
(psychologically), but also, before these, the primary habits that we are; the
thousands of passive syntheses of which we are organically composed (dr 74).
Such musings are anything but poetic.20 To be a multiplicity is to assemble other
entities via contractions, but each of those is also a contracting entity in turn. Even
“matter is, in effect, populated or covered by such souls, which provide it with a depth
without which it would present no bare repetition on the surface” (dr 286). Even
lifeless machines have a soul, a private depth, a body without organs underlying the
actualizations by means of which they encounter one another. Contra the Socratic
gesture of barring unworthy things from ontological speculations, “contemplative
souls must be assigned even to the rat in the labyrinth and to each muscle of the
rat” (dr 75). The first synthesis or the bare fact of relation implies that contraction
or contemplation defines “all our rhythms, our reserves, our reaction times, [and]
the thousand intertwinings, the presents and fatigues of which we are composed”
(dr 74). The first synthesis is a synthesis of production, and what it produces is an
actualization of whatever it contracts, engendering a togetherness to envelop the
solitude of bodies.
Connections can be of whatever type. As Deleuze writes, “to enter or leave the
machine, to walk around it, to approach it – these are still components of the machine
itself ” (k 7). Synthetically, there is no difference between the relations you have with
your lungs or those you have with your clothes, your language, or this text. You
synthesize relations with a plethora of such things and, in whatever way, contract
20 “Est-ce un formule poétique? Mais non. Chaque chose est une contemplation de ce dont elle
procède […]. Le rocher contemple le silicium, le carbone sûrement, le x, y, z etc. … dont il procède”
(sl 170387).
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them into really encountered manifestations. There is no ontological difference
between insides and outsides, only an existential one. Your relations with your car
keys and your lover are ontologically equal to those with your arteries and your
eyeballs. Only a virtual body is the true interior of Mars, Oxford University, a grain
of sand, or an awkward moment during a blind date. ‘Being part of ’ is no longer
the privilege of things which are physically located in other assemblages. ‘Being
part of ’ must come to mean ‘being contracted by.’ Each machine is part of whatever
encounters it, and the impact of such encounters can range from pitiful irrelevance
to brutal domination. My biological components help forge the perspective which I
am, but so do the city of Nijmegen and the surrealist collages in my living room. In
terminology to which we return later, those machines are all equal in contributing
to the becoming of my powers. Machinism implies an exotic mereology in which
machinic parts are both more numerous and less internal than we would normally
think.
Machinic ontology replaces the inside-outside distinction by a more fundamental
distinction between contiguity and rupture, or in other words between production
and anti-production: “a characteristic of the connective or productive synthesis is
the fact that it couples production with anti-production, with an element of antiproduction” (ao 19). Contiguity and rupture are not opposites. Rather, “the break
or interruption conditions this continuity: it presupposes or defines what it cuts
into as an ideal continuity” (ao 50, cf. 51). As we saw, that which remains external
to terms is the virtual aspect of machines. Machines are barred from body-body
contact. Each relation is a synthesis by which the virtual aspect of a body indirectly
relates to an actual manifestation of other machines, the latter differing in kind
from their respective virtuality. This difference in kind is the break or interruption
Deleuze mentions. Direct contact between virtual entities is impossible, but the
actual aspects of those same entities can meet as encountered by yet another machine.
And remember that this is not just a point made about perception, but about all
relation. My perception of a small globe and a wooden owl displayed on my fireplace
contracts a number of irreducible entities into one manifestation, but so does a
tornado which gathers up innumerable multiplicities in its passing. Contraction is
the glue of the world. The Real is animated only because another machine can treat
these machines as a contiguous series or a single thing. Such contiguity and rupture
are even at work in relations with but a single object. This is because entering into a
relation implies becoming extended, and any object is always contiguous with its
spatio-temporal context. No matter how hard I focus on my telephone, the world
never consist of my telephone, then the void surrounding it, and only then the table
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on which it lies. Instead, experience is always a plenum, for humans as well as for
non-humans. It is an ontological fact that relation pulls entities from their virtual
bodies into manifestations: “desiring-machines work only when they break down,
and by continually breaking down” (ao 19, cf. 45):
For the machine possesses two characteristics or powers: the power of the
continuum, the machinic phylum in which a given component connects with
another […], but also the rupture in direction, the mutation such that each
machine is an absolute break in relation to the one it replaces […]. Two powers
which are really only one, since the machine in itself is the break-flow process,
the break being always adjacent to the continuity of a flow which it separates
from the others by assigning it a code, by causing it to convey particular elements
(bsp 121).
A machine defines what it cuts into as an ‘ideal continuity’ in the sense that no
machine can experience other machines fundamentally on their terms, that is as
bodies. Being only able to encounter entities on its terms, a machine’s relations
introduce a common notion into that which is encountered, so that an ideal
continuity or contiguity is a genuine feature of all relation.21 Since each machine
is a machine of further machines, this play of rupture and contiguity is a defining
feature of reality. Each machine is a “system that interrupts flows” (di 219) in the
sense that each machine’s contiguous world is cut off and reinterpreted by yet other
machines, each working on their own terms. Grass contracts water and nutrients in
the soil, a cow contracts the grass, a painter contracts the cow and the meadow into
a painting, a curator contracts various paintings into an exhibition, and so forth.
This is what Deleuze refers to as a ‘logic of the and’ (ao 50). Each machine gathers
up multitudes of others in its experiences (this and that and that …), and each of
those others is doing the same. Machinic contact is magnetic or binary. A virtual
body never touches another virtual body, but only the other, actual side of machines
which constitutes the flow of actuality:
Desiring machines are binary machines, obeying a binary law or set of rules
governing associations: one machine is always coupled with another. The
21 ‘Ideal’ does not mean mental. We will see in the next chapter that ‘Idea’ is Deleuze’s word for the
virtual essence or powers of a machine. This essence is constitutes the ‘terms’ on which machines
relate.
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productive synthesis, the production of production, is inherently connective in
nature: ‘and …’ ‘and then …’ This is because there is always a flow-producing
machine, and another machine connected to it that interrupts or draws off part
of this flow […]. And because the first machine is in turn connected to another
whose flow it interrupts or partially drains off, the binary series is linear in every
direction (ao 16).
In no way does this abolish the body without organs. “Desiring-production forms
a binary-linear system. The full body is introduced as a third term in the series,
without destroying, however, the essential binary-liner nature of this series […]”
(ao 26). One body encounters a second entity, not as body but as actuality. A third
body encounters the first body, also not as body but as actuality. This is what Deleuze
calls ‘bare repetition’: “in every way, material or bare repetition, so-called repetition
of the same, is like a skin which unravels, the external husk of a kernel of difference
and more complicated internal repetitions” (dr 76). The contiguity of actuality is
bare repetition. For every machine, everything is ‘the same’ in the precise sense that
it registers everything on its terms, even if those terms change. This repetition is
the manifest skin which envelops the bodies of all machines. Internal repetition and
difference between a machine’s own virtual and actual aspects remains hidden from
direct experience. The very structure of contact between entities “causes [internal
repetition] to disappear as it appears, leaving it unthinkable” (dr 71).
Yet we must explain what we have merely posited until now. Machinic virtuality
is withdrawn and irreducible, machinic actuality is present and contiguous. What
is this initial result of contraction or contemplation? What is this actual aspect of
entities? Quite obviously, it cannot simply coincide with a perceiving body. First,
because it is an aspect of that which is encountered. Second, if entities were fully
drawn into that which encounters them, we would regress into internality. As we
have seen, “bodies caught in the particularity of their limited presents do not meet
directly in line with the order of their causality” (ls 131). Actuality must be a form
of indirect contact. As Deleuze writes about machines, “one of the halves is always
lacking from the other, since it exceeds by virtue of its own deficiency […]. The
question is less that of attaining the immediate than of determining the site where
the immediate is ‘immediately’ as not-to-be-attained” (ls 136). The virtual must
in other words be fully absent from the actual if their difference in kind is to be
upheld. In contracting another machine, the result of the connection must make
“the absolute appear in a particular place,” but never as such (atp 382). This brings
us to The logic of sense, in which Deleuze theorizes this radical distinction between
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“corporeal things and incorporeal events” (ls 23, cf. 4). Sense or the event is this
actual, relational, and manifest unity of machines.

14. Sense and event
Every relation is a connection to another machine. A connection is a contraction of
other entities into an actual manifestation. This result of the interaction between
corporal machines is what Deleuze calls ‘sense:’ “sense is never a principle or an
origin,” “sense is produced by bodies” (ls 71, 124). Sense is not reducible to the
machines generating a relation, it is their “common result” (ls 8). Sense is something
which must be made to happen, which is why Deleuze uses ‘event’ as its synonym.
He writes that “the event is sense itself ” (ls 211) and that sense and event are the
same entity (ls 182). The logic of sense frequently repeats this strict equivalence by
referring to “the flat world of the sense-event,” “the sterility of the sense-event,” and
“the organization of the sense-event” (ls 22, 32, 245, 167).22
It is important to emphasize this identity of sense and event. The first third
of The logic of sense uses linguistic entities (sentences, phonemes, proper names,
predicates) as a case study to illustrate more general ontological points. The last
third of that same book performs a reinterpretation of Kleinian psychoanalysis
to the same effect. This could mislead readers into thinking that ‘sense’ applies
exclusively to language, and ‘event’ only to human experience.23 Yet “sense and
event are the same thing – except that […] sense is related to propositions” (ls 167).
Does this then mean that all of the book is about language? Far from it. Deleuze’s
machinism uses ‘proposition’ as a synonym for ‘relation,’ which is why “there are
many forms of possibility for propositions: logical, geometrical, algebraic, physical,
syntactic” (ls 18). Sense and event are synonyms for the actuality which manifests
when machines enter into relations. The two concepts do not imply different theories
about two natural kinds of relation. They concern the same theory of relations
between machines.

22 Nonetheless, Deleuze sometimes uses ‘event’ in a different, transcendental sense. We return to
this in section twenty.
23 Of course it remains completely correct that Deleuze’s ontological commitments result in a
specific philosophy of language and a specific theory about human psycho-social development.
For the former, see Jean-Jacques Lecercle’s Deleuze and language (2002). For the latter, see Piotrek
˛
Światkowski’s
meticulous Deleuze and desire (2015).
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Formally, each relation has a body without organs on one side and a sense-event
on the other. Machinic ontology therefore implies “a dualism of bodies or states
of affairs and effects or incorporeal events” (ls 6). This duality among entities is
the price to pay when one abolishes all traditional dualisms between the One and
the Many.24 The sense-event “articulates what is separate” and “brings about the
convergence of divergent series, but it neither abolishes nor corrects their divergence”
(ls 183). It stands between the bodies of machines and warrants internal difference:
each machine is virtual in itself, yet it equally is an actual sense-event for others.
This is the only way to assure that difference “is never between two products or
between two things, but in one and the same thing” (di 26). It is the difference between
the virtual and the actual, between “surface zones and stages of depth” (ls 245).
Sense-events are the hallmarks of the contiguity of actual experience, and “being
incorporeal effects, differ in nature from the corporeal causes from which they result
[…]” (ls 144). This is important to grasp: sense-events are “always only effects” (ls 144)
which differ radically from things (ls 8).
With these general remarks in place, we can now detail the concept of sense or
the “incorporeal, complex, and irreducible entity, at the surface of things” (ls 19,
cf. 94). That which a machine encounters cannot be reduced to the machines
encountered. Throughout The logic of sense, Deleuze insists that sense is not reducible
to denotation, manifestation, or signification. It is neither a machine related to, nor
the perspective of the relating machine, nor the meaning or context of the relation.
Sense is “irreducible to individual states of affairs, particular images, personal beliefs,
and universal or general concepts” (ls 19). A sense-event “skirts” bodies, but never
equates them (ls 10). Whereas the body without organs is the virtual and nonrelational unity of a machine, a sense-event is its actual and relational unity. It is the
bare fact that this rather than that is encountered, and that this or that can never be a
body. Deleuze here claims to revive a Stoic insight:
The Stoics distinguished radically two planes of being, something that no one
had done before them: on the one hand, real and profound being, force; on the
other, the plane of facts, which frolic on the surface of being, and constitute an
endless multiplicity of incorporeal beings (ls 5).

24 As Deleuze writes, “It is not at all the dualism of the intelligible and the sensible, of Idea and
matter, or of Ideas and bodies. It is a more profound and secret dualism hidden in sensible and
material bodies themselves” (ls 2).
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Sense is the impassible envelop or surface around machines (ls 133, cf. 123, 124,
182). It is the impenetrable and non-consumable frontier between things (ls 25). Its
function is to organize the terms of relations “as two series which it separates” (ls 182).
I look at a mug on my table. Neither I nor the table encounters the virtual, internal
reality of the mug, which remains external to relations. Instead, we encounter a
sense-event, an expression of the mug into relation. Recall for the following that
‘proposition’ is a synonym for ‘relation’:
[Sense] turns one side toward things and one side toward propositions. But it
does not merge with the proposition which expresses it any more than with
the state of affairs or the quality which the proposition denotes. It is exactly the
boundary between propositions and things (ls 22).
As propositions include physical and many other types of relations, we can say that
sense is the brute and empty givenness of something to an assemblage. The senseevent further strengthens Deleuze’s “disavowal of false depth” (ls 9). Instead of
a universal depth from which all things emerge, the superficial nature of sense
emphasizes the private depth of each entity’s (non-)being. We can also point to
Deleuze’s frequently cited statement that “Paul Valéry had a profound idea: what
is most deep is the skin” (ls 10, cf. 103). This does not mean that there is nothing
beyond sense-events, as that would make everything Deleuze writes about bodies
without organs, machines, and externality unintelligible. Rather, in the context of
machinic being it means that all ways of relating to something, including the most
accurate descriptions, are but skin deep: they concern the actual, sense-event side of
machines and not their virtual proper being. The old universal depth is traded in
for a local ontic depths, and as such finds itself “reduced to the opposite side of the
surface” (ls 9). It is thus false to think that it is the “same object which I see, smell,
taste, or touch” (ls 78). Instead, it is the same sense-event that I see, smell, taste, and
touch in a given relation, a sense-event which is not the object qua object, but a
translation or actualization of it.
With the French sens carrying a connotation of ‘direction,’ we can say that
sense amounts to a machine being directed into a relation. Another way to put
this is to say that having a sense means being comprehended by something else.
Water comprehends hydrogen, wars comprehend soldiers and bullets, my country
comprehends me, and so on. To have a sense is to have something connect to you.
Conversely, to experience a sense-event is to connect to something. Comprehension
is contiguous, as it means entertaining a relation to a plurality of machines which
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do not entertain this same relation to each other (nor does the comprehending
machine entertain this relation with itself). I am a citizen of my country, but my
fellow citizens are not citizens of me, nor is my country a citizen of itself. Hydrogen
is a component of water, but oxygen is not a component of hydrogen, nor is water a
component of itself. You are reading this book, which means you comprehend its
pages and words into a sense-event which we can call ‘your reading’. Fortunately,
you are not the only machine comprehending it. Many others comprehend it in
many other ways, so that it does not fall apart once you toss it into a corner and
forget all about it:
There is no event, no phenomenon, word or thought which does not have a
multiple sense. A thing is sometimes this, sometimes that, sometimes something
more complicated – depending on the forces […] which take possession of it (np 4).
Machines are kept together, shattered, transformed, removed, captured, hidden,
and recovered by the contingent and universal play of comprehending and being
comprehended, that is, of constituting sense-events for one another. There is a senseevent whenever a machine is comprehended by another machine. The production
of sense is therefore the production of that which is the case in a given situation
(dr 154). Another way of putting this would be to say that a sense-event amounts to
extension, to a manifestation in a certain time and in a certain place.
Deleuze expresses this sense of sense by constantly emphasizing that sense
is “expressed” (ls 110), an insight first developed in his studies on Spinoza. The
‘expressor’ of this expressed is the virtual aspect of that which is related to. Hence
sense “brings that which expresses it into existence” (ls 166), with ‘into existence’
meaning ‘into relation’ rather than ‘into reality.’ Sense is a result of the transition
from (non)-being into being-for. Being that which is expressed, sense cannot be
reduced to a designated object or to that which experiences the expression (ls 20,
dr 154). And in a surprising move for an avowed anti-phenomenological thinker,
Deleuze credits Husserl for the invention of this concept of sense.
[W]hen Husserl reflects on the ‘perceptual noema’, or the ‘sense of perception,’
he at once distinguishes it from the physical object, from the psychological or
‘lived,’ from mental representations and from logical concepts. He presents it
as an impassive and incorporeal entity, without physical or mental existence,
neither acting nor being acted upon – a pure result or pure ‘appearance.’ […] When
therefore Husserl says that the noema is the perceived such as it appears in a
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presentation, the ‘perceived as such’ or the appearance, we ought not understand
that the noema involves a sensible given or quality, it rather involves an ideational
objective unity as the intentional correlate of the act of perception (ls 20).25
A crucial difference between Deleuze and Husserl is that the former’s theory of senseevents also concerns relations between entities in which consciousness does not even
feature potentially. Nonetheless, the last part of the cited passage highlights an
important point: sense has nothing to do with quality or with the sensible given. The
sense-event is not the redness, sweetness, and roundness of an apple, but rather the
brute fact of that which is related to being the apple, which is a unified entity over
and above its many qualities. As discussed earlier, qualities require a unit of which
they are qualities, as qualities cannot adhere to qualities themselves. There is simply
no way to make roundness sweet without involving something like apples. This
is not just the case for humans. For example, there is no such thing as a material
encountering heat qua heat. Heat is always a quality emanating from an entity,
whether this entity is a fire, a wave, or an aggregate of microscopic particles. Quite
obviously, the body without organs itself cannot be the unity which supports such
actual qualities, because it remains withdrawn in its own virtuality. Only sense
fulfills this function, being a machine’s unity in actuality.
The body is the unity of the virtual twofold, and sense (extension, comprehension,
event) is the unity of the actual twofold. Sense is a dangerous game for machines,
because of the twin principle of contiguity and rupture introduced earlier. Any
machine a can be treated as two different machines by machines b and c, if
their respective perspectives differ sufficiently. Simultaneously, machine d can
treat machine a and a completely different machine a’ as one single machine.
Moreover, nothing prevents a further machine e from being blissfully unaware
of the actual unity of machine a, and it can carry a’s components a and a’ off in
different directions, which may herald a’s demise. For example, let a be a work of

25 Cf. that Husserl “had uncovered sense as the noema of an act […]” (ls 96). Deleuze nonetheless
criticizes Husserl for adhering to a Kantian view of objects, i.e. objects being appearances according
to a general structure of consciousness. Husserl’s phenomenology is by no means an ontology
about entities in themselves and entity-entity relations. Husserl studies entities as internal to one
relation: their being or becoming given to consciousness. This is precisely the difference between
Husserl and, for example, Kasimir Twardowski: to make representative content and the object of
which the content is a representation both presentations within consciousness. This is the form of
“common sense [characterizing] Kant, […] also present in Husserl” (ls 97–98).
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art, b a dog, c an art connoisseur, d a philistine fooled by a’s proximity to a’, and
e the cleaner who mistakes a for several items of trash left behind by museum
visitors. Yet such trials and tribulations do not just befall postmodern kitsch. If
machine a would be a political issue, a war, a planet, a river, or an amoeba, the
scenario could easily be the same, though of course with different actors for b,
c, d, and e. This play of pulling and being pulled into relations results from the
fact that sense is immanent to relations. Contrary to the virtual body, “[sense] has
an entirely different status which consists in not existing outside the proposition
which expresses it” (ls 21). Sense is not the relation itself, but rather its correlate,
and this correlate is not the virtuality but the actual manifestation of a machine.
A sense-event is therefore that which “inheres” or “subsists” in relations (ls 19,
cf. 5, 34, 94): “[…] we cannot say that sense exists, but rather that it inheres or
subsists […]. What is expressed has no resemblance whatsoever to the expression”
(ls 21).
Being the unity but not the quality of actuality, sense is utterly neutral. Sense
always has “this dryness […] and this splendid sterility or neutrality. It is indifferent
to the universal and to the singular, to the general and to the particular, to the
personal and to the collective; it is also indifferent to affirmation and negation”
(ls 34–35, cf. 31).26 Take, for example, a statue of Thomas Aquinas on a university
campus. Humans around it, birds on top of it, the ground underneath it, and the
wind and rain slowly eroding it do not encounter the statue’s internal reality, but
only its expression in relations with them. Each of them encounters the statue as
a sense-event.27 This sense, being the relational surface of actuality surrounding a
body, is utterly indifferent in so far as each universal, singular, general, or particular
predicate attached to it concerns the statue’s qualities, components, or its relations
to other entities. Sense is that to which such predicates are attached, it is not such a
predicate itself. It is neither personal nor collective, because the rule of contiguity
26 The same litany is repeated later in The logic of sense, and there Deleuze again credits Husserl for
the discovery of sense “in conformity with the requirements of the phenomenological methods
of reduction” (ls 101–102). At one point Deleuze even wonders “could phenomenology be this
rigorous science of surface effects?” (ls 21). What Deleuze appreciates in Husserl is that for the
latter, experience is always a twofold between the object immanent to experience and the qualities
of that object. Nevertheless, we must keep in mind that Deleuze (a) is theorizing all relations and
experiences, not just those of consciousness, and that (b) his actual twofold is merely one half of a
fourfold of which the other half rests outside relations.
27 Or, of course, the actual unity of whatever part of the statue they encounter, if they ‘miss’ the
statue as such.
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and rupture can make it the sense of one or many experienced bodies, as well as the
sense of one or many bodies experiencing. Finally, it is indifferent to affirmation and
negation, because those again concern qualities. In a single drawn out experience of
the statue (staring at it for fifteen minutes, for example), that which I can affirm or
must deny of the statue can change. It can be grey now, but a different color later,
intimidating now, but pompous later, and so on. The qualities can shift, but the
sense-event remains the same.
Much like the body without organs in virtuality, a sense-event is neutral, sterile,
and impassible (ls 95, cf. 100, 148). It is entirely different from the qualities and
significations of entities (ls 167, cf. 94). Strictly speaking, sense is not that which
happens, but rather the givenness, the presentation, the extension of that which
happens: “the event is not what occurs (an accident), it is rather inside what occurs,
the purely expressed” (ls 149). Hence sense is an event “on the condition that the
event is not confused with its spatio-temporal-realization in a state of affairs” (ls 22). This
statement simply reiterates that sense has nothing to do with quality, affirmation,
negation, quantity, or modality (ls 33, 70). No mode of the proposition is able to
affect sense (ls 32), precisely because sense is always there in all relations. Sense is
nothing but formal unity in actuality, and Deleuze again cites Husserl to insist
that “its productivity, its noematic service, is exhausted in the expressing” (ls 32;
cf. Husserl, 1982, § 124: 296). This explains why “sense is never an object of possible
representation” (ls 145), because representation by definition concerns qualities. So
strictly speaking, sense is not equal to function: “shall we at last say that [sense]
is useful, and that it is necessary to admit it for its utility? Not even this, since it
is endowed with an inefficacious, impassive, and sterile splendor. This is why we
said that in fact we can only infer it indirectly” (ls 20). At the limit, we could even
say that there is a “part of the event that we should call non-actualizable, precisely
because it belongs to thought and can be accomplished only by thought and in
thought” (ls 220). This is because the actual unity of, for example, my telephone is
something I can only realize by subtracting all qualities from the telephone up to
the point that only its formal unity or its empty givenness as a unit remains. This is
why “the first paradox of sense […] is that of proliferation” (dr 155; cf. ls 28). Sense
cannot be accurately represented, as it differs in kind from all representational or
relational content (dr 158). It is not a qualified experience, but the mere unity of that
experience. If I see my telephone, that is a sense-event. No matter how hard I try, I
cannot make that sense-event as such. If I focus on the telephone qua sense-event, I
always end up relating to the sense-event of my telephone, but that relation will
once again have a sense of its own which envelops that which the relation concerns.
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Hence “given a proposition which denotes a state of affairs, one may always take its
sense as that which another proposition denotes” (ls 29).
Yet sense-events never cease being the sense-events of something. It is true that
Deleuze writes how all his books are attempts to “discover the nature of events”
(n 141), but that does not mean events are all there is. As he notes, “how could the
event be grasped and willed without its being referred to the corporeal cause from
which it results?” (ls 143). Likewise, he writes that the sense-event “emanates […]
from the eternally decentered ex-centric center” (ls 176), with the adjectives referring
to the unextended, non-localized nature of the withdrawn body. The very nature of
sense is “to point beyond itself towards the object designated” (dr 154). It always
refers to non-sense (ls 81), as it refers to the virtual aspect of an encountered machine
which does not manifest in relations.28 This relation to non-sense is “internal and
original” (ls 81) because the virtual side of the body and the actual side of sense both
belong to the same machine. There is a difference in kind between the expressing
body and expressed sense, but that difference in kind is an internal difference within
multiplicities themselves. Despite this difference, a machine has no choice but to
become committed to how it is encountered in actuality. Otherwise we would end
up in the absurd situation where meteors would smash into moons without those
moons being smashed into by meteors. In other words, sense is immanent to the
relation and not to its machine, yet it is nonetheless attributed to the latter:
The event results from bodies, their mixtures, their actions, and their passions.
But it differs in nature from that of which it is the result. It is, for example,
attributed to bodies, to states of affairs, but not at all as a physical quality, rather,
it is ascribed to them only as a very special attribute, dialectical or, rather, noematic
and incorporeal (ls 182).
Sense is attributed. It is not the attribute of the relation or proposition, but
rather of “the thing or state of affairs” (ls 21). Sense is thus a frontier: “in the
surface organization which we [call] secondary, physical bodies […] are separated and
articulated at once by an incorporeal frontier. This frontier is sense, representing, on
one side, the pure ‘expressed’ […] and on the other, the logical attribute of bodies”
(ls 91). Sense “relates to the object as though it were its logical attribute, its ‘statable’

28 Or if one prefers: “sub-sense, a-sense, Untersinn” (ls 90). It is why there is, between sense and
nonsense, “an original type of intrinsic relation, a mode of co-presence” (ls 68, cf. 69–71).
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or ‘expressible’” (dr 156). If the moon is struck by the meteor, it must be the case
that the moon was capable of having the meteor entering into relations with it, as
opposed to, for example, a subatomic particle which passes through it unnoticed.
Sense is the proof that a machine could become given to another machine. Deleuze
cites Émile Brehier to illustrate this point:
When the scalpel cuts through the flesh, the first body produces upon the second
not a new property but a new attribute, that of being cut. The attribute does not
designate any real quality, [the attribute] is, to the contrary, always expressed by
the verb, which means that it is not a being, but a way of being. This way of
being finds itself somehow at the limit, at the surface of being (ls 5).
Sense is the extension of something into a relation. To have a sense is to be
comprehended, and to undergo a sense-event is to comprehend something. Senseevents envelop bodies which themselves remain withdrawn, and give them a spatiotemporal location (a where and a when). Differing in kind from the body, sense is
an incorporeal surface effect (ls 70–71). Because of this difference in kind, a senseevent does not simply correspond to the body. Sense is never essence. Sense is not like
a predicate or adjective defining a body, but rather a “verb” (ls 5). Sense expresses
that something is happening, for example the tree “greens” (ls 6). To say ‘the tree
is green’ would suggest that the tree is essentially green. ‘The tree greens’ instead
invokes the image of an entity that just happens to be doing something. It tells us
that there is a “tree occurrence” (ls 21) of a machine entering into a specific relation.
Hence “‘to green’ […] is not a quality in the thing, but an attribute which is said of
the thing. This attribute does not exist outside of the proposition which expresses it
in denoting the thing” (ls 21). Hence a wolf is a “wolfing,” a louse is a “lousing,” and
so on (atp 239). The qualities of machines concern their actual manifestations, not
their virtual being. As we will see, this virtual being will still provide the sufficient
reason for those manifestations of those qualities, but nevertheless a difference in
kind exists.
Recall that the withdrawn, transcendental, virtual, unextended, non-relational,
external status of the virtual body caused Deleuze to call it (non-)being or ?-being, in
order to emphasize that the virtual aspect of machines is not given in relations yet far
from being a nothingness or something unreal. Sense, being the actual yet local unity
of a machine where the body is its virtual yet real unity, is likewise called “a nonexisting entity” (ls xiii). Sense-events are “pure infinitives of which it cannot even
be said that they are, participating rather in an extra-being […]. Such an event, such
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a verb in the infinitive is also the expressed of a proposition or the attribute of a state
of things” (d 63). Since a sense-event is the bearer of actual qualities and not those
qualities themselves, we again need such terminology to insist on its full reality:
As an attribute of states of affairs, sense is extra-being. It is not of being; it is an
aliquid which is appropriate to non-being. As that which is expressed […], sense
does not exist, but inheres or subsists (ls 31–32).
Sense is an “objective entity, but one of which we cannot say that it exists in itself:
it insists or subsists, possessing a quasi-being or an extra-being, that minimum
of being common to real, possible, and even impossible objects” (dr 156). Or as
Deleuze writes, if we call the virtual body a substance with being, then sense is “an
extra-Being which constitutes the incorporeal as a non-existing entity. The highest
term therefore is not Being, but Something (aliquid), insofar as it subsumes being and
non-being, existence and inherence” (ls 7).

15. The actual twofold
We have elaborated two of the four aspects of machinic assemblages. First, there
is the body without organs, the virtual, unextended, withdrawn, non-relational,
never given, irreducible, transcendental unity of each machine. Second, there are
sense-events which constitute the actual unity of machines manifesting in relations.
Sense-events are that of which the qualities of a machine are qualities. They are
the actuality, the extension, the being-comprehended and being-contracted into
relations of machines. Though both are markers of machinic unity, sense and body
differ in kind. Sense is relational, spatial, and temporal, whereas the body is not.
Yet sense and bodies are not sufficient to account for things. Recall that they are
both neutral and sterile, which is to say unqualified. Formally, qua bodies and senseevents there is no difference between a war, a comet, a thought, a bottle, a chemical, a
poster presentation, and a bout of despair. The body is only ever a body, and a senseevent is merely something or aliquid. Yet both are absolutely necessary features of
entities. The body, because relations are relations with an entity and not with other
relations with that entity. Sense, because qualities are qualities of an actual object
and not of other qualities of that object.
Still, actuality cannot merely be sense. If that were the case, each relation would
concern a pure and empty happening, which is never the case. The tree greens, the
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wolf wolfs, and the louse louses. The impact of a bullet is different from that of good
news. This brings us to the second aspect of the actual twofold, which is quality
itself. As we saw, sense is irreducible to qualities, representations, lived experiences,
and so forth. Yet it is always ‘encrusted’ with qualities, if you will. Formally, sense
is irreducible to quality, but existentially, qualities are always grafted onto senseevents. Sense is “the verb” in the sense that it concerns something becoming manifest
in a relation. Yet in another sense, the verb expresses that which envelops sense in
actuality (ls 21, 182). This brings us to Deleuze’s distinction between ‘partial objects’
and ‘flows’.
Actualization, the becoming comprehended of a machine, or in other words a
machine becoming part of something else through connective synthesis, is what
Deleuze calls ‘differenciation.’ Differenciation does not just concern sense, but
sense as well as qualities or the given as well as the specificity of the given: “[…]
differenciation differenciates itself into these two correlative paths: species and parts,
determination of species and determination of parts. […] there is a differenciation
which integrates and welds together the differenciated” (dr 217). Sense-events are
merely one aspect of the connective synthesis, which in truth concerns the entire
actual twofold. Hence Deleuze also refers to the contractive labor of entities as “the
partial object-flow connective synthesis” (ao 15).
‘Partial object’ is another term for ‘sense.’ A partial object is a machine such as
it manifests in a relation. Such a manifest entity is ‘partial’ in two ways. First, it
is not the manifestation of an object in general, but rather the manifestation of a
specific machine or specific machines. Second, each manifest object is ‘styled’ by
the machine to which it manifests, as each machine can only experience other
machines on its own terms. We must therefore take care not to interpret the
term as if ten percent of a body without organs would enter into relation, which
would violate externality. As Deleuze puts it, they are “not partial (partiels) in the
sense of extensive parts, but rather partial (partiaux) like the intensities under
which a unit of matter always fills a space in varying degrees” (ao 352). Being
identical to sense, a partial object is naturally opposed to the body without organs
(ls 188), as the former is relational whereas the other is not. ‘Partial object’ expresses
the idea that sense-events, despite being formal and neutral, nevertheless have
a type of character. It is a term intended to ward off interpretations of actuality
as being ‘something in general.’ Instead, each manifestation concerns a specific
“organization” (di 99). Connecting to a machine means making that machine into
a part or an organ, which implies that it immediately starts to function in a certain
way.
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This is why a body without organs is the “raw material of the partial objects”
(ao 372), the former being that which expresses and the latter being what is
expressed. A partial object is “an elective bodily zone,” “the isolation of a territory,”
and “a fact of the surface” (ls 196–197), descriptions which emphasize that a
partial object is identical to the sense-event, to the fact of being comprehended,
or extension itself. This is why partial objectivity and extension are inseparable
(dr 173). To manifest a partial object is to assign to “agents a place and a function
[…]. They are relations of production as such, and agents of production and antiproduction” (ao 62). In other words, there is a partial object wherever and for as
long as the production of a relation endures. Entities encounter partial objects
in relations, which is to say the actual surfaces and not the virtual reality of
others:
Partial objects are what make up the parts of the desiring-machines; partial
objects define the working machine or the working parts, but in a state of
dispersion such that one part is continually referring to a part from an entirely
different machine, like the red clover and the bumble bee, the wasp and the
orchid […] (ao 368)
The bumble bee only experiences a partial object of the red clover, just like
the wasp only experiences a partial object of the orchid. As readers of AntiOedipus will experience, Deleuze consistently couples the notion of partial objects
to that of ‘flow.’ Flow is precisely what Deleuze means by the second ‘fork’ of
differenciation into actuality which leads to “qualities” and “specification” (di 99).
Flow is “what is given” (sl 150480). If sense or a partial object is that which supports
and relays quality (dr 238), flow is this quality itself. The cup on my desk is a
partial object in actual experience (for me as well as for the desk), but its flow
is the varying set of qualities of this object: its color, weight, and density; its
evocation of some personal memories; its precise pressure on the desk; and so
on. As “every partial object emits a flow” (ao 379), the distinction between the
two elements of actuality is formal.29 In another sense it is also real: the flow
of qualities can shift and slide while observing the same entity in experience.
Nevertheless, despite this plasticity the one is never encountered without the other:

29 Cf. how out of depths “emerge at once the extension and the extensum, the qualitas and the quale”
(dr 231).
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“differenciation is always simultaneously differenciation of species and parts, of
qualities and extensities: determination of qualities or determination of species,
but also partition or organization” (dr 210, cf. 228). It is thus correct to say that
machines only encounter partial objects, but also to say that each machine only
encounters a continuity of flow. A machine can after all only encounter that
which it is capable of encountering. Everything thus perceives a world of its
own:
A machine may be defined as a system of interruptions or breaks. […] Every machine,
in the first place, is related to a continual material flow (hylè) that it cuts into.
[…] Each associative flow must be seen as an ideal thing, an endless flow […]. The
term hylè in fact designates the pure continuity that any sort of matter ideally
possesses […] (ao 50, translation modified).
In becoming comprehended, in occurring to other machines, machines are interrupted or broken, which refers to the difference in kind between virtuality and
actuality. Yet from the perspective of any given machine, there are strictly speaking
no breaks to be noticed. Recall that the connective synthesis contracts a multitude of
irreducible entities into contiguous experience. Experience contains different things
because ultimately, different machines are being comprehended and, as we will see,
the perspective of the machine to which they manifest is not the only thing styling
experience. Yet because it nevertheless concerns machines according to a certain
perspective, experience will be contiguous. Moreover, because partial objects are
always qualified, we can say that each machine, by virtue of being a perspective, acts
or ‘cuts into’ the material flow which it experiences. This hylè is simply the total
world of a given machine. Because of the rule of contiguity and rupture, it is ideal
and endless in principle, as no machine ever encounters a void. Once again, this
contiguity and continuity of actuality (where there is none in the virtual) is the
glue of the world. Each entity is generated from other entities and generates other
entities in encounters which are only ever partial object-flow combinations. From
the perspective of a machine itself, it is therefore undeniable that partial objects
are produced “by being drawn from (prélevés sur) a flow or a nonpersonal hylè, with
which they re-establish contact by connecting themselves to other partial objects”
(ao 61). This is because a machine is never in another position than that of having
contiguous experiences. This is why any specific relation with a specific entity is
always experienced as if a figure emerges from a background which was alwaysalready the Welt of the multiplicity in question. As always, the scope of these theses
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is fully ontological. Partial objects and flows are not fantasies or representations of
human beings, but genuine productions of reality itself (cf. ao 59).30
The contiguity implied in connective synthesis explains how different flows can
be combined into the patchwork of the Real. All it takes is a third flow. As Deleuze
writes, “two flows could never be said to be coexistent or simultaneous if they were
not contained in a third one. […] There is therefore a fundamental triplicity of flows”
(b 80). For example, how can a philosopher reading a book and a dog chewing a
bone be part of the same reality? Only because they are comprehended by other
machines which by that very fact constitute spaces in which they can coexist. The
manifestations of two machines coexist directly only in so far as there is at least one
other machine which comprehends them both according to its own perspective. And
this is how a milieu or context can exist. “A milieu is made up of qualities, substances,
powers, and events: the street, for example, with its materials (paving stones), its
noises (the cries of merchants), its animals (harnessed horses) or its dramas (a horse
slips, a horse falls down, a horse is beaten)” (ecc 61). These irreducible machines are
only together because there is at least the street which comprehends their partialobject flows or sense-events. This also allows us to understand Deleuze’s frequently
use of ‘series’ throughout The logic of sense and other works. Though Deleuze never
provides a definition, we can now state that a series is simply any number of actual
manifestations of machines organized into parts (and wholes) within the contiguous
experiences of another machine.31
Flows are inherently variable, even if the partial object they concern remains
constant. They are “produced by partial objects and constantly cut off by other
partial objects, which in turn produce other flows, interrupted by other partial
objects” (ao 16). For example, the changing light of the setting sun will change
the color of the cup of my desk, but this flow can be cut off by closing a curtain,
the effect of which can be altered again by turning on a lamp. This is only possible
because sense or partial objectivity, despite being the sense or partial object of a
specific machine or machines, is neutral and immune to affirmation or negation. It
is why qualities of an assemblage can change while it remains the same experienced

30 Though crediting the psychoanalyst Melanie Klein for the invention of the concept, Deleuze
is explicit about removing partial objects from their original context: “Partial objects are not
representations of parental figures or of the basic patterns of family relations; they are parts of
desiring-machines” (ao 61).
31 “… l’étendue c’est une série, c’est une série infinie dont les parties s’organisent selon les rapports
de tout-parties” (sl 120587).
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machine. Otherwise, each miniscule change in the color of my cup would turn it
into a different actual cup. If that were the case, nothing in reality would be able to
differenciate (chemically, cognitively, or otherwise) anything from anything else.
Each entity would go mad in its own private, kaleidoscopic pandemonium.
Actuality is twofold. On the one hand there is the sense-event, extension, partial
object, or the being comprehended of a machine. On the other hand there is the
quality, specificity, the flow of a machine. The latter is always grafted onto the
former: “there is no quality without an extension underlying it […]” (di 96). It is
important to remember that the actuality of an entity is never simply ‘there.’ It is
never simply at large in the world or in reality as such. All actuality is immanent
to specific relations. Again crediting Husserl, Deleuze therefore concludes that all
relations are characterized by “immanent transcendence.”32 When I perceive a table,
the actual table is inside my experience. This is its immanence. Yet at the same time,
the table’s Figure remains different in kind from my experience of it. This is its
transcendence. As cited earlier: “a problem has three aspects: its difference in kind
from solutions; its transcendence in relation to the solution that it engenders on
the basis of its own determinant conditions; and its immanence in the solutions
which cover it” (dr 179).
At this point we can understand what Deleuze means by ‘energy,’ a recurring
term in Difference and repetition and Anti-Oedipus. As he writes: “when we seek to
define energy in general [it] will not be confused with a uniform energy at rest, which
would render any transformation impossible. […] energy in general or intensive
quantity is the spatium, the theatre of all metamorphosis of difference in itself which
envelops all its degrees in the production of each. [It] is a transcendental principle,
not a scientific concept” (dr 240–240). Energy is the theatre of all that difference in
itself undergoes. It is, in other words, the synthetic activity of machine. Given that
there are three syntheses, Deleuze also distinguishes three types of energy, which
he respectively calls ‘Libido,’ ‘Numen,’ and ‘Voluptas.’ We are now in a position to
explicate the first, Libido. Blithely ignoring the usual connotations of the term, and

32 “Je perçois la table, c’est une appartenance de l’ego. J’ai l’habitude de percevoir la table, c’est une
appartenance de l’ego. C’est intéressant puisque les intentionnalités, les consciences de quelque
chose sont des appartenances de l’ Ego. Et […] Husserl va tellement loin qu’il dit que ce sont des
transcendances immanentes. Les intentionnalites sont des transcendances,
transcendance de la conscience vers la chose, mais ce sont des transcendances immanentes puisque
ces intentionnalités sont immanentes à la monade. La monade, c’est l’ ego saisi avec toutes ses
appartenances or toutes les intentionnalités sont des appartenances” (sl 190587).
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explicitly distancing himself from both Jung and Freud in the process (ao 61–62),
Deleuze writes that “[…] what we term Libido is the connective ‘labor’ of desiringproduction […]” (ao 24). Libido is the connective synthesis itself, and it is always
happening. This is because, as we saw, bodies without organs must be produced. This
means that each existing machine is always at the very least comprehending other
machines which are producing it, so that each machine is always-already engaged in
the ‘libidinal’ activity of drawing something from the actualizations of virtual bodies
into twofold extensions of partial objects and qualified flows. Simply put, in order
for a volume of water to continue existing, hydrogen and oxygen must continue
to be comprehended in a specific, qualified way which has determinate effects. The
same is true for the continued existence of planets, festivals, friendships, marriages,
political unions, betrayals, and all other assemblages in all possible domains.

Conclusions
We now have a better understanding of three of the four aspects of machines, plus
one of the three aspects of the syntheses between assemblages. To repeat once more:
each machine is a fourfold. Each is a virtual twofold surface of non-relational being,
plus an actual twofold surface of relational being. The twofolds are necessary because
both virtual and actual being must be unified and singular as well as multiple
and qualified. In actuality, machines must be qualified because otherwise different
encounters would not exist. They must be unified because qualities are not qualities
of qualities, but qualities of something. In virtuality, machines must be unified to
guarantee externality, but also because a relation to an entity is not a relation to a
relation to that entity. They must be qualified because otherwise only a single virtual
machine would exist, to which all relations would then be internal.33 The virtual
and non-relational unity of a machine is its body without organs or Figure. As soon
as an entity is produced, it has a body which guarantees its irreducibility. Because all
physical, historical, chemical, political, linguistic, imaginary, literary, technological,
cultural, biological, geological, philosophical, galactic, and subterranean entities have
33 Leibniz already noted the same for his monads (1989, §8). As Deleuze writes, bodies must have
“physical qualities” (ls 4), which must be taken in the Greek sense of a physis composing the
interior reality of something as opposed to the law or nomos acting as an external determinant. In
a Deleuzian context, ‘physical qualities’ has nothing to do with mass or density, but rather with a
transcendental interior of things (ls 24).
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such a body without organs, reality is fundamentally schizophrenic or problematic.
Nothing is ever fully integrated into anything else. Equilibrium and harmony are
only ever achieved and maintained, never preordained and given. All rest is but a
minimum of movement. All peace is but a minimum of tension.
Externality makes it impossible that two bodies meet directly. All relations are
unilateral and asymmetric. A body only ever relates to the actual surface of other
machines. It does so on its own terms, meaning that a machine’s body is a point of
view or perspective. It also follows from the externality thesis that each machine
is produced and that no relation is ever ontologically presupposed. All relations
are contingent syntheses. Deleuze distinguishes three such syntheses: connection,
disjunction, and conjunction. These do not exist in separation. Rather, all three are
constitutive of all relations. The connective synthesis concerns the bare fact or present
of a relation. Every ‘libidinal’ connection is a contraction in which machines which
remain irreducible to each other are combined to the extent that a third machine
unifies them in its experience. Connection-contraction is the glue of the universe,
and rupture-contiguity the dual nature of all connective labor. Each actual twofold
related to consists of sense and qualities. Sense is what is expressed in a relation. It is
the unity of that which is experienced. Much like the body, it is produced, neutral,
and sterile. As it is always something produced, all sense is an event. Differing in
kind from its own body and being encountered on another machine’s terms, a senseevent is a partial object. Being relational, sense equals being comprehended, or being
part of something. Yet there is no part without specificity, no extension without
quality. Expressed sense does not exist outside the qualified expression (flb 39). The
rule of rupture and continuity ensures that qualified experience constitutes a flow.
It assures that the content of machinic relations combines into a contiguous whole
in which flows interrupt one another without any void between them.
Our analyses so far imply that actuality is only ever an effect and that only bodies
are causes (ls 4). Yet this seems unlikely at this point. First, as the body is but the
unity of a machine, it is hard to see how bodies cause different encounters, events,
and experiences. Second, since the body is the anti-productive and sterile warrant of
irreducibility, it is difficult to see how it could cause at all. Moreover, we still have no
way of distinguishing this body from that body, as their actualities cannot factor into
what distinguishes them in their being. Yet despite these objections, the absence
of universal height or depth and the necessity that each machine be produced still
implies that machines themselves function as distinct causes.
Deleuze is aware that the initial elements of his ontology raise such questions:
“we began from absolute forms taken in their nonrelation. And all of a sudden
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relations […] spring up […]. How could the relation jump out of the nonrelation?”
(flb 52); “how can elements be bound together by the absence of any ties?” (bsp 133);
“how can we bring disparate singularities into relationship?”34 Such questions are
answered by turning to the two remaining syntheses and to the fourth aspect of
machinic being.
As there is no event without qualities, so there is no body without properties. As
the next chapter demonstrates, Deleuze calls these essential yet malleable properties
the ‘desire’, ‘singularities’, ‘Idea’, ‘code’ or ‘powers’ of machines. Like the bodies onto
which they are grafted, the virtual Ideas of entities are generated from yet never
given in relations. Like the body, they are transcendental rather than empirical and
unextended rather than comprehended. They are the non-signifying elements from
which sense and qualities result (di 175; ls 71), so that sense is always the sense of
this or these things. They are the “pure intensive matter” and “stationary motor”
of machines (trm 21). They are the private, internal properties of things.35 If the
body without organs is an “egg,” then desire is what fills it (atp 164). The body and
its desire constitute the “full body” which is the “engineering agency on which the
machine installs its connections and effects its ruptures” (bsp 121). It is what makes
the body a “heterogeneous dimension” from which a machine’s extensions emerge
(dr 229), so that “quality is always a sign or an event that rises from the depths”
(dr 97).
With this final element of the fourfold comes a second (and later a third)
synthesis. As Deleuze writes, “we cannot avoid the necessary conclusion – that there
must be another time in which the first synthesis of time can occur. By insisting upon the
finitude of contraction, we have shown the effect; we have by no means shown why
the present passes […]. The first synthesis, that of habit, is truly the foundation of
time; but we must distinguish the foundation from the ground” (dr 79). Desire
will be that ground, and understanding desire will allow us to properly grasp the
next two syntheses. The malleable nature of desire will allow us to understand the
ground of relations, as well as how encounters between machines can cause real
alterations in their internal reality.
34 L’Abécédaire, “zigzag.” In terminology introduced in the next chapter, Deleuze also writes that “an
apparent conflict arises between desiring-machines and the body without organs” (ao 20).
35 “Les propriétés sont intérieures aux termes […], mais les relations sont des extériorités” (sc 141282,
cf. ls 4).
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Powers and disjunctions
Desire or power is the final aspect of the fourfold, and once again we must suspend
our usual associations with a term. Desire is not our craving for cigarettes and coffee.
For Deleuze, desire is like that of water or lava (ao 85), so it cannot be a type of
need. It defines psychic as well as material reality (ao 43, cf. 38), and even irrational
things desire (ao 43). If the Figure is what machines are and actual manifestations
are what they do, then desire is what they have. As desire is the second part of the
virtual twofold, it is on the side of causes. Desire is the motor behind relational
manifestations. Deleuze will therefore define desire in terms of power. Desire is the
virtual “latent content” at work behind the “manifest content” of actuality (ls 263).
This is why a machine is defined as a “desiring-machine” (bsp 132). In this chapter,
we first explicate what Deleuze means by what he alternately calls the desire, Idea,
code, puissance, singularities, or powers of machines. We will then see how this fourth
aspect of machinic being results in a notion of each machine having a malleable
essence. Next, we move onto the second, disjunctive synthesis, which details how
desire is the ‘past’ of relations in the sense of being that by which relations come
to be, and that into which relations pass in a certain sense. We will also see that
Deleuze’s famous concept of ‘becoming’ is precisely meant to call attention to how
relations can leave their mark on the essence of entities.

16. Powers that be
To start our analysis of desire, we first address the fact that Deleuze often calls the
desiring, transcendental, and virtual aspect of machines their ‘unconscious.’ Much
like his use of ‘soul’ as a synonym for the body without organs, ‘unconscious’ could
once again mislead readers into thinking that his philosophy only concerns human
beings. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Anti-Oedipus aims to demonstrate that the unconscious is not a theater, but
a factory.1 The unconscious is not a representation or image of a transcendent,

1

L’Abécédaire, “desire.” (cf. ao 36; di 219, 232; trm 17, 22).
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imaginary, or symbolic script (ao 71). It is not internal to a relation with something
else. Rather, the unconscious is assembled through contingent encounters with
machines. This does not just refer to the human psyche, but to the internal
reality qualifying the being of any machine whatsoever. Deleuze does not use
the term “to denote a psychological reality outside consciousness, but to denote
a nonpsychological reality – being as it is in itself ” (b 56). It is precisely because
all machines have such an unconscious that Anti-Oedipus is “about the univocity
of the real” (n 144). Desire or the unconscious “is not imaginary or symbolic, it is
uniquely machinic, and as long as you have not reached the region of the machine of
desire, as long as you remain in the imaginary, the structural, or the symbolic,
you do not have a genuine hold of the unconscious” (scs 161171). For Deleuze,
‘unconscious’ is simply the aspect of a machine which cannot become present to
consciousness or through any other kind of relation. Hence this unconscious also
“belongs to the realm of physics” (ao 323). The unconscious is the virtual proper
being of machines, and in this sense it is “matter itself ” (ibid.).2 The Capitalism
and schizophrenia diptych repeatedly affirms that the unconscious is a dimension of
machines, multiplicities, or assemblages, and that it is therefore found everywhere in
the schizophrenic Real (ao 69, 129, 130, 135, 400; atp 27, 35, 36). So once again, we must
not me misled our usual associations with the terms used, and realize that what
Deleuze writes about the ‘desire’ of the ‘unconscious’ fully pertains to his machinic
ontology.
Now, desire is what a rhizome has (atp 14). As Deleuze writes, “[…] one is only
what one has: here, being is formed or the passive self is, by having” (dr 79). Like the
body without organs, desire belongs to the virtual aspect of entities (dr 106). The
desire of a machine is its real properties, which are irreducible to that which generates
the machine and that which the machine generates. Deleuze means nothing less
when writing that “where one believed there was the law, there is in fact desire and desire
alone” (k 49). Recall from the first chapter that Deleuze associates law with the idea
that entities are determined from a superior depth or height. A machine may of
course find itself doomed to exist at the complete mercy of other machines and their
effects, up to the point that its behavior and development can be predicted with lawlike certainty. This is never denied. Nevertheless, even the complete domination, the
unique milieu, the sole source, and the necessary relations of an entity can never be
its being. This being, being what ‘fills’ each body without organs, is desire. Desire is

2

‘Matter’ in the sense of that which a machine is, not in the sense of that which generates a machine.
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that which the contracted and encountered partial objects functioning as parts of a
machine generate. Desire is what causes machinic manifestations in actuality, while
always differing in kind from such manifestations.3
Desire is therefore transcendental. It is that which give form to a machine, but
it is not itself such a form. It is not encountered in a specific place or moment. It
is not an empirically available quality. A machine’s desire is a private reality which
cannot be directly experienced by anything else: “the objective being of desire is
the Real in and of itself ” (ao 39, cf. 354).4 This makes ‘desire’ a misleading notion,
as philosophically informed readers are trained to associate ‘transcendental’ with a
universal structure providing the conditions for the possibility of human experience.
Yet Deleuze is not Kant, and the former reproaches the latter for having botched the
concept of the transcendental (dr 170, cf. 135, 142, 151, 173). Instead of the condition
for possible experience, Deleuze’s transcendental desire is the condition for real
encounters, meaning that desire is the internal, intensive matter of machines which
comes to be translated into actuality.
This notion of intensive matter is certainly counterintuitive. It tells us that
matter or space comes in two varieties: the relational kind to which we are
accustomed, but then also an intensive kind wholly alien to us. Yet if externality
holds, something about entities must be outside relations. This cannot just be their
unity or simplicity (body or Figure), so there must be a second virtual aspect which
provides machinic beings with their individual character. This is desire, which
Deleuze indeed defines as “submolecular, unformed Matter” (atp 503; cf. k6) or “raw
genealogical material” (ao 96). Yet we must not start to think that desire therefore
refers to minuscule things: “the reality of matter has abandoned all extension,
just as [it] has abandoned all form and quality […]” (ao 104). As stated, desire or
internal matter is what Deleuze calls the unconscious of machines: “[…] in reality
the unconscious belongs to the realm of physics; the body without organs and its
intensities are not metaphors, but matter itself ” (ao 323). Also note that desire
as internal matter cannot refer to a universal and unified substrate. Externalism
precludes a matter to which all machines are internal. Desire is rather the matter
internal to a machine, enveloped by the blast shields of its actuality and completely
separated from direct contact with the desire of others. Were this not the case, then
3

4

“Le désir […] ne peut pas être simplement déterminé par des objets quels qu’ils soient, ne peut
pas être déterminé par des sources quelles qu’elles soient, ne peut pas être déterminé par des buts
quels qu’ils soient […]” (scs 180472).
Not even when a machine is acting as its own other. All forms of introspection are relational.
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everything Deleuze writes about connection-contraction and the dual power of
rupture and contiguity would be completely superfluous.
So as Louis Althusser writes, the materialism Deleuze defends has little to do with
the philosophies usually operating under that label (Althusser, 2006: 167–168, 189).
Deleuzian materialism is not the theory that everything supervenes on an ultimate
layer of reality whose constituents are self-identical (reductive materialism). It is not
the theory that there is contradiction within the very essence of things (dialectical
materialism). It is not the theory that the mode of production of material life
conditions our social, political, and intellectual existence, which in turn conditions
consciousness (historical materialism).5 It is not the theory that some or all things
are animated by a single creative force (vitalist materialism). It is not the theory that
neural activity exists whereas mental states do not (eliminative materialism). It is
not the theory that matter is epiphenomenal to function (token materialism). And
it is not materialism defined as “the reflexive twist by means of which I myself am
included in the picture constituted by me” (Žižek, 2006: 17).
Desire as intensive matter explains the difference between this machine and that
one. The body without organs is only the virtual unity of a machine, and all actuality
differs in kind from a machine’s private being. Machines could not be different
machines with only these three aspects. Desire solves this problem. If Peter, Paul,
Pluto, Plato, plutonium, plows, placentas, and plywood are different machines, it is
because they have different internal properties or desire. Desire is why two machines
are different machines even if they are encountered as the same single thing by
everything else. Just like each Leibnizian monad has its internal qualities, so does
each Deleuzian machine have its desire. It is in this sense that a body without organs
is always desire (cf. atp 165).
Desire is essential yet malleable. As Deleuze writes, “[…] how are we to define this
matter-movement, this matter-energy, this matter-flow, this matter in variation that
enters assemblages and leaves them? It is a destratified, deterritorialized matter […]”
(atp 407). As “intense matter” it is “more fluid” than the bodies to which it belongs
(atp 109): the desire of a body can change. Why is this the case? The most important
reason is that machinism would otherwise be inconsistent. Recall that machines
are produced only by machines, as there is nothing non-machinic in machinism
to account for genesis. So suppose for a moment that only its citizens generate the

5

Or in the more elegant definition by Engels after Marx’s death: the theory that the production
and reproduction of real life is ultimately the determining element in history.
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eu, only its hydrogen and oxygen generate water, and only its lovers generate a
love. As soon as the eu, the water, or the love exists, it is an irreducible machine
with its own body without organs. Yet just like there cannot be extension without
quality, there cannot be body without matter, that is, without desire. Otherwise the
citizens, the chemicals, and the lovers would initially all produce the exact same
thing, which is absurd. Our citizens, our chemicals, and our lovers instead generate
different entities whose internal reality immediately consists of a twofold of body
and desire. Thus, a machine’s initial relations generate desire. If this generation of
desire would only happen at the moment of conception, then two different kinds
of relations would exist: those which truly generate a machine at the beginning
of its existence, and subsequent ones which leave its private being unaltered. This
would force Deleuze into precisely the kind of dualism which externalism forces
him to reject. This would be a dualism of two different kinds of relations.6 So to
avoid incoherence, all relations must have a ‘shot’ at altering a machine’s desire. That
which I essentially am must be malleable over the course of my existence. Acquiring
a new language or falling in love must de jure (the de facto question is existential, not
ontological) be able to alter my desire or internal matter in a way which does not
differ in kind from the event of my conception. Later sections in this chapter will
elaborate on this point, as other matters must first be dealt with.
Because why this awful term ‘desire’?7 If Deleuze needs a word for the internal
being of machines, then why choose a word saturated with psychological and
relational connotations? He knows very well that ‘desire’ normally refers to a unity,
totality, and integration through the suggestion that something will be complete
once its desire is fulfilled (ao 37–38, 349). First, desire normally concerns what I lack
now but aim to have in the future. Alternatively, a teleological approach to desire
would hold that my being is to become what I will be, so that the ‘desire’ of today’s
seed would be the flower of tomorrow. ‘Desire’ would then refer to a “dreamedof-object behind every real object” (ao 38).8 Third, a more psychoanalytic notion

6

7
8

We are aware that Deleuze already seems to use a dualism between machines and relations. Yet
unlike the dualism between two radically different kinds of relations, that problem can be solved
if Deleuze can show that each relation is in fact a machine, a point which we address in the fourth
chapter.
The very choice of the term cost Deleuze and Guattari friends as well as esteem. It is also relevant
to why Foucault distanced himself from Deleuzism (Dosse, 2010: 316–317).
As Deleuze cites Clément Rosset, “the world [then] acquires as its double some other sort of world,
in accordance with the following line of argument: there is an object that desire feels the lack
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of desire would be that my mundane desires mean or conceal other desires and
problematic relations which for complex reasons do not rise to the level of clear
conscious awareness (d 76).
A first reason to nevertheless opt for ‘desire’ is simple historical precedent, as
Deleuze explicitly borrows it from the sociologist Gabriel Tarde (atp 219). Preceding
Deleuze by decades, Tarde proposes that desire is not a psychological state, but a
universal constituent of the very “molecular cohesions” which give rise to our bodies
and psyches (Tarde, 2012: 21).9 The second reason is polemical. If we were to take the
usual meanings of ‘desire’ as referring to something essential about entities, then
entities would essentially be that which they lack. Psychologically, I would define
myself in terms of the future self I hope to become. Teleologically, my being would
be defined by that towards which I naturally strive. Psychoanalytically, I would be
defined by a desire which I would never be able to fully fulfill. What could we do if we
wanted to say that there is indeed something defining me essentially without ever
being empirically available, even though it has nothing to do with what I presently
lack? One could take a term already closely associated with such a definition, and try
to redefine it. This is precisely Deleuze intention. Desire does define the singularity
of entities, but positively rather than negatively and in terms of excess rather than of
lack. He is thus trying to change the meaning of essentialized ‘desire’ into its exact
opposite (ao 39). Instead of denoting something which lacks, for Deleuze desire “is
always fulfilled as perfectly as it can be by virtue of the states of desire” (ao 154–155).
So each machine has its internal desire or intensive matter. The desire or matter
of a machine is neither that which generates it nor that which it generates. It is that
which connections to partial objects generate in it and that which is the cause of how
it manifests to others. ‘Desire’ or ‘matter’ is just as a good a term as any for this aspect
of entities. Like the body without organs, Figure, or problem of a machine, desire is
non-relational. Hence every name for it is inexact. Hence “the desiring-machines […]

9

of; hence the world does not contain each and every object that exists; there is at least one object
missing, the one that desire feels the lack of; hence there exists some other place that contains the
key to desire (missing in this world)” (Rosset, 1971: 39; ao 39).
Deleuze and Tarde also share a conviction that each entity is, in and of itself, a complex,
heterogeneous, and diversified being. Here is Tarde: “[…] everything is a society […]. Now, it is
remarkable that science, following logically from its preceding tendencies, tends strangely to
generalize the concept of society. Science tells us of animal societies […], of cellular societies, and
why not of atomic societies? I almost forgot to add societies of stars, solar and stellar systems. All
sciences seem destined to become branches of sociology” (Tarde 2012: 28; cf. dr 307–308 n15).
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represent nothing, signify nothing, mean nothing, and are exactly what one makes of
them, what is made with them, what they make in themselves” (ao 328). Remember
the problem of writing according to Deleuze: “in order to designate something
exactly, anexact [sic] expressions are utterly unavoidable” (atp 20). This reminds
us of the aporetic dialogues in which Socrates and company always fail to arrive at
accurate definitions, with this failure emphasizing human finitude rather than the
existence of the subject of investigation. The solution to such unavailability is to
increase the number of terms used, as lavish description is necessary whenever precise
definition is impossible. This is why Deleuze also uses ‘powers’, ‘singularities’, ‘code’
and ‘Idea’ to refer to the fourth aspect of machines. ‘Desire’ makes us think about
wishes, ‘power’ about might, ‘code’ about rules, ‘singularities’ about anomalous
events in deep space, and ‘Idea’ about eternal forms, but despite such inaccuracies
it is in their conjunction that these terms can accurately inform us about virtual
being.
First, desire is “one with the power of the machine” (k 56) and “the sign of desire
[…] is a sign of strength (puissance)” (ao 134, cf. 317, 329).10 This points to a definition
Deleuze famously draws from Spinoza: a body is defined by what it can do (atp 257).11
And since everything is a machine and each machine has a body, we can say that
“everything is summed up in power” (dr 8). Deleuze will also refer to this power as
‘affect’, writing that “the affect is the entity, that is Power or Quality” (c1 97).
We must pay attention to why Deleuze uses the French puissance rather than
pouvoir. Power is not might. My power to crush an insect is thoroughly relational,
as it requires not just me, but also the insect, my foot, and a surface onto which
the insect is smashed. What Deleuze means by power is not such might, but that
by which I have this might. My puissance is that which I contribute to the event of
crushing the insect. It is more primordial than what we usually think of as being
10 So as with desire, puissance endows a machine with its specificity, whereas its body merely is the
bare simplicity and irreducibility it shares with all other entities: “C’était la variation des positions
et des connexions des matériaux qui constituaient les agencements dit machiniques, agencements
machiniques dont le point commun était que tous réalisaient le plan de consistance suivant tel ou
tel degré de puissance” (scs 210174).
11 In a seminar on Spinoza: “L’individu n’ est pas forme, il est puissance” (ss 170281). Yet Deleuze also
credits Schelling’s Naturphilosophie for defining things in terms of powers (dr 190–191). Contra
Fichte, for whom nature is essentially a self-limitation of a self-positing act of the ‘I’, Schelling’s
philosophy of nature is premised on a non-objective, unconditioned, non-unified productivity
and comprises a system of potencies which account for finite things while never arriving at an
absolute equilibrium.
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power. It is “active primitive power.”12 We could also call this ‘potential’, and Deleuze
indeed equates the virtual side of a machine to potentiality (atp 100). But again this
potential cannot be relational. My puissance is not, for example, a potential to type
the next seventy words of this section. However we call it, desire, power, puissance, or
potential is the internal reality which characterizes a machine. It can be described
and experienced only indirectly. It can never manifest as such, which is why Deleuze
calls all lived experience “a paltry thing in comparison with a more profound and
almost unlivable Power (Puissance)” (fb 44):
So, we define things, beings, and animals by their powers. One can immediately
see, at the very least, to which other points of view [paysages] this is opposed: one
no longer defines them by or as genera or species. I will not say that a table is a
manufactured thing, or that a horse is an animal, I will not say that a person is of
the masculine or feminine sex; instead: tell me of which affects you are capable?
In other words: what are your powers of being affected?13
What does it mean to define a machine by all the ways of being of which it is
capable?14 Since relations are external to terms, no definition yields the in itself of a
machine. We only learn about the being of machines indirectly, by placing them in
various situations, by being attentive to how they respond, and by summarizing our
observations in images and formulas. We thereby define a body by what it can do
(d 60). Take, for example, a bridge in Rotterdam on a rainy day. There is then “this
bridge […] as pure quality, this metal as pure power, Rotterdam itself as affect. And
neither is the rain the concept of rain nor the state of a rainy time and place” (c1 111).
The capacities or potentials of the bridge, the metal, Rotterdam, or the rain are not
what they are doing to each other, nor do they neatly correspond to that. Instead,
all their interactions are but signs (‘partial definitions’, if you like) of what they can
do. Being trod on by pedestrians, oxidizing in the rain, being home to a bridge, and
soaking pedestrians are not powers, but actualizations of powers. As for another

12 See the continuous references to “puissance active primitive” in sl 120587.
13 “Donc, nous définissons les choses, les êtres, les animaux, par des pouvoirs. On voit tout de suite,
au moins, à quels autres paysages ça s’ oppose: on ne les définit plus par ou comme des genres ou
des espèces. Je ne dirai pas qu’ une table, c’ est une chose fabriquée, qu’ un cheval c’ est un animal,
je ne dirai qu’une personne est de sexe masculin ou féminin, mais: dites-moi de quels affects vous
êtes capable? i.e. quels sont vos pouvoirs d’ être affecté?” (scs 031273).
14 “Une chose se définit par toutes les manières d’ être dont elle est capable.” (sl 070487).
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example, my power to walk is obviously not identical to the entities (my feet, my
legs, my toes, and so on) which generate this capacity. There is nothing ‘walkish’
about a toe muscle. And my actual walking is not identical to my capacity to walk,
but rather an actual manifestation thereof. Walking is an extensive, social, relational
event, whereas the puissance by which I walk is an intensive, private, withdrawn
property. The very name ‘capacity to walk’ is a mere nominal definition, as it is not
certain whether that capacity is a capacity for other things as well. For example,
a capacity to smell is intricately related to the capacity to taste, so that perhaps it
makes no sense to speak of two separate capacities at all. As Aristotle already realized,
there is thus a sense in which potential is one, and another sense in which it is
many.15 For machinism, it is one in the sense of belonging to this entity and not
to others, but it is many in the sense of being that which comprises the internal
diversity of this entity, as well as being at the heart of the entire spectrum of its
actualizations. Nominal definitions of desire are all we can have. Insight into the
internal reality of machines will always be approximate and indirect, even when the
insight takes the form of a completely accurate and reliable symbolic description.
Defining machines by their powers is what Deleuze calls ‘ethology’:
This kind of study is called ethology […]. [Look] for the active and passive affects
of which the animal is capable in the individuated assemblage of which it is a
part. For example, the tick, attracted by the light, hoists itself up to the tip of
a branch; it is sensitive to the smell of mammals, and lets itself fall when one
passes beneath the branch; it digs into its skin, at the least hairy place it can find.
Just three affects; the rest of the time the tick sleeps, sometimes for years on end,
indifferent to all that goes on in the immense forest (ao 257).16
Our hypothetical tick only acts if the sun heats it, a mammal passes it, or blood
entices it. To each of these encounters corresponds a different action: climbing up,
falling down, digging in. Three exercises of its powers, three actualizations of its
virtuality, three manifestations of its desire. If all mammals were to suddenly vanish
from this earth, this apocalyptic event would not change the puissance of the tick.
15 “Obviously, then, in a sense the potentiality of acting and of being acted on is one (for a thing may
be capable either because it can be acted on or because something else can be acted on by it), but
in a sense the potentialities are different” (Aristotle, 1991b: 1046a 20).
16 Deleuze considers Spinoza as the first thinker who conceived of “an ethology which, with regard to
men and animals, in each case only considers their capacity for being affected” (spp 27, cf. 125).
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The tick will just no longer actualize it as before. This is why a ‘power to x’ is only
ever a rough description of the powers that be for rocks, thoughts, ticks, perceptions,
mountains, commodities, financial markets, proteins, and my miniature Eiffel Tower
replica. Potential or power is not a potential ‘for something’. The power of wood is
not dams, boats, trees or desks. Instead, any given piece of wood has its irreducible,
transcendental, internal desire contracted from connections with its parts (remember
our strange mereology in which every encounter is one with a part). Wood can be
put to work in producing dams, boats, trees, or desks, but that will never make its
internal reality ‘boatish’ or ‘deskish.’ If that were the case, no piece of wood could
ever survive the annihilation of a ship or the destruction of a table.17
A next synonym for desire or power is ‘singularities’.18 This is confirmed when
Deleuze writes that singularities “correspond to potentials” (di 87) and that matter
is never homogeneous but instead “essentially laden with singularities” (atp 369,
cf. 43, 49).19 Once again this is not matter understood as a universal and extensive
substrate. Instead, singularities inhabit a “nomad space” (di 143), with ‘nomad’, as
we have seen, always referring to a machine. Singularities are always “distributed
in a properly problematic field” or in “objectively distinct instances” (ls 104–105).
Singularities are not in space as such, but always in “a space of nomad distribution
in which singularities are distributed” (ls 121, emphasis added). Each machine has its
desire or powers, so that “each individual envelops a certain number of singularities”
(di 102). As with powers and desire, “actual terms never resemble the singularities
they incarnate” (dr 212):
Singularities are turning points and points of inflection; bottlenecks, knots,
foyers, and centers; points of fusion, condensation, and boiling; points of tears and
joy, sickness and health, hope and anxiety, ‘sensitive’ points. Such singularities,
however, should not be confused either with the personality of the one expressing
herself in discourse, or with the individuality of a state of affairs designated by a

17 Levi Bryant’s Onto-Cartography (2014) is an impressive account of a world conceived in terms of
machines and their powers. Bryant, however, presents machines as twofolds of virtual powers and
actual manifestations. This leaves unexplained of what powers are powers and of what manifestations
are manifestations. Bryant’s machines account for virtual and actual diversity, but not for virtual
and actual unity.
18 We merely note that in mathematics, a singularity is a point at which an object is not defined or
not ‘well-behaved’.
19 In other words, “unstable matters” and “nomadic singularities” are synonymous (atp 40).
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proposition, or even with the generality or universality of a concept signified by
a figure or a curve. The singularity […] is essentially pre-individual, non-personal
and a-conceptual. It is quite indifferent to the individual and the collective,
the personal and the impersonal, the particular and the general – and to their
oppositions (ls 52).
Singularities are not the manifestations of machines, but the internal characteristics
of which actualities are manifestations. Singularities “determine the conditions of
the problem” (dr 163; cf. ls 55) to the extent that they are the real conditions for the
actualization of a body without organs into a sense-event. This is why singularities
are defined as “pre-individual being” (di 87). Singularities are the conditions for the
possibility of encountering a machine as this or that individual.20 If I return from
an intensive language course abroad and you encounter me speaking French, then
this is a sign that I have gained new singularities (altered my desire, increased my
powers or capacities). Singularities are thus ‘turning points’ in the precise sense that
actualizations revolve around them. Whenever water starts to boil, a person starts
to cry, or a philosopher starts to think, singularities are ‘activated’. Whenever iron
starts to melt, it is a sign that a singularity is being actualized (atp 406).
It is in various passages on singularities that one can really see how Deleuze
is struggling to find appropriate terms for the internal being of machines. He
calls them “certain atomic elements […] which by themselves have neither form,
nor signification, nor representation, nor content, nor given empirical reality, nor
hypothetical functional model, nor intelligibility behind appearances” (di 173).
He also calls them “unstable matters,” “free intensities,” and “mad or transitory
particles” (atp 40). Of course none of these terms means that we regress into talking
about minuscule things:
They are not atoms, in other words, finite elements still endowed with form.
Nor are they indefinitely divisible. They are infinitely small, ultimate parts of an
actual infinity, laid out on the same plane of consistency or composition. They
are not defined by their number since they always come in infinities. However,
[…] they belong to a given Individual (atp 254).

20 Cf. “in this sense the individual is the actualization of preindividual singularities” (flb 73); “the individual
thus finds itself attached to a pre-individual half which is not the impersonal within it so much
as the reservoir of its singularities” (dr 247).
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Like the bodies without organs to which they belong, singularities are real yet not
actual. So Deleuze uses terms such as “atomistic,” “molecular,” “microphysical,” and
“machine-electrons” (ao 212; bsp 130) in a purely transcendental sense.21 Singularities
do not dwell in extensive space, but rather in a “topological space” or a “pure spatium”
(di 174). It is precisely the body without organs of a machine which serves as this
intensive ‘space’ in which collections of singularities are distributed. This is why each
spatium is a point of view.22 The body is thus “necessarily a Place, necessarily a Plane,
necessarily a Collectivity” (atp 161). Yet far more than his physicalist terminology,
Deleuze’s assertion that singularities are pre-individual (di 87) is the source of many
misreadings. It may even be the main culprit behind the popular idea that Deleuze
posits a universal virtual force, realm, process, or dimension pervading or underlying
all things. Yet as already states, this idea is wrongheaded.
The notion of pre-individuality hails from Gilbert Simondon’s 1966 L’individu et
sa gènese psycho-biologique, which according to Deleuze “presents the first thoughtout theory of impersonal and pre-individual singularities” (ls 344 n3). Deleuze’s
enthusiasm for this book clearly speaks from a glowing review he wrote (di 86–
89), which is, however, not at all a celebration of a discovery of a unified realm
behind all things. The concept of pre-individual singularities, Deleuze tells us,
allows us to overcome a certain deadlock: must the coming about of individual
entities be understood as resulting from fully formed individuals, in the sense that
exact models or blueprints would pre-exist each entity? Or is an entity a result
of its total environment? The first option puts individuation before the existence
of the entity. The second puts individuation besides the existence of the entity.
We either internalize an entity into a generator preexisting it or into generators
surrounding it. Yet Simondon offers a third alternative. He sees that “in reality, the
individual can only be contemporaneous with its individuation” (di 86). That is to
say, ‘loading’ entities with singularities allows us to understand individuation as a
“moment” or “movement” which causes a “passage from the pre-individual to the
individual” (di 86) in which the entity itself is truly involved. If entities possess their
own singularities, then they are not mere passive mirrors of other forces working
upon them. They are then a force among forces, actively involved in how they
manifest as concrete individual objects in determinate settings. They are then no
21 “C’est encore en ce sens que, dans Mille plateaux, il est souvent dit que le moléculaire n’est pas du
molaire miniaturisé” (letter to Joseph Emmanuel Voeffray, lat 90).
22 “Le point de vue permet de définir, déjà, quelque chose dont on a pas du tout parlé, ce que Leibniz
appelle: l’espace; à savoir en latin: le spatium” (sl 120587).
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longer passive playthings of the forces which grapple with them. They allow us to see
entities as “meta-stable systems” defined by “at least two different dimensions, two
disparate levels of reality” (di 86), which are of course the actual and virtual twofolds.
Each meta-stable system is “defined as pre-individual being, [and] is perfectly well
endowed with singularities […]” (di 87; cf. dr 246).23 Individuation is what comes
to “resolve the problem” (di 87). So individuation is not the emergence of deceptive
thing-like entities from a primordial flux. Individuation is actualization,24 and the
actualization of an entity refers to its irreducible internal reality, to its body without
organs and the powers, capacities, desire, or singularities filling it. So singularities,
as Deleuze has it, are “pre-individual and impersonal, but [this] does not qualify the
state of an energy which would come to join a bottomless abyss” (ls 213).
A third synonym for desire is ‘code’ (cf. ao 27). As with desire or powers, code
always has a body without organs serving as its “support” (ao 53). It is of course not
just a linguistic concept, as if words would have code but hamsters not. A flow of
words is just as much an actualization or realization of code as a flow of electricity
(ao 277). Deleuze affirms that “every machine has a sort of code built into it, stored
up inside it” (ao 52). As with singularities, codes are not minuscule things, so that
we cannot follow Claire Colebrook in equating code to dna and chemicals (2002:
142).25 It would also be a mistake to interpret code as a relational concept. ‘Coding’ is
certainly relational, as it concerns the exercise of powers upon another entity, but
‘code’ is not.26 The two are easily confused, leading to suggestions that “a pattern of
repeated acts is a ‘code’” (Massumi, 1992: 51). Yet Deleuze is careful to distinguish a
code from the activity of coding, as he takes there to be “codes and processes of coding
and decoding” (atp 54, emphasis added). Take the example of hairstyles. Hair can
be “coded according to very different codes: widow code, young girl code, married
23 Cf. “Singularities-events correspond to heterogeneous series organized into a metastable system
with potential energy wherein the differences between series are distributed” (ls 103).
24 Individuation “proceeds by a cascade of actualizations” (wp 123; cf. di 101).
25 Colebrook also reads Deleuze as holding that at the level of code, “interactions and connections
are direct” (2002: 142). It is difficult to see how such an interpretation can be reconciled with the
notions of bodies without organs, a difference in kind between actuality and virtuality, entities
being enveloped in their own surfaces, the indirect nature of connective synthesis, the externality
of terms to their relations, the frozen universe problem, and so on.
26 This is why “wide gaps separate code and territoriality” (atp 54). A territory concerns that which
generates a machine or that which a machine generates. Code, being the internal reality of an
irreducible entity, is different in kind from these relations even though it is generated through
them.
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woman code, et cetera” (scs 161171). If everything is a machine, then so is the latest
fashion trend. Like all machines, the latest fashion trend will have code stored inside
it. When it connects to specific entities (through young women reading fashion
magazines, for example), one possible outcome is that the young woman submits to
the code, that is, to the powers of a machine. Circumstances can conspire to have the
code of the fashion trend code the young woman’s hair, so that this code functions
as a condition for the actual style of her hair. Of course, this connection-contraction
may also alter the code, power, or desire of the hair itself. In fact, there is little doubt
that the many rituals involving straighteners, curling irons, and cosmetic products
will have their effects on what hair can do.
As with singularities and power, Deleuze insists that code in and of itself never
neatly corresponds to any actual manifestation. We can conceive of the interior of
each machine as containing a plethora of chains of code, so that in the heart of
machines there are “‘signifying chains’ because they are made up of signs, but these
signs are not themselves signifying. The code resembles not so much a language as a
jargon, an open-ended, polyvocal formation” (ao 53, cf. 91). Due to the difference in
kind between the actual and virtual aspect of machines, code cannot be exhausted
by any actuality. In fact, even the demise of an entity cannot undo its irreducibility
to actual manifestations. Take, for example, a great love. Its lovers have no privileged
access to it, which is why love always remains an unfinished project. Even though
the love certainly has its singular character (desire or code), the lovers only ever
register its actualizations. And as all lovers know, a love changes over the course
of its existence. Now, suppose that in addition to our lovers, many others are also
determined to supply their love with adequate words, descriptions, and formulas.
Poets write endless sonnets about it, scientists provide all the details concerning its
biological and sociological nuances, and critics compose vitriolic tracts to denounce
the love as a mere superficial fling. None of these relations to the love would yield
the love in itself. Not even the best poet or the harshest critic could present us with
love’s code.
Instead of a correspondence theory between manifest symbols and internal
content, the notion of code suggests that powers are in a sense carved into the very
heart of things: “if this constitutes a system of writing, it is a writing inscribed
on the very surface of the Real, […] a writing that constitutes the entire domain of
the ‘real inorganization’ of the passive syntheses” (ao 53–54). Moreover, code can be
put to work in two different ways. Code can be used to code, but also to ‘overcode’.
This happens when “brick and blocks” of code become “encased and embedded” so
that they only have a “controlled mobility” (ao 227). When I merely look at a river,
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this is coding: I perceive the river as I do because of the capacities, powers, desire,
or code which I have. The river itself remains completely oblivious to my looking
at it. Yet when I start to manage the river by constructing dams, quay walls, and
other machines to tame it, this is overcoding. I still encounter the river in terms of
my own code, but I am also mobilizing the powers of myself and others to change
what the river does. Note that overcoding is not a human privilege. There can be no
doubt that a village which is economically dependent on wool is overcoded by its
sheep. After all, without the sheep even realizing it, everyone in the village will try
to attune their lives and surrounding to the continued production of wool.
The fourth and final synonym for desire is ‘Idea’.27 As Deleuze writes, “beneath
representation there is always the Idea and its distinct-obscure depth, a drama
beneath every logos” (di 103).28 As with the other synonyms, ‘Idea’ again concerns
the internal reality or private depth of entities which functions as the ground for
their actual twofolds of sense and qualities. It is therefore unsurprising that Deleuze
associates Ideas with potentiality (dr 181). And if we recall that a body without
organs is also called a problem, with its solutions being its manifestations into
actuality, the following makes perfect sense: “even if the problem is concealed by
its solution, it subsists nonetheless in the Idea which relates to its conditions and
organizes the genesis of the solutions. Without this Idea, the solutions would have
no sense” (ls 54). Were the virtual aspect of a machine a mere body or problem, then
the specificity of encounters with this or that entity would become unintelligible.
Hence each problem must have its idea to constitute a full virtual ‘unconscious’
twofold (dr 100, 279, 192). An Idea is always-already “provided with a specific mode –
namely, the ‘problematic’ ” (dr 267). Saying that a body has its desire is no different
from saying a problem has its Idea. In both cases, there is “the identity of Ideas
and problems” (dr 187, cf. 169). No entity ever encounters a bare machine or a
machine in general. One never encounters a mere body. Instead, relations are always
relations with specific machines, with this or that or them. The qualified sense-event
resulting from a connection-contraction (seeing a landscape, feeling an emotion,
and so on) always results from an encounter with something endowed with its own
character. So though formally distinct, “problems are Ideas themselves” (dr 244) and
“problematic Ideas are precisely the ultimate elements of nature” (dr 165). When
27 Readers of Deleuze will immediately recall that the concept ‘Idea’ is intimately connected to that
of ‘differential relations.’ We address this relation in the next chapter.
28 Deleuze would affirm Heidegger’s thesis that logos first and foremost means ‘gathering’ or
‘collecting’, or in other words a bringing into relation (Heidegger, 1976: 128).
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Deleuze writes that “only the Idea or problem is universal” (dr 162) or that “the
problematic element […] is the object of the Idea as a universal” (dr 178) he does not
mean that only one problem or Idea exists. It means that the problem-Idea twofold
is a universal characteristic of each individual machine. So unsurprisingly, Ideas
“include singularities in all its varieties” (dr 176) and “subsume the distribution
of distinctive and singular points” (dr 176), so that the “existence and distribution
of singular points belongs entirely to the Idea” (dr 189). Being identical to the
distribution of singularities for a body without organs, the Idea of a machine is its
pre-individual internal reality: “it is always a question of pre-individual singularities
distributed within the Idea. It is unaware of the individual” (dr 247).
The Idea is therefore never an object, or at least not to the extent that philosophers
equate ‘object’ to ‘object of experience’. It is instead an “objectality” (di 95).29 Deleuze
borrows ‘objectality’ (objectité) from Sartre’s Being and nothingness. Yet for Sartre,
objectality concerns “being-for-others” (1993: 273) and is thus “one of the modalities
of the Other’s presence to me” (ibid.: 253). For Sartre, “if the Other is to be a probable
object and not a dream of an object, then his object-ness [objectité] must of necessity
refer not to an original solitude beyond my reach, but to a fundamental connection
in which the Other is manifested in some way other than through the knowledge
which I have […]” (ibid., emphasis added). So for Sartre, a friend’s objectality is part of
his relation to her and of her manifestation to him. Conversely, for Deleuze a friend’s
Idea or objectality is precisely that which is neither connected to nor manifesting
for me. It is the fact that she is a virtual body which has an intensive Idea.30
The Idea (power, singularities, code, desire) of a machine is “completely determined” yet simultaneously lacks “determinations that constitute actual existence (the
thing is undifferenciated)” (di 100).31 On the one hand, at any given moment a machine
29 Cf. “This new object we can call objectile. […] The new status of the object no longer refers its
condition to a spatial mold – in other words, to a relation of form-matter – but to a temporal
modulation that implies as much the beginnings of a continuous variation of matter as a
continuous development of form” (flb 20).
30 In addition to an objectality, Deleuze also has moments when he compares an Idea to a structure
(dr 183). As with all synonyms for the fourth aspect of the fourfold, he insists that this structure has
no sensible form, no conceptual signification, and no assignable function (ibid.). Its elements are
determined reciprocally so that it is intrinsically defined (ibid.). Its elements are extra-propositional
and sub-representative (dr 267), and a structure can never be determined either scientifically or
psychologically (di 107).
31 “When the Idea actualizes itself, it differenciates itself. In itself and in its virtuality, the Idea is
completely undifferenciated. However, it is not at all indeterminate” (di 100, translation modified).
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has precisely the powers which it has and no others: complete determination. On the
other hand, these powers are never actual, never differenciated into a manifestation.
From the perspective of actuality, the virtual is thus always indeterminate.32 Powers
are always that which the sense-events of a machine in actual relations express,
but the expression never resembles that which is expressed. The Idea of a machine
constitutes its private ‘depth’ which cannot be encountered directly, but only ever
in terms of how it differs from itself when rising to the surface of its own actuality:
In truth, all the forms are dissolved when they are reflected in this rising ground.
It has ceased to be the pure indeterminate which remains below, but the forms also
cease to be the coexisting or complementary determinations. The rising ground
is no longer below, it acquires autonomous existence (dr 28).
My walking is an actualization of my capacity to walk, not a capacity to walk itself.
Hence the virtual aspect of a machine is always ‘more’ than its actualizations: a
machine’s desire can be actualized in manifold ways. Being power or singularities,
any Idea is a pure virtuality which does not resemble its own actualizations (dr 279,
201, 191, 211; di 100, 101). Revising the Cartesian notion of clear and distinct perceptions,
we can say that each actualization is clear and confused. It is what Deleuze calls
a differenciation of a machine’s Idea into a present relation which nevertheless
does not resemble the Idea of which it is the expression. An Idea only ever becomes
“indirectly determined” (dr 169). In turn, each Idea is distinct and obscure. It is
what distinguishes the being of this machine from that of others, which Deleuze
calls differentiation. As Deleuze writes, “the nature of the Idea is to be distinct and
obscure. In other words, the Idea is precisely the real without being actual, differentiated
without being differenciated, and complete without being entire” (dr 214; cf. di 101). This
explains why “distinction-obscurity becomes here the true tone of philosophy”
(dr 146).
Having introduced the second virtual aspect of the fourfold, we can see why each
machine is also called a multiplicity. A multiplicity is “an ensemble of singularities.”33 The term thus emphasizes the virtual aspect of machines: “Problems-Ideas
are positive multiplicities” (dr 267). Since there is no such thing as a body without
an Idea, there is little harm in saying that an Idea itself is a multiplicity (dr 182). A

32 Which is why Deleuze calls multiplicities “anexact yet rigorous” (atp 483).
33 L’Abécédaire, “l’un.”
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machine is a multiplicity because it is always one and many, without this one (body)
and this many (singularities) being reducible to one another. The sense in which a
machine is a multiplicity is substantive:
Ideas are multiplicities: every idea is a multiplicity or a variety. In this Riemannian
usage of the word “multiplicity” […] the utmost importance must be attached to
the substantive form: multiplicity must not designate a combination of the many
and the one, but rather an organization belonging to the many as such, which has
no need whatsoever of unity in order to form a system. […] “Multiplicity”, which
replaces the one no less than the multiple, is the true substantive, substance
itself. The variable multiplicity is the how many, the how and each of the cases.
Everything is a multiplicity in so far as it incarnates an Idea (dr 182; cf. di 96).
So apparently a multiplicity is not a combination of the many and the one, but
instead an organization belonging to the many as such. It is a system, but not a
unity. Multiplicity is not the one (or the multiple), but it is substance. How can these
seemingly contradictory statements be reconciled? To start, opposing multiplicities
to the one and the many means opposing them to “the one in general” and “the
multiple in general” (b 44). The being of an entity is never to be a One for others.
The eu is more than the comprehension of its citizens, a flower is more than the
comprehension of its parts, and so on. Likewise, the being of an entity is never to
be among the Many which are part of something. I am more than a citizen among
citizens of the eu. A rose petal is more than a part among parts of the flower. Each
machine has an internal reality which is singular and multiple at the same time.
Singular, because each machine is this system and no others, by virtue of its body,
problem, or Figure. Multiple, because it has its own desire, powers, singularities, or
Idea. In what sense is a multiplicity then not a unity? In the sense that all quantity
belongs to actuality (ao 327). To be ‘one’ is always to be ‘one of …’. To be one is to
number among others (cf. b 38). To be one dog is to be among dogs, to be one phone
is to be among phones, and so on. A multiplicity is one, but in a different sense. It is
a single system which cannot be reduced to its members or its memberships.34 It
cannot be reduced to actual unity, but it is characterized by simplicity (b 43). The body
without organs is not ‘one of …’, but it is singular. Likewise, desire or power is not
34 Bergson already realized that the concept of multiplicity forces us to acknowledge two different
kinds of unity, in his case the “living unity” of internal duration versus the “empty unity” of
abstract thought (1999: 25).
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many as in being several things, which would be relational and actual. Nevertheless,
the singularities or Idea of a machine comprise its internal diversity, or as Deleuze
puts it: its “heterogeneity” (b 43).35 This is why Deleuze approvingly paraphrases
Samuel Butler’s Erewhon: “we are misled by considering any complicated machine as a
single thing; in truth it is a city or a society” (ao 325). It is also why Deleuze associates
his use of ‘multiplicity’ with Riemannian manifolds (atp 32; dr 162–163; f 13). As
Deleuze understands it, such manifolds are not defined or determined by external
factors or coordinates.36 Instead, they are determined only “in terms of their own
dimensions or their independent variables” and contain “the principle of their own
metrics” (b 39). Such a manifold or multiplicity would not be reducible to anything
else, and to define it we would therefore not search for external factors. Again note
that if there were a single virtual dimension, force, principle, layer, process, or realm,
then machines would not be multiplicities. A machine would not be an irreducible
“one-and-many-in-itself ”, but rather a representation acting out something else.
If relations are external to terms, each entity or machine must have an excess over
and above its relations. This excess must be singular, so that each must have a body.
This excess must be differentiated, because otherwise only one thing would exist.
Every machine is therefore a multiplicity: singular without being a unit of something
and diverse without being a diversity of things. This virtual twofold is irreducible to
that which generates a machine or that which a machine generates. Or as Deleuze
writes, “every multiplicity grows from the middle” (d viii). Every entity is produced,
so that all powers of all bodies result from contractions. Likewise, power is always
that which is responsible for an actualization. Yet the power to speak a language (a
mere nominal definition) is not the book from which the language is learned, nor
is it the speaking of the language. The power-body twofold (Idea-problem, codeFigure, singularities-body, desire-body without organs) is not what a machine does
in manifest relations with other machines. It stands between the generators and
generations of a machine.37 A virtual twofold is a produced result as much as it is a

35 As we will see shortly, this diversity is malleable, which is another reason to deny simple unity,
which suggests being self-identical, to multiplicities.
36 We remain agnostic regarding the extent to which this interpretation actually accords with
Riemannian manifolds as they function in differential geometry.
37 In his otherwise compelling The being of analogy, Noah Roderick reads Deleuzian desire as being
an “intermediary force” or “interface” between entities (2016: 43–45). Instead of a private reality
within things, Roderick takes Deleuze to posit a “swarm of desire around the content of a thing”
(ibid. 46). In that interpretation, Roderick is right to point out that one would lack the surplus in
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specific point of view. It is a local source and endpoint of connections-contractions.
A machine unites disparate realities of irreducible things by encountering them as
behooves its powers. My desire is not the encounter with others, but the condition
of the encounter. Desire is the private reality of entities, and in this sense “the only
subject is desire itself on the body without organs” (ao 90). This internal reality is a
machine’s matter, its substance, and its essence.

17. Virtual twofold essences
“There is only desire and the social, and nothing else,” Deleuze writes (ao 42, cf. 213). There
is only the private being of machines and their public, relational manifestations. Any
machine is both “the Real and its artifice” (ao 107). The private reality of a machine is
as real as its tangible, quantifiable, and definable manifestations:
The virtual is opposed not to the real but to the actual. The virtual is fully real
in so far as it is virtual. Exactly what Proust said of states of resonance must be
said of the virtual: ‘Real without being actual, ideal without being abstract’; and
symbolic without being fictional. The virtual must even be defined as a strict
part of the real object – as if the object had one of its parts in the virtual, and
plunged into it as into an objective dimension (dr 208–209, translation modified,
cf. 211; di 178–179)
We thus cannot agree with DeLanda’s assertion that Deleuze is not a realist about
essences (DeLanda 2002: 3). Anti-Oedipus calls desire an essence at least twice (ao 342,
383), just like desire is called a substance and matter itself (cf. d 78). Elsewhere Deleuze
writes that “this ideal reality, this virtuality, is essence” (ps 61, cf. 41, 89), that essence
is the withdrawn, non-relational “hidden thing” found to “dwell in dark regions”
(ps 47, 100), and that the distribution of singularities in a depth is the formation of
“individual essences” (di 102). As we have seen in Deleuze’s reference to the work of
Simondon, desire as essence lies at the root of a machine’s individuation into concrete
objects of experience. Hence essence “is not only individual, it individualizes” (ps 43).
things required for them to change (ibid.). While being a misreading of Deleuze, Roderick’s analysis
points out precisely why Deleuze requires a latent content as the intensive matter of machines.
Roderick’s own alternative to his misreading of Deleuze, that of positing a “surplussive identity of
objects” (ibid. 51), is highly similar to Deleuze’s actual ontology.
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Even in his seminars Deleuze calls the “nomos matter” or “vagabond materiality”
or “matter endowed with singularities” which belongs to machines their “vague
essences” (scs 270279). This is again confirmed in his published work, when the
singularities of a machine are said to constitute a “vague corporeal essence” (atp 408),
being ‘vague’ precisely because actualizations differ in kind from essences. Again
crediting Husserl with the find, Deleuze holds that essence is vague because it is
radically distinct from the sensible. Essence does not refer to a simple thing or object
of experience, but to the internal reality of a body:
Husserl speaks of a protogeometry that addresses vague, in other words, vagabond
or nomadic, morphological essences. These essences are distinct from sensible
things […]. It could be said that vague essences extract from things a determination that is more than thinghood (choséité), which is that of corporeality (corporéité)
[…] (atp 367).38
This corporeality “is not to be confused with an intelligible, formal essentiality or a
sensible, formed and perceived, thinghood” (atp 407). Instead, essence is purely
virtual. Deleuze’s concept of essence does not return us to when “rationalism
proclaimed its possession and comprehension of essences” (dr 188). Because of
the difference in kind between the virtual and actual aspects of machines, the
“singularities of the Idea do not allow any positing of an essence as ‘what the thing
is’” (dr 191). Essence cannot be made present. As Arnaud Bouaniche writes, Deleuze’s
concept of essence is more akin to that of a specific yet indeterminate force which
comes to express itself,39 which is to say a puissance, singularities, desire or Idea.
Bruce Baugh has shown that this idea of a variable essence per entity is already
found in Deleuze’s work on Spinoza (Baugh, 2006: 31), in which it is called ‘particular
essence’. These essences are neither universal, nor unchanging, self-identical, unitary,
or eternal. They are not ‘stable stuff ’ to be opposed to change and becoming. They

38 Deleuze’s reference is to paragraph 74 of Husserl’s Ideas i, in which Husserl discusses concepts which
are “essentially, rather than accidentally, inexact and consequently also non-mathematical” (1983:
166). Such essences are thus not the formal, intelligible, eternal essences prevalent in the history of
philosophy (cf. scs 270279). Still, Husserl would not recognize himself much in machinism.
39 “Le pluralisme ne consiste pas en effet à pulvériser le monde au point d’en faire un pur chaos face
auquel il n’y aurait plus rien à penser. Il propose une nouvelle conception de l’essence qui dévient
déterminable en fonction d’un nouvelle critère, celui de la force qui s’exprime […]” (Bouaniche,
2007: 68).
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are not fixed, transcendent, or invariant. Baugh writes: “Deleuze’s reading of Spinoza
proposes, on the contrary, essences that are mobile and immanent in material
things, real and material, concrete and subject to variation” (ibid.). He notes that
“as Deleuze’s essences are not ideal, invariant, or universal, they seem the opposite
of what Platonism or essentialism decrees essences should be” (ibid.). Indeed, as
Deleuze writes: “Now essences have various characteristics. They are in the first
place particular essences, and so irreducible to one another: each is a real being, a res
physica, a degree of power or intensity” (eps 303, cf. 94, 191, 230, 231). Baugh adds that
“because of the dominance of the Platonist view of essences, Deleuze’s revolutionary
proposal has been ignored or misunderstood by some Deleuzians” (Baugh, 2006:
31–32).
Once we see that each machine is not just a body without organs, but that this
body is ‘full’ of malleable internal properties, Deleuze’s repeated insistence that the
body without organs is an ‘egg’ becomes slightly less odd:
If we think of the organless body as a solid egg, it follows that, beneath the
organization that it will assume, that will develop, the egg does not present itself
as an undifferentiated milieu: it is traversed by axes and gradients, by poles and
potentials, by thresholds and zones destined later to produce one or another
organic part. For the time being, however, the egg’s organization is intensive
(trm 21; cf. ao 31).
The internality of the egg, or the second ‘closed room’ from Deleuze’s writings on
the baroque, is a “spatium,” a space without extension (ao 164; cf. atp 153, 388, 479;
dr 96–97, 230). Being different in kind from that which generates it, this internal
reality has no “veritable organizers” which predetermine it (ao 115). Instead, it only
has stimuli in the form of actual encounters. It is the “smooth space” which is
“occupied without being counted” opposed to relational “striated space” (atp 362).40
Because it is counterintuitive to think of an unextended space, this transcendental
aspect of Deleuze’s philosophy is probably the hardest to grasp. Yet externality leaves
us no choice. As Deleuze writes:

40 We cannot agree with Miguel de Beistegui, who seems to suggests that oceans and the internet are
smooth spaces whereas others are not (2010: 67–68), for the same reasons that we could not agree
with the suggestion that dna and genes are code. On the enveloped character of each smooth
space, see (atp 485).
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Though experience always shows us intensities already developed in extensions,
already covered over by qualities, we must conceive, precisely as a condition of
experience, of pure intensities enveloped in a depth, in an intensive spatium that
preexists every quality and every extension (di 97).
The internal reality of a machine, though generated by contractive contact with
other assemblages, is always exterior to its manifestations. Other machines will
only perceive it on their own terms, always-already rupturing it into the contiguity
of their own experience. This is the “bare repetition” which always serves as the
“external envelope” of the more profound repetition internal to things (dr 84). In
other terms, each problem-Idea is always-already enveloped in solutions, but never
reducible to them:
A problem does not exist, apart from its solutions. Far from disappearing in this
overlay, however, it insists and persists in these solutions. […] The problem is at
once both transcendent and immanent in relation to its solutions (dr 163).
In Proust and signs, Deleuze likewise remarks that essences are “imprisoned” in a
state of “complication, which envelops the many in the One and affirms the unity
of the multiple” (ps 45). ‘The many in the One’ here indicates how other machines
can never encounter the full being of a machine’s essence. Walking is, after all,
a mere transformed fragment or local instantiation of someone’s power to walk
(that intensive matter in herself which contributes to her actual walking). Recall
that actual qualities are always ‘more’ than actual sense. The colors, sounds, and
smells of an encountered object can change while the object encountered does not.
Likewise, virtual qualities (singularities, desire) are always ‘more’ than their own
actualizations: “the content is too big for its form” (atp 286). There is an “excess in
the Idea” (dr 220) and each code is always a “surplus” (atp 53). Any actualization is
a contraction, or a transposition of powers so that “a potential energy is actualized
and falls to its lowest level” (ls 110).
Each machine has a virtual twofold of a body and desire, of (non-)being and
potential, of Figure and Idea. This twofold is irreducible to any and all actuality:
“whatever the reality in which the virtual object is incorporated, it does not become
integrated” (dr 101). This inability to integrate anything into anything is the
condition for the possibility of all motion, change, improvement, depreciation,
surprise, oppression, fear, love, construction, collapse, slowness, speed, stability,
irregularity, and so on. The relations or presents of assemblages are always less than
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their internal reality. Everything is enveloped. Is this not why the twenty-second
series of The logic of sense is titled ‘Porcelain and volcano’? There is burning matter
in the heart of each thing, always enveloped by fickle yet impenetrable surfaces of
actuality. And is this not why Deleuze, throughout Anti-Oedipus, insists that reality
is a factory rather than a theater? In the absence of a cosmic script (ontology is not a
cosmology), all machines have a shot, through connecting and contracting, to alter
the essence of others, provided that they and others have the required puissance.
Every machine has its generators and its generations. It will never be reducible to
either one. As this makes final equilibrium impossible (ao 175), tension becomes a
fundamental feature of reality:
But what a strange, almost unbearable tension there is here … this embrace,
this manner in which the present surrounds, invests, and encloses the other
moment. The present has become a circle of crystal or of granite, formed about a
soft core, a core of lava, of liquid or viscous glass (ls 158).
It follows from the difference in kind between the virtual and actual twofold that
virtual objects have the peculiar property of “being and not being where they are,
wherever they go” (dr 102).41 An actuality is always precisely where and when it
is. It is in this or that relation. My keyboard is beneath my hands and on my desk.
A song is in a room. An organ is in an organism. Soldiers fight in wars and drones
hover over weddings. It is a platitude, but machines are encountered in relations
and nowhere else. Yet their essence is never in relations. It is not even slightly there,
because it differs in kind from its manifestations. An expression is not that which
is expressed. Essence is not where or when its machine is. Essence is Erewhon and
Untimely. Virtual matter is after all intensive rather than extensive, and powers are
unextended. A capacity (to laugh, to melt, to move) is never two hundred pounds,
bright red, or six minutes. Those can be the qualities of a person who laughs, but that
is a different matter altogether. It is because of this difference that there is nothing
strange about the simultaneous presence of Beethoven’s seventh in countless movies,
records, and other media, about a single war raging in disconnected areas, about
minuscule particles simultaneously manifesting in multiple locations, or about
41 In The logic of sense, Deleuze credits Lacan’s analysis of Poe’s The purloined letter for this insight. As
Lacan notes, “what is hidden is never but what is missing from its place […]. And even if the book be
on an adjacent shelf or in the next slot, it would be hidden there, however visibly it may appear”
(Lacan, 1972: 55).
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those same particles manifesting as tiny waves and as tiny balls. Since the internal
reality of a machine does not have to be anywhere, it can be in many other machines
at the same time, and each time it can be registered in radically different ways.
We have repeatedly hinted at the transcendental nature of the problem-Idea
twofold. For Deleuze, ‘transcendental’ neither refers to a Kantian transcendental subject, nor to an Husserlian transcendental ego, nor even to a Sartrean transcendental
field understood as the impersonal spontaneity of consciousness (Sartre, 1960: 98). For
Deleuze, ‘transcendental’ is the virtual aspect of a machine (cf. ao 132). The problemIdea itself is the transcendental instance (dr 164). Readers of A thousand plateaus
and Kafka may express some surprise here, as Deleuze there seems to argue against
transcendental Ideas (atp 142). Especially Kafka seems to constantly deny that there is
anything transcendental about machines (k 39, 43, 47, 52, 59, 61, 67, 72, 73, 84, 86, 87, 88).
Yet the translators of these works are leading us astray. They translate transcendante
as ‘transcendental’ instead of ‘transcendent’. In Kafka, Deleuze is arguing against
false transcendent depths and heights, not at all against the transcendental.42 In
fact, the transcendental status of the virtual is central to machinism:
We seek to determine an impersonal and pre-individual transcendental field,
which does not resemble the corresponding individual fields, and which nevertheless is not confused with an undifferentiated depth. This field cannot be
determined as that of a consciousness (ls 102, cf. 99).
The transcendental field is the virtual twofold. As we have seen, it is pre-individual in
the sense that it is populated with intensive singularities, code, desire, or Idea rather
than with objects of experience: “pre-individual nomadic singularities constitute
the real transcendental field” (ls 109, cf. 102; trm 350). And since Deleuze is by
no means a philosopher who envelops the existence of entities in a human-world
relation, his transcendental philosophy differs radically “from everything that makes
up the world of subject and object” (trm 384). When Deleuze writes “What is a
transcendental field? It can be distinguished from experience, to the extent that it
does not refer to any object nor belong to any subject” (trm 384), he is precisely

42 To be clear, for Deleuze “the transcendent is not the transcendental” (trm 385). In A thousand
plateaus, the single case of mistranslation is easily compensated for by other passages in the book.
In the case of Kafka, however, the polemic against transcendence is central to the text, so that the
mistranslation distorts the sense of the entire book.
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saying that the being of machines eludes any possible correlationist scheme.43 The
internal reality of a machine differs in kind from all actuality, from all possible
objects in all possible experiences of all possible subjects.44 The transcendental
field of an entity is the “primary order which grumbles beneath the secondary
organization of sense” (ls 125). As usual, Deleuze insists that this primary order
cannot be a single dimension or force underlying all things: “the transcendental is
no more individual than personal. Is this to say that it is a bottomless entity, with
neither shape nor difference, a schizophrenic abyss? Everything contradicts such
a conclusion, beginning with the surface organization of this field” (ls 99). Why
does the surface organization of the transcendental field preclude us from positing a
single and universal virtual force or field? Because entities are enveloped in their
own actuality. A body cannot interact directly with another machine’s virtuality. A
world of experience contains only actual manifestations according to the puissance of
the machines in play.
By positing a transcendental field for each individual entity, Deleuze takes himself
to inaugurate another Copernican Revolution, one deemed necessary because “Kant’s
critical revolution changes nothing essential” (ao 38; cf. dr 40–41, 163). Kant changed
nothing essential because Kant’s critical project reinforces the old idea that reality is
split along a single fault line between determinants and the determined, this time
between a constitutive transcendental subject and constituted experience (kcp 14,
69). A true revolution would not simply turn the determinant into the determined
and vice versa, but do away with the single fissure of reality altogether. It would
herald an ontological pluralism in which each entity carries such a difference in
kind within itself. It would be a machinism in which both aspects of entities are
fully real. On the one hand, a machine is real, actual and relational. On the other
hand, it is real, virtual, and non-relational. According to Deleuze, the Stoics are the
only ones to have attempted this in the history of philosophy:

43 Giorgio Agamben also notes how crucial it is to detach the transcendental from human experience
if Deleuze is to be understood: “It is impossible to understand Deleuze’s concept of transcendental
field or its strict correlate, the concept of singularity, if one does not register the irrevocable step
they take beyond the tradition of consciousness in modern philosophy” (1998: 170–171).
44 “Aucune notion ne peut être transportée de l’empirique au transcendantal: c’ est même pourquoi
la notion de sujet ne peut apparaître dans le transcendantal, même purifiée, etc. tout ce qui
est valable dans l’empirique cesse de l’être dans le transcendantal” (letter to Joseph Emmanuel
Voeffray, lat 89–90).
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The Stoics’ strength lay in making a line of separation pass – no longer between
the sensible and the intelligible, or between the soul and the body, but where
no one had seen it before – between physical depth and metaphysical surface.
Between things and events. Between states of things and compounds, causes,
souls and bodies […] (d 63).
As a result of this fissure in the heart of things, philosophical analysis is a
“materialist psychiatry”: “[…] a revolution – this time materialist [will] rediscover a
transcendental unconscious defined by the immanence of its criteria” (ao 93).45 Such
a revolution would be “defined by the twofold task it sets itself: introducing desire
into the mechanism, and introducing production into desire” (ao 35; cf. n 17). The
introduction of desire is the acknowledgement of a private, transcendental reality
for all entities. Entities are therefore more than mechanisms passively dancing to the
tunes of natural laws or other things. The introduction of production into desire will
be discussed later in this chapter when we analyze the notion of ‘becoming’. What
matters now is Deleuze’s insistence that there is a transcendental or ‘unconscious’
aspect to entities:
Analysis termed transcendental is precisely the determination of […] criteria
immanent to the field of the unconscious, insofar as they are opposed to the
transcendent exercises of a ‘What does it mean?’ Schizoanalysis is at once a
transcendental and a materialist analysis (ao 132).

45 The use of the terms ‘psychiatry’ and ‘unconscious’ makes it tempting to read the call for a
materialist psychiatry as if it does not first and foremost concern ontology. One can then read it
as, for example, a call to introduce Marxist historical materialism into psychoanalysis. Guillaume
Sibertin-Blanc explores this option (2010: 16, 20), but therefore cannot but wonder why Deleuze uses
“schizophrenia” in a metaphysical sense (ibid.: 56). In the Marx-Freud interpretation, schizophrenia
can only indicate a dual condition of (1) schizophrenic pathology as the limit of subjective lived
experience, and (2) schizophrenia as a limit of objective social codifications determining human
desire (ibid.: 59). This confirms that once the ontological meaning of schizophrenia is disregarded,
large parts of Anti-Oedipus become unintelligible. Moreover, if schizophrenia would be a universal
condition of a duality between subjective desire and objective social conditions, then the objects
of our world would always be the mere representation or intersection of two things: material
conditions and human desire. Objects would thus be reduced to two (types of) relations, forcing
one to claim that Anti-Oedipus breaks with Deleuze’s dictum that relations are external to terms.
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Schizoanalysis lines up with what we have identified as ethology earlier.46 It
progresses from the realization that no relation penetrates the actual manifestations
of partial objects and flow. The essence of a machine can only be inferred directly,
because the matter of an entity is transcendental and not extended. Consider the
following:
We can form a complex group, but we never form it without its splitting in its turn,
this time as though into a thousand sealed vessels. […] and in each vessel is a self that
lives, perceives, desires, and remembers, that wakes or sleeps, that dies, commits
suicide, and revives in abrupt jolts (ps 124).
When we focus on an entity, our focus never gives us the entity in itself. No relation,
whether human or non-human, ever attains the complex internal distribution of
singularities or flow of a desire immanent to a machine. Instead, our focus (through
perception, description, art, science, myth, or mathematics) only gives us that which
generates a machine, that which a machine generates, or the actual qualities which
it manifests. Even if our accounts of a machine move beyond its current present,
they can only ever be accounts of that which a machine can do. They can never be
presentations of that which makes a machine able to do so in the first place. Also note
that an encounter with a machine always follows the rule of rupture and contiguity
implied in the first synthesis. As a result, a machine’s actuality is always a translation
of its internal reality (its ultimate and private properties) into an actuality in which it
is fully compatible with all other machines belonging to that same actuality (cf. the
ideal continuity of flow). Or as Deleuze puts it: “the ultimate quality constituting [an
entity] is therefore expressed as the quality common to two different objects, kneaded
in this luminous substance, plunged into this refracting medium” (ps 47). This is
not to say that an account could not be true, reliable, verifiable, useful, necessary,
valid, communicable, and so on. It is just to say that an actual truth about a machine
is never the virtual matter of the machine.
The schizophrenia of reality is the fact that everything has its own internal
reality. Everything is a machine, every machine is irreducible to its manifestations
in relations. Every machine has an extra-relational non-being, which is to say a body
(problem, figure, vessel) with powers (desire, singularities, Idea, code). This is its

46 Also recall our earlier remark that Deleuze is in a sense close to a certain polypsychist position. (He
is certainly not a panpsychist, as there is no unified force or spirit in his philosophy.).
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essence. Each machine can only exist due to its being generated by other machines,
but being generated by others does not imply being a mere representation of others.
We are perhaps not used to thinking that when a speaker speaks a single word, this
word has a ‘core of lava,’ a desire or Idea irreducible to even the combination of all
other existing things. Yet this is the price to pay for externality. And come to think of
it, who would really think that the speaker and her speaking can be the spoken word?
Who really thinks that a bunch of bricks, some windows, and two or three doors can
be a house? Do we not say that the whole is greater than the mere sum of its parts? So
perhaps the truly counterintuitive positions are those which hold that the amount
of things can be increased without really increasing the amounts of things. This is
held by those who reduce things to appearances, apparitions, effects, representations,
or images. It is the thesis of all those who eliminate countless entities in favor of
nature and nurture, or biology and culture, or particles and consciousness.
Yet our earlier elaboration of the first connective synthesis left us with a question.
The first synthesis tells us that two or more mutually irreducible entities can be
brought together in an encounter with yet another machine. Each machine sees,
touches, reacts, interrupts, recruits, disturbs, perceives the world on its own terms,
and the machines it experiences have no choice but to abide by those terms with
regards to the actual surfaces which they will manifest. This accounts for a universal
process of rupture and contiguity: incommensurable machines are made to manifest
in actuality (twofolds of sense and qualities, or partial objects and flows), in which a
‘third’ machine can treat them as continuations of one another. Each ‘third’ machine
thus has a relation to other machines which do not have this relation with each
other. But knowing that is not knowing how it happens: “how can elements be bound
together by the absence of any ties?” (bsp 133, emphasis added). Hence the first
synthesis is insufficient, and there must be a second: “the passive synthesis of habit
in turn refers to [a] more profound passive synthesis of memory” (dr 79, cf. 82). With
the full fourfold now available to us, we can start analyzing this second synthesis. It
is, after all, essence which must serve as the ground and cause of actual relations
between entities.

18. The disjunctive synthesis
Each relation concerns a comprehension of something by something else, and in
this sense each relation is a present. Each present relation is an actualization of
the virtual aspect of machines (dr 83). Conversely, as they are non-relational, we
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can say that “virtual objects belong essentially to the past […]. Virtual objects are
shreds of pure past” (dr 101). This does not mean that your manifestations exist
today and your real internal properties or singularities existed last year. It means
that the two differ in kind, and that a power or Idea as such is never present to
another machine. ‘Past’ thus has two senses. First, it is that which is at work in a
relation without entering into it. Second, since each Idea or power must be the result
of a contraction of something else, any desire at work must have been produced
previously. The current puissance of a machine must have been fabricated earlier, but
this current puissance is of course not to be found as such in that earlier moment. My
capacity to speak French is not an empirically available object in Paris in 2013. Nor
can it be found as an empirical object inside the machines which are regenerating or
maintaining it currently. Nevertheless, my puissance must be at work in whatever
present finds me speaking French. It is in this sense that a desire belongs to the pure
past while being contemporaneous with its actualizations into a present:
The virtual object is never past in relation to a new present, any more than it is
past in relation to a present which it was. It is past as the contemporary of the
present which it is, in a frozen present; as though lacking on the one hand the
part which, on the other hand, it is at the same time, as though displaced while
still in place. […] Contemporaneous with itself as present, being itself its own
past, pre-existing every present which passes in the real series, the virtual object
belongs to the pure past (dr 102, cf. 81, 83; b 58–59).
The second and disjunctive synthesis concerns precisely this past which “causes the
present to pass” (dr 79), this “pure element of the past” or “a priori past” (dr 81). For
each machine, this past is the “in itself of being” (b 55) as a “substantial temporal
element […] playing the role of ground” (dr 82, cf. 88). Despite being functioning
as ground, the difference in kind between virtual and actual always remains intact:
“you will never compose the past with presents, no matter what they may be” (b 57).
As we noted earlier, even an infinity of things relating to a house cannot stand in
for the house itself. Past and present always remain separated by a “caesura which
distributes a non-symmetrical before and after” (dr 89; cf. sk 210378).
Why is this synthesis disjunctive? The connective synthesis concerns the fact that
each relation is a relation of a body (a point of view) with a machine (or machines)
contracted into an actual, contiguous manifestation. The disjunctive aspect concerns
the fact by which such a thing can happen. It concerns Ideas, as the singularities
or powers of a body determine what it can do. What it can do is entertain certain
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relations, for which its internal reality is the reason. Disjunctive synthesis tells us
that a relation is not just the contraction of other machines into actuality, but that
this happens because of an activation of the powers of a machine. Here we need to
remind ourselves that relations are unilateral and asymmetric, because direct FigureFigure interaction between two bodies is impossible due to externality. I encounter
the river, but the river need not encounter me. Should the river and I encounter
each other, this requires at least two relations, with both entities registering the
other on their own terms. The river, after all, does not encounter me as a raucous
fluid which engulfs it. So in each relation, the disjunctive synthesis refers to the
Idea of the machine which is functioning as point of view. The caesura thus marks
“the present of metamorphosis, a becoming-equal to the act […]” (dr 89). A relation
marks the point at which the capacities of a machine become involved in something
it is confronted with, in something it has to deal with. This unilateralization is by no
means an oversimplification of reality. In any specific encounter, countless machines
will be at work, and the very fact that all contact is indirect will create monstrous
patchworks of distributed agency everywhere. To give a very simple example, I may
not have the capacity to register the existence of a certain chemical. Apples, however,
may be able to respond to it, and contract the chemical in such a way that their
composition alters. Suppose that this result is something I can register, causing
me to be poisoned by apples sprayed with too many pesticides. If my severe apple
poisoning motivates me to find out what is turning apples into toxic danger balls, I
must design pieces of equipment which can function as intermediaries between me
and the chemicals I cannot register. My instruments must contract the chemicals
into something which I can contract in turn, or they must function as parts of me
which generate a capacity to see the chemicals for myself. And at every step along the
way, countless other machines can intervene, including farmers, insects, funding,
the pesticide lobby, colleagues, textbooks on chemistry, patents, and so on.
Because of the difference in kind between virtual twofolds and actual manifestations, “what defines desiring-machines is precisely their capacity for an unlimited
number of connections, in every sense and in all directions. It is for this very reason
that they are machines […]” (bsp 121). If desire would not be ‘more’ than relational
manifestations, entities would be reducible to their relations. Reality would be internalist rather than externalist. Being would be functional, whereas everything so far
tells us the precise opposite, namely that even something as utterly utilitarian as a
table is “not intended for any specific purpose, for anything one expects of a table”
(ao 17). This means that the disjunction implied in relations is not exclusive. It is not
the case that a power can be actualized in only six specific ways, or even in only one
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way at a time. In both those cases the Idea of a machine would again be functionally
defined and reduced to its (possible) local relations. Instead, “disjunctions, by the very
fact that they are disjunctions, are inclusive” (ao 56, cf. 77). The same internal reality
of the table can be the ground of its encounter with me, with a small particle, with
a beam of light, and with an insect. Likewise, I can use my capacities to run, to walk,
to stroll, and to jump. Moreover, I can use the same powers at different moments
and in different encounters. In addition, different machines can synthesize different
encounters with the same machine simultaneously. The fact that I encounter the
table on my own terms does not preclude that another entity encounters the table
(or part of it) as yet another partial object in another relation characterized by other
qualities. In all such cases, the inclusivity of disjunction points to the fact that the
internal reality of entities is not reducible to their manifestation in relations. In
principle, a relation never fully absorbs an entity in its being encountered, and
conversely it cannot fully deploy an entity in having an encounter. Hence, as we saw
earlier, the idea that each machine can in principle have an unlimited number of
relations or connections.
Hence also Deleuze’s tendency to refer to the second synthesis in terms of a
specific understanding of the notion ‘either / or’ (cf. ao 86). If disjunction were
exclusive, then defining a machine’s being in terms of ‘either / or’ would indicate
that a machine can only do x or y, and only one at a time. This would violate
externality, as the being of a machine would then neatly correspond with precisely
two manifestations. Conversely, if disjunction is inclusive, ‘either / or’ refers to
“the system of possible permutations between differences that always amount to
the same as they shift and slide about” (ao 24). In other words, the powers of an
entity never correspond to any specific relations, but their exercise does result in
manifestations of entities which are contiguous with the experienced world of a
machine. Another way of putting this is that the number of relations which a body
can enter into is infinite in principle.47 It can do either this, or that, or that, or that,
… and so on (which does not mean that any assemblage can do everything). This is

47 Deleuze credits Freud for also realizing this, specifically with regards to sexuality: “For what Freud
and the first analysts discover is the domain of free syntheses where everything is possible: endless
connections, nonexclusive disjunctions, nonspecific conjunctions, partial objects and flows” (ao 70;
cf. scs 180472). This refers to the early work of Freud, specifically the first edition of the three essays
on sexuality, in which human sexuality is thought to simply be what it becomes (it is what it
contracts from concrete encounters, with the traces left by past encounters coming to co-determine
how one will respond to future encounters).
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precisely what Deleuze is after when asking readers to “establish a logic of the and,
overthrow ontology, do away with foundations, nullify endings and beginnings”
(atp 25). Remember that in this specific passage, ontology means ‘metaphysics’ as we
have defined it. Deleuze demands that we let go of the idea that a single relation or
limited set of relations would define the being of entities (as foundations, endings,
and beginnings). Instead, all connections between machines are disjunctive, which
is to say local manifestations of virtual essences which remain irreducible to these
essences. Deleuze is even explicit in that “relations are exterior to their terms” is the
reason why the copula “ ‘and’ dethrones the interiority of the verb ‘is’ […]” (di 163;
cf. d 55–57).
The irreducibility of a machine’s distribution of singularities to its actualizations
is why humans are, for example, able to waver. As Deleuze writes, “the mouth of the
anorexic wavers between several functions: its possessor is uncertain as to whether it
is an eating-machine, an anal machine, a talking-machine, or a breathing-machine
[…]” (ao 11). Or elsewhere:
An organ may have connections that associate it with several different flows; it
may waver between several functions […]. All sorts of functional questions thus
arise: What flow to break? Where to interrupt it? How and by what means? […]
The data, the bits of information recorded, and their transmission form a grid of
disjunctions of a type that differs from the previous connections (ao 52).
Even a lifetime of eating and speaking cannot undo the fact that a mouth can also
be put to work in throwing up. As with powers, puissance, and potential, Deleuze’s
descriptions of the disjunctive nature of synthesis comes with the warning that
“the only danger in all this is that the virtual could be confused with the possible”
(dr 211, cf. 212; di 101). There are two reasons for this warning. First, “the possible has
no reality (although it may have an actuality); conversely, the virtual is not actual,
but as such possesses a reality” (b 96). A possibility is by definition something which is
not yet real. The virtual twofold, being the real internal matter or Idea of an entity,
is fully real, so it is not possible. Second, a possibility is a possibility of something. If
virtual essence would be possibility, it would therefore refer to something else, which
would make it relational, representational, internalist, and reducible.48 Possibilities

48 “The idea of the possible appears when, instead of grasping each existent in its novelty, the whole
of existence is related to a preformed element, from which everything is supposed to emerge by
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do of course exist, but they are not the being of things themselves (trm 234). In
fact, for every machine there are two interrelated types of possibilities. First, there
is the infinity of possible encounters which the machine could undergo given its
current capacities. Second, there are all the possible alterations which its desire could
undergo as a result of these encounters.
Being at the root of each disjunction, the virtual essence of a machine is a cause.49
It is the reason why a machine is able to have a specific encounter. Deleuze frequently
insists on this point, for example in saying that the transcendental field has genetic
power (ls 99). He writes that “extensity as a whole comes from the depths” (dr 229),
that “a quality is always a sign or an event that rises from the depths” (dr 97), that
desire is the excessive cause of processes and productions,50 that all functioning
of things is determined by power (dr 174), that corporeal causes produce sense
(ls 86, 95), that with regards to singularities “sense depends on the distinction and
distribution of these brilliant points in the Idea” (di 100, cf. 175), that singularities
“preside over the genesis of the solutions of the equation” (ls 54; cf. dr 75), that
singularities are like “little selves which contemplate and which render possible
both the action and the active subject” (dr 75), that code “determines the respective
qualities of the flows passing through the socius” (ao 284), that a partial object is
always a function of the unconscious (ao 370), that the depth of a full body has
the “power to organize surfaces and to envelop itself within surfaces” (ls 124), that “causes
are referred in depth to a unity which is proper to them” (ls 169), that an Idea
“constitutes the sense of all that it produces” (dr 155), that desire “is the internal
causality of an image with respect to the existence of the object or the corresponding
state of affairs” (ls 13), or simply that “desire produces reality” (ao 43, cf. 151–153).
This small litany is just to erase any lingering doubts in readers who still resist the
notion that Deleuze is a relatively classical thinker of essences which function as the
ground for events.
The connective synthesis, in which a body as point of view contracts other
machines into its actual experience of them, demanded further explanation: how

simple ‘realization’.” (b 19–20). This is “the most general error of thought, the error common to
science and metaphysics” (b 20).
49 The equation of desire to cause is already found in germinal form in Deleuze’s study of Kant
(kcp 3).
50 “À savoir que le désir, en tant que émission de processus, en tant que fabrication de création de
processus, que le désir n’a strictement rien à voir avec rien de négatif, avec le manque, avec quoique
ce soit, que le désir ne manque de rien” (scs 270580).
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was this possible? The disjunctive synthesis provides the answer to that question. It
is the code, desire, power, Idea, or singularities of a machine, its essence or internal
matter, which acts as the cause of relations. The contiguity of a world of experience
is what Deleuze calls bare and material repetition: nothing will ever encounter
anything but that which its point of view allows. Yet this material repetition is
rooted in a ‘clothed’ repetition hidden beneath the envelopes of actuality, which is
differenciation itself, or the jump from the virtual to the actual:51
[E]very time, material repetition results from the more profound repetition
which unfolds in depth and produces it as an effect, like an external envelope or a
detachable shell which loses all meaning and all capacity to reproduce itself once
it is no longer animated by the other repetition which is its cause. In this manner,
the clothed lies underneath the bare, and produces or excretes it as though it
were the effect of its own secretion. The secret repetition surrounds itself with a
mechanical and bare repetition […] (dr 289, cf. 20).
Yet there is more to disjunctive synthesis than this. After all, if disjunctive synthesis
would merely point us to how code can function as ground, it would not be
a synthesis at all. The connective synthesis would do all the synthesizing by
bringing irreducible rhizomes together in their being apprehended by yet another
multiplicity. But the disjunctive matter of that other multiplicity would just sit
there and let it all happen. So what is actually being synthesized in the second
synthesis?
Recall the strange mereology of machinic being. Any relation whatsoever is a
connection, contraction, or contemplation of mutually exclusive machines into
a contiguous actual manifestation. To encounter is to bring others together in
a relation with you, without these others having this relation to each other. We
are citizens of the world, but I am not a citizen of you. Hydrogen and oxygen are
components of water, but oxygen is not a component of hydrogen. I perceive a
plethora of things as a landscape, but these things are not this landscape for each
other. Furthermore, connective syntheses does not differentiate between what is
empirically inside and outside a machine. Based on my current capacities, code,
or Idea, I connect to both organs inside me and objects outside me. Ontologically,

51 Deleuze’s full notion of internal repetition is richer than this, and we will get to the other parts in
due time.
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anything contracted into an encounter with me is part of me. Also recall that every
machine must be produced by other machines, and that it is immediately irreducible
to its component parts once this happens. When at least two other machines produce
a new machine, they do not just produce a body without organs, as that would mean
that every production would at first be the production of the exact same (impossible)
one-fold thing, making it unintelligible why different things exist. To produce is
to produce a full fourfold: a machine with a body without organs and singularities
which can only be encountered in terms of partial objects and flow or qualified
sense-events. As being produced by other machines means using these machines
as parts, being produced implies comprehending other machines. As we have seen,
comprehension is a comprehension of a qualified sense-event, as all contact must be
indirect. So producing a machine must simultaneously mean being comprehended
by that machine, and comprehending means to contract, to connect, to carry out
the first synthesis. Hence any relation with any partial object can participate in the
increase, decrease, or alteration of a machine’s code, desire, or singularities. This
is the full sense of ‘contraction’. As we cited earlier, a plant “contemplates water,
earth, nitrogen, carbon, chlorides, and sulphates, and it contracts them in order to
acquire its own concept and fill itself (enjoyment)” (wp 105). What we must here
understand is that what a plant ultimately contracts from its various parts is the
very code which informs its point of view.
If the initial progenitors of a machine produce an entity with an internal reality
of its own, and if this production goes by way of relations which are not different in
kind from subsequent relations which the machine entertains during its further
existence, then all these relations have a shot at altering a machine’s code.52 The
second, disjunctive synthesis points to the fact that while connectively, the powers of
a machine underlie that which a machine encounters in actuality, the same actuality
is having its effect on those very same singularities or desire (which can vary from
being nigh irrelevant to utterly overpowering). For example, many machines are
contracted in my study of French. These include text books, alphabets, lectures,
dramatic chansons, elements of other languages, vague memories of Latin words, and
so on. While I study French, I do so based on my powers. But the price to pay for
connecting to these machines is that they become temporary parts of me, which is
to say that they can alter my powers. This is of course obvious, because otherwise
nobody could ever learn a new language, no castle could be modified to withstand

52 In jargon: “modifications of a code have an aleatory cause in the milieu of exteriority” (atp 54).
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cannon fire, and no hurricane could gain enough strength to deterritorialize cows.
Deleuze indicates this with the following passage:
Production is not recorded in the same way it is produced, however. Or rather, it
is not reproduced within the apparent objective movement in the same way in
which it is produced within the process of constitution. In fact, we have passed
imperceptibly into a domain of the production of recording, whose law is not the
same as that of the production of production. The law governing the latter was
connective synthesis or coupling. But when the productive connections pass from
machines to the body without organs […] it would seem that they then come
under another law that expresses a distribution in relation to the nonproductive
element as a ‘natural or divine presupposition’. Machines attach themselves to
the body without organs as so many points of disjunction, between which an
entire network of new syntheses is now woven, marking the surface off into coordinates, like a grid. The ‘either … or … or’ of the schizophrenic takes over from
the ‘and then’ […] (ao 23).
Connections are always connections to parts. A machine’s parts generate its powers,
so that the flip side of connections is recording or registration, terms Deleuze
uses for the second synthesis throughout Anti-Oedipus.53 That which is recorded
is desire or the distribution of singularities pertaining to a machine. So while a
machine undergoes a connection and contracts machines into an encounter, it also
undergoes variation in the very internal matter which grounds this connection,
possibly allowing new connective syntheses with these or other machines. Everything
we wrote about the ‘logic of the and’ and about the Deleuzian ‘either … or’ is further
intensified by this insight. Most importantly, it shows how a body without organs
can gain or alter its matter by appropriating entities, and that this appropriation is
rather a structural feature of relations:
The body without organs now falls back on desiring-production, attracts it, and
appropriates it for its own. The organ-machines now cling to the body without
organs as though it were a fencer’s padded jacket, or as though these organmachines were medals pinned onto the jersey of a wrestler who makes them

53 Sometimes he also uses ‘inscription’: “A body without organs is the surface of inscription […] for
every desire” (scs 260373; cf. ao 24).
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jingle as he starts toward his opponent. An attraction-machine now takes the
place, or may take the place, of a repulsion-machine: a miraculating-machine
succeeding the paranoiac machine. But what is meant here by ‘succeeding’? The
two coexist, rather […] (ao 23).
On the one hand, a machine is a paranoiac, the body without organs is irreducible to
anything else. Like a paranoiac obsessed with eluding ‘the system’, the body without
organs eludes all others. The body without organs keeps others at a safe distance
by virtue of the difference in kind between its virtuality and their actuality. It is a
point of view on others, not these others themselves. This pertains to the connective
synthesis, which establishes a contiguous world of organ-entities and little else.
Hence the body is “the artist of the large molar aggregates, the statistical formations
of gregariousness, the phenomena of organized crowds” (ao 320).
Yet the virtual is always a twofold, and a body’s desire is far more promiscuous
than the body itself. Every connection implies that something else has a shot
at altering it. As behooves a promiscuous entity, the alterations, additions, or
subtractions in the machine’s Idea are by no means beholden to their sources, as
the virtual differs in kind from the actual. Actual surfaces of entities have a shot at
altering the virtual properties of others, but they cannot rely on any subsequent
loyalty. No ship takes automatic care of its own wooden components. Since it concerns
the creation of intensive code from extensive encounters, Deleuze also calls this
aspect of the second synthesis “miraculating,” “mystic,” “fetishistic,” “perverted,”
and “bewitched” (ao 22). It is not ‘paranoid’, but “schizophrenic” and concerns
“the molecular direction that on the contrary penetrates into singularities, their
interactions and connections at a distance or between different orders” (ao 320).
It implies a kind of circuit in which intensive matter or desire is the cause for
that which is contracted, but that which is contracted is in turn that which cogenerates matter or desire. In other words, “the production of recording itself is
produced by the production of production” (ao 28). Nevertheless, Deleuze warns
that “doubtless the former paranoiac machine continues to exist in the form of
mocking voices that attempt to ‘de-miraculate’ the organs” (ao 23). The irreducibility
of machines and the difference in kind between actual and virtual precludes all
ultimate equilibrium and integration. Nothing can undo the irreducibility of a
machine: “Although the organ-machines attach themselves to the body without
organs, the latter continues nonetheless to be without organs and does not become
an organism in the ordinary sense of the word. It remains fluid and slippery”
(ao 27).
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The production of recording in the disjunctive synthesis also tells us why
machinic ontology is not solipsistic. If engaging in a relation would only be to
encounter an actual manifestation of another multiplicity as permitted by my
singularities, then the real virtuality of encountered machines would be completely
irrelevant to my existence. However, the fact that machinic fourfolds are produced by
machines tells us that an encountered machine definitely partakes in the generation
of the encountering machine’s capacities when the latter comprehends the former.
At the limit, we can say that the water in which I swim has no connective influence
on how I experience it, while at the same time it does have its disjunctive influence.
By contracting the waves of the ocean into experience they become a part of me,
and any part of me has a shot at altering my singularities. The virtual water cannot
influence how I encounter it, because my code determines how I encounter it. It
can, however, influence my code by becoming one of my generators. Through this
indirect disjunctive recording, the waves thus have a say in how they are experienced
by the swimming body. Take Deleuze’s description of how one learns to swim:
When a body combines some of its own distinctive points with those of a wave,
it espouses the principle of a repetition which is no longer that of the Same,
but involves the Other – involves difference, from one wave and one gesture
to another, and carries that difference through the repetitive space thereby
constituted. To learn is indeed to constitute this space of an encounter with signs,
in which the distinctive points renew themselves in each other, and repetition
takes shape while disguising itself (dr 23).
He describes the process of a child learning to walk in similar terms. On the one
hand, the child uses its current code to walk around a room or a garden. On the other
hand, “the child constructs for itself another object, a quite different kind of object
which is a virtual object or centre and which then governs and compensates for the
progresses and failures of its real activity” (dr 99). So two things happen at the same
time and “one series would not exist without the other, yet they do not resemble
one another” (dr 100). The same principle is expressed in his famous example of
the encounter between a wasp and an orchid. The example presupposes that both
entities encounter each other, so that they come to co-constitute each other’s powers
through their own respective connective and disjunctive syntheses:
Each chain captures fragments of other chains from which it ‘extracts’ a surplus
value, just as the orchid code ‘attracts’ the figure of a wasp: both phenomena
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demonstrate the surplus value of a code. It is an entire system of shunting along
certain tracks, and of selections by lot […]. The recordings and transmissions that
have come from the internal codes, from the outside world, from one region to
another of the organism, all intersect, following the endlessly ramified paths of
the great disjunctive synthesis (ao 53).
Both the orchid and the wasp have their respective internal chains of code. The
wasp encounters the orchid, making the orchid one of the partial objects which it
comprehends in being produced. Hence the actual orchid comes to co-determine the
virtual content of the wasp. Simultaneously, the orchid encounters the wasp as one
of its producers, so that the latter can come to codetermine the virtual content of the
former. In short, all “production is immediately consumption and a recording process
(enregistrement), without any sort of mediation” (ao 14). The absence of mediation
does not imply sudden direct Problem-Problem interaction. It merely indicates that
any connective synthesis is by definition always also a disjunctive synthesis. This
being established, the following long passage, which may otherwise strike us as
mere poetic hyperbole, becomes deadly serious:
[B]reaks that are a detachment (coupures-détachements) […] must not be confused with breaks that are a slicing off (coupures-prelèvement). The latter have
to do with continuous fluxes and are related to partial objects. Schizzes have
to do with heterogeneous chains, and as their basic unit use detachable segments or mobile stocks resembling building blocks or flying bricks. We must
conceive of each brick as having been launched from a distance and as being
composed of heterogeneous elements: containing within it not only an inscription with signs from different alphabets, but also various figures, plus one or
several straws, and perhaps a corpse. Cutting into the flows (le prélèvement du
flux) involves detachment of something from a chain; and the partial objects of
production presuppose stocks of material or recording bricks within the coexistence and the interaction of all the syntheses. How could part of a flow be
drawn off without a fragmentary detachment taking place within the code
that comes to inform the flow? […] Every composition, and also every decomposition, uses mobile bricks as the basic unit. […] These bricks or blocks are
the essential parts of desiring-machine from the point of view of the recording process: they are at once component parts and products of the process of
decomposition that are spatially localized only at certain moments […] (ao 54–
55).
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On the one hand, there are connections (the prelèvements) which combine
irreconcilable machines into contiguous flows. The flip sides of such relations are
disjunctions (the détachements) which are best understood as other entities carving
in, adding to, taking from, upsetting, or slightly nudging the singularities of that
which they now co-produce. As all relations are on the same ontological footing, even
several straws and a corpse have a shot at altering my essence, should an encounter
with them happen to leave a trace. Connective synthesis “cancels” difference by
bringing entities into contiguous actuality (dr 223, 228), but disjunctive synthesis
carves it into the heart of things.54 Code, having been the cause of the actuality
experienced, in a sense also causes these flows to “pass over to the body without
organs itself, thereby channeling or ‘codifying’ the flows” (ao 373). As Deleuze writes,
“the body without organs serves for the recording of the entire process of production
of desire” (ao 23, cf. 90, 144).55 Or elsewhere: “the event is properly inscribed in the
flesh and in the body […] only in virtue of the incorporeal part” (ls 221–222).56
Deleuze also has a different formulation for the same insight. Because a code,
Idea, or desire differs in kind from actuality, because it is ‘more’ than all actuality, it
would never be able to settle autonomously on precisely how to actualize a certain
encounter if the machines encountered would not be involved in any way. Even if
I encounter another machine based on my singularities, it is nevertheless an other
machine of which I encounter an actualization. After all, the sense-event of a machine
is an expression of its virtual essence. In fact, the point is obvious: the encountering
machine must be such that it can encounter the other assemblage, but this other
assemblages must be such that it can be encountered by the encountering machine.
Thus the encountered machine partakes in characterizing the event. Deleuze calls
this procedure “vice-diction” (dr 189) and states that it “has two procedures which
intervene both in the determination of the conditions of the problem and in the
correlative genesis of cases of solution: these are, in the first case, the specification

54 Even words with which one is confronted can become “carved into the depth of bodies” (ls 84).
Disjunctive synthesis is always “an exercise in naked flesh, in the depths of the soul” (ao 147).
55 Cf. “[L]enregistrement est un dehors-dedans, une limite envelopante, ‘dehors’ parce que faisant
intervener une surface d’extériorité sur laquelle sont transcrits des resultants, ‘dedans’ parce que
faisant partie constitutivement de la machine et réglant le procès de production” (letter to Félix
Guattari, lat 41).
56 Note that this is why “desiring-production has solely an actual existence” (ao 154). Virtual-virtual
interaction is foreclosed, so that all production of code (the production of desire itself) must result
from the contraction of the actuality of other machines.
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of adjunct fields and, in the second, the condensation of singularities” (dr 190). Though
in different terminology, this again expresses that comprehended entities not only
compose the actual manifestations (adjunct fields) encountered by a machine, but
that they are in such moments also parts of the encountering machine which partake
in the generation of its singularities.57
This allows us to also counter a possible objection to machinism, namely that
we are pretending that powers are internally related to their machinic bodies. After
all, we have defined code or desire or an Idea as that which an entity has. One could
accuse Deleuze of retaining transcendentally what he banishes empirically. But this
is not the case, as there is no capacity without a generator. There must always be
a straw, a corpse, a book, or an organ, or better yet a whole army of machines to
generate my intensive matter. Hence the relation between Idea and problematic
body remains indirect, as there must always be a generator to provide the latter with
the former.

Note on Harman’s Philosophy of Objects
Readers of current debates in continental philosophy may notice that machinism
is similar to various recent ontologies associated with the genres called ‘new
materialism’ and ‘speculative realism.’58 This is to be expected, as Deleuze is an
important source of inspiration for many key figures in both genres (including Rosi
Braidotti, Manuel DeLanda, Iain Hamilton Grant, and Levi Bryant). Though full
comparisons are beyond the scope of the current text, we cannot ignore the striking
similarities between Deleuze’s ontology and that of Graham Harman, a founding
thinker of speculative realism.
Because much like Deleuze, Harman holds that reality consists of fourfold entities
(Harman, 2011c). Also like Deleuze, Harman splits this fourfold into two twofolds,
one being manifest in encounters and one eluding all contact (Harman, 2011a). For
Harman, the actual half of an entity consists of a ‘sensual object’ (our partial object

57 In the dynamic between the contractive synthesis of habit and the simultaneous disjunctive
synthesis of recording that by which contraction takes place, we recognize an echo of Félix
Ravaisson’s work: “Habit is […] a disposition relative to change, which is engendered in a being by
the continuity or the repetition of this very same change” (2008: 25). The difference, of course, is
that Ravaisson only ascribes habit to living things, stating that an inanimate body thrown “100
times in the same direction” will never contract anything (ibid.).
58 See Dolphijn and Van der Tuin (2012) and Bryant, Srnicek and Harman (2011).
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or sense-event) and ‘sensual qualities’ (our flow or qualities). Its virtual half (which
he calls ‘withdrawn’) consists of a ‘real object’ (our body without organs, Figure,
or problem) and its ‘real qualities’ (our desire, code, singularities, powers, or Idea).
One striking thing about these similarities is that Harman is demonstrably not a
Deleuzian. Harman’s books and articles contain detailed accounts of how his fourfold
results from combined idiosyncratic readings of Husserl’s noema-noesis couple
and Heidegger’s tool analysis (f.i. Harman, 2002). In addition, Harman reads and
dismisses Deleuze as a philosopher who illegitimately dissolves entities into a more
fundamental and universal process, force, or realm (cf. Bryant, Srnicek and Harman,
2011: 292; Harman, 2009: 6; 2011b: 63). This is reason for optimism for all defenders of
machinism, as two thinkers more or less independently formulating similar theories
tends to be a good indicator of the validity of their ideas (see Newton and Leibniz
on calculus; Lavoisier and Scheele on oxygen; or Darwin and Wallace on evolution).
Yet there is one crucial difference between these two fourfolds. For Harman as
for Deleuze, real qualities (our singularities) and their real object (our body without
organs) constitute an essence. Yet for Harman, essence either changes extremely or
it does not change at all:
For me, real objects must in fact have qualities, and cannot just be virtual
trajectories across many years’ worth of different, shifting qualities. For this
reason, I do in fact hold that we change as people either by putting on masks and
costumes that hide the fact that deep down nothing has changed, or by entering
into combination with new things that make us something different from what
we were. Or rather, both of these things happen at different times during a
human life. We might go through a country music phase, or a phase in which we
pretend to others and even ourselves that we are rakish womanizers when really
we are nothing of the sort. But on the other hand we also go through experiences,
probably rare, that turn us fundamentally into new people by making us enter
into something else through an irreversible combination. If the usual alternative
is that we either have no fixed identity but are in a constant flux of becoming, or
that we remain as an unchanging soul from conception to death, I would suggest
instead that we change on a finite number of occasions, so that I am no longer
the same person as at age five, but may be the same person I was last year or the
year before. Transformations in life would be real, but rare (Harman, 2015: 16).
Change is a zero sum game for Harman. But what kind of game, exactly? Is change
like the transformations in Ovid, so that the same entity called Actaeon used to be a
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human but is now a stag, and the same entity called Daphne is both a former nymph
and a current laurel? If so, then for the same entity (qua body without organs or real
object), essential qualities change either radically or not at all. Yet if we admit that
real qualities can change radically, then by what argument would they not be able
to change gradually as well? Why would a spell cast by Apollo change me a lot, but
the acquisition of a new language not change me a little?
Or is change much more sinister? Has there been an ominous night in which
events conspired to simultaneously bring about the utter annihilation of Graham
Harman at age five and his instantaneous replacement by another Graham Harman?
If that is the case, then change is so radical that it is no longer a transformation, but
a replacement of one entity by another. The essential twofold of any single entity
would then be utterly unalterable. Yet what would then be the principle or cause of
change in a reality consisting only of unalterable things?
Also note that both scenarios would endow the moment of an entity’s creation
with a surprisingly exceptional status. Like Deleuze, Harman holds that entities
among themselves must account for the generation of new beings. So whenever a
new entity is produced, everyday assemblages such as proteins, musicians, furnaces,
and words must be involved in the constitution of the real qualities (the singularities)
of a new thing. Producers must in a sense ‘style’ their product. After its moment
of production, however, a Harmanian object’s real qualities seem to become (nigh)
immune to being influenced by those very same everyday things. Why? What is so
different about non-initial relations? There is of course an abundance of existential
examples to illustrate the resistance of objects to change once they have been formed,
and Deleuze would completely agree that the vast majority of existing machines
will not be able to affect each other in the slightest, but one cannot help but wonder
about Harman’s ontological argument for change as only possible on a finite number
of exceptional occasions, and only in an extreme sense.
Due to a lack of time and space, we can do no more than mark this difference
and raise these questions. We must now further explicate how Deleuze’s virtual
essence is not just the cause of actualization, but also a result from encounters with
actual entities themselves. This leads us to his famous notion of ‘becoming’, and
will assuage readers who may feel that our relatively static exposition so far fails to
acknowledge the sense of dynamism pervading Deleuze’s philosophy.
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19. Machines and becoming
An essence is always undergoing a minimum of variation. This malleability of
essence is why “problematic ideas are not simple essences […]” (dr 163, emphasis added). This variation can at times be so minuscule that it can be considered zero or insignificant for all intents and purposes. The coming decade or so
will see little to no change in the Idea of a gold bar locked away in Fort Knox,
for example. At other times, this variation can be tremendous instead and herald the change of caterpillars into a butterflies. But whatever rate of change of
desire, variation there must be. This is because each aspect of machines must
be produced. Singularities are no exception, even though their production is different in kind from the generators whose comprehension grants a machine its
Idea.
As Deleuze writes, all entities are endowed with a “receptivity” (dr 98) to record
or register the traces of encounters in their internal matter. The disjunctive synthesis
gives us the full sense of what it truly is to contract or contemplate: “to contemplate is
to draw something from” (dr 74). The resulting variation in the essence of a rhizome
is called “becoming” or “a change that is substance itself ” (b 37).59 Deleuze would
not be Deleuze if he would not resort to misleading terminology in his explanation
of this concept. Throughout Anti-Oedipus and A thousand plateaus, he writes about
becoming in terms of an ‘I feel …’, for example in how the schizophrenic Judge
Schreber would ‘feel’ a becoming-woman. Yet becoming is far from being that which
one feels, and Deleuze is once again asking us to abandon our normal understanding
of a term. He writes that the “I feel” of becoming has nothing to do with sensible
qualities (di 238). He is thus using “I feel” as a “technical, philosophical concept and
not just the usual ‘I have the impression …’.”60 Becoming concerns a variation in a
machine’s puissance which, being transcendental, is not available to human feeling
or any other type of direct access.61 Instead, the ‘I feel’ of becoming is the indirect
awareness that one’s desire is changing, an always somewhat uncertain conclusion

59 By ‘substance’ Deleuze means the unconscious of virtual aspect of an assemblage: “the unconscious
is a substance to be manufactured” (d 78). Also see “being is alteration, alteration is substance”
(di 25, cf. 37).
60 “Le ‘je sens,’ je veux dire, il y a un ‘je sens’ philosophique. Le ‘je sens’ c’est pas seulement ‘J’ai
l’impression’” (scs 270580).
61 To hold otherwise would require the mistake of “projecting consciousness on the unconscious”
(scs 150272).
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which can only be based on actual manifestations which one can try to read as signs
of ongoing change.
Becoming is not exceptional. It is not a flaw or malediction (k 35). A chance
encounter with something that seems unimportant now may later turn out to have
radically changed the code of a machine: “we can be thrown into a becoming by
anything at all, by the most unexpected, most insignificant of things” (atp 292).
Yet by the same logic, a revolutionary event may turn out not to have changed
anything at all. Whatever the nature of a sense-event, it is always a question to
which extent and in what way it will be recorded: “the eternal truth of the event is
grasped only if the event is also inscribed in the flesh” (ls 161). In any case, becoming
is not imaginary, but “perfectly real” (atp 238). It is true that Deleuze distinguishes
specific cases of ‘becoming-animal’, or ‘becoming-woman’, and even “becomingpupil, -burgomaster, -girl, and -Mongol” (ao 109). Such anexact names are necessary
to emphasize that becoming is never a becoming-in-general. Becoming is becoming
with regards to specific machines (an animal, the Mongols, a woman). Becoming is
always a “block” of becoming (atp 238) and never unlimited (n 28). Yet each such
block is but a specific case of “a more profound becoming-imperceptible […]” (fb 27;
cf. atp 252, 279–281; d 45).62 Imperceptible, because the transcendental recording
resulting from an encounter is neither extensive, nor resembling the comprehended
extensity which generated it. Hence Deleuze writing that becoming is the “most
imperceptible thing” (d 3) and that “what becomes visible on the one plane is what
is imperceptible on the other plane.”63 As we have seen, Deleuze accords no special
privilege to the machines which initially produce an assemblage. Each contracted
machine has a shot at altering a multiplicity’s code. This is why “we oppose epidemic
to filiation, contagion to heredity […]” (atp 241).64

62 Rosi Braidotti points out that this leads to an “unresolved knot” in thinking the relation between
‘becoming-woman’ taken in a political and emancipatory sense, and ‘becoming-woman’ taken as a
specific case of a universal process of becoming (2002: 77). This is because the former demands the
defense of at least a vague group identity opposed to a male, heteronormative standard, whereas
the latter, at the limit, calls for the abandonment of all strong (essential) uses of identities.
63 “[…] ce qui devient perceptible sur ce plan, c’est ce qui est imperceptible sur l’autre plan”
(scs 150277). Also see the repeated assertion that all becomings are molecular (atp 272, cf. 275; k 37).
64 Cf. “The difference is that contagion, epidemic, involves terms that are entirely heterogeneous:
for example, a human being, an animal, and a bacterium, a virus, a molecule, a microorganism.
Or in the case of the truffle, a tree, a flu, and a pig. These combinations are neither genetic nor
structural; they are interkingdoms, unnatural participations” (atp 242).
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The machinic fourfold and the syntheses posit no particular a priori relations.
This allows all existential relations of an object to have a say in what the essence
of an object will become. Conversely, in a reductionist system of universal depth
or height, change due to existential events is never essential, as all things remain
internal to their original relation with a certain source. Yet in machinic ontology
everything at least has a shot:
We […] believe that everything commingles in these intense becomings, passages,
and migrations – all this drift that ascends and descends the flow of time:
countries, races, families, parental appellations, divine appellations, geographical
and historical designations, and even miscellaneous news items. […] (ao 104).
Any encountered machine is a part of the machine which encounters. Everything has
a shot at leaving a trace. It is in this sense that “a tree, a column, a flower, or a cane
grow inside the body; other bodies always penetrate our body […]” (ls 87). Yet having
a shot is tricky business, because generated code does not resemble its generator. As
Deleuze often insists, becoming has nothing to do with imitation.65 This is why we
can rebel against the very institutions which have given us the capacity to do so.
Becoming moves from the actual into the virtual which does not resemble it. In this
sense becoming concerns “absolute deterritorializations, at least in principle” and
benefits not its source but its result: the “unformed matter of deterritorialized flow,
of nonsignifying signs” (k 14).
We saw that Deleuze refers to the connective labor of machines as ‘Libido.’ The
disjunctive synthesis is denoted by the term ‘Numen,’ defined as “the energy of
disjunctive inscription” (ao 24, cf. 331). Numen concerns that aspect of synthesis by
which contractions result in new registrations or recordings of code, a move from
actuality to virtuality Deleuze also calls “a transformation of energy” (ibid.). Why
this name ‘Numen’, meaning divine presence or divine will? Precisely because in
the absence of a God or sovereign subject, entities among themselves are doing the
work traditionally assigned to an exceptional agent. In machinic ontology, “the sole
thing that is divine is the nature of an energy of disjunctions” (ao 25).
Becoming concerns the variation in the internal matter or Idea of a machine: “…
materiality, natural or artificial, and both simultaneously; it is matter in movement,

65 “Qu’est-ce que ça veut dire: devenir animal? Ça ne veut pas dire imiter […]. Ce n’est pas au moment
où on imite que ça marche” (scs 150277).
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in flux, in variation, matter as a conveyor of singularities and traits of expression”
(atp 409). Yet this does not mean that everything is constantly changing significantly.
Everyone knows of countless machines which are extremely resistant to being altered
by others, and stalwart machines number no fewer than the legions of multiplicities
which can be snuffed out of existence with laughable ease. Yet whatever the strength
of a machine, its unconscious is a “factory” immersed in a process of being generated
and being the ground for generations (cf. ls 90). The virtual twofold of body and
desire is always an active unity of interior change.66 This change results from a
machine’s encounters with other machines, but such relations always remain ‘at a
distance’ due to the difference in kind between virtuality and actuality:
Every force is thus essentially related to another force. The being of force is plural,
it would be absolutely absurd to think about force in the singular. A force is
domination, but also the object on which domination is exercised. A plurality
of forces acting and being affected at distance, distance being the differential
element included in each force and by which each is related to others (np 6).
All machines or rhizomes are irreducible entities. They are forces unleashed in the
world. Nevertheless, each force must at least comprehend two other forces which are
producing it. As Deleuze writes, “ you will never find a homogeneous system that is not still
or already affected by a regulated, continuous, immanent process of variation” (atp 103). These
forces act at a distance, as their actuality will be contracted into a virtuality, which
differs in kind from relational manifestation. Because of this universal structure
of being generated and generating, the Idea is not just a machine’s matter, but a
“burning, living center of matter” (ao 32) and the “beating heart of reality” (ao 107).
This leads us to the distinction between what Deleuze calls ‘social’ and ‘technical’
machines. As stated in the introduction, these terms neither indicate different kinds
of machines, nor a distinction in scale, as if bigger machines would be social and
smaller ones technical (bsp 130), nor an opposition of groups to individuals (ibid.).
Rather, each machine is both technical and social (ao 46). The technical and the
social indicate a difference in “regime,” not in kind (bsp 130).67 Now, Deleuze tells
66 Deleuze also discerns this in Leibniz: “Alors je dis juste: retenons la définition: unité active du
changement intérieur”; “la forme substantielle […], l’entéléchie c’est cette unité active, c’est-à-dire
ce qu’on a appelé pour le moment: monade” (sl 120587).
67 Cf. “The truth of the matter is that social production is purely and simply desiring-production itself under
determinate conditions” (ao 42); “[…] there is never any difference in nature between the desiring-
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us that desiring-machines are the same entities as technical and social machines,
but that desire concerns their unconscious (bsp 132).68 It follows that the technical
and social aspect of machines concerns their actuality.69 Desire is “molecular” (see
our earlier discussion of singularities), which Deleuze opposes to the “molar” social
and technical machines (ao 327). All machines are thus “desiring-machines in one
sense, but organic, technical or social machines in another sense: these are the same
machines under determinate conditions” (ao 328, cf. 387).
A machine is social in so far as it contracts a multitude of other machines into
being its generators. To be social is to take things into one’s “stock” (d 104). It is
to “intervene” or “repress” (ao 46, 70, 166), meaning that (1) contraction brings
otherwise isolated entities together, and (2) the comprehension of a machine is
always based on the capacities of the machine doing the comprehending. This is why
Deleuze writes that “it is in order to function that a social machine must not function
well. […] The dysfunctions are an essential element of its very ability to function
[…]” (ao 176–177). Remember that contraction is based on the essence of a machine,
but that this essence in and of itself is not functional. This non-functionality is
precisely why new relations can be forged with this machine (otherwise it would
be restricted to its current actuality). Conversely, a machine is technical in so far
as it is being comprehended by other machines. To be technical is to function for
something. Hence technical machines “point to the social machines that condition
and organize them, but also limit and inhibit their development” (ao 165). The
table is a social machine for its parts. As long as these other machines are parts,
they are made to deploy their excessive desire in actually functioning as part of the
table. Technical machines “are definable extrinsically” (atp 458), as being-technical
is being-for-others.
This simple division harbors some strange consequences. Take, for example, a
phalanx of hoplites. In a very important sense, the phalanx is taking itself as its
machines and the technical social machines. There is a certain distinction between them, but it is
merely a distinction of régime […]” (ao 44; cf. bsp 129).
68 A thousand plateaus retains the same distinction, though with different terms. Social and technical
machines are there called ‘collective assemblages of enunciation’: “the only assemblages are
machinic assemblages of desire and collective assemblages of enunciation” (atp 22) which are
again two faces of the same coin so that one is always inside the other (atp 23).
69 Hence a machine will socially and technically be “caught up in this or that segment, this or that
office, this or that machine or state of machine […]. On the other hand and at the same time, it will
take flight the whole time, carried away by a freed expression, carrying away deformed contents”
(k 59).
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parts.70 After all, it is the phalanx which, based on its code, contains other machines as
members of itself. Each machine can only be generated from its own parts. Moreover,
the individual hoplites relate to one another asymmetrically and unilaterally. Each
experiences the actual others from his own virtual perspective. Each uses his shield
to protect another hoplite to his left, but remains exterior to this other. But in
the experience of the phalanx, the hoplites are encountered symmetrically and
continuously, in accordance with the rule of rupture and contiguity. The virtual
phalanx truly experiences the hoplites as a unity. Additionally, the same machine can
of course simultaneously be technical and social. For example, “the clock as a technical
machine for measuring uniform time, and as social machine for reproducing canonic
hours and for assuring order in the city” (ao 165). Technically, the clock functions as
a thing people look at to see the time. Socially (imagine a village with only one clock),
the clock does not just comprehend its physical components, but also the people
abiding by it. Is this last thought a strange one? Not in machinic ontology. Recall
that only contraction by a third machine can bring two machines together. We can
only meet somewhere because there is somewhere to meet (a bar, a university, a
prison, an online forum). Is the clock not among those machines which make people
converge at certain hours? There is certainly a sense in which the time has us …

20. Assemblages and intensities
Because of becoming, a machine is an assemblage and not just something assembled
(an agencement and not an agencé). Desire is not just assembled at the moment of
inception, “desire is always assembled” (atp 229). As the body without organs is
only ever the irreducible unity of a machine, it could never generate its desire all
by itself.71 It needs ‘organ-machines’. The body is “pure and intensive matter, or
the stationary motor whose organ-machines will constitute the working parts and

70 Contra any causa sui interpretation, this is how a machinic body implies “its own self-production
[and] its own engendering of itself ” (ao 26). This is simply to say that wherever a machine is being
constructed, it can only comprise its parts based on its own singularities or Idea, even if those too
are under construction.
71 This is why there is no deterritorialization without reterritorialization, as Deleuze likes to remind
his readers (cf. ao 360). It is possible that a machine alters its relations, so that it leaves the ‘territory’
of that which generates it or that which it generates. It is, however, impossible that a machine has
no relations with generators or generations whatsoever.
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the appropriate powers” (trm 21). To be an assemblage is to have one’s singularities
result from encounters with others. “We will call an assemblage every constellation
of singularities and traits deducted from the flow – selected, organized, stratified –
in such a way as to converge (consistency) artificially and naturally; an assemblage,
in this sense, is a veritable invention” (atp 407). Hence “an assemblage is precisely
this increase in the dimensions of a multiplicity that necessarily changes in nature
as it expands its connections” (atp 8). ‘Multiplicity’ stressed the virtual twofold
which is the internal reality of all entities. ‘Assemblage’ stresses that despite the
irreducibility of their bodies and the surplus status of their code, machines must
always be generated. As we have seen, every encounter has a ‘shot’ at partaking in
the assemblage of singularities. A machine’s internal chain of code can be the result
of many things, though it differs in kind from all of them:
No chain is homogeneous; all of them resemble, rather, a succession of characters
from different alphabets in which an ideogram, a pictogram, a tiny image of
an elephant passing by, or a rising sun may suddenly make its appearance. In
a chain that mixes together phonemes, morphemes, etc., without combining
them, papa’s mustache, mama’s upraised arm, a ribbon, a little girl, a cop, a shoe
suddenly turn up (ao 53).72
Throughout its existence, an assemblage gets locked in fierce battles, loving embraces,
secret thefts, and public declarations with the machines which generate it (those
to which it connects) and the machines which it generates (those to which it
is connected). Some of these encounters will be chaotic struggles for power, as
several assemblages lay claim to the same entity. Others will take the form of
veritable alliances, as several assemblages become part of a larger and more resilient
multiplicity. None of this will ever form “an integral whole as such” (dr 209), as each
contracted entity remains irreducible.73 An assemblage remains “un-attributable”
(atp 4), which is to say external to its relations. With Deleuze, we must never stop
stressing how each machinic assemblage is an “outsider” or “anomaly,”: “Lovecraft
applies the term ‘Outsider’ to this thing or entity, the Thing, which arrives and
passes at the edge […]” (atp 245; cf. d 42).
72 Hence there are always “a thousand beings implicated in my complications” (ls 298).
73 This is echoed in Manuel DeLanda’s Deleuze-inspired work which theorizes societies as wholes “in
which the component parts are self-subsistent and their relations are external to each other,” thus
lacking “organic unity” (DeLanda, 2006: 9).
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An assemblage can nevertheless contract code and alter its Idea. Sometimes this
variation will be minimal, at other times it will change everything. So perhaps
a better translation for agencement would have been ‘operation,’ as ‘assemblage’
suggests something with a fixed set of components. ‘Operation’ would perhaps
be better at capturing the idea that a machine can remain this machine while at
the same time its encounters and the multiplicities to which it becomes coupled
(temporarily or permanently) can change its puissance. The turbulent changes which
can characterize military campaigns and storms exemplify this: “it is the military
men and the meteorologists who hold the secret of proper names, when they give
them to a strategic operation or a hurricane” (atp 264; cf. d 120).
It is also important to understand that the existential situation in which an
assemblage finds itself limits its ontological ‘freedom’. Neither a desert storm
nor Desert Storm can just do or become anything whatsoever. As Deleuze writes,
“whenever a multiplicity is taken up in a structure, its growth is offset by a reduction
in its laws of combination” (atp 6). Take, for example, a relatively big and resilient
multiplicity such as a nation state: “States are made up not only of people but also of
wood, fields, gardens, animals, and commodities” (atp 385). Or in another example,
a cavalryman is comprised of (among other things) a man, a horse, and a stirrup
(d 69). In both cases, the machines taken up in a structure, whether people, animals,
or stirrups, will find that the course of their existence and even their becoming can
become largely determined by the social machine which uses them as a technical
machine. Once entities become functionaries of another thing, this limits what they
can do by locking them into certain patterns of manifestation.
Despite its bodily irreducibility and its excessive desire, no machine can just
connect with any other machine, no assemblage can contract just any partial object.
Everything depends on specific, contingent encounters which match the powers that
be. For example, the eu can assemble and contract citizens, laws, trade agreements,
and so on, but it is highly unlikely that it is capable of registering emotions. A
rock can register me handling it, but it cannot respond to me singing to it. The
same spark which detonates a volatile chemical solution does nothing to a steel
plate. All depends on what bodies are actually capable of. A machine simply cannot
assemble just anything in its future. Conversely, neither can it retain everything it
assembled in its past. In fact, most of its encounters will be forgotten. The thousand
adventures one has as a child will be mostly forgotten once one reaches the venerable
age of thirty. All that remains is some traces of code or some minor machines
which still function, and here one never knows precisely what created what. So a
complete archive would be the rarest thing in the universe, perhaps existing only
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as a Borges fiction. The contraction of actual presents into pure pasts different in
kind from those presents guarantees that forgetfulness is a fundamental feature of
reality.74 Therefore, “disjunctions are the form that the genealogy of desire assumes”
(ao 25). Such a genealogy of the becoming of an assemblage would in a way be
“without history” (d viii).75 The history of an entity is thoroughly relational.76
It is the record of how others manifested to it and how it manifested to others.
Conversely, becoming is what happens between those two things. Because becoming
concerns the production of virtual code, it “cannot be reduced to anything that has
become. […] Becoming is not what it becomes” (wg 82–83). We can thus answer a
strange question Deleuze asks in Kafka, the book in which assemblages are first
mentioned: “why have we aligned the faraway and the contiguous […] on the one hand,
with the distant and the close […] on the other?” (k 76). Actuality, being contiguous,
always remains far away from a machine because no part can ever become integrated
to the point where its being fully becomes a being-for-the-other. Moreover, the
virtuality of a point of view can never integrate the actuality it experiences into
itself as such. At the same time, a virtual twofold is always infinitely distant from
its actual objects, due to their differences in kind. Yet because the actual object is
nevertheless actual to this virtual point of view, it is in another sense extremely close
to it.
The nature of assemblages explains why Deleuze’s work is riddled with terms
associated with transformation and metamorphosis (f.i. c1 8; b 64; ls 221; dr 154;
flb 9). They primarily refer to becoming, to the contraction of actual presentations
into virtual content. Hence all becoming is transmutation (ls 8). Transmutation
is key because “the absolute condition of non-resemblance must be emphasized”
(dr 279; di 100). This is why What is philosophy? is so hostile towards the notion of
transparent communication (wp 6, passim), as for Deleuze nothing ever manifests in
relations as it is in itself. This is also the sense in which to read “everything changes
in nature as it climbs to the surface” (ls 175). It is not to say that any new situation
in which I end up turns me into a radically new entity (which would be relationism).
Instead, the change in nature by climbing to the surface simply reiterates that in

74 So that “becoming is an antimemory” (atp 294) and reality is permeated by an “active forgetting”
(dr 55).
75 “L’histoire de quelqu’ un, ce n’ est pas la même chose que le devenir” (scs 150277; cf. L’Abécédaire,
“gauche”).
76 Also note that if everything would be ‘in history’, then everything would be internal to a single
relation.
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whatever actualized virtuality or contracted actuality, the source never resembles
the result.
A reality in which entities are constantly engaged in assembling and being
assembled with varying degrees of intensity or even success is, as we have seen, what
Deleuze calls ‘schizophrenic’. He also calls it ‘delirious’, taking delirium to mean
the crossing of the threshold between actual and virtual by which the intensive
matter of a machine is altered, but also the shifts in the actual entities which are
the content of relations.77 Delirium is thus the name for “the recording that is
made of the process of production of desiring-machines” (ao 34). This is delirious
because there are no a priori ontological rules for which relations do and do not
change an essence. Of course, existentially there are always plenty constants and
constraints, but in principle, even a corpse and some straws have a shot. Delirium
tells us why “I is another,” as Deleuze quotes Rimbaud (ao 377; cf. c2 153; dr 58, 85,
110).78 I is another because everything I essentially am is assembled from encounters
with entities which are quite unlike me. I is also another because what I essentially
am is malleable. My singularities or desire can vary over time. This, incidentally, is
precisely why existence is always dangerous: any encounter can lead to an alteration
which one’s code or Idea cannot accommodate, the result being death. Finally, I is
another because I cannot access my virtual self. Everything I can notice about myself
is an actuality, and hence a transformation which differs in kind from my essence.
Moreover, as we have seen in our discussions of contiguity and flow, each image of
myself will be tied up with and informed by other machines which are not me.
As indicated, there are moments when Deleuze does not use ‘event’ in the sense
of sense-events (see section fourteen). The concept has a double meaning which we
can now address.79 There are “double series of events which develop on two planes,
echoing without resembling each other: real events on the level of the engendered
solutions, and ideal events embedded in the conditions of the problem […]” (dr 189).
77 “[…] délirer c’est précisément, et c’est mon hypothèse puis le début, franchir des seuils d’intensité,
passer d’ un seuil d’intensité à un autre, c’est à dire qu’avant de délirer, le délirant, c’est quelqu’un
qui sent et sentir, c’est sentir des passages intensifs sur le corps sans organes” (scs 180472).
78 Cf. “The schizo has no principles: he is something only by being something else” (ao 107). Deleuze
also quotes Vaslav Nijinsky: “I am God I was not God I am a clown of God; I am Apis. I am an
Egyptian. I am a Red Indian. I am a Negro. I am a Chinaman. I am a Japanese. I am a foreigner, a
stranger. I am a sea bird. I am a land bird. I am the tree of Tolstoy. I am the roots of Tolstoy … I am
husband and wife in one. I love my wife. I love my husband” (ao 97, original in Nijinski, 1936: 20).
79 “Aussi faut-il distinguer dans les événements […] la part qui renvoie au transcendantal, et celle qui
renvoie à l’effectuation” (letter to Joseph Emmanuel Voeffray, lat 90).
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These two events differ in nature (ls 157). So whereas sense-events concern the
local ‘solutions’ to problems, ‘pure’ or ‘ideal’ events concern singularities themselves
(ls 52–53, 100, 103, 178; di 100; trm 388; wp 156). The ideal event is that which happens
to the virtual aspect of a machine during its encounters. It is the variation of desire,
the alteration of code, the becoming of an Idea, or the redistribution of singularities.
Since desire must be produced and is therefore in principle a variation, at the limit
that which fills a body without organs is the ideal event itself (ls 178; flb 15–16).
We can thus speak of a pure event which is both essence (ls 100) and pure past
(ls 136). It is also in this sense that we can proclaim that “True Entities are events”
or that “entity = event” (d 66). This notion of ‘pure’ event also allows us to
grasp the meaning of “counter-actualization,” a concept introduced in The logic
of sense (cf. ls 152, 161). If the virtual aspect of an assemblage would never change
because of encounters, then actuality would be utterly ineffectual with regards to the
virtual. This would return us to the bland monism of an unchanging ground. The
virtual would be trapped in its own unchanging eternity. Instead, the disjunctive
synthesis of becoming implies counter-actualization, which is to say becoming what
it was not: “to the extent that the pure event is each time imprisoned forever in its
actualization, counter-actualization liberates it […]” (ls 161).80
Yet not all events are alike. One cannot confuse the ontological structure of
entities with their existential challenges. Precisely because of ontological equality,
things are unequal in their existence (this is not the case in systems of false height
and depth: if God existed, everything would existentially be equal under God).
Ontologically, a volcano has no more reality than a spoken word, and a mild breeze
is as real as a supernova. Existentially, things are different. This brings us to the
notion of intensities. Remember that Deleuze rejected his early idea that a single
universal depth (or force, or process, or dimension) populated by intensities would
underlie or permeate all beings (trm 65). After this rejection, “intensities” become
strictly synonymous with singularities or the puissance of an entity. Like singularities,
Deleuze calls them “not the sensible but the being of the sensible” (dr 267, cf. 231).
They are what “occupies” or “populates” a body (atp 153), which itself is “zero
intensity” (atp 31). As with code, the intensities of a body result from “the forces

80 Contra Hallward, who misunderstands the meaning of ‘unilateral,’ it is therefore not the case
that “since [Deleuze] acknowledges only a unilateral relation between virtual and actual, there is
no place in Deleuze’s philosophy for any notion of change, time or history that is mediated by
actuality” (2006: 161–162).
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of attraction and repulsion” (ao 33) and are the reality of matter.81 Like the Idea,
intensity is transcendental and always-already covered and enveloped by extensity
(dr 144, cf. 223, 233–235, 237, 254). It is “neither divisible, like extensive quantity, nor
indivisible, like quality” (dr 237). It is not divisible, because it is not extensive. Yet
it is alterable through becoming (unlike quality: I can slice an apple, but the slices
will remain just as red). So why is intensity yet another synonym for the virtual
aspect of machines? Because whether or not one machine manages to alter another
depends on the intensity of their encounter. And the intensity of an encounter
depends on the virtual twofolds of the machines involved. Hence “it is intensity
which dramatizes. It is intensity which is immediately expressed in the basic spatiotemporal dynamisms” (dr 245). The essences of entities determine the dynamics of
spatio-temporal encounters. And precisely because different entities have different
Ideas, not all machines can connect to others, not all machines survive all encounters,
not all machines even register the existence of others, and so on. This is also why
the body without organs is associated with zero intensity. The body is precisely the
aspect of assemblages which repulses all contact. It follows that the degree to which
a machine does have its indirect encounters with others can only be accounted for by
that which fills its body.82 This is why ‘intensity’ is an appropriate synonym for the
internal matter of multiplicities.
Let us now turn to Deleuze’s notions of difference in itself and repetition for
itself, his machinic alternatives for maledictory concepts of difference and repetition
premised on internalism, reductionism, and representationalism. If machines are
to be understood, then “the total notion is […] that of: indi-different/ciation (indidrama-different/ciation)” (dr 246). This unwieldy term can now be dissected. The
‘indi-’ refers, first, to the indifference of a body without organs. No matter what
happens to the internal reality or the actual surfaces of an entity, the body remains
irreducible to anything else. Second, ‘indi-’ refers to individuation, which we have
seen is the moment by which the singularities or Idea of an entity contracted into
an actual manifestation, which is to say a twofold object of sense and qualities (a
partial object with flow). Differenciation is the actualization of virtual content into a

81 “L’intensité […] est le caractère de ce qui est réel dans la matière” (sl 170387). And since machinic
matter is always separated by surfaces from other machinic matter, radically different intensities
exist. They can be, for example, biological, psychological, chemical, energetic, mathematical,
aesthetic, linguistic, informational, semiotic, and so on (atp 109–110).
82 “Mais l’intensité zéro ce n’est pas le contraire des puissances intensives, elle est la matière intensive
pure que les puissances intensives viennent remplir à tel ou tel degré” (scs 150272).
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manifestation encountered by another entity (dr 207). It presupposes individuation:
“every differenciation presupposes a prior intense field of individuation” (dr 247).
This is just to say that individuation and differenciation both concern actualization,
but the former from the point of view of the virtual Idea and the latter from
the point of view of the actual sense-event. Differentiation is “the determination
of the virtual content of an Idea” (dr 207), in other words the becoming of the
code of an assemblage as a result of its encounters. As Ideas can vary over time,
differentiation is the difference internal to an Idea (dr 26). This essence which
differs is the ground or cause for all actualization, the latter differing in kind from
the virtual object. Differentiation is thus the differenciator: “the differenciator
differenciates itself ” (dr xix). Every entity remains enveloped by its own actual
surfaces. In other words, it is something which distinguishes itself (becomes actual)
from itself (its virtuality) without becoming really distinct from itself (becoming
enveloped instead). Hence we must “imagine something which distinguishes itself –
and yet that from which it distinguishes itself does not distinguish itself from
it” (dr 28, cf. 152). Everything “bathes in its difference” (dr 243, emphasis added).
Each entity is (1) irreducible to all other entities, (2) has a differentiating essence,
which is (3) different in kind from its own actualizations. Such is ‘difference in
itself ’.
As for repetition, this first concerns the fact that a machine can only ever
(repeatedly) register other entities on its own terms, following its own capacities,
even if its code changes due to interactions with others. One cannot undo the fact
that one’s body is one’s point of view. Second, repetition is the fact that in any given
relation, an entity can only manifest actual profiles, never singularities in and of
themselves (this too happens ‘repeatedly’). These two first repetitions comprise what
Deleuze calls “repetition of the Same” or “physical, mechanical, or bare repetitions”
(dr xx). Such repetition is grounded in “the more profound structures of a hidden
repetition” which concerns singularities (dr xx, cf. 1). This repetition concerns
“something unique or singular which has no equal or equivalent. And […] repetition
at the level of external conduct echoes, for its own part, a more secret vibration which
animates it, a more profound, internal repetition within the singular” (dr 1, cf. xix,
17). It is aimed at “the ground which carries every object to that extreme ‘form’ in
which its representation comes undone” (dr 57). This repetition for itself concerns
the internality of an entity. First, how its becoming entails that other actual entities
are always generating its internal desire, the latter differing in kind from the former.
Second, how all its relations will concern its actualizations. These two directions
of transmutation comprise “eternal return” according to Deleuze (cf. np xviii, xix,
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23–24, 46, 47; dr 6, 11).83 As he writes, “repetition in the eternal return […] consists
in conceiving the same on the basis of the different” (dr 41). The full ‘drama’ of a
machine’s existence plays out along the lines of this difference in itself and repetition
for itself. Deleuze seeks to capture such dynamism in the following litany:
The first repetition is repetition of the Same, explained by the identity of the
concept or representation; second includes difference, and includes itself in the
alterity of the Idea, in the heterogeneity of an ‘a-presentation’. One is negative,
occurring by default in the concept; the other affirmative, occurring by excess in
the Idea. One is conjectural, the other categorical. One is static, the other dynamic.
One is repetition in the effect, the other in the cause. One is extensive, the other
intensive. One is ordinary, the other distinctive and singular. One is horizontal,
the other vertical. One is developed and explicated, the other enveloped and
in need of interpretation. One is revolving, the other evolving. One involves
equality, commensurability and symmetry; the other is grounded in inequality,
incommensurability and dissymmetry. One is material, the other spiritual, even
in nature and in the earth. One is inanimate, the other carries the secret of our
deaths and our lives, of our enchainments and our liberations, the demonic
and the divine. One is a ‘bare’ repetition, the other a covered repetition, which
forms itself in covering itself, in masking and disguising itself. One concerns
accuracy, the other has authenticity as its criterion. The two repetitions are not
independent. One is the singular subject, the interiority and the heart of the
other, the depths of the other. The other is only the external envelope, the abstract

83 Deleuze reading of Nietzsche is organized on a juxtaposition of reactive, extensive, or “mechanical”
forces (np 41) with active forces which concern what things can do (np 61). Deleuze treats active
force as a synonym to the will to power (np 7), which he calls the “internality” of force (np 47,
51). More specifically, will to power is that which “makes a force obey within a relation” (np51),
which points to Deleuze’s own notion of social and technical machines. No force ever exhausts
another force, as the latter always keeps “enjoying” its own difference (np 8–9). All relationality is
reactive: “the fact remains that we do not feel, experience or know any becoming but becomingreactive” (np 64). A becoming-active is “neither felt nor known” (np 68), but it can be thought
(np 69). According to Deleuze, Nietzsche holds that “consciousness merely expresses the relation
of certain reactive forces to the active forces which dominate them” (np 41) and “it is inevitable
that consciousness sees the organism from its own point of view and understands it in its own
way; that is to say, reactively” (np 41). It is not hard to see that the virtual / actual distinction is
at work in all of this, especially when Deleuze calls Nietzsche’s philosophy a “selective ontology”
intended to “replace the old metaphysics” (np 72, 84).
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effect. The repetition of dissymmetry is hidden within symmetrical ensembles
or effects; a repetition of distinctive points underneath that of ordinary points;
and everywhere the Other in the repetition of the Same (dr 24, cf. 84).

Conclusions
We have now identified the full “tetravalence of the assemblage” (atp 89). First, the
body (Figure, problem, plane of consistency). Second, desire (code, puissance, powers,
potential, Idea, singularities, intensities). Third, sense (sense-event, partial object).
Fourth, qualities (flow). A body and its desire form a twofold virtual essence. A
sense-event and its qualities form a twofold actual manifestation. A first, connective
synthesis (habit, contemplation, contraction, production) describes what a relation
is. A relation, being a combination of rupture and contiguity, brings together various
otherwise irreconcilable machines into the actual experience of yet another machine.
A second, disjunctive synthesis (of recording, registration, or inscription) describes
what a relation is rooted in. Any relation is rooted in the essence of an assemblage,
which nevertheless always retains a surplus over the sum total of its relations. This
essence itself is malleable, being registered or inscribed, as the internal matter of
a machine, due to the contraction of other entities. What Deleuze calls ‘becoming’
is precisely this malleability of machinic essence, which by no means amount to
constant and hyperactive change. Instead, the variation in a machine’s essence depend
on the nature and intensity of the relations it finds itself engaged in.
Yet our analysis so far may have started to frustrate some readers, because Deleuze
seems to be cheating. Twice, even. First, despite having dispelled the possibility of a
dualism between social and technical machines, he seems to retain a dualism between
machines and their relations, betraying his own insight that everything is a machine.
Such a dualism also suggests that machines are irreducible whereas relations are not,
which would violate the externality thesis with regards to relations: terms would be
irreducible to relations, but relations would be reducible to terms. Second, Deleuze
has not yet accounted for a medium for encounters between machines. It is all very
well that machines contract their desire by encountering the actual manifestations
of others, but we are yet to see that in which such recording and registration occurs.
The usual suspects for this medium are substrates below entities, or structures,
subjects, and divinities above them, but these are unavailable to machinism.
This would signal trouble for Deleuze’s ontology, “unless we have not yet found
the last word, unless there is a third synthesis of time […]” (dr 84; cf. ls 168). Deleuze
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is aware of the two remaining questions and notes that “the second synthesis of
time points beyond itself in the direction of a third […]” (dr 88). As our discussion of
this third synthesis in the next chapter will show, each relation between machines
is a machine as well, and machines are the media in which machines generate other
machines among themselves. Being machines, relations are also irreducible entities
which ‘repress’ their virtual body and puissance in an envelopment by actual surfaces.
As Deleuze writes:
Our point of departure was the opposition between desiring-machines and the
body without organs. The repulsion of these machines, as found in the paranoiac
machine of primary repression, gave way to an attraction in the miraculating
machine. But the opposition between attraction and repulsion persists. I would
seem that a genuine reconciliation of the two can take place only on the level of
a new machine, functioning as ‘the return of the repressed.’ (ao 29).
Relations are machines, which is the full sense of relations being “veritable external
bridges” (di 163). They too are external terms. And it is because machines are
themselves local media that “mediators are fundamental. Creation’s all about
mediators. Without them nothing happens” (n 125). The third, conjunctive synthesis
and its implications as elaborated in the next chapter will constitute the final features
of Deleuze’s ontology:
The first mode has to do with the connective synthesis, and mobilizes Libido
as withdrawal energy (énergie de prélèvement). The second has to do with the
disjunctive synthesis, and mobilizes the Numen as detachment energy (énergie
de detachment). The third has to do with the conjunctive synthesis, and mobilizes
Voluptas as residual energy (énergie résiduelle). It is these three aspects that make
the process of desiring-production at once the production of production, the
production of recording, and the production of consumption (ao 56).
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The first two syntheses do not yet reveal that in which relations happen. If only two
syntheses existed, we would have to posit a universal background (if only formally)
in which relations are forged and from which new entities emerge. Badiou’s work
on Deleuze exemplifies this. For Badiou, the disjunctive synthesis is the ultimate
achievement of Deleuze’s philosophy (Badiou, 2000: 21). Badiou’s fascination with
disjunctions runs so deep that his book on Deleuze does not contain a single mention
of the third, conjunctive synthesis. Instead, Badiou simply assumes that relations
belong to some kind of universal and open Whole (2000: 122).1 If that were the case,
everything would be reinternalized into a universal One, which is precisely what
Badiou tries to convince readers Deleuze is saying (Badiou, 2000: 11, passim). This,
of course, results in a quasi-Deleuze who flagrantly violates the externality thesis.
Contra Badiou, we will analyze the third synthesis and its consequences, among
which are the theses that relations are machines as well and that mediation is
local rather than universal. With the final element of the fourfold and its syntheses
then in place, the four remaining sections detail the view of reality emerging from
machinism, on why this ontology is not ‘naturally’ thought, and on Deleuze’s overall
method of ‘transcendental empiricism’.

21. The conjunctive synthesis
The conjunctive synthesis, Deleuze writes, implies a “universal ungrounding”
(dr 230, cf. 292), and the birth of multiplicities (dr 90, cf. 133). What does this
mean? Deleuze calls the first synthesis of connection a “foundation” and the second
synthesis of disjunction a “ground” (dr 79). Recalling what we have said on causation
and vice-diction, an ungrounding synthesis must therefore move beyond both the
machine which relates and the machines which are related to. In the third synthesis,
there must be something which takes something “for itself ” (ao 28). This implies
1

As noticed by Arnaud Villani shortly after Badiou published La clameur de l’être in 1997: “Conclure
sur la conjonctive, c’est entrer dans les choses mêmes. Badiou reste à mi-chemin, suspendu” (1998:
47).
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nothing less than that each relation is a machine.2 Machines are irreducible to their
relations, and reciprocally relations are irreducible to machines. To be irreducible
is to be a body without organs with singularities which do not resemble their
constituents. Is this not precisely what a conjunction is? A conjunction is a compound
in which two things which are the case make for a third thing (the conjunction)
which is the case as well. Take “I have washed the car” and “I have taken out the
trash”. If both are the case, then a third thing, the conjunction, is the case as well:
“I have washed the car and taken out the trash”. With the very choice of the term
‘conjunctive’, Deleuze signals that any relation between any two machines is a
machine in turn. Each relation will therefore take something ‘for itself ’, as its terms
will function as the generators of its own virtual body without organs and Idea, by
which it will not be reducible to its components (even if it existentially depends
on them). This is why the third synthesis is a synthesis of “consumption” and
of “consummation” (ao 103). This cannot refer to the becoming of the machines
forming the terms of the relation, as that concerns the second disjunctive synthesis
of recording. Instead, it refers to the genesis of a new machine altogether, which
from then on can engage in its own connections and becomings.
The third synthesis therefore implies the production of a “residue” (ao 28),
not in the sense of insignificance, but rather in the sense of a result or outcome,
which is why Deleuze describes the moment of consumption or consummation in
terms of a “so it’s …” (ao 29). What can ‘it’ then be? It can be anything. Water is
a conjunction of hydrogen and oxygen, political parties are conjunctions of their
members and their demands, love is a conjunction of lovers. Even my perception of
a tulip is an irreducible machine in its own right. Granted, it is weak, frail, and all
too dependent on others. Nevertheless, neither I, nor the tulips, nor even a thousand
other entities can ever be the being of this perception. Nothing can stand in for it.
Every production, even the production of a quick glance or a thin smile, implies the
genesis of new machines, because to produce something is to produce something
irreducible, something with a body of its own. As Deleuze writes, “the genesis of
the machine lies precisely here: in the opposition of the process of production of
the desiring-machines and the nonproductive stasis of the body without organs”
(ao 20). The same thought is expressed in the following:
2

Hence Deleuze’s claim, in one of his seminars, that a “logic of relations” has two elements (ss 170281).
First, understanding relations as external to terms (an insight he here credits to Bertrand Russell
rather than to Hume). Second, understanding that each individual is power, with individuals also
including relations (an insight he credits to Spinoza).
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[M]an is a component part of the machine, or combines with something else to
constitute a machine. The other thing can be a tool, or even an animal, or other
men. We are not using a metaphor however when we speak of machines: man
constitutes a machine as soon as this nature is communicated by recurrence to the
ensemble of which he forms a part under given specific conditions. The manhorse-bow ensemble forms a nomadic war machine under the conditions of the
steppe. Men form a labor machine under the bureaucratic conditions of the great
empires. The Greek foot-soldier together with his arms constitute a machine
under the conditions of the phalanx. The dancer combines with the floor to
compose a machine under the perilous conditions of love and death (bsp 117–118).
There is no dualism between machines and relations, because all relations are
machines. As we read in Deleuze’s study of Nietzsche: “Every relationship of forces
constitutes a body – whether it is chemical, biological, social, or political. Any two
forces, being unequal, constitute a body as soon as they enter into a relationship”
(np 40; cf. atp 149, spp 19). This same idea is expressed many times throughout
Deleuze’s work. For example, he writes how the individuation of singularities, which
is their actualization into a relation, organizes “a new dimension in which they
form a unique whole at a higher level” (di 87). In A thousand plateaus, he writes
that “whenever someone makes love, […] that person constitutes a body without
organs, alone and with the other person or people” (atp 30). Whatever the type, all
relations imply that something becomes detached from the immediate production
of an actuality, thus giving rise to a new nomadic entity: “the product is something
removed or deducted from the process of producing: between the act of producing
and the product, something becomes detached, thus giving the vagabond, nomad
subject a residuum” (ao 39). As each synthesis always implies the other two syntheses
as well, this means that any connection whatsoever involves the production of a
nonproductive, irreducible body without organs (ao 19).
Deleuze calls this residual entity a “celibate machine” (ao 29).3 And since every
assemblage has been synthesized from other multiplicities, there is no rhizome
which is not a celibate machine. Each machine is paranoiac in the sense of being
irreducible, miraculating in the sense of undergoing virtual becoming, and celibate
in the sense of being truly new with regards to the machines which initially produced

3

And also, once and in reference to the painter Francis Picabia, “a daughter born without a mother”
(bsp 120).
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it. Each machine is celibate, “an autonomous figure binding to itself neutrality and
genetic power” (ls 123). Each machine is “an orphan, just as it is an anarchist and
an atheist” (ao 354), precisely because it is irreducible in its own right even if it is
but the feeblest of relations flashing between two others which utterly dwarf it.4
Nevertheless, even from such humble beginnings, a machine may grow to become a
dominant force in its own milieu (the genesis and lifespan of storms, deserts, plagues,
and ideologies exemplifies this). So we went too fast when we defined the Deleuzian
‘eternal return’ in the previous section. Its full and final meaning is the truth of the
celibate machine (ao 33): every production produces an irreducible machine. ‘Eternal
return’ does not just mean that every machine undergoes becomings, but also that
each relation by which a machine becomes is itself a machine which becomes as well.
What returns eternally is the production of the new, which is to say the genuine
arrival of the future:
Eternal return […] causes neither the condition nor the agent to return: on the
contrary, it repudiates these and expels them with all its centrifugal force. It
constitutes the autonomy of the product, the independence of the work. […] It is
itself the new, complete novelty. It is by itself the third time in the series, the
future as such (dr 91).5
We thus see another striking feature of the mereology implied by machinic ontology.
Not only is a poem as real as a volcano and a young woman as real as a galaxy, but
the reading of the poem by the young woman is as real as volcanoes and galaxies
as well. Machinism is pluralism pushed to its limits, as everywhere there will be
“the unconditioned character of the product in relation to its production, and the
independence of the work in relation to its author or actor” (dr 92). Note also that
acknowledging the celibacy of machines is what Deleuze calls being worthy of events:
Accept the event. What does that mean? It doesn’t mean at all to resign oneself
[…]. The event, at the same time, is effected in bodies – and doesn’t exist if not

4

5

Hence nothing has parents in an essential sense. One’s origins are not one’s essence, even if they
contribute to it. As Deleuze writes, parents are just indices among others, not privileged organizers
of their offspring (ao 112).
The past is the condition and the present is the agent (dr 93). Hence, again, Deleuze emphasizes
how any new machine surpasses both the actuality and the virtuality of its generators: “all that
returns, the eternal return, is the unconditioned in the product” (dr 297).
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in bodies, but it contains in itself something incorporeal. ‘My wound existed
before me, I am born to embody it.’ That is to say, yes, it is effected in myself, but
it contains something by which it isn’t anymore ‘my’ wound. It is ‘he’ wound
[“il” blessure]. […] To be worthy of what happens, it is to draw, in the event that
is effected in me or that I effect, it is to draw the part of the ‘un-effect-able’
[l’ineffectuable] (scs 030680).
Being worthy of events is implies acknowledging that my relations and parts are not
‘me’, but first and foremost a ‘them’ from which I draw something. So as we have seen,
every entity, even a wound, will have its Libido: its connections to generators and
generations. Every entity will have its Numen: the becoming of its transcendental
properties as a result of its encounters. We now add that every entity will have its
‘Voluptas’: its contributions to the inception of other assemblages. The bullet does
not just hit me, it generates a wound as it hits me. The ‘residual energy’ of encounters
therefore indicates the production of a new machine:
Just as a part of the Libido as the energy of production was transformed into
energy of recording (Numen), a part of this energy of recording is transformed
into energy of consummation (Voluptas). It is this residual energy that is the
motive force behind the third synthesis of the unconscious: the conjunctive
synthesis ‘so it’s …,’ or the production of consumption (ao 28–29).
The conjunctive synthesis shows why Deleuzism is not a dualism, but instead
upholds a duality between virtuality and actuality across the board. It also gives
us Deleuze’s answer to the problem of mediation. Instead of positing a universal
background (an ‘open Whole’), Deleuze holds that relations are forged within or
through machines themselves. Nothing can bridge the gap between two machines
except a third machine functioning as a “veritable external bridge” (di 163). The
bird and the river which I see may have nothing to do with each other, but they
nevertheless converge within my relating to them. The same goes for the components
of water, love, political systems, trees, houses, festivals, storms, and galaxies. Each
entity can, in principle, function as the medium or factory in which new relations
are forged. But why is it the third synthesis which “organizes the converging series
over which it bears as it prolongs them under a condition of continuity” (ls 175,
cf. 229)? Was this not already the principle of rupture and contiguity implied in
the first synthesis of habit, connection, and contraction? It was not. Take again
the bird and the river in my perception. It is through my perception, which is a
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machine distinct from myself, that I connect to the bird and the river as parts of the
same contiguous world. The conjunctive synthesis is distinct from the connective
synthesis in that the former concerns that which must be generated (a celibate
machine) during the connection with other machines (partial objects, sense-events)
in order for the encounter to last.
Someone may point out that one cannot produce a medium (the relation)
without requiring another medium in which that new medium comes to be. This is
completely true. Wherever a celibate machine is produced, there must already be
another machine to function as the factory or territory for that production: “the
celibate machine first of all reveals the existence of a much older paranoiac machine”
(ao 30). As Deleuze writes, “a machine is constituted from the moment there is
communication between two portions of the outside world that are really distinct
in a system […]” (bsp 119, emphasis added). To provide an analogy, take a meeting
between two strangers. They can only meet if they are already together somewhere.
If they are to meet, they must meet in a bar, a street, a metro car, a chat room, or a
prison. There must always be an encounter in a specific space and time (ao 259). That
in which two assemblages meet is the ‘older’ machine Deleuze refers to. Yet once
they meet, they become the generators of something entirely new, and from that
point on they are no longer (just) together in a bar or a street, but also in the celibate
machine which they generated within the older machine. They are now together in
a love, a hate, or a conversation. Since this new machine is irreducible to the older
machine in which they met, they can try to use the new, celibate machine to leave
the older machine while nevertheless remaining together. Lovers can, after all, leave
the bar in which they fall in love. This is why every new relation is “the nuptial
celebration of a new alliance” (ao 30). It is also why conjunction or “conjugation”
always “plugs or seals the lines of flight” and “performs a general reterritorialization”
(atp 220). Lines of flight are plugged, because excessive desire is effectively actualized
within the context of a specific relation. The generators of the celibate machine are
reterritorialized, because they are now the generators of a truly new medium in
which they “coexist” (ls 225) as something specific: a person in an army becomes a
soldier, someone in a club becomes a dancer, and so on.6 It follows that our identities
6

Deleuze provides the example of a plane hijacking: “the transformation of the passengers into
hostages, and of the plane-body into a prison-body, is an instantaneous incorporeal transformation
[…]” (atp 81). ‘Incorporeal transformation’ here means several things. First, a new machine and
thus a new body is created: the hijacking. Second, existing bodies are actualized in a novel way:
the passengers as hostages and the plane as a prison. Third, by relating to the hijacking, the
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(philosopher, gardener, wine connoisseur, and so on) are not so much markers of
who we are as they are indicators of that which we co-generate. To be a soldier is
to actualize one’s virtual singularities (which differ in kind from actualities and
do not resemble soldiering) within an army, a battle, a videogame, or a fantasy.
But as Deleuze writes, a subject is always quick to confuse herself “with this third
productive machine and with the residual reconciliation that it brings about: a
conjunctive synthesis of consummation in the form of a wonderstruck ‘so that’s
what it was!’ ” (ao 29). Any conclusion that one ‘truly is’ a nurse, an athlete, or a
criminal is wrong, precisely because virtual being does not resemble actual identities,
relations, or activities. What is true, however, is that these markers of identity can
signify the machines in which we tend to dwell and to which we tend to connect, so
that these could be major factors in determining our becoming.
Another way of putting this is that being public precedes being private. If two
machines are to forge a relation, they must first be in a far more public place in
which countless other entities may swarm as well. Soldiers and bullets meet in
battle, minuscule elements are forged into more complex assemblages within the
heart of stars, and ideas are born in conversations and readings. It is in this sense
that a local “height” renders possible contact, or the actualization of machines to
other machines (ls 198, 247). Such height is never a universal background which
functions as the general medium for interaction and genesis. Much like Bruno
Latour’s philosophy, Deleuze’s ontology denies the existence of something like ‘the
social’ in general.7 It is always specific machines which function as the locus of
encounters. Multiplicities become “bound together” only on the full body of yet
another multiplicity, so that they are in a sense “on” its body while nevertheless
remaining completely distinct (bsp 133). Conjunction thus points to the pre-existence
of a milieu which is the “Ambiance” or “Encompasser” (c1 141) for the production of
relations and things. As Deleuze writes in his essay on Lucretius, “a body is born not
only of determined elements […], it is born also into a determined setting, which is
like a mother suited for its reproduction” (ls 272). There is not just one such factory,

7

singularities which fill the virtuality of other bodies (again the passengers, plus of course the
hijackers) can be altered.
Latour aims to show that what we sometimes call ‘the social’ (or context, or social factors) is not
“a special domain, a specific realm, or a particular sort of thing” (Latour, 2007: 7). For Latour, ‘the
social’ is instead a specific type of movement, or more specifically the traces things leave when they
disturbing other things. Unfortunately, full comparison with what Deleuze calls ‘social machines’
is beyond the scope of the current text.
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but rather “a pantheism of mothers” (ls 272). Such a milieu is what Deleuze early
on refers to as a “dark precursor” (di 97, 102; dr 119–120). It is ‘dark’ because it is
in a way absent from the sense-events for which it allows and from the celibate
machines which spring forth from it. After all, I encounter my future beloved in the
bar, and not the bar. If I encounter the bar, then I do so within yet another machine.
Moreover, it is by no means necessary that the lover’s love remains tied to the bar in
which it was conceived.
So what happens when, for example, someone is being cut by a knife (ls 5)? There
is of course the cutting of the knife and the being cut of a victim. Since relations are
unilateral, these are two distinct sense-events. These must happen somewhere in a
bar, in a street, or on a battlefield. And we must now add that, for as long as it lasts,
there is another assemblage being generated, namely the knife fight itself, which is
no less real than a war, a fire, a tank, or a flame. To take a more peaceful example,
consider what happens when we drink tea. As Deleuze writes, “the true container
is not the cup, but the sensuous quality, the flavor” (ps 119). A few seconds ago, the
tea and I were already together in a room, though unrelated. Yet once I drink it, the
tea and I are together in a new assemblage generated by me and the tea, which we
can call the drinking or the tasting, signaled to me by the flavor I experience. Like
my perception of the bird and the river, it is through the tasting that the tea, which
remains a “sealed vessel” in itself, is translated into an “open box,” thus becoming
available to being encountered (ps 140).
As Deleuze writes, in each production there is always something that “diverts”
(ao 52). We must thus conclude that “sufficient reason or the ground is strangely bent: on
the one hand, it leans towards what it grounds, towards the forms of representation;
on the other hand, it turns and plunges into a groundlessness beyond the ground
which resists all forms and cannot be represented” (dr 274–275, cf. 154). This is not
to say that there is a universal unground lurking behind the scenes. Rather, it is
to say that each encounter implies the immediate generation of a new machine
which cannot be reduced to its generators. The conjunctive synthesis thus refers
to a “synthetic progression” (dr 181) or “progressive determination” (dr 210) by
which new entities emerge, each with a contingent shot at becoming weaker or more
powerful, at connections, contractions, recordings, and becomings. Yet no machine
is a machine in general. Each has its own specific Idea in variation. It follows that a
given machine will not be able to even register the existence of the vast majority of
other machines. Another way of putting this is that for Deleuze, compossibility and
incompossibility are in this world, as opposed to Leibniz for whom reality is entirely
compossible with itself yet incompossible with realities which God did not engender.
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Sometimes incompossibility is ‘practical’, as when we are forbidden to enter a certain
bar or street, or when certain words are forbidden in certain places. At other times, it
will be truly ‘essential,’ as when we simply do not have the puissance to be somewhere
or encounter something. Dark matter is a good example of the second type: we think
we know it exists, but we are unable to encounter it until we construct the proper
machines to overcome our current limits.
Any celibate machine can start to function as a “quasi-cause” (ao 180, ls 94).
Recall that a celibate machine is generated by machines which function as its parts.
The celibate machine contracts its desire from them through becoming. In doing so,
it does not encounter its generators directly, but as sense-events or partial objects
with specific actual qualities. These sense-events, having a specificity rather than a
bare particularity, retain “a relation of causality with their physical causes” (ls 169–
170), which we called ‘vice-diction’ or the participation of machines in how they
are encountered (cf. section 18). On the other hand, sense-events have a relation
with their celibate machine. As they are actual to it, it is the celibate machine
which finds them combined into its own contiguous world.8 Hence the celibate
machine comes to function as a “quasi-cause” for sense-events (cf. ls 5, 33, 144). Or
in the terminology of A thousand plateaus: “It is in the BwO that the organs enter
into the relations of composition called the organism” (atp 159). There is, after all,
no preordained togetherness for the organs of animals or the inanimate parts of
buildings and planets. They are only together insofar as something makes them
coexist and ‘cooperate’. This is why a frequently encountered term in Anti-Oedipus is
se rabattre sur, translated as ‘falling back on’. As Deleuze writes:
[The body without organs] falls back on all production, constituting a surface over
which the forces and agents of production are distributed, thereby appropriating
for itself all surplus production and arrogating to itself both the whole and the
parts of the process, which now seem to emanate from it as a quasi-cause. Forces
and agents come to represent a miraculous form of its own power: they appear
to be ‘miraculated’ by it (ao 24).
Wherever a machine connects to its generators, its generators may also connect to it
(sometimes it may force them to do so, but this is not necessary) and make it one
8

The event is “submitted to a double causality, referring to the external and internal causes whose
result in depth it is, and also to a quasi-cause which ‘enacts’ it at the surface and brings it into
communication with all the other [events]” (ls 211).
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of the parts which partakes in their becoming. Deleuze calls such a loop “quasicausal” because it may lead us to think that the product (the celibate machine) did
not just come to co-determine its producers, but that it preceded them in the first
place (ao 22, 180). ‘Trickle-down economics’, ‘God created man’, ‘you owe everything
to your country’, ‘the hand evolved so that we could grasp’, and ‘the royal bloodline
can be traced to the gods’ are only some examples which presuppose that a product
fully preceded its producers.
The quasi-causal nature of celibate machines and the insight that even relations
are such machines makes machines what Deleuze calls “paradoxical entities” (ls 40–
41, 97). In functioning as a local medium,9 a machine is two-sided and in a sense
‘circulates’ through the “signifying and the signified series” (ls 40). The medium,
for example the knife fight, is where the cutting by the knife and the being cut by
the victim take place. Being a machine, it is displaced in relation to itself (ibid.), as its
virtuality cannot be reduced to its actual presence and location in other machines. As
we noted earlier in section twelve, a machine is absolute (ab solus) in its irreducibility.
Hence “the paradoxical entity is never where we look for it, and conversely that
we never find it where it is” (ls 41, cf. 228). Furthermore, because its essence is
malleable it fails to observe “its own identity, resemblance, equilibrium, and origin”
(ls 41). Moreover, it is “in excess in the one series which it constitutes as signifying,
and lacking in the other which it constitutes as signified” (ibid.).10 This is because
relations are unilateral. If I look at the river, my perception is a machine which
mediates my encounter with the river. My perception is irreducible to and hence
excessive over me. The river, however, can remain utterly unperturbed by both me
and my perception. Then what about the bar in which two future lovers meet? That
bar is simultaneously excessive and lacking in two different directions, which is
entirely possible since nothing forbids a machine from being the medium for the
forging of multiple relations.
Now that the machinic nature of relations has been established, we can
address another notorious part of Deleuze’s philosophy: the theory of differential
relations. For Deleuze, ‘differential relation’ is a philosophical concept inspired by the

9

Again, entities “converge not in themselves (which would be impossible) but around a paradoxical
element […]. This element or point is the quasi-cause to which the surface effects are attached,
precisely insofar as they differ in nature form their corporeal causes” (ls 183).
10 We must accord a double meaning to the term ‘series’. On the one hand ‘series’ refers to the
contiguity of events which make up the world of an entity. On the other, it refers to the serial
variation of a machine’s essence.
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mathematics of differential calculus, but not equivalent to it (cf. di 102, 176–177).11
Furthermore, the philosophical concept can easily be explained without reference
to the mathematics.12 As Deleuze writes, there is “nothing mathematical” in his
notion of differential relations (dr 181). He instead aims to give ontological meaning to
differential relations (dr 170). Hence “differentials express the nature of a problematic
as such” (dr 178). Hence we require an ontological and not a mathematical analysis
of Deleuze’s appreciation for the notion of differential relations stemming from the
fact that in them, “dx is strictly nothing in relation to x, as dy is in relation to y”
(dr 171). Now, for Deleuze, “dx is the Idea” (dr 171). It follows that x is the body whose
Idea it is. That dx is nothing in relation to x first concerns the formal distinction
between a Figure and its code. Within the virtual half of a machine, the body is
simple and non-productive, whereas desire is multiple and productive (as cause).
Furthermore, a body is in a sense indifferent to the variations and becomings of its
Idea, as its generation is realized by other machines, not by its own puissance. Second,
dx being nothing in relation to x reminds us that the actualization of a virtual Idea
into a machine’s relations is never the actualization of its body, the latter remaining
withdrawn behind its actual surfaces.13 We can now understand the following:
The symbol dx appears as simultaneously undetermined, determinable, and
determination. Three principles which together form a sufficient reason correspond to these three aspects: a principle of determinability corresponds to the
undetermined as such (dx, dy); a principle of reciprocal determination corresponds to the really determinable (dy/dx); a principle of complete determination
corresponds to the effectively determined (values of dy/dx) (dr 171, cf. 172).
A machine’s Idea as such is undetermined yet not indeterminate. It is the virtual
being of an assemblage which differs in kind from and cannot be reduced to how it

11 Hence it would be pointless to evaluate Deleuze’s notion of differential relations in terms of
the extent to which it does or does not accord with actual differential calculus. Philosophically,
“differential calculus is irreducible to mathematical reality” (sl 220480).
12 For a detailed explanation of the mathematical inspiration of Deleuze’s concept of differential
relations, see Somers-Hall (2013) pp. 131–143.
13 Deleuze explicitly relates differential relations to the externality thesis in ss 100381. Also see “if
the differentials disappear in the result, this is to the extent that the problem-instance differs in
kind from the solution-instance; it is in the movement by which the solutions necessarily come to
conceal the problem” (dr 178).
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was, is, or will be determined in actual relations. It is excessive in principle. Nevertheless, an Idea can be translated into actual manifestations, but this requires at least one
other machine. Together, two machines thus guarantee that an Idea is determinable.
Should they encounter one another, the result will be a ‘complete’ determination
in the form of a concrete manifestation, or a “depotentialization” (dr 174) in which
puissance is brought into actuality. As we have seen, each relation between multiplicities yields another assemblage, which is a differential relation in the precise sense
that it cannot be reduced to its generators. The celibate machine will connect to and
contract from its generators on its own terms, so the actualities which it encounters
are ‘nothing’ to the virtual proper being of these generating machines, which differs
in kind from their manifestations.14 Water is a differential relation with regards to
its hydrogen and oxygen, nations are differential relations with regards to their laws
and citizens, a love is a differential relation with regards to its lovers, and so forth.
How, then, does the notion of differential relations testify to “the power of Ideas
to give rise to Ideas of Ideas” (dr 172)?15 Because the Idea of a machine is generated
by contracting other machines which have their own Ideas in turn. My Idea or desire
is ‘nothing’ in relation to its generators: in and of themselves the singularities of my
eyes have nothing to do with my capacity to see. Since these generating machines
are again differential relations with regards to their respective generators, we can
say that each Idea is tied to a group of differential relations (di 99, dr 174). And as an
Idea is strictly synonymous to desire, code, power, and singularities, we can also say
that “corresponding to the determination of differential relations are singularities,
distributions of singular points […]” (di 176). The notion of differential relations
thus, again, emphasizes the irreducibility of entities and the fundamental split
within each individual assemblage (cf. dr 172).
The conjunctive synthesis, the celibate status of machines, and the differential
nature or relations (hence also the celibate status of relations and the differential
nature of machines) emphasize how Deleuze’s machinism allows for surprise and

14 As we said earlier, a machine in a sense ‘constitutes’ its own parts in so far as it can only relate to
things on its own terms. As Daniel Smith writes, “the differential relation is thus not only a relation
that is external to its terms, but a relation that in a certain sense constitutes its terms” (2012: 53).
15 Deleuze sometimes suggests that only Ideas or singularities generate partial objects or extensions,
and that only differential relations or bodies generate qualities or flow (di 100; dr 207, 210). Yet
this is not really the case. As he writes, for example, “there is in general no quality which does not
refer to a space defined by the singularities corresponding to the differential relations incarnated in
that quality” (dr 210, emphasis added).
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novelty in reality. It is in this sense that the conjunctive synthesis is the synthesis of
the future (dr 115, 90): each synthesized relation heralds the arrival of a genuinely
new and irreducible entity, one for which not even the sum total of other machines
can stand in.16 This excess, this ‘residue’ or ‘consumption’ implied in all events is the
promise of all emancipation, but also of “all art, all poetry, all mythic and aesthetic
invention” (ps 4; cf. dr 41).17 The third synthesis is the final building block of an
ontology which does away with all universal grounds, all false depths and heights,
all reductionism and all internalism. It is also the third synthesis which “draws
together the totality of time” (dr 89). With the birth of a new celibate machine, it
too starts to connect (first synthesis) and become (second synthesis), giving rise to
further celibate machines in the process, and so forth. As Deleuze dramatically puts
it, conceiving of a reality thus operating without a transcendent height or depth
is “to throw time out of joint, to make the sun explode, to throw oneself into the
volcano, to kill God or the father” (dr 89; cf. c2 xi).18 At the end of all things, true
repetition thus also comes to signify the “emission of singularities” (dr 201; cf. ls 59),
which is to say the genesis of irreducible machines.
Deleuze sometimes calls schizophrenic reality a game without rules. Any reductionist or internalist metaphysics can be understood as a game with predetermined
rules and limits. Conversely, machinism holds that there are no a priori rules which
determine which entities will exist and how they will relate. It merely outlines a
formal fourfold structure for entities and a triadic synthetic model of relations. We
can compare this to a throw of the dice.19 For Deleuze, each throw of the dice, which

16 “[L]a genèse des conjonctions […] cette genèse de la nouveauté qui est essentielle, genèse de la
nouveauté comme telle, c’est-à-dire qui n’ implique aucune réduction du nouveau à l’ancien”
(sl 100387; cf. di 113).
17 The surplus or excessive nature of desire and the irreducible nature of each new machine is why
“desire is revolutionary in its essence” (ao 139). Yet ‘revolutionary’ cannot be read in an overly
political sense, as if entities themselves would actively strive to rid the worlds of despots and
domination. Even though society always represses desire (ao 139) in so far as it must make humans
and other entities function in certain ways rather than let them roam free, “desire does not ‘want’
revolution” (ao 140).
18 From each encounter, a new machine springs forth as a “congelation or condensation in a
sublime occasion, Kairos, which makes the solution explode like something abrupt, brutal and
revolutionary” (dr 190).
19 Cf. “[…] ontology is the dice throw” (dr 199). Of course, this machinic ‘game’ has “no precise rules,
and […] neither winner nor loser” (ls 58), and neither Man nor God is in control of the game (ls 60).
Otherwise externalism would be violated.
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is to say each production of a relation, “affirms necessity” and combines “all the
parts of chance” (np 28). The affirmation of necessity refers to the virtual twofold of
whatever machines are involved in a situation. After all, it is absolutely necessary
that they encounter actual manifestations based on their singularities, and that
their Idea undergoes becoming based on these contractions. Not a single entity has
the choice not to have the desire it has. Yet any event is also a combination of all the
parts of chance, since not a single machine had to exist. Existence is an existential
matter, not an ontological one. Moreover, each event generates a celibate machine
which is irreducible to its generators, hence further emphasizing the contingent
nature of existing machines.20 This is what Deleuze means when writing that each
throw results in “the unique number which cannot be another” (np 32). Another
way of putting this is to say that the encounters between entities which result in the
genesis of new machines are “aleatory” (dr 198). Actualizations are aleatory because
the virtual aspect of the machines involved differs in kind from these manifestations.
Virtual properties do not imply any specific actualities. A sense-event is just what a
machine ‘happens’ to be doing, not what it was ‘meant’ to do. Moreover, the point of
contact between entities is aleatory in so far as their relation will be another machine
which cannot be reduced to its generators, hence “ungrounding” itself from them
(dr 200).21

22. Rhizomes and hierarchies
A machine is an ungrounded entity. As soon as ‘older’ machines enter into determinate relations and generate a new entity, this entity is fully irreducible. In this
sense “to ground is to determine the indeterminate” (dr 275). As a celibate machine
will have its own virtual essence generated not from the virtuality but the actuality
of other machines, it is also always a case of “constructing the essence from the
inessential” (dr 263). Each new machine is a force unleashed in the world, even
if it is utterly dominated by other forces. We have seen that ‘multiplicity’ stresses

20 Cf. “Ideas are the problematic combinations which result from throws” (dr 198).
21 At the limit, we can thus even say that the celibate machine or paradoxical entity is the aleatory
point, which would make each machine an aleatory point. Hence Deleuze writing about “… the
erection of a paradoxical instance, an aleatory point with two uneven faces, which traverses the
divergent series as divergent and causes them to resonate through their distance and in their
distance” (ls 174).
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the virtual twofold being which exceeds a machine’s relation, and that ‘assemblage’
emphasizes how this private essence is open to variation. We now come to ‘rhizome’,
which focuses on various tensions between machines. The machine considered as
rhizome focuses on how wholes relate to parts, how combat is the law of the Real,
and how redundancy, fragility, and resistance are key notions in machinism.
To once again affirm that all machines are rhizomes, note that rhizomes are the
“nature” of multiplicities (atp 30; cf. trm 310), multiplicities are rhizomatic (atp 8),
and “rhizomatics” is “the science of multiplicities” (atp 43). Like any assemblage,
a rhizome “has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between things,
interbeing, intermezzo” (atp 24). This simply repeats the principle that the essence of
an entity is neither that which generates it nor that which it generates, but rather
the Idea generated in it and by which it generates. Among other things, ‘rhizome’
emphasizes how such an individual essence is always constructed from heterogeneous sources. There is neither anything ‘waterish’ about oxygen and hydrogen in
and of themselves, nor is there anything ‘punkish’ about electric guitars and bad
haircuts. The generators do not resemble the generated machine, even though the
generated machine always encounters its generators on its own terms and as parts
of itself (following the principle of rupture and contiguity). As each generating part
of a rhizome will in turn be a rhizome which is generated from non-resembling
parts, reality can be seen as a giant system of interlocking ‘caverns’ or ‘sponges’:
Dividing endlessly, the parts of matter form little vortices in a maelstrom, and
in these are found even more vortices, even smaller, and even more are spinning
in the concave intervals of the whirls that touch one another. Matter thus offers
an infinitely porous, spongy, or cavernous texture without emptiness, caverns
endlessly contained in other caverns: no matter how small, each body contains a
world pieced with irregular passages […] (flb 5).22
This is why “a rhizome is made of plateaus” (atp 21). For Deleuze, a plateau is “any
multiplicity connected to other multiplicities by superficial underground stems in

22 In even more poetic terms: “The power of a Waterfall or a very deep descent is required to go that
far and make an affirmation even of descent. […] there is no depth which is not a ‘seeker’ of a lower
depth” (dr 234). The tip of the hat to Leibniz is of course obvious: “every portion of matter can be
thought of as a garden full of plants or a pond full of fish. But every branch of the plant, every
part of the animal (every drop of its vital fluids, even) is another such garden or pond” (Leibniz,
1989: §67).
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such a way as to form or extend a rhizome” (atp 22). The comparison of multiplicities
to root systems is apt. Recall that the essence of a machine is open to variation caused
by its encounters. This means that anything a machine can encounter can become
one of its parts, so that the relation between a machine and that which it encounters
can be considered a tendril or a root leading to the transcendental, intensive matter
which forms its beating and becoming heart. In this way, a single assemblage can
make coexist “engineers and parts, materials and machines personnel, executioners
and victims, the powerful and the powerless, in a single, collective ensemble – oh
desire, flowing out of itself and yet perfectly determined each and every time” (k 57).
The code of a human being, for example, is not determined solely by a biological
blueprint, human artifice, or an ideological mold.23 Instead, she becomes coupled
to countless machines, varying from the banal and quotidian to the sublime and
exceptional, each of which can come to inscribe her code or alter her desire. For
example, the being of a child is not simply determined by family and social conditions
in general, but rather by its encounters with “bread, money, dwelling place, social
promotion, bourgeois and revolutionary values, wealth and poverty, oppression
and revolt, social classes, political events, metaphysical and collective problems […]”
(ao 121). Every rhizome is determined by others which are unlike it. Based on its
desire, every rhizome relates to other machines in ‘like’ manner, even though these
other machines do not have this relation to each other. In this sense, as Braidotti
writes, Deleuze’s philosophy is a “teratology” (Braidotti, 2000: 165; 2002: 172–211). In
the absence of metaphysical standards, everything is equally abnormal, transversal,
and eccentric. As machinism allows for no natural “amicability” (dr 45), “unnatural
participation” (atp 258) is everywhere the principle of things.
Rhizomes thus have multiple entrances, and one can enter “by any point
whatsoever, none matters more than another, and no entrance is more privileged
even if it seems an impasse, a tight passage, a siphon” (k 3). This is because each
relation is ontologically equal in being a ‘canal’ by which desire can alter (though
existentially, relations differ vastly in intensity and type). When Deleuze writes
that “only the principle of multiple entrances prevents the introduction of the
enemy, the Signifier and those attempts to interpret a work that is actually only
open to experimentation” (k 3), the same principle is affirmed. This is not to say
23 This is why, contra Anti-Oedipus, A thousand plateaus associates multiplicities and rhizomes with
an “anti-genealogy” (atp 11, 21, also see section twenty). This is because a rhizome is opposed to
the idea of hereditary traits (atp 11) and long-term memories (atp 21) exclusively determining the
being of entities.
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that any machine can connect to any machine whatsoever.24 It is also not to say
that each relation to a machine is equally useful, good, valuable, or reliable. After
all, each machine has its code and its specificity. Nevertheless, a rhizome is never
exclusively generated by rhizomes just like it. As Deleuze says of Lucretius: “there is
no body composed of homogeneous parts” (ls 266). Electricity is not generated from
electricity, dams are not built from dams, and cultures are not made from culture.
Instead, everything is constructed from a motley crews of willing, unwilling, aware,
unaware, intentional, unintentional, powerful and weak builders and supporters.
Consider the following exemplary passages:
[D]esire never stops making a machine in the machine and creates a new
gear alongside the preceding gear, indefinitely, even if the gears seem to be
in opposition or seem to be functioning in a discordant fashion. That which
makes a machine, to be precise, are connections, all the connections that operate
the disassembly (k 82).
[A machine is social in] taking men and women into its gears, or, rather, having
men and women as part of its gears along with things, structures, metals,
materials. […] [Kafka’s] genius is that he considers men and women to be part of
the machine not only in their work but even more so in their adjacent activities,
in their leisure, in their loves, in their protestations, in their indignations, and so
on. The mechanic is part of the machine, not only as a mechanic but also when
he ceases to be one (k 81).
There is always an uncle from America; a brother who went bad; an aunt who
took off with a military man; a cousin out of work, bankrupt, or a victim of the
Crash; an anarchist grandfather; a grandmother in the hospital, crazy or senile.
The family does not engender its own ruptures. Families are filled with gaps
and transected by breaks that are not familial: the Commune, the Dreyfus Affair,
religion and atheism, the Spanish Civil War, the rise of fascism, Stalinism, the
Vietnam War, May ’68 – all these things form complexes of the unconscious […]
(ao 118–119).

24 “The question […] is whether the pieces can fit together, and at what price. Inevitably, there will be
monstrous crossbreeds” (atp 157).
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A rhizome or root system indeed! And this can work both ways, which is what
‘extending’ a rhizome means. A sailor’s encounters with his ship, the ocean, and
merciless storms will influence his becoming such that even when on land, he will
walk, talk, and stand in a certain ‘oceanic’ manner, thus in a sense extending the
rhizome of an ocean to places where the ocean itself cannot venture. Or take the
poetic description of how a man becomes a smith, which Deleuze borrows from the
anthropologist Marcel Griaule:
The shock of the hammer and the anvil broke his arms and legs at the elbows and
knees, which until that moment he had not possessed. In this way, he received
the articulations specific to the new human form that was to spread across the
earth, a form dedicated to work. […] His arm become folded with a view to work
(atp 41; cited from Griaule, 1975: 38–41).
Within the rhizome of his smithy, the encounters of the apprentice with hammers,
anvils, pieces of metal, scolding heat, and swarms of sparks will ‘break’ him, which
is to say significantly contribute to his becoming. As the years pass and the former
apprentice becomes a master smith, his entire being will have become ‘folded with a
view to work,’ and even on a day of leisure with friends and family, his gestures and
composure will betray his ‘becoming-smith’.
Rhizomes thus emphasize the open nature of the whole constituted by a machine.
As Deleuze writes, “a whole is not closed, it is open; and it has no parts except in a
very special sense […]. The glass of water is indeed a closed set containing the parts,
the water, the sugar, perhaps the spoon, but that is not the whole. The whole creates
itself, and constantly creates itself in another dimension without parts” (c1 10).25 The
parts of a machine are other machines to which it cannot be reduced. Nevertheless,
a machine is a closed, irreducible vessel in its own right, contracting its desire from
other machines which it only ever encounters on its own terms. In this sense it
‘creates itself ’ while nevertheless being generated by others. The ‘other dimension
without parts’ is of course the private intensive matter of a machine’s desire or code,
as the Idea always “corresponds to the objectivity of a ‘problem’” (dr 124). Because the
25 Deleuze also approvingly notes that “Proust maintained that the Whole itself is a product, produced
as nothing more than a part alongside other parts, which it neither unifies nor totalizes, though it
has an effect on these other parts simply because it establishes aberrant paths of communication
between noncommunicating vessels, transverse unities between elements that retain all their
differences within their own particular boundaries” (ao 58; cf. ps 143).
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Idea differs in kind from its generators and that which it co-generates, “an element
cannot be part of the sub-sets which it determines, nor a part of the set whose
existence it presupposes” (ls 69). Put differently, “a content [is] incommensurable
with the container” (ps 117), because of the difference in kind between virtuality of
a body (the container) and the actuality of its parts (the content).26 Each whole is
therefore but a part alongside parts (bsp 118, ao 58). First, it can be contracted as a
part of the contiguous world of other machines. Second, these other machines can be
its own parts, as when a love comes to co-determine the becoming of the very lovers
which generate it (‘my marriage is killing me’). Hence “the body without organs is
in fact produced as a whole, but a whole alongside the parts – a whole that does not
unify or totalize them, but that is added to them like a new, really distinct part”
(ao 371).
Despite Deleuze’s association of desire with joy (atp1 55), rhizomatic being is
hardly a walk in the park. As we said in the first chapter, machines are everywhere
engaged in ignoring, transforming, recruiting, excluding, absorbing, consuming,
producing, recording, targeting, fleeing, trapping, or displacing others. Everything
exists in relations of tension (np 40). Not everything is war, but everything is
definitely cruelty and combat (ecc 132–133). In machinism, everything becomes
a matter of violence and attack, because everywhere entities are drawn from their
virtuality into actualities for others (dr 152). The transcendental becoming of all
machines is “a perpetual and violent combat” (atp 159) which is as “invisible” as it
is “incessant” (dr 109). Another way of putting this is to say that everything is both
extremely fragile and surprisingly sturdy, depending on the case.
Everything is fragile in so far as nothing has metaphysical license to exist.
Everything is a contingent production, so that machines are “possible although
less probable” (bsp 118). Even the most resilient and eternal machines are but
products. As Deleuze asks, is not each force proposed as being the One determining
All (biology, language, natural laws, religion, ideology) ultimately always but a
“particular perishable and corruptible object which we consider in isolation from
every other object? And what forms a whole if not a particular finite combination,
filled with holes, which we arbitrarily believe to join all the elements of the sum?”
(ls 267). Even the most powerful machines depend on generators whose principle
26 Or as Deleuze writes about Lucretius: “Nature must be thought of as the principle of the diverse
and its production. But a principle of the production of the diverse makes sense only if it does not
assemble its own elements into a whole” (ls 266). Things exist “one by one, without any possibility
of their being gathered together all at once” (ls 267).
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has nothing to do with them. In a more intuitive example, we humans are extremely
vulnerable to the tiniest of events. A single blood vessel bursts, and we die. Brief
love affairs haunt us for decades. A tiny bit of metal, fired at high velocity, instantly
terminates even the mightiest of generals. Yet these are not just human problems.
Each machine is but a “fragile combination” (d 5) which depends on the surface
actualities of others (ls 202, cf. 81, 94). Everywhere and always, things only work
“so long as the surface holds” (ls 125), and there is “nothing more fragile than the
surface” which is always at risk of being “overturned in a terrible primary order”
(ls 82, cf. 94). This is because the virtual being of a machine can never be exhaustively
deployed in a single relation, so that there is room for other entities to intervene
and start relating to my bodily organs, or to my beloved, or to my most cherished
possessions, and bring them to sever their relations with me. Even in the most
totalitarian of systems, there is always “the danger that a single organ might flow
outside the despotic body, that it might break away or escape” (ao 243).
Remove enough organs and the body is terminated. Remove enough parts and the
machine expires. This places Deleuze in opposition to another recent philosophy of
difference proposed by Tristan Garcia in his encyclopedic Form and Object. For Garcia,
nothing is ever truly destroyed. Things only ever become ‘less present’ than others:
“[we] understand the presence of the past as an intensive variation of presence: what
is past is really present, as the present is present, but the past is less present than the
present is present” (2014: 182). A Garcian present is a maximum of presence, and a past
is simply less than that maximum. Conversely, a Deleuzian past is contemporaneous
with the present in the guise of the Ideas of existing machines. For Garcia, the
dinosaurs have perished while nevertheless remaining present. For Deleuze, they
perished as their generators were destroyed, even though they left sufficient traces
to be remembered today. Nonetheless, remembering an entity does not at all require
its continued existence.
Is the fragility of entities not also central to Deleuze’s book on Francis Bacon?
Bacon is presented as the golden mean between Mondrian and Pollock. Mondrian’s
abstractions suggest that behind the scenes of natural perception, everything is neatly
organized into distinct fields and fixed ratios. In Pollock’s abstract expressionism the
opposite seems to be the case, as everything is movement, mixture, and action. For
Deleuze, Mondrian’s clings to the vain hope that reality can ultimately be grasped
in itself on the condition that we abstract from all representation. Mondrian offers
“an asceticism, a spiritual salvation” (fb 103). Pollock, on the other hand, is overly
destructive, his paintings are “all-over” and imply “catastrophe” (fb 102). Machinism
‘rejects’ the false height of Mondrian and the false depth of Pollock. As Deleuze writes,
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“the first danger, as we have seen, is that the ground would remain indifferent and
inert, with an abstract and coagulated brightness. But there is yet another danger,
namely, that the broken tones of the Figure would be allowed to blend together
and become scrambled […]” (fb 143). Bacon, however, expresses precisely the kind of
fragility which Deleuze seeks to illustrate. His Figures are always at risk of losing
their flesh, meat and bone. The work and effort constantly needed to prevent parts
from escaping or degenerating is what Mondrian and Pollock lack: “tension is what
abstract painting lacks the most” (fb 109). In Bacon’s world it is “as if combat had
now become possible,” showcasing a pluralist reality characterized by a constant
“acrobatics of the flesh” needed because everything constantly threatens to “descend”
and deterritorialize (fb 62, 23).
Yet rhizomes can be as resilient as they are fragile. For example, compare
Deleuze’s ontology to the metaphysics recently proposed by Quentin Meillassoux.
For Meillassoux, reality is hypercontingent. Everything can radically change or even
disappear at any moment without any reason. As he writes, “everything could actually
collapse: from trees to stars, from stars to laws, from physical laws to logical laws; and
this is not by virtue of some superior law whereby everything is destined to perish,
but by virtue of the absence of any superior law capable of preserving anything, no
matter what, from perishing” (Meillassoux, 2011: 53). Like Deleuze, Meillassoux holds
that nothing has metaphysical license to exist. According to Meillassoux, the lack
of such an ultimate warrant implies the chance of instantly vanishingly without
any reason. For him, only superior metaphysical laws could have real traction on
entities. For Deleuze, this is not the case. Wherever something has been generated
by machines, it takes machines to undo it. No tree disappears without a fire burning
it, termites consuming it, or thunder bolts detonating it into a swarm of splinters.
Puissance is always something that must be overcome. If the people seek to depose
the tyrant, then it is simply their machines against his.
Second, recall that every machine has its desire. This simple fact significantly
limits the machines which it can encounter. A machine will be utterly oblivious to
and untouchable by the vast majority of other existing machines. A single glance
at the pyramids, the moon, or a religion will tell you that resilience is as much a
feature of reality as fragility. Third, note that a number of parts of a machine can
be redundant (atp 98). The eu can lose and gain generators while nevertheless
remaining the eu. The same is true for the parts of a person, the stones in a volcano,
the bricks in a house, and so on. Precisely because the virtual essence of a multiplicity
differs in kind from the actual manifestations from which it assembles its desire,
there exists a degree of resilience with regards to these manifestations. Of course
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this degree may be minimal in some relations: destroy the brain and the human
perishes. Yet as Deleuze writes, multiplicities “always resist” (atp 488), and even a
sense-event is resistance (c2 256) in the precise sense that it manages to last for a
while. As with fragility, human existence testifies to this resistance. After all, any
human society is built to resist storms, riots, deaths, wars, unexpected catastrophes,
the zealous infatuations of the young, and the foolish conservatism of the old. Or as
Deleuze puts it, “the prime function incumbent upon the socius, has always been to
codify the flows of desire, to inscribe them, to record them, to see to it that no flow
exists that is not properly damned up, channeled, regulated” (ao 47).
We can also analyze machinic encounters between machines in terms of their
“gravity,” as Deleuze indicates (wp 154; d 104; atp 386, 488–489). First, any rhizome
combines heterogeneous and irreducible machines into the contiguity of its parts.
Sometimes this will have little to no effect on those parts: I look at the river, the
actualization of which in my perception can slightly alter my desire, but the river
remains unperturbed. At other times, however, machines can be drawn into the orbit
of a rhizome which lays claim to them, becoming locked into acting as a technical
machine for a social machine. The very becoming of these functional machines
can thereby come under the spell of that social machine, if the whole manages to
fall back onto its parts and becomes a part of these parts. The entire scene is then
one of “pieces of a puzzle belonging not to any one puzzle but to many, pieces
assembled by forcing them into a certain place where they may or may not belong,
their unmatched edges violently bent out of shape, forcibly made to fit together,
to interlock, with a number of pieces always left over” (bsp 119). Many phenomena,
ranging from human bondage to the orbits of planets around stars, illustrate this.
Second, machines make others gravitate ‘towards’ them by making some
generations more sensible or ‘better’ than others. For example, “there is a full body
of the steppe which engineers man-horse-bow, a full body of the Greek city-state
which engineers men and weapons, a full body of the factory which engineers men
and machines” (bsp 131). Fielding horse archers in the mountainous landscapes
and compact cities of Ancient Greece is tactically unsound. It makes more sense to
field heavy infantry which can occupy and hold narrow passages. Whoever chooses
the latter over the former will win the day and continue to survive. Conversely,
anyone foolish enough to rely on heavy infantry on the steppe will be destroyed in
a war of attrition against elusive mounted raiders (Crassus versus the Parthians).
Machines themselves can thus constitute ‘territories’ whose features promote some
machines over other, and which lock machines into stable patterns of production
and behavior. As demonstrated clearly in symbiosis, machines can even come to
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depend on one another for their very survival, so that their relations, though not
ontologically predetermined, become what DeLanda calls “contingently obligatory”
(2006: 11). Peter Sloterdijk is therefore being shallow in saying that “if you read
Deleuze, by and by you feel a little bit uneasy because the resentment against all
hierarchical structures is so strong” (Sloterdijk, 2014). Sloterdijk does not see that
the ontological absence of hierarchy and pre-established relations is precisely the
condition for the possibility of a reality existentially characterized by nothing but
hierarchy, nothing but machines functioning as technical and social machines for
each other, and nothing but becoming because of others and making others become.
As Deleuze writes, “no doubt there is still hierarchy and distribution in univocal
being” (dr 36), as “doubtless, there is no more equality or any less hierarchy” in
multiplicities than there is in a world according to metaphysics (atp 33). There are
always hierarchies based on “things and beings from the point of view of power
[puissance]” (dr 37). The ontological univocity of being implies nothing less than the
“great politics” of existence (ls 72).27
Whenever rhizomes come to lock the (re-)production and functioning of other
machines into stable patterns, the former become what Deleuze calls ‘strata’ for
the latter. Strata lock singularities “into systems of resonance and redundancy, […]
organizing them into molar aggregates. Strata are acts of capture, they are like ‘black
holes’ or occlusions striving to seize whatever comes within their reach” (atp 40).
Strata or molar organizations deprive desire of its “objective being” (ao 40, cf. 163),
which is to say that they enforce certain actualizations while excluding others. In
and of itself, molar organization is not something we can or even should get rid
of.28 Many machines come to function as strata, and Deleuze acknowledges the
“immense diversity” of energetic, psycho-chemical, geological, and organic strata
(atp 41). Nevertheless, three major strata are distinguished: the physicochemical,
organic, and anthropomorphic strata (atp 502). Their existence invites the creation of
‘regional’ ontologies which would detail specific modes of existence in these domains
based on fourfold being and threefold synthesis. A thousand plateaus attempts to
outline these for a number of strata. For example, in the non-organic stratum,
expressions are dependent on content (atp 59). An entity such as sedimentary rock
27 Moreover, Deleuze clearly knows the dangers of escapism for the sake of escapism: “Straying
stratified – organized, signified, subjected – is not the worst that can happen; the worst that can
happen is if you throw the strata into demented or suicidal collapse, which brings them back
down on us heavier than ever” (atp 161).
28 “Je ne vois pas de vie possible sans ensembles molaires” (scs 150277).
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requires that specific machines, namely flysch, are actualized as its parts. The virtual
properties of flysch must be expressed into sense-events such that flysch becomes
a technical machine for the social machine of sedimentary rock. Sedimentary rock
cannot but await the arrival of entities which start to express their content as its
parts. Yet in organic strata, such expression is far more independent from content.
After all, birds mate with birds to give rise to more birds. Even though successful
reproduction requires far more machines than just two parents, it is nevertheless
not the case that birds must passively await feathers, beaks, and beady eyes to
arrive and accrue into more birds. Birds themselves are far more actively involved
in manufacturing the proper expressions of machines which constitute birds. In
the anthropomorphic strata, human activity gives rise to even more independence
of expression with regards to content. Whereas a bird must definitely have the
components of a bird in order to be a bird, humans seem to be able to create entities
which are far more oblivious to their components. Compared to other entities, we
are masters of ‘multiple realization’, or the generation of the same expressions from
a variety of machines. Beethoven’s seventh can be played by a Japanese orchestra,
a cd, or a vinyl record playing it; wide varieties of symbols can signal the same
message; the same information can be stored and retrieved from a variety of media;
and so on.
We postpone further analysis of such regional ontologies to future research,
and now turn to what Deleuze calls the ‘principles’ for rhizomes, each of which
has already been foreshadowed in our preceding analyses. First, the “principle of
connection” dictates that “any point of a rhizome can be connected to anything
other, and must be” (atp 7). Everything to which a rhizome relates is equally part of
its contiguous world, of the flow of qualities over its partial objects. This ‘must be’,
because a rhizome has no choice but to experience in terms of its code. A rhizome
brings together other entities in a relation which these entities do not have among
themselves. If we use a book as an example, then “a rhizome ceaselessly establishes
connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and circumstances
relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles” (atp 8). The second “principle of
heterogeneity” (atp 7) states that a rhizome does not resemble the multiplicities
which generate it. Wherever at least two machines generate a third machine, none of
these three is reducible to the others. There are thus only “fragments whose whole
relationship is sheer difference – fragments that are related to one another only in
that each of them is different” (ao 56). The third “principle of multiplicity” (atp 8)
repeats that multiplicities are “substantive” (atp 8). A machine is neither first and
foremost one of several machines belonging to the same One, nor a One which
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organizes its many components. A machine is one and many in its internal reality:
one in being a body without organs, many in having singularities open to becoming.
Since this becoming concerns its essence, the “nature” of a multiplicity changes “as
it expands its connections” (atp 9). Fourth is the “principle of asignifying rupture”
(atp 10). Though a rhizome may be actualized into many relational surfaces, these
actualizations are ruptures which differ in kind from its own desire, which can never
come to signify or be that into which it is actualized. There will, in short, never
be anything ‘waterish’ about hydrogen or anything ‘deskish’ about the Idea of a
piece of wood. Fifth is the “principle of cartography” (atp 13). Every machine has
a specific desire, so that nothing stands in the way of laboring to create accurate,
truthful, reliable, and useful descriptions of it. However, these descriptions can never
be the machine which they describe. The map is never the territory which it maps.
Moreover, each description or map “constructs the unconscious” in the sense that it,
too, is an irreducible rhizome. Finally, the sixth principle is that of “decalcomania”
(atp 13), which states that whatever the origin and status of a machine, even if it is
intended as a specific map of something else, it can always become. That is to say: its
encounters can always lead to new or altered inscriptions of desire onto its virtual
body.29

23. Self and world
With the system of fourfold machines and threefold syntheses in place, and with
the notion of rhizomes having served to illustrate a schizophrenic reality shaped by
extreme fragility as well as stubborn resistance, and machinic behemoths as well as
insignificant assemblages, we can now attend to several key philosophical notions
from the perspective of machinism, though only in a very general way. These are
selfhood, subjectivity, freedom, consciousness, space, time, otherness, and world. A
short excursion into these notions may be useful in coming to further terms with
machinism, but also in positioning Deleuze with regards to other philosophies we
are familiar with.
To start, machinism holds that every entity is a self. It is so by virtue of the
irreducible (non)-being or ?-being of its body without organs (cf. dr 64). Since every

29 Decalcomania is a technique by which a pattern printed on something is transferred to another
surface upon contact.
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machine is a machine generated by machines, all of reality is riddled with what
Deleuze refers to as “passive” selves (dr 118). Though each self is a force unleashed
in the world, these forces are passive in two senses. First and most obviously, the
vast majority of these selves is incapable of intentional acts. Second, all selves, even
those which take an active interest in their becomings, undergo passive syntheses
in all their relations. Each such self has a subject, so that there is a “larval subject”
(ibid.) for each passive self. The subject of a self is its Idea: “the only subject is
desire itself on the body without organs” (ao 90). Like ‘self ’, ‘larval’ has several
senses. First, the subject is larval in that it is real but not actual. It is not an object
of anyone’s or anything’s experience. Second, each Idea is larval in that its future
encounters will further develop it by partaking in its becoming, even though we
must once again stress that it is not the case that each relation will significantly
change the Idea of a machine. Third, each Idea is larval in the sense that it may be
actualized into a technical machine for a ‘larger’ social machine. In this sense the
subject-desire of my bodily organs is larval with regards to my own subject-desire:
it has become folded into functioning as a generator for me. This is what Deleuze
tries to convey with his dramatic remark that “the [body without organs] howls:
‘They’ve made me an organism! They’ve wrongfully folded me! They’ve stolen my
body!’” (atp 159). Everything Deleuze writes about folding, especially in his work
on Leibniz, comes back to this same point: everywhere in reality are larval subjects
made into the generators of ‘larger’ larval subjects, which are subjected to other
social machines in turn. Plus, wherever the third synthesis takes place, a new self
with such a larval subject is produced (ao 29). Each subject’s openness to becoming
is why the subject has “no fixed identity, [and is] forever decentered, defined by the
states through which it passes” (ao 32–33). As said in our analysis of the conjunctive
synthesis and Voluptas, this subject is “defined by the share of the product it takes
for itself, garnering here, there, and everywhere a reward in the form of a becoming
[…], being born of the states that it consumes and being reborn with each new state”
(ao 28).30
As the unconscious of a machine is the “real subject”, that with which we tend
to identify ourselves is but an “apparent residual subject” (ao 376). As we have
shown, identity markers such as ‘parent’, ‘lover’, ‘judge’, ‘Dutch’, ‘Hindu’, and ‘cheap
wine aficionado’ refer to that into which we tend to translate our desire, which

30 The subject “can situate itself only in terms of the disjunctions of a recording surface, in what is
left after each division” (ao 28).
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first and foremost concerns machines generated in our relations with other entities.
When it comes to our ‘real’ subjectivity, like all other selves, human beings are
simultaneously absolutely solitary and utterly social beings. Recall what we cited
earlier: “any agent is all the more collective because an individual is locked into it
in his or her solitude […]” (k 18). We are solitary in so far as our body without organs
and our malleable singularities are irreducible to any other entity that ever was, is,
or will be. Nothing can replace any of us, and not even our images of ourselves can
stand in for our singularities. Like all machines, we are so solitary that we cannot
even reach our own desire. Yet simultaneously, since nothing exists by itself, we are
produced, kept intact, and essentially altered by relations with other machines. We
also cannot even lift a finger without mobilizing a veritable infinity of smaller and
larger entities. We are all utterly alone, but simultaneously we are “like a conspiracy
of criminals” (d 9), engaged in unnatural participations to bring about unforeseen
events:
When you work, you are necessarily in absolute solitude. You cannot have
disciples, or be part of a school. The only work is moonlighting and is clandestine.
But it is an extremely populous solitude. Populated not with dreams, phantasms
or plans, but with encounters. An encounter is perhaps the same thing as a
becoming, or nuptials. It is from the depth of this solitude that you can make
any encounter whatsoever (d 6)
Nothing in this is exclusively human. Human existence does not imply an ontological
rupture with the formal structure of fourfold beings and threefold synthesis.
The progression from inanimate assemblages to living beings, to sentient beings,
and then to reasonable beings can only be an increasing intensification of the
irreducibility of entities to their generators and generations. So as with any entity,
human beings enjoy a fundamental double freedom (ls 6). First, we can never be
reduced to or integrated in what produces us. Second, we can never be reduced to or
integrated in what we (co-)produce. This is a tragedy when it comes to good things
as much as it is a blessing regarding evil things. Yet the irreducibility we share with
all existing multiplicities is neither good nor bad in and of itself (cf. dr 19).
Yet surely human beings are at least conscious whereas other entities are not? And
does not consciousness warrant that we are caring, fearing, doubting, wondering,
active, moral, memorizing, sympathizing, artistic beings, vastly different from
almost everything else? This is certainly the case, but such matters are existential
and not ontological. Not even consciousness violates machinism. Here is Deleuze:
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What appeared finally to be a dead end was the confrontation of materialism
and idealism […]. It was necessary, at any cost, to overcome this duality of image
and movement, of consciousness and thing. Two very different authors were to
undertake this task at about the same time: Bergson and Husserl. Each had his
own war cry: all consciousness is consciousness of something (Husserl), or more
strongly: all consciousness is something (Bergson) (c1 56).
Machinism follows what Deleuze here ascribes to Bergson. Because of the externality
of relations to terms, to be conscious of something implies that there is a third
thing in addition to whoever is conscious and what she is conscious of. Of course
a relation (of perception, attention, feeling, or thought) with something requires
an ‘old’ machine in which the relation is forged. Yet more importantly, the being
conscious itself is a relation, and therefore it is an utterly irreducible machine. Seeing,
feeling, perceiving, engaging, attending, and all other varieties of being conscious of
something imply the first, second, and third synthesis. Each relation is a new, celibate
machine. If I perceive a blackbird, then my perception in itself is as impenetrable to
all relations and as withdrawn from all presence as the blackbird itself.
Next, if that in which entities encounter one another is always another rhizome,
then space and time are not universal and homogeneous containers which serve
as media for entities and events. If everything would be internal to space and (or)
time, the externality thesis and the machine thesis would both be violated. Instead,
spaces and times must be local phenomena rooted in machines themselves (cf. dr 51).
According to Deleuze, space primarily relates to the singularities of machines (di 111).
As the fourteenth chapter of A thousand plateaus ceaselessly affirms, we must distinguish between two kinds of space (cf. atp 474). First, the transcendental ‘smooth
space’ of a machinic singularities, and second the actual ‘striated’ space of actual
manifestations. Any machine is confronted with the contiguity of actual sense-events
which constitute its striated world, but these striations do not corresponds neatly to
the smooth spaces underlying them. This implies, first, that not all machines are part
of all spaces. The windows in my living room co-constitute space for me, but not for
the miniscule particles which pass through it unobstructed. Additionally, things are
never located in space in general, but always in other machines. Two lovers are in a
love, in a bar, in a street, in a city. Planets are in solar systems, in galaxies, in the universe. Everything is alone in itself and irreducible in its own virtual space. Yet simultaneously, machines are together in other machines, and never somewhere in general.
Time, too, must be separated into two halves (ls 5, cf. 21; di 180). Deleuze calls the
one “Chronos” and the other “Aion”, with “reciprocal exclusion” existing between
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them (ls 61). We can distinguish the two by looking at the characteristics Deleuze
ascribes to them. Chronos is “the present which alone exists” (ls 77), concerns “the
action of bodies and the creation of corporeal qualities” (ls 165), and is “the limit or
the measure of the action of bodies” (ls 163). It is “the present of the pure operation,
not of the incorporation” (ls 168) and this operation “ ‘regularizes’ in an individual
system each singular point which it takes in” (ls 77). Chronos, so Deleuze writes,
“is an encasement [and] the time of mixing and blending” (ls 162). Finally, it is
“limited but infinite time; infinite because cyclical, animating a physical return as
the return of the Same” (ls 61). In other words, Chronos concerns the contiguous flow
of actual encounters which a machine undergoes. It is the passage of actual events for
machines, or the changes which they experience. Chronos concerns how machines
exist (stand out to) other assemblages in being translated into actuality. It ‘limits’
the actions of bodies, because it concerns the contractions of their excessive virtual
desire into actual manifestations. It ‘regularizes’ singular points because it concerns
the relation of a machine to other machines which do not have this relation with
each other. Chronos thus concerns the mixing and blending of machines, irreducible
in themselves, into the contiguous world of yet another machine. This is a return of
‘the Same’, as no machine can ever go beyond registering other entities on its own
terms.
Conversely, Aion concerns the “unlimited past and future” (ls 61), “attributes
which are distinct from qualities” (ls 165), the “already passed and eternally yet to
come” (ibid.). It concerns that which becomes “autonomous in the act of disinvesting
itself from its matter and flees in both directions at once, toward the future and
toward the past” (ls 62, cf. 5). It is the time of that in which singularities subsist and
insist (ls 53), that which puts “time inside the Figure” (fb 48). Aion “can only be
thought” (ls 74) as it divides what transpires into “an already-there that is at the same
time not-yet-there, a simultaneous too-late and too-early […]” (atp 262), whereas
Chronos is “the time of measure that situates things and persons” (ibid.). Aion is the
time of becoming or counter-actualization. It is the variation of essence inscribed
on or incorporated into the virtual surface of rhizomes. As it concerns virtuality, it
is distinct from actual qualities. Given the surplus nature of transcendental desire,
it escapes each present, which is to say each relation. It is thus already passed
and eternally yet to come. Taken together, Chronos and Aion account for time
among machines: the alterations in transcendental singularities interwoven with
the changes in actual and individually contiguous worlds.
But what is this world, and what are the others who populate it in addition
to myself? Starting with the latter, an ‘other’ is of course just a machine which is
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not me. It is another distribution of singularities on another body enveloped by
its actual surfaces (dr 260). As we have seen, what we usually take ourselves to be
(mother, hoplite, horse archer, bureaucrat, and so on) is in fact always such an other:
a machine which I generate and which in turn comes to generate me. Hence we can
say that “I is another” (dr 261) in yet another sense than those already described in
section twenty. I am another in that I identify myself with some of the machines I
generate. Yet Deleuze also mentions an Other, which is not the machine I encounter,
but yet another machine which is announced yet not present in my encounter.
This Other is “neither an object in the field of my perception nor a subject who
perceives me […]” (ls 307, cf. 309). It is something wholly other than the quotidian
other (ls 317).31 Deleuze defines this Other as “the expression of a possible world” (dr 261;
cf. ls 309). Consider the example of seeing a terrified face, “under conditions such
that I do not see and do not experience the cause of this terror” (dr 260). Such a face
is “the expression of a frightening possible world, or of something frightening in the
world – something I do not yet see” (ls 307). The Other is thus a sign of a machine
according to which another machine is found to function.32 It is a possible world to
the extent that I can also become grasped by the machine which the sign announces.
The terrified face makes me glance at the horizon, I see the approaching monster,
and now I find myself in terror as well. Hence the Other announces a “transition
in the world” (ls 305). Deleuze calls this Other an always pre-existing “structure”
(ls 307), because machines are always located in other machines. The structure-Other
fills the world with “possibilities, backgrounds, fringes, and transitions” (ls 310).
These Others certainly exist, as everywhere machines are functional machines to
yet other machines, but it takes a being which is at least alive to discern them.33 In
its relation to me handling it, a book cannot discern the signs of contempt which
announce that I am about to commit it to the flames. As Deleuze describes in his
essay on Michel Tournier’s Robinsonade, to lose the practical ability to discern the
31 “Non pas un autrui, mais un tout-autre qu’ autrui.”
32 Jacques Derrida calls this “a proposition that, if it were followed by effects, would, I believe, upset
the whole of penal law” (2011: 55). He probably refers to the difference of reading a crime as a sign
of the other, causing us to blame the criminal, and reading it as a sign of the Other, in which case
it should cause us to alter the machines which generate criminals.
33 Of course, being able to ‘handle’ the Other structure does not make living beings infallible. Success
and failure in negotiating the Other structure contingently depends on powers and circumstance.
Hence life has many moments in which we notice that the Other structure is by no means attuned
to us: “[T]he absence of the Other is felt when we bang against things and when the stupefying
swiftness of our actions is revealed to us” (ls 306).
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Other on others is to lose oneself in a world of immediacy: “in the Other’s absence,
consciousness and its object are one” (ls 311).34
But again, what is this world Deleuze speaks of? A world cannot be the world for
the same reasons that space and time are not universal and homogeneous media. If
the world existed, there would be something non-machinic containing all machines.
Instead, “an individual is […] always in a world as a circle of convergence” (ls 110,
emphasis added). A world is the contiguity of actual and qualified partial objects
which a machine encounters. So first, a machine’s world can vary as its desire
changes.35 Second, each world is “infinite in an order of convergence” (ibid. 110), as
there is no predetermined quantity of machines which a machine can encounter.
Third, each world has “a finite energy” (ls 110) since each machine has its specific
code and thus cannot discern just anything at all. Recall the example of the tick
from section sixteen. Its world is everything it encounters based on its three powers
(registering light, sweat, and blood). Our tick’s world does not contain haikus, nuclear
weapons, the German language, sharks, dinosaur fossils, and many other entities
besides. It follows that there are always more entities than one finds in a world. It
also follows that the same entity can be part of multiple worlds, as its vague essence
can be actualized in multiple ways to multiple beings (ls 114).
The world does not exist, but we must nevertheless affirm that there is one
reality.36 There is one reality in the precise sense that there is not more than one.
There is not the world of Matter and then the world of Spirit, with different principles
for both. There may exist a theory, book, story, or anecdote about two distinct worlds
of Matter and Spirit, but such an entity will just be a fourfold machine generated from

34 As an aside, note that there is also a sense in which the Other structure “disturbs the world” and
is “the trouble” (ls 311). This is of course because the Other structure constantly tempts us to
interpret entities in terms of other entities, actions, or events which we take them to announce,
which is the first step towards internalism.
35 And of course also as the machines which comprise this world change. Hence a world “is always in
the process of becoming, developing, coming into being or advancing […]” (ao 117).
36 This is Deleuze means with the “One-All” in What is philosophy? (wp 35). Badiou may suggest that
Deleuze holds there to be “a single clamor of Being for all beings,” but the former forgets the
second part of the latter’s statement, which precisely clarifies what this clamor implies: “a single
clamor of Being for all beings: on condition that each being, each drop and each voice has reached
the state of excess” (dr 304). Badiou wants Deleuze to say that the Whole or the One is always
more than the All of existing entities, but Deleuze is saying the precise opposite: every single thing
is always ‘more’ than everything else, so that there is no possibility whatsoever of a single world
containing everything else.
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other machines via threefold syntheses. There are not, as some analytic philosophers
would have it, metaphysically distinct realms for physical objects, mental states, and
abstract entities such as numbers. Machinism posits one reality in the precise sense
that all machines and all their singularities are generated from local outsides, which
is to say other machines with their own irreducible and withdrawn virtual aspect,
but never from a total outside, which is to say something transcending machinic
being.
Yet if there is one reality, then we must ask if is there a machine of all machines,
despite the non-existence of the world? As Deleuze writes, “the problem […] becomes:
is there a totality of all [bodies without organs]?” (atp 154, cf. 165). Is there “a Universe
which is taken to be the system of all systems […]” (ls 77)? Deleuze’s own answers
to this question are contradictory. Sometimes he suggests that there exists a single
“abstract machine” which sweeps everything along (atp 4) or which constitutes an
“unlimited social field” (k 87). At other times, he writes about a plurality of existing
abstract machines and equates the notion to the singularities of a machine (atp 511)
or the “diagram” of an assemblage (atp 91). He posits a “mechanosphere” which
would be the “set of all abstract machines and machinic assemblages” (atp 71), but
at the same time he tells his students that he does not believe there is a final region
for all regions.37 So which is it? We can take our clue from the following: “there
is no abstract machine, or machines, in the sense of a Platonic Idea, transcendent,
universal, eternal. Abstract machines operate within concrete assemblages” (atp 510).
Even a machine for all machines will not be a Platonic entity with which other
entities entertain internal relations. So even if all machines somehow co-produce a
single ‘huge’ machine called ‘the abstract machine’ or the ‘mechanosphere’, then
this ‘ultimate’ machine will still not violate externality. The existential possibility
that this machine may exist is irrelevant to machinic ontology. A shoe, a horse, and
a person would be as irreducible to this ultimate machine as they are to a shoebox, a
meadow, and a classroom. Like any other machine, the mechanosphere would simply
be a part among parts, an entity produced by others and undergoing becoming, and
something never integrated in anything. So there is one reality, but this reality is a
“chaosmos and no longer a world” (ls 176; cf. dr 199). Being is not a cosmos, which
is to say a well-ordered set of domains. Reality is schizophrenic instead, meaning
that it is nothing beyond machines and what happens among them.

37 “[…] je crois plutôt qu’ il y a – qu’il y a pas une grille, qu’il y a pas, finalement, une région de sens
de toutes les regions. C’est pas possible” (sc 141282).
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24. Platonism and paralogisms
We briefly return to the philosophies Deleuze seeks to oppose. By systematically
outlining a theory of entities among themselves, machinism hopes to achieve what
Deleuze, following Nietzsche, sees as philosophy’s mission: “to overturn Platonism”
(dr 59; cf. ls 253). To overturn Platonism is to remove all traces of full presence,
reductionism, and relationism. It is to remove simple, stable, eternal, general essences
and replace them by individual distributions of malleable singularities (cf. ls 53).
As Deleuze writes, machinism aims to replace “the Idea as the goal of reminiscence
[and] the stable Essence” by Ideas conceived as subject to “qualitative transition”
and “mutual fusion” (ps 109).
For the sake of the argument, call a Platonism any philosophy defending that
the being of some or all entities is secondary (ls 255). Secondary, because their
principle, truth, or essence is found in something else which possesses (or simply
is) this principle, truth, or essence primarily and fundamentally. For example, the
Platonist holds that those who are just participate in justness, but only the Eternal
Form of justness has or is justness in a primary way. In other words, Platonism is
internalism: “Platonism thus founds the entire domain that philosophy will later
recognize as its own: the domain of representation filled by copies-icons, and defined
not by an extrinsic relation to an object, but by an intrinsic relation to the model or
foundation” (ls 259).38 Deleuze’s machinism inverts this idea: “if bodies with their
states, qualities, and quantities, assume all the characteristics of substance and cause,
conversely, the characteristics of the Idea are relegated to the other side, that is to this
impassive extra-Being which is sterile, inefficacious, and on the surface of things:
the ideational or the incorporeal can no longer be anything other than an ‘effect’” (ls 7). In
machinism bodies and their virtual content become the cause of what transpires.
Actual qualities such as being just are no longer references to eternal forms, but
hallmarks of the sterile surfaces of neutral sense-events. According to Platonism,
things are ‘copies’ or representatives of something which determines their being
(ls 256). In Deleuzism, things are ‘simulacra’ which always retain a difference in kind
between what they are in their virtual becoming and what they manifest to others.
38 Cf. how in Platonism entities “are endowed with resemblance. But resemblance should not be
understood as an external relation. It goes less from one thing to another than from one thing to
an Idea, since it is the Idea which comprehends the relations and proportions constitutive of the
internal essence. Being both internal and spiritual, resemblance is the measure of any pretension”
(ls 257).
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The Platonic copy is an image with a resemblance, the Deleuzian machine produces
images without resemblance (ls 257). This is not to say that resemblances do not exist,
but resemblances are productions between machines rather than predetermined
identities (ls 258, 262). Hence Platonism and Deleuzism find themselves at odds:
“one invites us to think difference from the standpoint of a previous similitude or
identity, whereas the other invites us to think similitude and even identity as the
product of a deep disparity” (ls 261).39
Our reason for returning to this opposition is that “the simulacrum implies huge
dimensions, depths, and distances that the observer cannot master. It is precisely
because he cannot master them that he experiences an impression of resemblance”
(ls 258). According to Deleuze, all Platonism or internalism results from the fact
that precisely because the private depth of machines is irreducible to and different
in kind from their actualizations, we constantly make the error of thinking that the
contiguity, identity, and resemblance which characterizes actuality also characterizes
things in themselves. In Anti-Oedipus Deleuze details this error of thought by
outlining five ‘paralogisms of psychoanalysis’, which are misinterpretations of the
nature of the unconscious. As Deleuze considers any entity whatsoever to have a
virtual twofold ‘unconscious’, these errors of thought do not just concern human
beings, but also machines as such. They are metaphysical as much as they are
psychoanalytic.40 A paralogism can be unmasked but never eliminated by thought,
precisely because it results from experience and thought itself. It presents something
thought must perpetually strive to overcome in itself. For Deleuze, all paralogisms
“revolve around the same error” (ao 132), which is thinking the virtual in terms
of the actual, the ontological in terms of the existential, and the transcendental in
terms of the empirical.
Deleuze first describes the “paralogism of extrapolation” (ao 132), which concerns
the opposition between “two uses of the connective syntheses: a global and specific
use, and a partial and nonspecific use” (ao 88). It corresponds to what we called

39 Cf. “What are these systems constituted by the eternal return? Consider two propositions: only
that which is alike differs; and only differences are alike. The first formula posits resemblance as
the condition of difference. […] According to the other formula, by contrast, resemblance, identity,
analogy and opposition can no longer be considered anything but effects, the products of a primary
difference or a primary system of differences” (dr 116–117).
40 The term ‘paralogism’ invokes Kant, even though Deleuze presents his paralogisms in descriptive
rather than in syllogistic form. Their point in common is that as in Kant, Deleuze’s paralogisms
are cases in which we think empirically when we should instead think transcendentally.
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objectivism in the introduction, and is caused by the experienced similarity between
entities as a result of the principle of rupture and contiguity. In machinism, any
relation is a connection with a partial object, that is to say an actual sense-event which
differs in kind from the virtual being of the machine of which it is a manifestation.
It is not just partial, but also nonspecific: the concept, quality, or membership
assigned to an assemblage points to that in which it is (placed), to its desire translated
into a technical machine for a larger social machine, but not to its Idea itself. In
a paralogism of extrapolation, however, we do take an assigned quality, concept,
or membership to accurately express the being of another machine. As Deleuze
writes in another context: “what is apprehended when we touch the surface of
the object is perceived as residing in its innermost depth” (ls 274). This is ‘global’
because it equates the being of an entity to its belonging to a category (of dogs,
of red things, of Italian people). In principle each such category can contain an
infinity of entities, each made identical through their membership. It is ‘specific’
in that it narrowly identifies the being of an entity with a single relation. In short,
we ‘extrapolate’ an actual manifestation into the being of a multiplicity. It follows
that each entity receives a “global object” to which it can never conform (ao 88).
No specific dog can be the dog that all dogs are, nothing can be the red of all
reds, and nobody is the quintessential Italian. The paralogism of extrapolation
gives rise to impossible standards, as the extrapolated x is simultaneously posited
as the being of an individual and that which an individual always lacks (ao 90).
The quality, concept, or membership then becomes a “despotic signifier” (ao 91,
132–133). The paralogism of extrapolation is the erroneous thought that “real desiringproduction is answerable to higher formations that integrate it, subject it to
transcendent laws, and make it serve a higher social and cultural production […]”
(ao 92).
The second “paralogism of the double-bind” concerns the disjunctive synthesis
of recording (ao 133), and takes the first paralogism a step further. After the equation
of an entity’s being to a privileged relation, it starts to make sense to interpret all of
its other relations and actions as expressions of one particular quality. Disjunction
then becomes exclusive (ao 94). Everything something or someone does (this, or
that, or that …) is then seen as a mere variation on one specific trait which remains
identical. Deleuze gives the example of the Oedipus complex. As soon as one decides
that our unconscious is defined by the Oedipus complex, then all our actions, even
mutually contradictory ones, are mere expressions of that complex. We are then
“in good health because of Oedipus, sick from Oedipus, and suffering from various
illnesses under the influence of Oedipus” (ao 100). Stereotyping is also based on this
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logic, whereby mutually unrelated or even opposing behaviors are seen as ‘typical’
expressions of one’s membership of a certain group.
Next, the third “paralogism of application” is a misinterpretation of the
conjunctive synthesis (ao 133). The previous paralogisms equate the being and
behavior of an entity to a single quality (or a limited set of qualities) which it
nevertheless lacks. The next logical step is to deny a subject all agency and to appoint
a “symbolic organizer” as the determinant and cause of all its actions (ao 111). The
being of the subject, which cannot but lack what it must nevertheless be, undergoes
“an explicit reduction to an empty form, from which desire itself is absent and expelled”
(ao 216). The subject comes to be seen as a mere representation, mirror, moment,
or position of something with which it is presumed to have an internal relation.
Or as Deleuze writes, the “polyvocity” implied in the third synthesis is reduced to
a ‘biunivocity’ (ao 127).41 Instead of new relations implying new and irreducible
entities, all novelty is reduced to a mere variation on the same Spiel. The ‘nomadism’
implied in the logic of the celibate machine and differential relations is then replaced
by ‘segregation’. If everything is essentially assigned to an inescapable organizer,
then nothing can ever escape anything.42 This is not just a psychoanalytic mistake,
but the very core of all relationism and reductionism (cf. ao 125). Everything that
transpires is ‘applied’ to privileged organizers, with the manifold of irreducible
fourfolds and their becomings reduced to a simple view in which the three elements
of an event (two terms and a relation) are always rigidly overdetermined by and
mere representations of a third entity or structure. It is “as if a tablecloth were being
folded, as if its 4 (=n) corners were reduced to 3 (+1, to designate the transcendent
factor performing the operation” (ao 123, cf. 68, 91, 117).43
The fourth “paralogism of displacement” (ao 138) is a variation on the combined
effect of the first two paralogisms. It exists by virtue of our ability to realize that
keeping an entity in a certain relation is a matter of exerting force. In machinism,
this simply results from the thesis that virtual code differs in kind from actual

41 ‘Biunivocity’ is a precise correspondence between two systems of magnitudes, for example ‘three
chairs for three guests’. The term thus suggests a situation in which elements rigidly belong to
one another.
42 This paralogism has immediate political implications, as it is the condition for the possibility of
the feeling of “indeed being one of us, of being part of a superior race threatened by enemies from
outside” (ao 125).
43 This transcendent factor can be conceived as a single thing or as an entire “presupposed aggregate
of departure” (ao 133).
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manifestations. Hence, something must always be happening wherever a certain
relation is to be forged, maintained, or broken. Yet in the fourth paralogism, we
once again think empirically where we should think transcendentally. Instead of
opposing the exertion of a force to the excessive and surplus nature of desire, we
conclude that a relation includes force because that which is related to ‘strives’ to be in
relations which are the exact opposite to this relation of force. One example Deleuze
gives is the idea that incest would be forbidden because we want to commit it. We
would ‘naturally’ tend towards incestuous relations, which would explain why the
prohibition of incest takes the form of laws which are pedagogically, religiously, and
legally enforced. Because of the paralogism of displacement, laws and proscriptions
come to point, via the now naturalized tendency they presumably negate, to the
“animal in us” (ao 201). Another example would be the Aristotelian idea that heavy
objects ‘strive’ to be at the center of the universe, which is then used as an explanation
for why it takes effort to lift them. As Deleuze describes it, this logic of displacement
involves a “repressed representative,” a “repressing representation,” and a “displaced
represented” (ao 138). The repressed representative is desire, singularities, or code
outside of its relational coding. The repressing representation is the law of relation
which exerts force on the entity. Finally, the displaced represented is the negation of
this exertion of force, or the ‘natural’ tendency which holding the entity in a specific
relation is meant to ward off.
The fifth and final error of thought is the “paralogism of the afterward” (ao 154).
It is a perversion of the idea that desiring-production (i.e. connecting, becoming,
and generating according to the three syntheses) must always involve an actuality.
As we have seen, each entity only ever relates to the actual manifestations of other
entities. It can only register that which it takes as its parts in so far as it is actual.
So there is a sense in which the being and becoming of entities comes ‘after’ the
constitution of something actual: something must actually happen if an entity is to
be generated. The paralogism consists in thinking that this actuality itself does not
refer to a virtuality of its own. Deleuze gives the example of someone who thinks
that the Oedipus complex is the actual generator for certain thoughts, behaviors,
and events, without being generated in turn. The Oedipus complex would then be
an actuality without any virtuality generated from other entities involved in its
becoming. It would be self-identical and unengendered. Of course in reality, the
Oedipus complex is just another machine with its own generators and its private
virtuality (ao 154). It is only through the paralogism that we come to misinterpret it
“in isolation, abstractly, independently” (ao 154). This paralogism of the afterward
also lurks behind all forms of bland materialism. Such philosophies of false depth
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think that all entities take something quite unlike themselves for their matter,
without this matter taking something quite unlike itself for its matter. The result is
the positing of an ultimate and final layer of reality constituting a homogeneous
and universal ground for everything, a gesture which must always be refused on
grounds presented in the introductory chapter.
These paralogisms demonstrate how the nature of direct experience and the fact
that the transcendental being of beings can only be thought always tempts us to return
to variations on Platonism, which is to say to reductionism and relationism. We never
cease projecting actuality onto virtuality.44 Moreover, that entities are existentially
locked into hierarchies, regularities, patterns, and relations further increases the risk
that we keep thinking reality metaphysically rather than ontologically. Deleuze’s
proposed alternative is precisely a mode of thinking which constantly emphasizes
the transcendental, malleable essence of individual entities.

25. A transcendental empiricism
We thus arrive at what Deleuze calls a ‘transcendental empiricism’ (b 30; dr 57, 240;
ls 20; lat 89; trm 384). If machinism is Deleuze’s ontology, then transcendental
empiricism is an apt name for his overall philosophy and the method of thinking
implied by this ontology. As he writes, “pluralism (otherwise known as empiricism)
is almost indistinguishable from philosophy itself. Pluralism is the properly
philosophical way of thinking, the one invented by philosophy; the only guarantor of
freedom in the concrete spirit, the only principle of a violent atheism” (np 4; cf. ps 4).
Deleuze opposes this pluralist transcendental empiricism to Kantian transcendental
philosophy, which for him is “too general or too large for the real” (dr 68). By its very
nature, Kantian transcendental subjectivity foregoes the possibility of conceiving of
different relations and interactions between entities themselves, committed as it is
to reducing all such activity to apparitions to a subject. In this sense it is internalist
through and through. Conversely, transcendental empiricism is rooted in a theory
of a schizophrenic reality in which entity is a machine with its own malleable
and transcendental essence, an internal ‘matter’ based on which it encounters its
world.

44 Note that the notion of the virtual as a ‘continuous yet heterogeneous’ realm is precisely a projection
of the contiguity of actuality onto virtuality.
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Deleuze nonetheless remains wholly Kantian on two points, namely human
finitude and the power of thought. Because of the externality of relations and terms,
we are necessarily finite beings. We can only learn about the interior of others by
taking their extensive and actual manifestations as signs of their virtuality, hence
the name transcendental empiricism. Thought can think how entities work and it can
realize that entities have an individual transcendental reality, but it cannot make
this transcendental reality present to us. It cannot give us what this reality is in
a specific case, even though science demonstrates how we can arrive at incredibly
accurate accounts of how machines manifest under determinate circumstances.
Nevertheless, not even the most accurate and reliable descriptions or experiences of
an entity can stand in for its being. Atoms as classically conceived, or any of their
contemporary equivalents, who each seem to be identical to each other, are only ever
identical in their actuality. They may differ only minimally in their virtuality, but
that is enough to guarantee their irreducibility: “however small the internal difference
between two series, the one story does not reproduce the other, one does not serve
as model for the other: rather, resemblance and identity are only functional effects
of that difference which alone is originary within the system” (dr 126). Moreover,
in many cases we cannot even determine which or even how many machines are
involved in a given experience. Who will say, for example, how many entities are
folded into a pointillist painting, a rock concert, or a forest?
Yet despite our finitude, which we share with all machines, Deleuze nevertheless
accords a certain privilege to thought.45 Thought can think that which can never be
present, namely the irreducibility and transcendental nature of entities. Thought
can move beyond the sensible and consider “the being of the sensible” (ao 237).46
Even though Deleuze is often presented as privileging feeling over thinking, the
opposite is in fact the case. As he writes, that which is excessive or measureless (desire)
“can only be conceived by a thinking soul” (c1 47), the body or ‘atom’ is addressed
only to thought (ls 268), essence can only be grasped by pure thought (dr 140,
143), so that pure thought is the faculty of essences (ps 86), thought can thereby
surpass consciousness (spp 18), which is why as far as philosophy is concerned, “only
intelligence extracts the truth” (ps 23).
Yet in thinking machines thought also encounters its own limits. It realizes,
quite simply, that the empirical is never the transcendental. No specific Idea is ever

45 As Knox Peden also notes (Peden, 2014: 241).
46 Or as Rancière calls it, a metaphysics of “insensible sensation [sensation insensible]” (2004: 150).
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directly available as “the goal of reminiscence” and as a “stable Essence” (ps 109). Each
Idea is instead withdrawn in its virtuality where it undergoes its own “qualitative
transitions” (ibid.). So as Deleuze notes, “thought is also forced to think its central
collapse, its fracture, its own natural ‘powerlessness’, which is indistinguishable
from the greatest power […]. Difficulty as such, along with its cortège of problems
and questions, is not a de facto state of affairs but a de jure structure of thought […]”
(dr 146). This difficulty is the fact that we can realize that the fourfold machinic
model and the threefold theory of synthesis applies to a rock striking the surface of
Mars, but everything about the rock, the striking, Mars, and its surface is only ever
available to us based on our own puissance as generated by the machines coupled
to us. Every possible description of the event thus moves away from machinic
ontology: “the moment that one describes […] the material process of production, the
specificity of the product tends to evaporate” (ao 37). Or in different terms, language
“incessantly slide[s] over its referent, without ever stopping” (ls 2). Moreover, if
everything is a machine, then so is each formula or description or perception that
ties us to the event of the rock striking Mars. Like all relations, concepts and symbols
are machines in and of themselves (cf. ao 36; dr xx–xxi; ls 60, 87; sl 150480).47 In
short, we can theorize the being of beings generally, but the price to pay is that we
cannot think the being of a being accurately. Machinism describes formally that
which does not lend itself to substantial definitions.
As a consequence, we must reaffirm the old wisdom that philosophy is not
knowledge: “the philosopher, as philosopher, is not a sage” (np 92). From the point
of view of transcendental empiricism, which but never knows precisely ‘which’ or
exactly ‘what’, “nothing can be said in advance, one cannot prejudge the outcome
of research” (dr 143). The great question of ‘what can a body do?’ (cf. d 60; np 41;
scs 150277; spp 17) cannot be answered by a philosopher qua philosopher. To even
begin answering the question for any given body or bodies always involves nonphilosophy, and even then we are only ever categorizing and examining signs of
machines in order to construct maps of their being. This would be the process of

47 Hence Deleuze defines a concept in machinic terms, as having its own virtual being: “what is
distinctive about the concept is that it renders components inseparable within itself . Components,
or what defines the consistency of the concept, its endoconsistency, are distinct, heterogeneous, and
yet not separable” (wp 19). Also see, throughout What is philosophy?, Deleuze’s statements about
concepts being multiplicities, having an incorporeal side, relating to sense-events, simultaneously
being absolute and relative, and so on. Like any rhizome endowed with virtuality, a concept, too,
“is real without being actual, ideal without being abstract” (wp 22).
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determining “who? how? how much? where and when? in which case?” (di 96; dr 188). Since
we cannot know essences, such indirect approximations are our only means of coming
to terms with the being of machines. As Deleuze writes, the inner being of things can
only be understood “from the outside and through successive experiments” (flb 55).
The virtual-actual distinction must everywhere be upheld, and the philosopher
must refuse “to be drawn out of the cave, finding instead another cave beyond,
always another in which to hide” (dr 67). Even an infinitely more reliable and useful
description of a thing than its givenness to direct perception is still relational, and
should not be believed when it claims to no longer be a curtain or mask hiding the
entity.
Hence Deleuze writes that “the masks do not hide anything except other masks”
(dr 17).48 What we call knowledge usually concerns (1) the actual components
generating an entity or (2) the actual part an entity plays in the generation of
something else. Neither is the virtual being of a machine itself. They are functional
masks of that which generates it or that which it generates. Not that there would
be nothing behind the curtain, but that which is behind the curtain cannot be
revealed: “There is nothing behind the curtain except unnamable mixtures […]”
(ls 133). Consider:
Given a certain effect, what machine is capable of producing it? And given a
certain machine, what can it be used for? Can we possibly guess, for instance,
what a knife rest is used for if all we are given is a geometrical description of it?
(ao 13).
The point is that no description, experience, or other type of relation can give us the
knife rest in and of itself. Ontology must thus remain silent on which machines
exist and what their internal being is. As Deleuze notes with regards to machinism:
“we shall not inquire how all this fits together so that the machine will run: the
question itself is the result of a process of abstraction” (ao 19). This is to say that
how specific machines work and how specific relations form between them is not
for ontology to say. It can only say that every entity is equally real in being a fourfold
machine engaged in threefold syntheses. Ontology can draw no lines in de sand of
Being, because even impossible objects, as soon as they are generated as thoughts
48 “The mask is the true subject of repetition. Because repetition differs in kind from representation,
the repeated cannot be represented: rather, it must always be signified, masked by what signifies
it, itself masking what it signifies” (dr 18, cf. 42, 84, 106).
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or riddles, are no less real than concepts, slogans, laws, languages, mathematical
formulas, pies, crumbs, and particles:
At the very moment you say ‘this machine is impossible’, you fail to see that you
are making it possible, by being yourself one of its parts, the very part that you
seemed to be missing in order for it to be already working […]. You argue about
the possibility or the usefulness, but you are already inside the machine, you are
a part of it, you have put a finger inside, or an eye, your anus, or your liver […]
(bsp 129).
In fact, Deleuze thinks impossible objects even confirm the split nature of machines,
as an impossible entity can never manifest as such. There can be no accurate
representation of a square circle or a mountain without valley. Nevertheless, they
are distinct, irreducible, and have their own virtual aspects:
[Contradictory objects] are without signification, that is, they are absurd.
Nevertheless, they have a sense, and the two notions of absurdity and nonsense
must not be confused. Impossible objects – square circles, matter without
extension, perpetuum mobile, mountain without valley, etc – are objects “without
a home”, outside of being, but they have a precise and distinct position within
this outside: they are of “extra being” – pure, ideational events, unable to be
realized in a state of affairs (ls 35).
Yet if even impossible entities are machines, then how are finite creatures such as
ourselves ever able to determine when there is a machine, how many machines are at
stake, which machines we are dealing with, and so on? Our preceding analyses give
us several characteristics which can put us on the scent of machines. First, there is
emergence. With machines being irreducible to their generators, we can set out to
discover what their ‘proper’ manifestations are (water being wet and boiling at a
hundred degrees, which are not features of hydrogen and oxygen). Second, there is
redundancy. Due to the difference between the virtual and the actual, it will often be
the case that not all relations with its generators are necessary for a machine. We can
always experiment with selectively adding and removing generators and generations
and seeing what ‘stays’ proper to a machine (a practice we try to perfect in scientific
experiment). Third, there is the ‘falling back’ on generators which is often a feature
of bodies without organs. Machines can loop back into becoming generators for
their own components, changing them in the process by influencing their becoming
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(human membership of religious groups, for example). This effect on their parts can
be used as yet another method to detect them and to gain knowledge about their
mode of existence. Fourth, there is of course resistance. As each machine is a force in
and of itself, it will always require force to ‘move’ it. So wherever force is exerted,
a machine is resisting. Fifth and finally, there is the generation of specific parts.
Nothing appears out of nowhere, so wherever something is generated, a machine
must be work.
These are but very general pointers, but nevertheless it is safe to say that
human beings (along with many other sentient creatures) are surprisingly skilled
at distinguishing things from one another and at noting regularities, patterns,
locations, and interactions concerning the assemblages which interest them. To
engage with machines is to undergo an apprenticeship in signs, as each actual
surface is a sign of one or more virtual objects being translated into extensity.
What we wrote earlier about schizoanalysis and ethology comes back to this
point.49 To become more familiar with a machine is to know more and more
of its signs, as when one comes to ‘know’ a beloved by seeing her or him go
through a lifetime of different situations and actions, or a material by spending
decades on manipulating it with tools and one’s bare hands. Only through such an
apprenticeship can we get any idea of how another machine experiences its world.
As Deleuze writes, defining a multiplicity is best done by such ‘accumulations’ of
signs (atp 486):
To learn is first of all to consider a substance, an object, a being as if it emitted
signs to be deciphered, interpreted. There is no apprentice who is not ‘the
Egyptologist’ of something. One becomes a carpenter only by becoming sensitive
to the signs of wood, a physician by becoming sensitive to the signs of disease.
49 It is obvious that, for Deleuze, schizoanalysis and ethology indicate the study of any entity
whatsoever. Much like ‘differential relations’ have little to do with mathematics within machinism,
so does ‘ethology’ have little to do with biology. We therefore cannot agree with Howard Caygill
when he writes that “Deleuze’s ethology in the final analysis employs a biological rhetoric to
evoke an anti-human, anti-ethical, anti-political, anti-philosophical pathos which sentimentally
avoids the implications of biological selection” (Caygill, 2002: 160). Caygill forgets that any rigorous
ontology cannot be ‘anti’ humans, ethics, and politics, but rather must rigorously purge itself
of all human, ethical, and political concerns if it is to avoid the twin traps of subjectivism and
historicism. If schizoanalysis and ethology are political, then they are only so to the extent that
they must “ensure the […] reversion: restoring the syntheses of the unconscious to their immanent
use” (ao 135). In other words: the only politics of machinism is the assault on all metaphysics.
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[…] Everything that teaches us something emits signs; every act of learning is an
interpretation of signs or hieroglyphs (ps 4).
In his book on Proust, Deleuze argues that such apprenticeships should not just teach
us about the entities which make up our world, ourselves, and each other. It should
also, philosophically, teach us what signs are themselves.50 To go through the apprenticeship of signs is to slowly come to terms with the schizophrenia of reality, the problematic nature of entities, and with the finitude of both humans and other machines.
A first way to think about our experience is in terms of “worldly signs” (p 6). Signs
are worldly to the extent that we treat the entities as if they are their actual qualities.
It is to define things in terms of their colors, actions, components, locations, origins,
and so on: “the worldly sign does not refer to something, it ‘stands for’ it, claims
to be equivalent to its meaning” (ps 6). Practical life is full of worldly signs, to the
extent that we say and think that trees are green, some of us are Dutch, the couch is
heavy, war criminals are evil, the coffee is horrible, water is h2o, parmesan cheese is
Italian, all of us are other people’s children, and so forth. There is absolutely nothing
wrong with such identifications, except that they are philosophically misleading
and contribute a host of political problems.
It is fairly easy to move beyond the naïve relationism, reductionism, and
objectivism of worldly signs. Life, after all, contains many moments in which we
realize that things are more than meets the eye, and that they instead have hidden
realities which one can set out to explore. To love someone is the example Deleuze
gives, though many more of course exist: “love does not concern only […] loved
beings, but the multiplicity of souls or worlds in each of them” (ps 9). What he calls
‘signs of love’ are the same signs as before, but apprehended differently. A sign of love
is taken as but an initial experience of something deeper: “to love is to try to explicate,
to develop these unknown worlds that remain enveloped within the beloved” (ps 6).
To see the world in terms of signs of love is to realize that “names, persons, and
things are crammed with a content that fills them to bursting” (ps 122).
In a third moment, our hypothetical apprentice of signs realizes that signs do not
communicate with that which they envelop. Deleuze constantly uses the example of
50 The full sense of ‘learning’ is therefore not just to learn about this or that entity, but also about the
being of entities in general. “[An] apprentice is someone who constitutes and occupies practical or
speculative problems as such. Learning is the appropriate name for the subjective acts carried out
when one is confronted with the objecticity [l’objectité] of a problem (Idea), whereas knowledge designates only the generality of concepts or the calm possession of a rule enabling solutions” (ls 164).
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a jealous lover, who despite all kinds of subtle or even brutal manipulations never
gains full control over the beloved. The jealous lover is precisely jealous on account
of being constantly aware of the fact that the real interiority of the beloved remains
forever out of reach. As Deleuze writes, “the truth of love is first of all the isolation of
the sexes” (ps 80), as love “makes it a principle to renounce all communication” (ps 42).
At this point we realize, as Deleuze writes elsewhere, that “animal and reasonable,
green and color are two equally immediate predicates which translate a mixture in
the body of the individual subject, without one predicate being attributed to it any
less immediately than the other” (ls 112). In this third stage, one must abandon the
hope of bringing the inner reality of another machine such to the surface. Signs of
love turn out not to reach the depth, and are inseparable from actuality, from “the
weight of a face, from the texture of a skin, from the width and color of a cheek”
(ps 85). Not even love is powerful enough to overcome ontology. Signs then appear
as what Deleuze calls “sensuous impressions or qualities” (ps 9). As he writes, “the
quality no longer appears as a property of the object that now possesses it, but as
the sign of an altogether different object […]” (ps 11). That is, the lover can at least take
the sign for a sign of being in something with the beloved. The jealous lover is, after
all, in love. This can be done because every connection demands a medium. Deleuze
notes that the three preceding signs are “too material” (ps 58). ‘Material’ does not
mean ‘made of tangible stuff ’, nor does it mean ‘matter’ as we have defined it in
previous chapters. ‘Material’ means ‘in something else’: “all the signs we meet in life
are still material signs, and their meaning, because it is always in something else, is
not altogether spiritual” (ps 41). This is to say that all the signs we meet are relational:
“what we call an ‘object’ is only the effect an object has on our body” (eps 146).
In a fourth and final stage of what is ultimately the process of coming to terms
with Deleuze’s own philosophy, we understand that “material meaning is nothing
without an ideal essence that it incarnates” (ps 13). This is the stage of what Deleuze
calls ‘signs of art’: “the world of art is the ultimate world of signs, and these signs,
as though dematerialized, find their meaning in an ideal essence” (ps 13). It is at
this point that we realize individual entities have virtual essences which withdraw
from all relations. We accept that signs are in an ontological sense signs of the
imperceptible (dr 140). We never have the truth of an other’s being, but only ever
“machinic indices.”51 Only through such signs can we achieve at notions of what

51 “Atteindre aux machines désirantes de quelqu’ un et on ne peut jamais les saisir directement, on
n’a que des indices machiniques, autant être le plus obscur que possible, c’est chouette, c’est forcé,
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bodies can do: “We know nothing about a body until we know what it can do, in
other words, what its affects are, how they can or cannot enter into composition
with other affects, with the affects of another body, either to destroy that body
or to be destroyed by it, either to exchange actions and passions with it or to join
with it in composing a more powerful body” (atp 257). To get to know something
implies becoming its ‘Egyptologist’. Only signs give us a sense of that which we will
never truly know. Only through signs can we come to, as Pierre Klossowski puts it,
“teach the unteachable” (2005: 44). Put differently, becoming familiar with machines
implies working through a ‘symptomatology’ of signs in order to find out which
signs belong to which machines:
Precisely, symptomatology is located almost outside medicine, at a neutral point,
a zero point, where artists and philosophers and doctors and patients can come
together (di 134, translation modified, cf. 140).
If Deleuze identifies seeing the world in such terms with art, it is because art is
precisely the domain in which we constantly realize that all reduction fails. It simply
never ‘works’ to reduce a work of art to that which was used to generate it, to how
we experience it, to its previous or current social and political context, and so on.
With art, we always notice that such clarifications somehow distance us from the
work itself, that is to say from a piece of art being a Figure with its own Idea. Hence
“it is only on the level of art that the essences are revealed” (ps 38). This is again not
just the case for a select number of cases. Instead, we should learn from works of
art that all actualizations or signs are at the end of the day always-already signs of
art, which is to say manifestations of transcendental Ideas: “once they are manifested
in the work of art […], we learn that they already incarnated, that they were already
there in all these kinds of signs […]” (ps 38).

Conclusions
Our explication of the conjunctive synthesis was the final major step in our
explication of Deleuze’s ontology. The most important lesson learned here is perhaps
il n’ y a que des indices […].” (scs 180172; cf. k 47); “It seems that schizoanalysis can make use only
of indices – the machinic indices – in order to discern […] the libidinal investments of the social
field” (ao 398).
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that the generation of each new relation implies the production of a new machine,
precisely because each relation is a machine in and of itself. There is no dualism
between relations on the one hand and machines on the other. To forge a relation is
to manufacture a new entity Deleuze calls a ‘celibate machine’. As with social and
technical machines, celibate machines are not a separate class of entities. Instead, each
machine is the celibate machine of its own production. It is not relevant whether such
an entity turns out to be short-lived and barely noticeable or a long-lived behemoth
which countless others must seek to negotiate throughout the ages. Each relation
has its body and its desire, and like all other machines its presence others differs in
kind from its private, malleable essence. Hence in each connection-registration there
is also this residue in the form of a new machine. The full threefold synthesis thus
comprises (a) the manifestation of a qualified sense-event to a machine, (b) the extent
to which this encounter alters the puissance based on which the relation was forged,
and (c) the genesis of a new and irreducible entity altogether. This is the threefold of
what Deleuze respectively calls ‘Libido’, ‘Numen’ and finally ‘Voluptas’. We also saw
that Deleuze’s use of the notion of ‘differential relations’ precisely means that each
relation, being a machine, is characterized by the now familiar internal difference in
kind between its virtuality and its actuality. That relations are differential simply
means that a machine, even though emerging as a celibate machine at a certain place
and time, is always-already excessive over all its current, past, and future relations.
The rest of the chapter was first spent on outlining the view of reality which
results from machinism. Our explication of the genesis of celibate machines revealed
machinism to be an ontology in which novelty and the possibility of surprise take
center stage. After all, each new machine is utterly irreducible to its generators. In
addition, our discussion of machines understood as rhizomes showed how machinic
reality is one in which frailty and stubbornness are strangely combined. On the
one hand, machines rely on being generated by entities which are quite unlike
themselves, and contingent encounters throughout their existence can drastically
alter their very essence. On the other hand, machines, which are after all anything
but mere representations or blank slates, never simply give way. They must always be
conquered, recruited, seduced, transformed, sidelined, outsmarted, contaminated, or
otherwise forced. One the one hand, the irreducibility of machines and the excessive
nature of their desire guarantees that there are always at least in principle ways of
escaping their relations (though this may sometimes cause their demise). One the
other hand, a machine can come to ‘fall back on’ its parts and force those others
into a life of perpetual servitude in which they do little else beyond functioning as a
component for something else.
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Second, we detailed how Deleuze’s machinism defines several standard philosophical notions. For machinic ontology, every entity is a self by virtue of its
irreducible body without organs, with a subject being the singularities or Idea of such
a body. This subject can be called larval because essence is malleable: each subject
is always open to becoming and alteration. Freedom is the fact that no entity can
be reduced to that which generates it or to that which it generates. Regarding consciousness, Deleuze holds all consciousness is not just a consciousness of something,
but more importantly also something, as each relation is a machine. Next, Deleuze
proposes a twofold model of both time and space, each twofold respectively concerning
the virtual and actual aspects of entities. Regarding time, he uses the term ‘Aion’ to
refer to the becoming of virtual essences, and ‘Chronos’ to the succession of senseevents which machines encounter. Regarding space, he uses ‘smooth space’ to refer
to the intensive matter or transcendental body of machines, and ‘striated space’ to
refer to the actual manifestations which constitute the world for a machine. Deleuze
then defines an Other as an expression of a possible world, which is to say a sign of a
machine external to an experience according to which a machine in experience is
being made to function. Finally, a world is never ‘the world’ as an all-encompassing
totality, but rather that which a machine encounters based on its own puissance.
We then identified a number of paralogisms or errors of reason which tend to
lead us to think of reality in non-machinic terms. Each paralogism was shown to
be a variation on the same mistake: to confuse a machine’s relation with its proper
being, for example by defining it in terms of an empirical quality or in terms of its
origins.
We next reconstructed how machinism accords with what Deleuze calls ‘transcendental empiricism’, an apt name for his overall philosophy and method of thinking.
Transcendental empiricism rigorously respects human finitude in upholding that
what we (and other machines) encounter is only ever a sign or manifestation of
other entities, never these entities in and of themselves. This is the empiricism part.
Nonetheless, Deleuze equally defends that thought can move beyond this condition. Though thought can never make the transcendental aspect of a specific entity
present to itself, it can nevertheless manage to think that there is such a virtual side
to machines. We can perhaps call this a ‘formal’ insight into machinic entities, in so
far as it tells us which aspects machines have and how they engage with each other,
but never what any specific machine is precisely. It is precisely through machinic
ontology that we realize that ‘masks behind masks’ and ‘caves behind caves’ are all
that experience ever amounts to.
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Philosophy after machinism
Our aim has been to reconstruct Deleuze’s machinic ontology. As announced
in the introduction, we have tried to present Deleuze qua Deleuze, explicitly
foregoing comparative analysis, deconstructive work, and good old fashioned
critique in favor of giving maximum attention to the system itself. We did this,
first, because machinic ontology is sufficiently complex and interesting to merit
individual attention. Second, we were tired of reading criticisms and defenses which
illegitimately turn Deleuze into a Bergsonian vitalist or a latter-day pre-Socratic
philosopher, and we wanted to show as clearly as we could why this image is
false.
Though we do not presume that our reconstruction of machinism is flawless,
we do insist that any subsequent critique or analysis of Deleuze’s philosophy should
center on the model of fourfold machines and threefold syntheses deduced from the
externality thesis, and abandon the stale notion of a single virtual realm or force
permeating or underlying all things. And there is no doubt that machinism indeed
warrants further analysis, as many of its features raise philosophically relevant
questions. Take, for example, the very notion of deductively arguing from first
principles such as the externality thesis; machinism’s anti-phenomenological claim
that we can think the being of entities and their interactions in the absence of
consciousness; the problem of how exactly to think, within machinism, the status of
entities such as numbers and constants such as natural laws; the precise way in which
experienced machines ‘style’ sense-events and their flow of qualities which another
machine experiences on its terms; the legitimacy of taking recourse to transcendental
essences; the characteristics of possible regional ontologies for inanimate, living,
sentient, and reasonable machines; the consequences of machinism for epistemology
and logic; Deleuze’s a-historical and anti-subjective approach to philosophy; and so
on. Yet such matters are beyond our current scope, and we here limit ourselves to a
summary of machinism, followed by some final thoughts on several notions we felt
were best left unaddressed until the end of our analyses.
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26. Machinic ontology redux
Relations are external to terms. Experience suggests this, as relations can to a certain
extent be added to or removed from objects. Moreover, we can create or encounter
objects that strike us as genuinely new things. Thought confirms what experience
suggests. If relations were not external to terms, then each term or entity would
be its relations, without any non-relational surplus existing anywhere. If that were
the case, the present would not pass and the universe would be frozen.1 Moreover,
if a universal ‘depth’ or ‘height’ would exist, it would be unintelligible how it
fragmented or fragments into discrete entities (including human and animal parts
of itself which experience it as that which it is not), let alone how this highest or
lowest thing, principle, truth, or entity would contain nothing but itself (which
can always be posited, but never makes sense). Relations are thus external to terms.
This is the externality thesis. To be external to terms is to dwell in isolation and to
be solitary in precisely and only the following sense: to be irreducible to one’s past,
current, and future relations to oneself and to other entities. It is to be irreducible to
all that partakes in generating oneself and to all generations of entities in which one
partakes. This externalism is opposed to all modes of thinking which hold entities
to be reducible to one, several, or all of their relations with something else. In this
sense it is opposed to all internalism, reductionism, and representationalism, or the
modes of thinking which Deleuze calls our Image of Thought. It does not follow
from externalism that entities are autarchic or fully independent. Being irreducible
does not mean existing without the support of others.
It does follow from externalism that entities have two sides, one relational and
the other non-relational. That all entities (ranging from planets to persons and
from festivals to fire) have these two aspects is the machine thesis. Everything is
a machine in so far as its relations are external to its internal being, to which we
must add everything that follows from this duality in the heart of things. Machine is
strictly synonymous to multiplicity, assemblage, and rhizome. The two sides of entities
differ in kind. The actual or relational side is extensive, empirically qualified, and
available to others. The virtual or non-relational side is intensive, transcendentally
1

Note again that the ontological absence of internal relations does not interfere in the least with
the notion of existential belonging. Deleuze is not arguing, for example, against the idea that past
events become part of our history (existential belonging). He is, however, arguing against any
notion that history would somehow precede or direct its own events, as if the latter would be
ontologically reducible to a process in the generation of which they partake.
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qualified, and withdrawn from others. If each entity has two such sides which differ
in kind, then each machine has four aspects in total. This is because both sides must
be one as well as multiple. The virtual side must be one, because a machine must
be an irreducible term. It must be multiple, because irreducibility demands that
a machine has internal properties which distinguish it from other machines. The
actual side must be multiple, or each encounter of each machine would always be the
same encounter. It must be one, because the qualities which constitute the diversity
of a machine’s actuality cannot be qualities of qualities, but only qualities of an
object. The virtual and the actual are both twofolds, hence the “tetravalence of the
assemblage” (atp 89).
The irreducible unity of a virtual twofold is called its body. Body is strictly
synonymous to body without organs, Figure, plane of consistency, and problem. The
diversity of a virtual twofold is called its desire. Desire is strictly synonymous to
matter, Idea, code, singularities, powers, and puissance. A machine’s virtuality is also
called a closed vessel or a transcendental field. The unity of an actual object experienced
by a machine is called sense. Sense is strictly synonymous to sense-event and partial
object. Any number of machines can constitute one sense-event in the experience
of a machine. The diversity of a sense-event is called flow or simply qualities. The
four aspects of machines are never presupposed, but always produced or generated.
Syntheses must account for this generation. Each relation is a threefold synthesis.
The first concerns the bare fact of relation itself (the present), the second concerns
that by which the relation could come to be (the past), the third concerns its result
(the future).
The first synthesis is the synthesis of connection, contraction, production, habit, or
Libido and concerns the present of a relation. A relation is a relation of a body with
an actuality. Hence a body is a point of view or a perspective. Each machine can only
have encounters or experiences based on its own terms, which is to say based on
its desire. Hence transcendental desire is a condition of real experience in determining
what a body can do. This synthesis implies rupture and contiguity. Rupture, because the
machine(s) related to are translated from their intensive virtual being into extensive
actual manifestations. To the extent that virtual being differs in kind from actual
experienced objects, the singularities of a machine are pre-individual. Contiguity,
because the fact that a machine experiences others on its own terms guarantees that
a machine’s experiences are compossible with one another (there are no voids in
experience). This is why qualities were also called flow: in experience, everything,
even the most abrupt shocks, concerns compatible transitions. We can thus call a
machine’s body its self , its desire its subject, and its experiences its world.
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The second synthesis is the synthesis of disjunction, recording, inscription, registration,
or Numen and concerns the past of a relation. This is not a past in the sense of a
prior present, but a past contemporaneous to a present relation. This past is the
transcendental, virtual aspect of machines. As it, too, must be produced, the desire of a
machine results from relations with other machines, and here we cannot differentiate
between the initial machines which give rise to a machine and subsequent machines
which it encounters. All are ‘parts’ of a machine insofar as each relation implies
a possible generation of a machine’s desire. This is why the first synthesis could
also be called a contraction. Relations leave their traces on the virtual aspect of a
machine. Hence virtual essence is malleable. The variation or alteration of the desire
of a machine is called becoming, pure event, or differentiation (whereas actualization is
called differenciation).2 Becoming is neither always constant nor always significant.
The registration or inscription of desire always depends on the type and the intensity
of a relation. Desire is thus that on which relations are based, and hence there is an
“irreducible plurality of causes” (ls 270), but also that which alters in relations. In
this sense becoming is counter-actualization. The disjunction implied in the second
synthesis is inclusive rather than exclusive. The difference in kind between the virtual
and the actual, plus the excessive nature of desire guarantee that desire never
corresponds or lines up exactly with a determinate number of specific relations
(this or that). Instead, the number of relations into which a machine can enter based
on its desire is open-ended in principle (this or that or that or …).
The third synthesis is the synthesis of consumption, consummation, the future, the
new, or Voluptas and concerns the future of a relation. This is not the future in the
sense of a subsequent relation for a machine, but rather the generation of a new and
in turn irreducible machine altogether. Machines are irreducible, but so are their
relations. Each irreducible relation is a machine in turn. Each perception, battle,
knife fight, or drop of water is a machinic fourfold. Even the briefest of relations
generates a new entity, however frail and short-lived it may be. Each machinic entity
comes to be within an ‘older machine’ in which two or more machines find themselves
able to relate. Such an older machine serves as the medium for interaction. There
is no universal background, depth, or height serving as medium: machines take
care of this among themselves. From the moment that a relation exists, the entities
2

“Four terms are synonymous: actualize, differenciate, integrate, and solve. For the nature of the
virtual is such that, for it, to be actualized is to be differenciated. Each differenciation is a local
integration or a local solution which then connects with others in the overall solution or the global
integration” (dr 211).
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involved in the relation are parts or generators of that machine. This gives them
a chance to leave the older machine while remaining together in this new, celibate
machine. Celibate machines are not a separate class of entities. Rather, all machines
are celibate in so far as they are irreducible to the original ‘factory’ in which they were
first generated. Likewise, all machines are paranoiac machines in their irreducibility,
miraculating machines in their becoming, social machines in so far as they have their
generators, technical machines in so far as they serve as generators, strata or molar
organizations in so far as they co-determine the becoming of their generators, and
molecular machines in so far as their irreducibility cannot be undone despite the
strata or molar organizations which work on them. Time is a twofold of Chronos or
actualizations experienced and Aion or becoming. Space is a twofold of the smooth
space of virtual desire and the striated space of partial objects. Finally, transcendental
empiricism is any philosophy or methodology based on machinism, which is to say
rooted in the idea that we can know how machines and their interactions exist, but
never which machines exist or precisely what their virtual being is. We can only come
to know or describe the virtuality of machines through the study of signs, which is
to say their actualities. That being repeated, we move to our final remarks.

27. Science without metaphysics
The later writings of Deleuze sometimes dwell on the notion of “absolute movement”
or “infinite speed” (atp 281, 381, 509; wp 42, 49, 75). It would be a mistake to think
that Deleuze here regresses into a discourse on physics. Infinite speed indicates
how the becoming of singularities is not an extensive movement from here to
there in actuality (which always happens at a finite speed), but rather an intensive
movement or an inscription in the transcendental being of a machine resulting
from an actual encounter. It simply emphasizes how in this sense, synthesis “is
necessarily accomplished in a time smaller than the minimum of continuous time”
(ls 269). This is no different from how Deleuze, as we have shown, uses terms such
as ‘atomistic’, ‘molecular’, ‘microphysical’, and ‘electrons’ to say something about
his own machinic ontology instead of about contemporary science.
Nevertheless, Deleuzism is not at all a stereotypical postmodern philosophy built
to discredit science as a mere set of socially constructed statements. Science is the
progressive uncovering of that which generates machines and that which machines
generate. Whereas philosophy as machinism first and foremost attends to machines
in their virtual being, science studies machines in their actual interactions. In a
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sense, machinism moves ‘inside-out’, as it starts with irreducible entities. Science,
conversely, moves ‘outside-in’, as it starts with generalities. Philosophy and science
are the “other half ” for one another, each giving the other what she cannot see
(di 23; cf. wp 162). Machinism therefore does not do away with truth, except with
the truths of dogmatic metaphysics. Many truths remain, as a truth is but an
accurate description of a relation or an actuality. If love is generated by hormones,
so be it. If a cup is (though a machinist would prefer ‘does’) red and red has a light
wavelength of 620–740 nanometers, so be it. If the smallest detectable generators in
the universe turn out to be strings, so be it. All that machinism asks is that science
does not present itself as “royal science,” as a metaphysics uncovering a final form
that organizes all matter or a final matter that organizes all forms (atp 369), which
would imply reductionism and internalism. Even if a fact about beings necessarily
obtains in all cases and all possible world, a fact is still a fact about a thing and not
a thing itself. All science is thus “nomad science,” or the study of irreducible entities
(atp 367).

28. Art as pedagogy
Foucault is wrong to claim that the machinism in Anti-Oedipus is an ‘art’ instead of
a systematic philosophy. But what is art from the perspective of machinism? The
vast majority of Deleuze’s writings on painters and novelists simply illustrates core
principles of his ontology. An exception is his work on cinema, which also contains a
typology of shots, moves, events, and structures specifically tailored to film (though
even there externalism structures everything, as we indicated in section six). There
is of course no denying that Deleuze’s writings on art can be quite observant and
interesting, as for example his discussion on the depiction of Christ by El Greco,
Giotto, and Tintoretto in Francis Bacon, or his discussion of the relation between
music and bird song via Messiaen in A thousand plateaus. Yet at the end of the day,
Deleuze has surprisingly little to say about what counts as good or bad art, about
how the construction and dissemination of art in society should be organized, about
the nature of aesthetic experience, and so on. For example, citing Deleuze on how
the really important thing in our encounters with art is not the representations we
see or the thoughts we think, but rather the intensity with which these encounters
alter our virtual becoming sounds like a profound aesthetic statement … until one
realizes that Deleuze holds the very same things with regards to our encounter with
a fork.
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Nevertheless, Deleuze’s great merit is to constantly insist that art is philosophically profound, which is far from an unimportant message. That art can be part
of a philosophical pedagogy is an important message in times of formulaic mass
production of cultural artifacts for ‘the masses’ coupled with a lingering lazy postmodernism in the museum arts for ‘the few’. Deleuze never ceases to point out that
art can show us the irreducibility as well as the becoming, fragility, and resistance
of entities.3 It shows us the irreducibility of machines, because we always notice
that something is ‘lost’ when we try to reduce a work to its components, to its
environment (societal, architectural, or otherwise), to its effects on us, to its author’s
intentions, or to a moment in an oeuvre or period. Its shows us the becoming,
fragility, and resistance of entities by simply depicting or describing these facts
of existence. Not all art does the latter, but Deleuze has certainly tried to select a
number of authors who provide precisely this insight: the flesh and bones struggling
or threatening to escape bodies in Francis Bacon, the lonesome figures taking flight
away from oppressive social machines in American literature, and Kafka’s world of
dominating and dominated machines which never reveal their essence.

29. Politics and machinism
Schizoanalysis as such “has no political program to propose” (ao 431). How could
it? If human beings are machines and if machines have malleable essences (which,
incidentally, is precisely why we are and should be so concerned with climate change,
genetic manipulation, ideological indoctrination, and so on), then there is no stable
human ‘template’ for which we can design the optimal circumstances. It is precisely
because reality itself is always-already “crowned anarchy” (dr 37) that no politics can
be derived from machinism, not even an anarchist one (though one could definitely
argue that machinism posits anarchism as the primary point of departure for all
politics, thus opposing the popular idea that anarchism is a secondary reaction to
unjust societal conditions). Deleuze even admits to disdain for all who call themselves

3

As an aside, Deleuze’s essay on Samuel Beckett revolves around an interplay between Quad and
Trio (after Beckett’s Quad and Ghost Trio). It is easy to see that Deleuze is reading his ontology into
Beckett, with Quad referring to the fourfold and trio to the three synthesis at work in establishing
a relation between a body and an actuality. “Quad […] is a quadrilateral, a square. Nonetheless, it is
perfectly determined, possessing certain dimensions; but it has not other determinations than its
formal singularities […]” (ecc 162); “Trio goes from the space to the image” (ecc 169).
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“marginals” (d 139), precisely to the extent that they demand or promise a society
in which desire is no longer repressed, whereas as we have seen, desire is always
repressed through the dyad of technical and social machines (cf. ao 158).
Nevertheless, schizoanalysis does have somewhat of a method to propose for
politics. As Deleuze writes, we must, as much as we can, gain “possession” of
problems (dr 158). It seems like a facile statement, but machinism wholeheartedly
recommends machinism as one way of ‘improving’ our political situation. This is
because the opposite of machinism is precisely metaphysics or reductionism, which
practically translates into societal systems premised on the idea of a fundamental
belonging, on accepting the current state of affairs as neutral and natural, on the
fear of change, and so on. It is “the form of interiority we habitually take as a model,
or according to which we are in the habit of thinking” (atp 354). As Deleuze writes,
“the fundamental problem of political philosophy is […]: why do people still tolerate
being humiliated and enslaved, to such a point, indeed, that they actually want
humiliation and slavery not only for others but for themselves?” (ao 42). Everything
in our preceding analyses indicates that Deleuze’s answer would be that people accept
the conditions under which they live as natural, and, by functioning as ‘willing
slaves’ in social machines which eternally fall back onto their generators, become
that which such social machines require them to be. Machinism, the optimistic
philosopher would say, is at least one possible tool to avoid (or break with) such
literally self-fulfilling prophesies. Instead of the easy reductionism of various other
-isms, machinism would recommend ethology or schizoanalysis, which is to say
careful experimentations with machines. It would emphasize, time and again, that
no people or state or logic is ever simply given, and that instead all people, for
example, are but a “people to come” taken up in their respective becoming (wp 109).

30. Immanence and univocity
In all its relations with science, arts, and politics, machinic philosophy must strive
to defend externality against internality, virtual being against representationalism,
excessive being against reductionism, and pre-individual becoming against relationism. Its transcendental empiricism, schizoanalysis, or ethology must constantly pay
attention to the “plane of consistence” of machines, their bodies, and their desire,
always lying beneath the “plane of organization” of striated space and actual manifestations (d 91–92). To prevent metaphysical relapses which split reality as a whole
into a determinant (or a set of determinants) on one side and everything determined
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on the other, it opposes a duality within entities to a dualism in general (ls 2). No
dualism “between two kinds of ‘things’” (d 133), no dualism between “here” and
“there” (atp 20), but a fault line within the heart of machines themselves.
This makes machinism a defender of both immanence and univocity. For Deleuze,
immanence does not mean that everything is together, or connected, or One. Instead,
Deleuze’s notion of immanence emphasizes “a life, and nothing more” (trm 385).
In other words, it is an immanence which insists that each and every entity is not
ever a mere representation of something or appearance to someone, but always a
force unleashed in the world, endowed with an existence of its own. It means that
no machine can ontologically be “attributed to something” (trm 385) or said to be
in something. It means that all entities have a pre-individual virtual essence which
differs in kind from their being experienced as individual objects or events by others.
No entity is reducible to anything else, and the virtual can never be reduced to the
actual. Immanence is the “necessary immanence of the problem in the solution,
its involvement in the solution which covers it” (dr 177), which is another way
of saying that nothing can ever be ontologically exhausted by anything else. It
follows that for machinism, all transcendence is a local and existential matter of
social machines determining functional machines, but never a predetermined and
ontological matter.
Univocity, then, means that there are no exceptions to machinism. Nothing
enjoys ontological privilege over anything else (dr 278). All the machines described
in the introduction are equal in so far as they are machines. For Deleuze, it is the
“only” ontological proposition (dr 35), even though the paralogisms also make it the
hardest proposition to think.4 There are only fourfold machines with their twofold
manifestations, twofold essences, and threefold syntheses (cf. ao 385). Univocity
does not mean that everything is ultimately the same thing, force, or process. That
would imply a regression into metaphysics. Instead, univocity affirms the absolutely
irreducible nature of each and every single entity, and thus the fact that “things reside
unequally in this equal being” (dr 37). This is what Deleuze tried to communicate
early on when writing the following:
In effect, the essential in univocity is not that Being is said in a single and same
sense, but that it is said, in a single and same sense, of all its individuating

4

“Ce qui me paraît la plus étrange, la plus difficile à penser, si elle a jamais été pensée, c’est
l’univocité” (scs 140174).
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differences or intrinsic modalities. Being is the same for all these modalities, but
these modalities are not the same. It is ‘equal’ for all, but they themselves are not
equal. It is said of all in a single sense, but they themselves do not have the same
sense. The essence of univocal being is to include individuating differences, while
these differences do not have the same essence and do not change the essence of
being. […] Being is said in a single and same sense of everything of which it is
said, but that of which it is said differs: it is said of difference itself (dr 36)
The defense of externalism, machinism, fourfold machines, threefold syntheses,
irreducibility, becoming, immanence, and univocity is precisely what Deleuze has in
mind when writing that “philosophy is the art of forming, inventing, and fabricating
concepts” (wp 2). Of course he does not mean that philosophers should just tinker
away and see where they end up. The mere fact that concepts, once unleashed in our
world, can have the most horrible consequences should deter anyone from such an
interpretation. Instead, machinism asks that philosophy gives “consistency to the
virtual through concepts” (wp 118). The “sole aim” of philosophy, Deleuze writes,
is “to become worthy of the event” (wp 160). As we have seen, this has two senses.
First, the sense event is the actual partial object of a machine, to which it can never
be reduced. Second, the pure event is the becoming of a machine’s essence, which
is malleable and diverse rather than stable and simple. The call to create concepts,
then, is not meant to reduce philosophy to innocent play, but rather a call to arms
in the name of machinism, in defense of immanence against all the traps of good
sense, common sense, and the paralogisms of thought.
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Summary
This dissertation is a reconstruction of Gilles Deleuze’s ontology. Despite the
existence of a sizeable and varied literature on Deleuze’s philosophy, the text at
hand is unique in demonstrating that Deleuze is a thinker of individual entities
which are each irreducible to anything else in existence. According to Deleuze, even
though zebras, wine glasses, words, poems, meteors, soldiers, electrons, gadgets,
and festivals differ immensely in terms of what they can do, what they are made of,
where they are found, what they interact with, and how they change over the course
of their existence, each is nonetheless equal in having the same ontological features
as the others, the most important feature being that none of them can be reduced to
anything else. This opposes Deleuze’s philosophy to theorists who reduce entities to
(for example) substance, spirit, history, wider processes, apparitions to consciousness,
future states, points of origin, mere interpretations, or primordial matter. Likewise,
it opposes him to any naïve scientism which reduces all beings to microphysical
particles or events, and to any theory implying that people, animals, or objects are
essentially and fundamentally related to a specific identity, place, behavior, or group.
The Introduction shows that Deleuze is usually interpreted as either a thinker
who is not at all concerned with discerning the nature of entities, or one who holds
that individual entities are nothing but our distorted experience of a reality which is
would actually be a single force, process, or realm. Such interpretations do not stand
up to scrutiny, as Deleuze himself already argues against them in his own writings.
Deleuze is shown to instead hold that ‘relations are external to terms’, which means
that no entity can ever be reduced to one, several, or even all of its past, current, or
future relations to others. We can call this the ‘externality thesis’. If entities never
coincide with their relations, then each entity must have two aspects which differ
in kind. First, the entity in so far as it is present in relations which other entities
entertain with it. Second, the entity in so far as it simultaneously withdraws and
differs from these relations. Deleuze calls the former an entity’s ‘actuality’ and the
latter its ‘virtuality’. Positing two such sides to each being necessitates that each
entity is a fourfold. This is because both aspects of an entity need to be one as well as
multiple. They need to be one in order for an entity to be this being, and multiple in
order for it to be this rather than that being. Deleuze uses the term ‘machine’ to refer
to this fourfold being of entities, with synonyms being ‘assemblage’, ‘multiplicity’,
and ‘rhizome’. We can call the ‘machine thesis’ this idea that each being is such a
fourfold.
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The externality thesis further implies that specific relations are never presupposed (in the strong sense of being metaphysically warranted). Relations are
contingently produced, which is to say synthesized. Each such synthesis must be a
relational threefold. First, it must account for a ‘present’: the bare fact of one machine
encountering one or several other machines. Second, it must account for a ‘past’ or
‘ground’, which not only concerns that by which a relation is forged, but also that
which machines retain from their relations. Third, it must account for a ‘future’ of
relations. As strict adherence to the externality thesis and the machine thesis allows
us to posit the reality of nothing but machines and their relations, new entities and
relations must emerge from machines themselves (rather than from any principle or
process external to them). After the Introduction, the rest of the dissertation consists
of a systematic reconstruction and explanation of the externality thesis, the four
aspects of machinic being, and the three aspects of their mutual syntheses.
Chapter one demonstrates that Deleuze’s ontology is premised on the externality
thesis. It shows that externality is a central notion in both his own systematic works
as well as in his exegetic work on others. It then outlines Deleuze’s reasons for
adhering to the externality thesis. Most saliently, if the being of entities would
be internal to their relations, then entities would be nothing but their current
engagements in those relations. Everything would be exhaustively deployed in its
current contact with its parts and its environment. Consequently, nothing could
change and it would be hard to see how the current exhausted state of affairs came
to be in the first place. Hence if change is to be accounted for, entities must be
external to terms. They must have a private, non-relational, and internal reality
functioning as a reservoir from which new relations and machines can be forged.
This points to an ‘internal difference’ in the heart of things: a difference between
‘public’ presence to others and ‘private’ non-relational being. This internal difference
is coupled to an internal repetition, as this difference in kind holds for all relations
forged throughout a machine’s existence. The first chapter also emphasizes that
ontological externality is not the same thing as existential externality. Deleuze is
neither denying that there are rocks or pieces of wood in dams, nor that a dam would
be destroyed if enough of its parts are removed. He is, however, denying that there
is anything ‘dam-ish’ to the being of rock or wood. Even if the existence of an entity
depends on a relation with specific other entities (a language with its speakers, for
example), this still does not amount to an internal relation (the language remains
irreducible to those who speak it).
Chapter two initiates the deduction of the features of beings following from the
externality thesis. If externality holds, each machine has a non-relational aspect.
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Deleuze calls this aspect its ‘body without organs’, ‘Figure’, ‘problem’. If each entity
is such a non-relational body, reality can be called fundamentally problematic. After
all, it implies that no machine is ever truly integrated into its relations, so that
contingent work and effort is always needed to keep things in something or to
get things out of something. This is why Deleuze calls reality ‘schizophrenic’. The
chapter also shows that a machine’s body is its point of view on reality. Such a point
of view is never one to which another body becomes directly present as such, as
that would internalize a body in a relation. Instead, virtual bodies experience actual
manifestations of machines, and these actual manifestations, being relational, differ
in kind from the virtual being of entities. The actuality of machines is always a
twofold. First, it is qualified, because no encounter is ever an encounter with a bare
particular. This is the sense in which relational content is multiple. Deleuze also
calls this ‘flow’. Second, since qualities can never be qualities of qualities, relational
manifestations must also be unified as to provide that onto which qualities converge.
For example, ‘roundness’ itself is never ‘red and sweet’. Instead, something like an
apple is needed to combine red, round, and sweet. The body itself cannot fulfill
this function, as it differs in kind from actuality. This actual unity is instead what
Deleuze calls a ‘sense-event’ or ‘partial object’. The first and connective synthesis of
the present (also referred to as the synthesis of habit, contemplation, or contraction)
thus concerns the fact that all relations are relations of virtual bodies with actual,
qualified sense-events.
Chapter three details that by which relations can come to be. The mere actuality
of entities cannot account for this, as it is itself what must be grounded. Neither
can the body account for this all by itself. Being the bare fact of a machine’s virtual
unity (its being something), all machines are equal insofar as being a body without
organs, making it unable to account for the existence of different relations with
different contents. Hence there must be a second virtual aspect to supplement the
body without organs, and this Deleuze calls a machine’s ‘unconscious’. The second
virtual aspect is what he calls its ‘desire’, ‘powers’, ‘puissance’, ‘Idea’, ‘singularities’, or
‘code’. The Idea of a machine is that which it can do, its ‘capacities’ or ‘potential’ so
to say. As such Ideas are not relational, they are never extended or present to others,
which leads Deleuze to also call them ‘intensive matter’. This non-presence explains
why he calls this aspect of machines their ‘pure past’. This past is the ground for a
machine’s relations: a machine can only ever encounter other machines according
to its own powers. This is the first feature of the second, disjunctive synthesis.
Because puissance differs in kind from actuality, each machine can in principle have
an unlimited number of connections. For example, my ability to speak French can in
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principle become actualized in an infinite number of different conversations. This
is why Deleuze insists that disjunctive synthesis is inclusive rather than exclusive.
The powers of a machine result from previous and current relations. They are the
inscriptions, recordings, or registrations of actual encounters. Here too, a difference
in kind is upheld, as, for example, the textbook from which I learn French does
not resemble the abilities formed in my studies. All this implies that each machine
has an essence consisting of its unchanging body without organs and its malleable
Idea. Deleuze’s famous notion of ‘becoming’ thus refers to the fact that the essence
of machines can vary as a result of the relations they forge. Whether and how a
machine’s essence varies depends on the nature and intensity of its contingent
encounters.
Each machine is a virtual twofold of a body and its malleable desire, plus an actual
twofold of sense-events and qualities in its relational manifestations. Connective
and disjunctive syntheses account for what relations are, for how they come to
be, and for how they can leave their mark on machines. Chapter four explicates the
third synthesis of conjunction, sometimes also called the synthesis of consumption
or consummation. It demonstrates how each newly forged relation immediately
constitutes a new and irreducible machine. For example, a marriage or a rock band
is irreducible to its members from the moment of its inception, even though it may
need them in order to exist. Deleuze uses the term ‘celibate machine’ to designate
machines at such moments of inception. This supplements a number of machinic
‘modes’ which earlier chapters showed to follow from the fourfold and the syntheses.
For example, each machine can be called ‘paranoid’ to the extent that it by definition
avoids being fully integrated into anything else, ‘technical’ to the extent that it
serves as a part for other machines, and ‘social’ to the extent that it combines other
machines into its own relations.
Having then completed our reconstruction of Deleuze’s ontology, the rest of the
fourth chapter surveys some notable implications of machinism. First, it details
how machinism reveals reality to be characterized by force and work. After all, if no
relations can be presupposed, everything must ultimately be produced. This makes
machines simultaneously resilient and fragile. Resilient, because they cannot be
integrated into anything else and because each has its own puissance. Fragile, because
each machine and its Idea must always be generated through other machines which
strictly speaking do not contain it in principle (remember: nothing ‘dam-ish’ to
wood or stone). The chapter then briefly defines several standard philosophical
notions such as selfhood, subjectivity, freedom, time, space, and world according
to machinism. Deleuze calls a machinic body its self and its desire its subject. Each
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machine is free in the double sense of being irreducible to both its generating parts
and that which it generates. Time and space are both found to be twofolds. ‘Smooth’
space and time as ‘Aion’ refer to a machine’s intensive matter and its becoming.
‘Striated’ space and time as ‘Chronos’ refers to its successive actual encounters. ‘World’
according to Deleuze is never an all-encompassing totality. Instead, each machine
has its own world, defined as that which it encounters based on its powers. Next,
the chapter discusses a series of paralogisms or errors of thought. These account for
why we do not ‘naturally’ think according to machinism. What each paralogism
has in common is that it leads us to confuse a specific relation with the virtual
being of a machine. Finally, the chapter goes into what Deleuze calls ‘transcendental
empiricism’, which is the name for his method of doing philosophy. In short, it
follows from the fourfold structure of machines that we only ever relate to the
actuality of entities. Their virtuality never becomes directly present. To study a
machine is thus to interpret its actual manifestations (the empirical) as signs of its
virtual being (the transcendental).
The Conclusion provides an overview of our findings and briefly connects Deleuze’s
machinism to other thinkers, science, art, and politics.
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Samenvatting
Deze dissertatie is een reconstructie van Gilles Deleuzes ontologie. Er bestaat reeds
een omvangrijke en diverse literatuur over Deleuzes filosofie, maar de huidige tekst
is uniek in zoverre er betoogd wordt dat Deleuze een denker is van individuele
entiteiten die geen van elk tot iets anders gereduceerd kunnen worden. Deleuze stelt
dat hoewel zebra’s, wijnglazen, woorden, gedichten, meteoren, soldaten, elektronen,
gadgets, en festivals onderling immens verschillen betreffende wat ze kunnen, waar
ze uit bestaan, waar ze zijn, waar ze mee interacteren, en hoe ze veranderen, ieder
van hen desalniettemin gelijk is aan de anderen, omdat ze allen precies dezelfde
ontologische kenmerken hebben, waarvan de belangrijkste hun ‘onreduceerbaarheid’
is. Dit plaatst Deleuzes filosofie tegenover denkers die entiteiten bijvoorbeeld
reduceren tot substantie, geest, geschiedenis, bredere processen, verschijningen aan
het bewustzijn, toekomstige staten, een oorsprong, interpretaties, of basale materie.
Het plaatst hem ook tegenover het soort sciëntisme dat alles wil reduceren tot
deeltjes of gebeurtenissen op microniveau, en tegenover iedere theorie die impliceert
dat mensen, dieren, of objecten essentieel en fundamenteel gerelateerd zijn aan een
specifiek soort identiteit, plaats, gedrag, of groep.
De introductie toont aan dat Deleuze meestal wordt geïnterpreteerd als iemand
die ofwel niet geïnteresseerd is in het doordenken van de aard van entiteiten,
ofwel verdedigt dat individuele entiteiten slechts onze vervormde ervaringen zijn
van een realiteit die in feite één kracht, proces, of dimensie is. Deze interpretaties
zijn onhoudbaar, niet in het minst omdat Deleuze er zelf tegen argumenteert in
zijn eigen werk. In feite verdedigt Deleuze dat ‘relaties extern aan termen zijn’,
wat betekent dat geen enkele entiteit gereduceerd kan worden tot één, enkele,
of zelfs alle vorige, huidige, of toekomstige relaties met anderen. We kunnen
dit de ‘externaliteitsthese’ noemen. Als entiteiten nooit samenvallen met hun
relaties moeten ze ieder twee aspecten hebben waartussen een verschil in natuur
bestaat. Ten eerste: de entiteit in zoverre die aanwezig is in relaties met andere
entiteiten. Ten tweede: de entiteit in zoverre die zich terugtrekt uit en verschilt
van die relaties. Dat eerste noemt Deleuze de ‘actualiteit’ van entiteiten. Dat
tweede noemt hij hun ‘virtualiteit’. Deze tweevoudigheid leidt tot de gedachte
dat iedere entiteit een viervoud is. Dit komt doordat beide aspecten zowel ‘één’
als ‘veel’ moeten zijn. Ze moeten ‘een’ zijn omdat een entiteit deze zaak is, en
ze moeten ‘veel’ zijn omdat een entiteit deze en niet die zaak is. Deleuze gebruikt
de term ‘machine’ om te verwijzen naar de viervoudige aard van entiteiten,
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waarvoor ‘assemblage’, ‘multipliciteit’ en ‘rhizoom’ synoniemen zijn. Dat werkelijk iedere entiteit een dergelijk viervoud is kunnen we de ‘machinethese’ noemen.
De externaliteitsthese impliceert ook dat specifieke relaties nooit vooraf gegeven
zijn (in de sterke zin van metafysisch gegarandeerd zijn). Relaties worden contingent
geproduceerd, oftewel gesynthetiseerd. Iedere synthese moet een relationeel drievoud
zijn. Ten eerste betreft een synthese een ‘heden’: het simpele feit van een machine
die met één of meer andere machines van doen heeft. Ten tweede betreft het
een ‘verleden’ of een ‘grond’, zowel in de zin van datgene op basis waarvan een
relatie tot stand komt als in de zin van datgene wat een machine overhoudt
aan relaties. Ten derde betreft het een ‘toekomst’. Het strikt navolgen van de
externaliteitsthese en de machinethese betekent namelijk dat we slechts kunnen
denken in termen van machines en hun onderlinge relaties, zodat nieuwe machines
en relaties geproduceerd moeten worden vanuit machines zelf (en niet vanuit een
principe of proces dat daar extern aan is). Volgend op de introductie bestaat de
rest van de dissertatie uit een systematische reconstructie en toelichting van de
externaliteitsthese, de vier aspecten van machines, en de drie aspecten van hun
syntheses.
Hoofdstuk één toont aan dat Deleuzes ontologie gebaseerd is op de externaliteitsthese. Het laat zien dat externaliteit centraal staat in zowel zijn eigen systematische
werken als in zijn exegetische teksten over anderen. Het presenteert vervolgens
Deleuzes redenen voor het verdedigen van de externaliteitsthese. De belangrijkste is
dat indien het zijn van entiteiten intern aan hun relaties zou zijn, entiteiten niets
anders zouden zijn dan hun huidige betrekkingen in die relaties. Alles zou volledig
uitputtend ingezet zijn in het huidige contact met zijn onderdelen en omgeving.
Er zou dientengevolge niets meer kunnen veranderen en het zou moeilijk worden
om te verklaren hoe deze uitgeputte stand van zaken überhaupt tot stand gekomen
zou zijn. Als we dus ruimte willen laten voor verandering moeten entiteiten juist
extern zijn aan hun relaties. Ze moeten een eigen, non-relationele en interne realiteit
hebben die functioneert als een reservoir van waaruit nieuwe machines en relaties
gemaakt kunnen worden. Dit wijst op een ‘intern verschil’ binnen iedere machine:
een verschil tussen ‘publieke’ aanwezigheid aan anderen en ‘privé’ non-relationeel
bestaan. Dit interne verschil is verbonden aan een interne herhaling, aangezien
dit verschil het geval is in iedere relatie die een machine in haar bestaan ondergaat. Het eerste hoofdstuk benadrukt ook dat ontologische externaliteit echter niet
hetzelfde is als existentiële externaliteit. Deleuze ontkent noch dat er bijvoorbeeld
rotsen of stukken hout in dammen zitten, noch dat een dam vernietigd wordt als
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er genoeg rotsen of stukken hout verwijderd worden. Hij ontkent echter wel dat er
iets ‘damachtig’ zou zijn aan de aard van rotsen of hout. Zelfs wanneer het bestaan
van een entiteit volledig afhankelijk is van relaties met andere entiteiten (zoals een
taal bijvoorbeeld afhankelijk is van haar sprekers) is dit geenszins een interne relatie
(een taal is niet te reduceren tot haar sprekers).
Hoofdstuk twee begint de deductie van de eigenschappen van entiteiten die volgen
uit de externaliteitsthese. Indien externaliteit het geval is moet iedere machine
een non-relationeel aspect hebben. Deleuze noemt dit aspect het ‘lichaam zonder
organen’, ‘Figuur’, of ‘probleem’. Als iedere entiteit een dergelijk lichaam is, dan kan
de realiteit fundamenteel problematisch worden genoemd. Geen enkele machine
is immers ooit volledig geïntegreerd in haar relaties, waardoor contingent werk en
moeite altijd nodig zijn om zaken ergens te houden of ergens uit te verwijderen.
Vandaar dat Deleuze de realiteit ook wel ‘schizofreen’ noemt. Het hoofdstuk laat ook
zien dat het lichaam van een machine haar perspectief op de realiteit is. Een andere
machine zal zich nooit qua lichaam manifesteren aan een dergelijk perspectief,
aangezien dat een non-relationeel lichaam zou internaliseren in een relatie. Virtuele
lichamen ervaren slechts actuele manifestaties van machines, en deze relationele
manifestaties verschillen in natuur van het virtuele zijn van entiteiten. Dergelijke
actualiteit is altijd een tweevoud. Ten eerste is zij gekwalificeerd, aangezien geen
enkele relatie ooit een relatie is met een ‘bare particular’. Dit is de zin waarin
relationele inhoud ‘veel’ moet zijn. Deleuze noemt dit ook wel ‘flow’. Aangezien
kwaliteiten echter nooit kwaliteiten van kwaliteiten kunnen zijn, moeten relationele
manifestaties ook verenigd zijn om iets te bevatten waaromtrent kwaliteiten zich
kunnen samenballen. ‘Rondheid’ zelf is bijvoorbeeld nooit ‘rood en zoet’. Er is
zoiets als een appel nodig voor de combinatie van rond, rood, en zoet. Het lichaam
zelf kan deze functie niet vervullen, aangezien het verschilt in natuur van alle
actualiteit. Actuele eenheid is wat Deleuze een ‘zingebeurtenis’ (sense-event) of
‘partieel object’ noemt. De eerste en connectieve synthese van het heden (ook wel de
synthese van gewoonte, contemplatie, of contractie genoemd) betreft dan ook het
feit dat alle relaties relaties zijn van virtuele lichamen met actuele en gekwalificeerde
zinsgebeurtenissen.
Hoofdstuk drie gaat in op datgene waardoor relaties plaats kunnen vinden. De
actualiteit van machines kan dit niet verklaren, aangezien juist die gegrond moet
worden. Het lichaam zonder organen zelf kan dit evenmin verklaren. Aangezien dit
lichaam slechts het basale feit van de virtuele eenheid van een machine betreft (het
iets zijn), zijn alle machines identiek in zoverre ze een dergelijk lichaam zijn. Hierdoor
is het lichaam qua lichaam niet in staat om te verklaren waarom er verschillende
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relaties met verschillende inhouden bestaan. Er moet dus een tweede virtuele aspect
bestaan naast dat van het lichaam zonder organen. Deleuze noemt dit tweevoud
het ‘onbewuste’ van machines. Het tweede aspect noemt hij ‘verlangen’, ‘krachten’,
‘puissance’, ‘Idee’, ‘singulariteiten’ en ‘code’. Het Idee van een machine is dat wat de
machine kan doen, haar ‘capaciteiten’ of ‘potentieel’ zogezegd. Gezien zulke Ideeën
non-relationeel moeten zijn, zijn ze nooit uitgestrekt in ruimte of tijd (extensief)
of direct aanwezig voor anderen. Vandaar dat Deleuze er ook de term “intensieve
materie” voor gebruikt. Deze non-presentie verklaar ook waarom hij dit aspect van
machines hun ‘zuivere verleden’ noemt. Dit verleden is de grond voor de relaties van
een machine: een machine kan alleen relateren aan andere machines in termen van
haar eigen krachten. Dit is het eerste kenmerk van de tweede, disjunctieve synthese.
Aangezien puissance in natuur verschilt van actualiteit kan ieder machine in principe
een ongelimiteerd aantal relaties aangaan. Bijvoorbeeld: mijn virtuele capaciteit
om Frans te spreken kan in principe geactualiseerd worden in een oneindig aantal
gesprekken. Vandaar dat Deleuze benadrukt dat disjunctieve synthese inclusief
en niet exclusief is. De capaciteiten van een machine resulteren uit eerdere en
huidige relaties. Capaciteiten zijn de inscripties, opnames, of registraties van actuele
ontmoetingen. Ook hier bestaat een verschil in natuur, aangezien het boek waaruit
ik bijvoorbeeld Frans leer geen overeenkomst vertoont met de vermogens die ik
overhoud aan het bestuderen ervan. Dit alles impliceert dat iedere machine een
essentie heeft die bestaat uit haar onveranderlijke lichaam zonder organen en haar
veranderlijke Idee. Deleuzes beroemde term ‘wording’ refereert dus aan het feit
dat de essentie van machines kan variëren naar aanleiding van de relaties die ze
onderhouden. Of en hoe een machinale essentie varieert hangt af van de aard en
intensiteit van haar contingente ontmoetingen.
Iedere machine is een virtueel tweevoud van een lichaam en veranderlijk
verlangen, plus een actueel tweevoud van gekwalificeerde zingebeurtenissen in
relationele manifestaties. Connectieve en disjunctieve syntheses verklaren wat
relaties zijn, hoe ze tot stand komen, en hoe ze hun sporen op machines kunnen
achterlaten. Hoofdstuk vier licht de derde, conjunctieve synthese toe (soms ook
consumptieve of consummatieve synthese genoemd). Het hoofdstuk laat zien dat
iedere nieuwe relatie direct ook zelf een niet te reduceren machine is. Bijvoorbeeld:
een huwelijk of een rockband is vanaf het moment dat ze bestaat niet meer te
reduceren tot haar leden, zelfs al heeft ze deze nodig om te bestaan. Deleuze
gebruikt de term ‘celibataire machine’ om te verwijzen naar machines op het
moment van hun totstandkoming. Deze term kan worden toegevoegd aan een
aantal andere machinale modi die eerdere hoofdstukken in verband brachten
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met het viervoud en de synthesen. Zo kan iedere machine ‘paranoïde’ worden
genoemd in zoverre zij per definitie vermijdt ooit ergens volledig in geïntegreerd te
worden, ‘technisch’ in zoverre zij functioneert als onderdeel voor andere machines,
en ‘sociaal’ in zoverre zij andere machines met elkaar combineert in haar eigen
relaties.
De rest van het vierde hoofdstuk wordt besteed aan een verkenning van dit nu
volledig in kaart gebrachte machinisme. Ten eerste gaat het in op hoe de realiteit
volgens het machinisme gekenmerkt wordt door kracht en werk. Als geen enkele
relatie van tevoren bestaat of gegarandeerd is, dan moet alles uiteindelijk resulteren
uit een productie. Dit maakt machines tegelijk zowel weerbarstig als kwetsbaar.
Weerbarstig, omdat ze nooit volledig geïntegreerd in iets anders kunnen worden en
omdat iedere machine zijn eigen puissance heeft. Kwetsbaar, omdat iedere machine
en haar idee altijd gegenereerd moeten worden vanuit andere machines die strikt
genomen weinig van doen hebben met deze specifieke machine (nogmaals: er is niets
‘damachtigs’ aan rotsen of hout). Vervolgens geeft het hoofdstuk kort een aantal
definities van bekende filosofische noties zoals ‘zelf ’, subjectiviteit, vrijheid, tijd,
ruimte, en wereld vanuit het perspectief van machinisme. Deleuze noemt het lichaam
van een machine haar ‘zelf ’ en haar Idee haar ‘subject’. Iedere machine is vrij in de
dubbele zin van onreduceerbaar zijn tot de onderdelen die haar genereren alsmede de
generaties van andere machines waaraan ze bijdraagt. Tijd en ruimte blijken beiden
een tweevoud te zijn. ‘Soepele’ ruimte en tijd als ‘Aion’ verwijzen naar de intensieve
materie van een machine en naar de wording daarvan. ‘Georganiseerde’ ruimte
(espace strié, letterlijk ‘doorgroefde ruimte’) en tijd als ‘Chronos’ verwijzen naar de
opeenvolging van actuele ontmoetingen en relaties van een machine. ‘Wereld’ is voor
Deleuze nooit een allesomvattende totaliteit. Iedere machine heeft juist haar eigen
‘wereld’, gedefinieerd als datgene wat ze tegenkomt op basis van haar vermogens.
Vervolgens bespreekt het hoofdstuk een aantal ‘paralogismen’ of redeneerfouten.
Deze verklaren waarom we niet ‘van nature’ volgens het machinisme denken. Wat
alle paralogismen gemeen hebben is dat ze ons ertoe leiden om een machine zoals
zij verschijnt in een relatie te gaan beschouwen als de virtuele, non-relationele
realiteit van die machine. Het hoofdstuk sluit af met een beschouwing van Deleuzes
‘transcendentale empirisme’, wat de naam is voor zijn algehele filosofische methode.
Kort gezegd volgt het uit de viervoudige structuur van machines dat we overal en
altijd slechts kunnen relateren aan de actualiteit van machines. Hun virtualiteit
is nooit zelf aanwezig in een relatie. Het bestuderen van een machine is dus het
interpreteren van haar actuele manifestaties (het empirisme) als tekens van zijn
virtuele realiteit (het transcendentale).
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De conclusie bevat een overzicht van onze analyses en een korte beschouwing over
hoe Deleuzes machinisme zich verhoudt tot enkele andere denkers, wetenschap,
kunst, en politiek.
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